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Abstract 

Stemming is a process of extracting the root of a given word, by stripping 

off the affixes attached to this word. Many attempts have been made 
to address the stemming of Arabic words problem. The majority of the 

existing Arabic stemming algorithms require a complete set of morphological 
rules and large vocabulary lookup tables. Furthermore, many of them give 
more than one potential stem or root for a given Arabic word. According to 
Ahmad [11], the Arabic stemming process based on the language morpholog- 
ical rules is still a very difficult task due to the nature of the language itself. 

The limitations of the current Arabic stemming methods have motivated this 

research in which we investigate a novel approach to extract the word roots 
of Arabic language named here as MUAIDI-STEMMER 2. This approach attempts 
to exploit numerical relations between Arabic letters, avoiding having a list 

of the root and pattern of each word in the language, and giving one root so- 
lution. This approach is composed of two phases. Phase I depends on a basic 

calculations extracted from linguistic analysis of Arabic patterns and affixes. 
Phase II is based on artificial neural network trained by backpropagation 

learning rule. In this proposed phase, we formulate the root extraction prob- 
lem as a classification problem and the neural network as a classifier tool. 
This study demonstrates that a neural network can be effectively used to ex- 

2Muaidi is the author father's name. 
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tract the word roots of Arabic language 

The stemmer developed is tested using 46,895 Arabic word types3. Error 
counting accuracy evaluation was employed to evaluate the performance of 
the stemmer. It was successful in producing the stems of 44,107 Arabic words 
from the given test datasets with accuracy of 94.81%. 

3Types mean distinct or unique words. 
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Chapter 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

This chapter presents a brief description of the contents and the struc- 
ture of this thesis as well as a slightly more lengthy discussion on the 
problem of extracting the Arabic word roots. The presentation cov- 

ers a small background, the problem statement, the research questions and 
the objectives of the study, and the scope and limitation of the study. The last 

part of this chapter presents the outline of the thesis, and gives an overview 
of each chapter. 

1.2 Background 

The study described in this thesis addresses a problem of extracting the roots 
of Arabic words. The problem belongs to the area of computational linguistics. 
Computational linguistics is a field of artificial intelligence dealing with the 
logical modeling of natural language from a computational perspective [103]. 
It unites two areas that are quite different in appearance, computer science 
and natural languages. The following is a summarisation of the areas that 

may regarded as properly included within the discipline of computational lin- 

guistics [103]: 
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" Design of corpus linguistics, 

" Design of parsers for natural languages, 

" Design of taggers, 

" Design of machine translation, 

" Design of morphological analysers (e. g., Stemmers). 

This study falls in the last area (morphological analysers), the rest of this sec- 

tion introduces a brief background. 

In the last few years there has been an enormous growth in the amount of 
text documents available in the Internet and its recent popularity, particu- 
larly the World Wide Web (WWW), has accelerated its growth. Concomitant 

with this popularity has come an exponential-like growth in the volume of 
information available, and the emphasis on accessing the Internet focuses on 
finding the relevant information as quickly as possible [106]. 

This rapid increase in the volume of electronic information highlights the 

need for a new breed of search and information retrieval tools to reduce the 
time spent searching or browsing for information in the WWW. 

The science of information retrieval nowadays can be seen as one of the most 
important technologies that help us to find all textual information we need 
within a structure that we can search and analyse. One of the attempts that 
improved the performance of the information retrieval systems is the usage 
of what is so-called word stemming [106]. Stemming is a computational pro- 

cess by which the words are reduced to their base forms (roots). This is usually 
done by stripping the word affixes. 

1.3 General Problem Statement 

One of the challenges facing the developers of Arabic text retrieval systems 
is the absence of a strong and an effective stemming algorithm. Arabic is 
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morphologically a complex language [111], it uses both kinds of morpholo- 

gies: inflectional and derivational morphologies. As a result of these types of 

morphology, a single word may yield hundreds or even thousands of variant 
forms [34]. So, the morphology of Arabic can be viewed as a tool that enables 
the language to grow and develop [133]. As a result, the richness of word 
form variations can have a strong impact on the effectiveness of information 

retrieval systems [34]. 

Many studies showed that using roots as an index word in information re- 
trieval systems gave much better results than using full words [134][96][54] 
[52][35]. Several studies in Arabic language [18][6][80] suggested that word 
stemming and root searching as techniques of information retrieval are the 

most effective ways. For example, Al-Kharashi and Evens [18] show the ef- 
fectiveness of root-based retrieval method over the word-based method. The 

root-based method increased the number of documents retrieved in Arabic 
language by between 35 and 60 times. According to Larkey et al. [96], stem- 
ming has a positive effect in the highly inflected language such as Arabic 
language. 

In addition to information retrieval systems, stemming can be used in many 
Arabic natural language processing applications [107]. It can be used in text 
generation to generate different parts-of-speech of a given word. Also stem- 
ming can be used in datamining, data compression, and spell checking appli- 
cations, some details of such applications are presented in Chapter 3. In spite 
of the rapid research conducted in other languages, Arabic language still suf- 
fers from the shortages of researchers and development. 

As mentioned before, Arabic language has a rich and complex morphology [101]. 
In many cases, one orthographic word consists of many semantic and syntac- 
tic words [92]. In English language a word is a single entity, while in Ara- 
bic language a single word could be a complete sentence (see Section 2.5 of 
Chapter 2). The word formation process in Arabic depends mainly on roots, 
patterns and affixes. A root is a sequence of three or more consonants. A pat- 
tern is a sequence of consonants, vowels, and slots for the root letters. Unlike 
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English language, the affixes in Arabic are very complex. They include pre- 
fixes, suffixes, and infixes. Prefixes are attached at the beginning of a word, 

suffixes are attached at the end, while infixes are inserted in the middle of a 

word. Infixes make the morphological analysis of the Arabic language a hard 

process [133]. 

Arabic is a structured language [1331, in which the word formation process 
is usually done through the interdigitation of the root letters with a vocalic 

pattern in the root slots, and then might be accompanied by a set of affixes. 
An Arabic word could have repeated forms and combinations of these affixes, 
i. e., more than one affix may be attached to a word. The reverse of the word 
formation process is the so-called root extraction. To extract a root for a 

given word, all the affixes should be removed; it is not an easy problem even 
for humans. 

Many attempts have been made to address the problem of root extraction. The 

evaluation of these techniques will be presented in Chapter 3. The majority 
of the existing Arabic stemming algorithms use a large set of rules, and many 
of them also refer to a lookup table of patterns and roots. In consequence, 
this requires a large storage space to store these tables, and time to access 
the information. Due to the above, there is no standard root-stemming algo- 
rithm for Arabic language. In a recent work done in 2007, Momani et al. [105] 

stated: 

"Arabic as a strong morphological language suffers from the un- 
availability of a standard Arabic root extraction algorithm" ([105], 
Page 1). 

The limitations of the current Arabic stemming methods have motivated this 

author to investigate a novel approach to be used in the extraction of the word 
roots of Arabic language. This approach attempts to exploit the numerical re- 
lations between Arabic letters, avoiding having a list of the root and pattern 

of each word in the language. Furthermore, this approach has no use of the 

set of linguistic rules. 
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In this study, a computational approach to the problem of extracting the roots 

of Arabic words is presented. This approach is in one part depend on a basic 

calculation extracted from the analysis of Arabic roots and patterns whereas, 
in the other part it is use a multi-backpropagation neural network [761. 

In this study, the reason behind choosing the neural networks is that in the re- 

cent years they have become a popular tool for research in the computational 
linguistics field. Neural networks have many advantages over the other ap- 

proaches. One of these advantages is that neural networks can be efficient 

when the linguistic and the grammar rules are not known due to the com- 

plexity of the morphology of the language itself or when no human expert is 

available. In these cases, if there are sufficient training data, the neural net- 

works can be able to learn from the given data at a comparable level to human 

experts. 

The significance of the present work lies in the fact that this is being the 
first effort to solve the problem of the root-stemming Arabic words using (1) 

a computational approach exploiting numerical relations between Arabic let- 
ters, (2) using a neural networks approach. 

This study is anticipated that will be helpful in the development of any future 
information retrieval systems for Arabic language. Also, it is hoped that this 

research will open a new window or a new view in processing many issues 
facing the development of Arabic natural language processing applications 
rather than using conventional techniques. If enough research is done, in the 

author's view, artificial neural networks will become one of the most popular 
methods dealing with such applications. The developed solution method is 
discussed at length in Chapters 5 and 6. 

1.4 Research Question and Objectives 

As mentioned before, stemming algorithms can be used in many Arabic natu- 
ral language processing applications, and there are many attempts have been 
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made to address the development such algorithms using different approaches. 
Most of the existing Arabic stemming algorithms require a complete set of 

morphological rules and large vocabulary lookup tables. Furthermore, many 

of them give more than one potential stem or root for a given Arabic word. Ac- 

cording to Ahmad [111, the Arabic stemming process based on the language 

morphological rules is still a very difficult task due to the nature of the lan- 

guage itself. Thus, the research questions of this study can be summarised 

as: 

1. Can we identify and exploit numerical relations between letters 

for Arabic root extraction ?. 

2. Can we use the artificial neural networks as a tool to extract the 

roots of Arabic words ?. 

So, the overall goal of this study is to develop a root-stemming algorithm for 
Arabic language giving only one root solution. This is done by investigating 
the viability of applying a computational and a neural networks approach, 
avoiding having a pattern and an affix lists and a set of linguistics rules. The 
following specific objectives have been set to achieve the main goal: 

"A comprehensive literature review of stemming algorithms and morpho- 
logical analysers that have been developed for Arabic language. This 

provides a summarisation of what has been done in the literature of this 
field. 

" Review different stemming algorithms that have been developed for En- 

glish language. 

. Analyse the Arabic roots based on four famous Arabic dictionaries, and 
generate a one common dictionary that combines all the roots in these 
dictionaries. 

. Compile and analyse a list of pattern forms in Arabic language. 

" Compile a list of affix letters used in Arabic language. 

. Analyse the frequency of the affix letters in Arabic language. 
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" Compile a list of stopwords in Arabic language. 

. Divide a complex problem (extraction the Arabic word roots) into simpler 

sub-tasks. 

" Generate a neural network modules to work on these sub-tasks. 

" Select a suitable Arabic corpus and prepare it for processing. 

" Buildup an annotated corpus for the Arabic language containing Arabic 

words and their morphological features. 

. Develop a computer program for the presented root-stemming algorithm. 

. Test and evaluate the developed algorithm using a test data in order to 

check its performance. 

1.5 Significant Research Contributions 

This research provides a novel contributions to the field of the Arabic compu- 
tational linguistics which are summarised as follows. 

1- A Linguistic Analysis of Arabic Patterns and Affixes 

In order to study the numerical relations between the Arabic letters, the au- 
thor successfully surveyed 1,893 conceivable pattern forms based on the trilit- 
eral roots. The analysis of surveyed patterns lead to generate a binary score 
matrices that show the possibility of the letter to be an affix letter. Further- 

more, a comprehensive lists of Arabic prefixes, infixes, and suffixes are ex- 
tracted from these patterns. We extracted 204 prefixes, 7 infixes and 193 

suffixes. Also, the frequency of the affix letters in Arabic language is anlysed. 

2- The Stemming Algorithm of Arabic language 

The main contribution of this thesis is to develop a stemming algorithm to 
extract the roots of Arabic words. This algorithm is called MUAIDI-STEMMER 1. 

1Muaidi is the author father's name. 
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The developed stemmer is a computational approach tries to exploit the nu- 

merical relations between letters that are identified by Arabic linguists to be 

affixes. The MUAWDI-STEMMER is conducted in two phases: Phase I and Phase II. 

Phase I is a computational module based on the analysis of Arabic patterns 

and the affix letters (Contribution 1), while Phase II is based on artificial 

neural networks trained in which we formulated the root extraction problem 

as a classification problem and the neural network as a classifier. 

3- An Annotated Arabic Corpus 

The existence of an annotated corpus is essential in the development of many 

natural language processing applications. Furthermore, a good sized corpus 
can show a significant language morphological behavior. For the purpose of 
this thesis, an annotated Arabic corpus is compiled and designed in which 
every word in this corpus has assigned its morphological features. The main 
source of the annotated corpus is extracted from Latifa Al-Sulaiti Arabic cor- 
pus [29][30] (Corpus of Contemporary Arabic). In this research, the an- 
notated corpus is used for training and the testing the developed neural net- 
works (Chapters 6 and 7). The steps of the generation the Annotated Arabic 
corpus is presented in Chapter 6. 

4- A Compiled Arabic Dictionary 

The extraction of the Arabic roots is the main aim of this thesis. So, the avail- 
ability of a reliable dictionary of Arabic roots is considered as an essential 
component of the developing of any Arabic stemmer. Such this comprehen- 
sive dictionary does not exist as an electronic form. Therefore 27,457 roots 
were manually collected from four famous Arabic dictionaries. These roots are 
grouped in one dictionary called the common dictionary. The total number 
of distinct roots in this dictionary is 12,619. The common dictionary is used 
in Chapter 6 during the building-up of the annotated corpus to check the vali- 
dation of the roots. Also, it is used in Chapter 7 during the evaluation process 
for the same reason. 
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1.6 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

This study concerns only Arabic language with no attention to other lan- 

guages. This is due to the fact that every language has its own morphological 
features and its large number of rules. 

The study focuses only on the triliteral roots (three letters) of Arabic lan- 

guage. Since, the overwhelming majority of roots in Arabic language are 

triliteral [127][25]. Al-Shalabi [89] states that 95% of the Arabic roots are 

triliteral roots. Furtheremore, in the study of Ali [36], the Quran, the holy 

book of Islam, consists of 77,888 words, and it has only 1,633 trilileral roots 
(97%), and only 45 non-trilileral roots (03%). So the other root lengths are 
beyond the scope of this study. 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

This thesis is organised into eight chapters and eight appendices that cover 
the issues and topics of this study. The following descriptions give brief overview 
of the chapters to follow. 

CHAPTER 2 This chapter deals with Arabic language structure and syn- 
tax which is an essential background to this study. It starts 
by describing the features of Arabic writing system. Then 
it discusses the derivational and inflectional morphology of 
the Arabic language. Finally, it shows the classification of 
Arabic words. 

CHAPTER 3 This chapter deals with the stemming algorithms. It starts 
by defining the stemming concept. Then it describes the 
usage of stemming and its importance in natural language 

processing applications. The classifications of stemming ap- 
proaches for English and Arabic languages are presented 
in this chapter. Then the chapter illustrates the previously 
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developed stemmers for English and Arabic languages. Fi- 

nally, the chapter presents a brief introduction to artificial 

neural networks. This is given for the readers who have no 

previous background in artificial neural networks. 

CHAPTER 4 This chapter covers the linguistic analysis of Arabic lan- 

guage: roots, patterns and affixes. It starts by highlighting 

the definition of a term root. Then it shows the statistical 

analysis of Arabic word roots based on four famous Arabic 

dictionaries. This Chapter also discusses the analysis of 
Arabic patterns and affixes. Finally it deals with the for- 

mation process of Arabic words. 

CHAPTER 5 This chapter presents the Phase I of the developed solu- 
tion. It presents the computational model solution for the 

extraction Arabic word roots. This chapter illustrates the 

overall architecture of the proposed computational model. 
Also, it presents and discusses all the supplementary mod- 
ules that assist the process of the computational model. The 

pseudo code algorithm of Phase I, and the detailed discus- 

sions of the algorithm steps are also presented in this chap- 
ter. 

CHAPTER 6 This chapter presents the Phase II of the developed solu- 
tion which is based on the artificial neural networks. The 

chapter discusses the neural network methodology used in 
this study. It gives a detailed description of the system pro- 
totype, architecture and implementation. Furthermore, it 

presents the experiments that are used in order to optimise 
the neural network parameters. The corpus that is used in 
this study and its annotated also presented in this chap- 
ter. Finally, the chapter deals with the extraction of Arabic 

word roots as a classification problem and the artificial neu- 
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ral network as a classifier tool. 

CHAPTER 7 This chapter deals with the testing and the evaluation of 

the proposed computational model. The two phases, test- 

ing experiments and their discussions, are presented in this 

chapter. 

CHAPTER 8 This chapter is the last chapter of the thesis. It is a sum- 

mary of the work which has been carried out in the current 

study. It also shows the main findings of the system eval- 

uation and attempts to answer the research question and 

ends with some suggestions for future work to be done in 

the research area. 

1.8 The Roadmap of the Developed Approach 

As was pointed earlier, the main aim of this study is to develop a root-stemming 
algorithm for Arabic language giving only one root solution. This is done by 
investigating the viability of applying a computational and a neural networks 
approach, avoiding having a pattern and an affix lexicons and a set of linguis- 

tics rules. 

The developed MUAIDI-STEMMER algorithm can be viewed as a single system 
has two main components. The first component which is called Phase I tries 

to extract the root of a given word by investigating the most likely Arabic root- 
letters and excluding the affixes (non-root) letters. If the first component is 

failed to extract the root, then the second component is triggered. The second 

component which is called Phase II is based on the neural networks. 

Figure 1.1 depicts the main elements "roadmap" of the MUAIDI-STEMMER ap- 

proach. This figure shows the chapters in which each element is described in 

detail. Also, the figure depicts the relationships among these elements. 
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Figure 1.1: The Roadmap of the MUAIDI-STEMMER Approach 
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The following items provide an overview of the major elements of the MuAIDI- 

STEMMER approach explaining the relationships depicted in Figure 1.1, while 
in the subsequent chapters, we give in more detail a full description of each 

of the aspects of the roadmap. 

" Linguistic Analysis of Arabic Roots, Patterns and Affixes 

The word formation process in Arabic language depends mainly on roots, 

patterns and affixes. For this reason the grammatical system of Ara- 
bic language is considered as a root-and-pattern based language. The 

pattern is considered as the magic key in extracting the roots of Arabic 

words. If the pattern is identified for a given word, then it is easy to 

extract the root-letters for this word. 

In the first block of Figure 1.1, we surveyed 1,893 derived Arabic pat- 
terns based on the triliteral roots. These surveyed patterns are com- 
piled from Arabic grammar books [121][20][57][17][19] (see Section 4.3 

of Chapter 4). 

The analysis of the compiled patterns lets us to analyse the affix letters 

and their positions in the Arabic words. The key result of this analysis is 
the generation of the score matrices which are elaborated in Chapter 5. 
Furthermore, the analysis unfolds the valid prefix-suffix combinations 
(see Section 4.4 of Chapter 4). This validation is used in Chapter 7 to 
check the correctness of the extracted root and the affix letters attached 
to it. 

Also, in this block we are manually collected 27,457 Arabic roots from 
four famous Arabic dictionaries. These roots are grouped in one dictio- 

nary called the common dictionary. The total number of distinct roots 
in this dictionary is 12,619. The common dictionary is used in Chapter 6 
during the building-up of the annotated corpus to check the validation 
of the roots. Also, it is used in Chapter 7 during the evaluation process 
for the same reason. 
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" The Computational Approach Subsystem (Phase I) 

The second block of Figure 1.1 is for Phase I which is based on the anal- 

ysis of Arabic patterns and the affix letters. In this phase we assigned a 

weight value (Chapter 5) to every letter in the tested word then multi- 

ply these values by the score values (Chapter 5). The weight values are 

numeric values based on the frequency analysis of Arabic affix letters, 

while the score values are based on the analysis of the Arabic patterns, 

which show the possibility of the letter to be an affix letter. If there are 
three zeros in the resultant multiplications then the corresponding let- 

ters of these zeros represent the root-letters. 

If there are just two zeros in the resultant multiplications, then the root- 
distance is computed, which counts the gap between these zeros (number 

of letters). If there are two letters or more, then one of these letters is 

a root-letter, which is represent the minimum weight value. Phase I is 

elaborated in Chapter 5. 

" The Subsystem of Neural Networks Approach (Phase II) 

The third block of Figure 1.1 is for Phase II which is based on artificial 
neural networks trained by the backpropagation learning rule. In this 
developed phase, we formulated the root extraction problem as a classi- 
fication problem and the neural network as a classifier. As mentioned 
at the beginning of this chapter, Phase II is triggered when Phase I is 
failed to extract the root for a given Arabic word. 

The dataset used to train and to test the developed neural networks 
of Phase II are extracted from the annotated corpus of contemporary 
Arabic (Chapter 6). The training dataset is utilised for optimising the 
neural networks and for selecting their parameter values, whereas the 
test datasets is used solely in the final evaluation of the developed neu- 
ral networks (Chapter 7). Phase II is elaborated in Chapter 6. 
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" The Annotated Corpus of Contemporary Arabic 

The right object of block three of Figure 1.1 represents the annotated 
Arabic corpus. The Corpus of Contemporary Arabic [29][30] is cho- 

sen to be the main source for data to conduct this research. Such a 

choice is based on factors like size, availability and diversity of content. 
The Corpus of Contemporary Arabic is compiled by Latifa Al-Sulaiti 

and Eric Atwell. This corpus needs to be processed (annotated) before 

it is carrying out; the processing includes assigning the morphological 
features to every valid Arabic word in the corpus. The output of this 

process is the generation of the Annotated Corpus of Contemporary 
Arabic. This generated annotated corpus is used for training the de- 

veloped neural networks which are presented in Chapter 6 as well as 
it is used in Chapter 7 to check the performance and the quality of the 
developed algorithm. A full description of the corpus of contemporary 
Arabic and the compiled annotated corpus are presented in Section 6.3 
of Chapter 6. 

" Testing and Evaluation 

The fourth block of Figure 1.1 deals with the testing and the evaluation 
of the developed stemmer. The full descriptions of these testing and 
evaluations are elaborated in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
ARABIC LANGUAGE AND MORPHOLOGY 
SYSTEM 

2.1 Introduction 

This 
chapter introduces the relevant basic elements of the Arabic lan- 

guage. This covers the Arabic alphabets, the structure of the Ara- 
bic language, and the features of the Arabic writing system. The 

derivational and inflectional morphology of Arabic language is presented in 

this chapter. The Arabic word classes, i. e. nouns, verbs, and particles are also 
discussed in the last section of this chapter. A non-Arabic reader will find this 
introduction is useful and interesting, but this is far from being a comprehen- 
sive Arabic guide. Further reading is recommended such as [124][81][77]. 

If the reader have had adequate background with the subjects mentioned 
above, then they may prefer to skim the chapter quickly. 

2.2 Overview of Arabic Language 

Arabic is an international language and one of the official languages in the 
United Nations. Arabic belongs to the Semitic languages family [136] (dif- 
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ferent from Indo-European languages in some respects). This family also in- 

cludes Akkadian, Aramaic, Ethiopic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Syriac and Ugaritic. 

Arabic is considered the main representative of the South-Central Semitic 

language group. 

Today, Arabic is the sixth most widely spoken language in the world [4]. The 

estimated number of Arabic speakers is over 250 million, of which roughly 
200 million are first language speakers and 50 million are second language 

speakersi. Arabic is an official language in over 22 countries. It is spoken as 
first language in North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, Su- 

dan), the Arabian Peninsula (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

United Arab Emirates, Yemen), Middle East (Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria), 

and other Arab countries (Mauritania, Comoros, Djibouti, Somalia). Since 
Arabic is the language of the Quran, the holy book of Islam, it is also spoken 
as a second language by several Asian countries such as: Indonesia, Pakistan, 
Iran, Uzbekistan and Malay. 

2.3 Arabic Alphabets 

The Arabic script was derived from a type of Aramaic via the Nabatean cur- 
sive alphabet [10], with the earliest known document dating from 512 AD. 
The Aramaic language has fewer consonants than Arabic, so new letters were 
created around the 7th century by adding dots to existing letters. A summary 
of the features of Arabic writing appears below. 

. Arabic alphabet consists a core of twenty-eight letters in addition to 
hamza [ö; "]2 (glottal stop) and two variants of existing letters (alif [6.11] 

and to [. Li]). Each letter can appears in up to four different shapes, de- 

pending on the position of the letter in the Arabic word. The position 
may be at the beginning (initial), in the middle (medial form), or at the 

'As stated in http: //wwwl. georgetown. edu/departments/arabic/about/info/ 
[Accessed on 12-02-2008] 

2The Arabic examples in this thesis were produced using the ArabTeX package for 15IjX2. 
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end of a word (terminal form). The letter may be also written sepa- 

rately (alone/isolation form). Figure 2.1 represents an example of letter 

Kaaf[J] in the four different positions, while Table 2.1 lists all the Ara- 

bic alphabets in their various shapes. 

Alone 

C. 
ý3 

End 

Middle 

ss 
Beginning 

Figure 2.1: Example of Letter Kaaf [J] in the Four Different Positions 

Thus, a three letter word, for example, may start with a letter in begin- 

ning form, followed by a letter in medial form and, finally, by a letter in 

an end form like: 

instead of: 

[40a] 

[y ü J] 
But the reality is even worse since a letter, in the middle of a word, may 
have the final or the initial form as in: 

(] 
Because some letters do not connect with any character that comes after. 
They have only two forms: isolated (which is also used as initial) and 
final (also used as middle). Letters 8,9,10,11 in Table 2.1 are examples 
of this type of letters. 
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" Many efforts [51][78][104] have been made at representing Arabic alpha- 
bets using Western character sets; this is usually referred to as translit- 

eration. Beesley [45] defines the purpose of transliteration as follows: 

I 
DEFINITION 2.1 (TRANSLITERATION) 

The purpose of a transliteration is to write a language in its custom- 
ary orthography, using the exactly same orthographical conventions. (451 

For the purpose of this thesis, we have defined our own transliteration 

scheme for Arabic alphabets, which is presented in Table 2.1. Each Ara- 

bic letter in this scheme is mapped to only one English letter. 

Wherever in this thesis, any Arabic word is annotated as a triple at- 
tributes to be more clear for a non-Arabic reader. The first attribute 
for the Arabic word itself which is written in Arabic scripts between 
two square brackets, the second attribute for an English transliteration 

which is written in italics, while the third one for English translation 

which is written between two quotation marks. Figure 2.2 shows an 
example. 

The Arabic Wordy 1 3- Translation 

[gis] (ktb, "Books") 

2- Transliteration 

Figure 2.2: An Example of Annotated Arabic Word 
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No. Name Alone Translit- 
eration 

Initial 
Form 

Meidal 
Form 

Terminal 
Form 

Sound 

1 Alef A I L L A 
2 Baa b - B 
3 Taa t T 
4 Thaa ü t Th 
5 Jiim j ý. .ý J 
6 Haa H Ha 
7 Khaa H ý. Kh 
8 Daal d -L. .ý D 
9 Thaal d Th 
10 Raa r r r R 
11 Zaay z Z 
12 Sun u.,, s Vý S 
13 Shiin 

ýy; s ý", 01- Sh 
14 Saad 010 S Oa- S 
15 Daad Tha 
16 Taa ja T Jo tý 1o- Ta 
17 Thaa 16 i 

-116 U. ,, 1a- Tha 
18 Ayn P- -. & --%- a'a 
19 Ghayn L g s Gh 
20 Faa f s F 
21 Qaaf q j- Q 
22 Kaaf k S . ,J K 
23 Laam J 1 

_. L ý.. L 
24 Miim m . ýo _. . M 
25 Noon v n N 
26 Haa a h 

--d- ,` H 
27 Waaw 9 w 9 ¢ ¢ W 
28 Yaa 4 y y 

29 Hamza s s 4 
30 Hamza on s A _°, y 

Alef Maqsura 
31 Hamza i L L A' 

on Alef 
32 Hamza A ! L L E' 

below Alef 
33 Hamza 9 w 9 9.. g.. W1 

on waw 
34 Taa ä t t 

Marbuta 
35 Alef A Orl- A 

Maqsura 

Table 2.1: Arabic Alphabets 
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. Fifteen of the Arabic letters contain dots. These dots may be one, two or 
three, either above, below or in the middle of a letter. Ten Arabic letters 

have one dot, three letters have two dots, while two letters have three 

dots [42]. The dots are used to differentiate between a set of consonants 
that have the same shape. Letters 2,3, and 4 in Table 2.1 are examples 

of dot letters in Arabic language. 

. Three letters from the twenty-eight letters appear in a different shapes, 
which are they: 

1. Hamza [s]: This shape can be: on Alef [1] (Ä), below Alef [I] (A), 

on Waaw [j]W, on Alef Maqsura [S] (Ä), or isolated [o]('). Letters 
29 - 33 in Table 2.1. 

2. Taa-Marbuta [i]: This is a special form of the letter [ü](t), it always 

appears at the end of the word. Letter 34 in Table 2.1. 

3. Alef-Maqsura [j]: This is a special form of the letter [1] (A), it always 
appears at the end of the word. Letter 35 in Table 2.1. 

The above three letters pose some difficulties when building morpho- 
logical systems. Many of the written Arabic texts and Arabic web sites 
ignore the Hamza and the two dots above the Taa-Marbuta. For exam- 
ple, the Arabic word [iar j. u] (mdrst, "school") may appear in many texts 

as [4+ßj"] (mdrsh) (which means "school" or "his teacher") without two 
dots above the last letter. When comparing the last letter in the two pre- 
vious words, we found it was [3](T) in the first word, while it was [o] (H) 
in the second word. 

" Twenty-five of Arabic alphabets represent consonants. The remaining 
three letters represent the weak letters or the long vowels of Arabic 
(shortly vowels). These letters are: Alef[I], Waaw[j] and Yaa[4]. 

. Three short vowels can be added to the letters set in Arabic language. 
These letters are called diacritics (vowelisation). Diacritics are not con- 
sidered as Arabic Letters. They are just marks normally placed above 
or under Arabic letter. Diacritics make the reading of Arabic words less 

ambiguous. For example, the word [YiS] which is transliterated as ktb, 
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can be read in two different ways. If ktb is read as [4] (kataba), in 
this case ktb is a verb and means "he wrote", whereas, if ktb is read as 
[41 (kutub), it means "books". 

Today, diacritics are used in very special documents such as in the Quran, 
the holy book of Islam, to prevent misunderstandings and misreadings. 
Also, diacritics are used in political texts, children's schoolbooks and po- 
etry books. However, most recent written Arabic texts are non-vowelised. 

The three short vowels (diacritics) in Arabic are summarised as follows: 

1. Fatha [äße] above a consonant [ý] 
, is pronounced like the let- 

ter a in cat. For example, [4] (kataba, "he wrote"). 

2. Damma [Ä] above a consonant [ý] 
, is pronounced like the let- 

ter u in put. For example, [uii] (kutub, "books"). 

3. Kasra [ö, S] below a consonant [ý] 
, is pronounced like the let- 

ter i in bit. For example, [6JL6] (Talib, "student"). 

" Arabic has some special marks rather than the previous diacritics. One 

of these marks is called gemination mark (shaddah [öti] or tashdeed). 
Gemination is a mark written above the letter [,. ] to indicate a dou- 
bled consonant while pronouncing it. This is done when the first con- 
sonant has the null diacritical mark skoon [.. ] 

, and the second con- 
sonant has any other diacritical mark. For example in the Arabic word 
[' S] (kssr, "he smashed to pieces"), when the first syllable ends with 
[ja](s) and the next starts with [6w](s), the two consonants are united 
and the gemination mark indicates this union. So, the previous word is 

written as [ S] 
, and it has four letters {j 6w 4 jw 4J}. 

Unfortunately, Arabic people do not explicitly mention the gemination 
mark in their writing. They depend on their knowledge of the language 
to supply the missing letter and write the words without it. In conse- 
quence, this is make the morphology process of such words is not an 
easy task. 
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" As is the case with all Semitic languages, Arabic alphabets are written 
and read from right-to-left with a cursive consonantal script. Letters 

are mostly connected and there is no capitalisation in Arabic language. 

. Many languages are written with, or used to be written with the Arabic 

script [161. This includes: Afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic, Azeri, Baluchi, 

Berber, Bashkir, Belarussian, Bosnian, Chaghatai, Chechen, Comorian, 

Fulani, Hausa, Kashmiri, Kazakh, Kurdish, Kyrghyz, Malay, Mandinka, 

Morisco, Mozarabic, Nubian, Pashto, Persian/Farsi, Punjabi, Sanskrit, 

Sindhi, Somali, Songhay, Swahili, Tamazight, Tatar, Turkish, Turkmen, 

Urdu, Uyghur, Uzbek and Wolof. 

2.4 Morphology 

The main source of word variation in a language comes form its morphol- 
ogy [34]. Morphology' is the field of linguistics that studies the internal 

structure and formation processes of words [88]. The internal structure of 
a given word is its morphemes [82][88]. A morpheme is often defined as 
the smallest meaningful and significant unit of language, which cannot be 
broken down into smaller parts [88]. So for example, the word book consists 
of a single morpheme (the morpheme book), while the word books consists 
of two morphemes: the morpheme book and the morpheme -s (indication of 
plural). In Arabic language for example, the word [M41&] ('lmhm, "he taught 
them") consists also of two morphemes the verb []('lm, "he taught") and the 

pronoun [Mf](hm, "them"). 

According to the previous examples, there are two types of morphemes: roots 
and affixes. The root is the main morpheme of the word, supplying the main 
meaning, while the affixes add additional meaning of various kinds. More de- 
tails about Arabic roots and affixes are explained in Chapter 4. 

In more general morphemes could be classified as: (1) free morphemes and (2) 
bound morphemes, Figure 2.3 illustrated this classification. Free morphemes 

'Is derived from the Greek word morphe, (which means form or shape). 
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are units of meaning which can stand on their own as words (independent 

words). Bound morphemes are also units of meaning; however, they can not 

occur as words on their own; they need to be attached to something such as 

free morphemes. Bound morphemes are also referred as affixes [117]. There 

are three types of affixes in Arabic language: prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. 
Section 4.4 of Chapter 4 presents more highlights of these affixes. 

Figure 2.3: Morpheme Classes 

The free morphemes (which also refer to as unbound morphemes) may be 

sub-grouped into two categories. The first category is called lexical mor- 

phemes, which covers the words in the language carrying the content of the 

message. Examples from English language: book, compute, and write, 

while examples from Arabic language: [i A] (qrA, "read"), [4W] (1'b, "play"), and 
[ýüi] (ktb, "write"). 

The second category is called functional morphemes, which covers the 
function words in the language. In literature, these words also refer to stop- 
words. The function words include adverbs, prepositions, pronouns, conjunc- 
tions, and prepositions. Examples from English language: on, that, the, and 
above. Examples from Arabic language: [] (fy, "in"), [j] (fwq, "above"), 

and [Qx3] (tHt, "under"). Section 5.2.3 of Chapter 5 presents more details for 
these words, while Appendix C lists a set of stopwords compiled through this 
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study. 

2.5 Arabic Morphology 
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Arabic morphology represents a special type of morphological system. Arabic 

has a rich and complex morphology [1011. In many cases, one orthographic 

word consists of many semantic and syntactic words [921. In English lan- 

guage a word is a single entity. It may be a noun, a verb, a preposition, an 

article, ..., etc. While in Arabic language a single word could be a complete 

sentence. For example, Table 2.2 shows some single Arabic words and their 

equivalent English translations. 

Arabic Word Transliteration English Sentence 

qAmt She stood up 
sAktbh I will write it 

X5.11 Alktb The books 

oLuiý rAynAh We saw him 

o1c 'lmny He taught me 
ß , L9 fAnSrf Then he departed 

sA'Tyk I will give you 

Table 2.2: Example: An Arabic Word could be a Complete English Sentence 

Traditionally there are two types of morphology in Arabic Language, deriva- 

tional morphology and inflectional morphology [63]. There is no definite agree- 
ment amid Arab linguists about the exact meaning and using of these terms 
in Arabic language. Some linguists used the term morphology as a synonym of 
derivation, while some others use the term inflection as a synonym of deriva- 

tion. However, most of them are agreed that morphology is concern in the 

studying of word formation. The next two sections deal in detail with these 
terms. 

2.5.1 Derivational Morphology 

Crystal [56] defines the derivation as: 
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DEFINITION 2.2 (DERIVATION) 

Derivation is a term used in morphology to refer to one of the two 
main categories of process of word formation (Derivational Morphology), 
the other being (Inflectional). ... Basically, the result of derivational pro- 
cess is a new word (e. g. nation -ý national), whereas the result of inflectional 
process is a different form of the same word (e. g. nations -> nationals). ((561 
: page 111). 

Thus, derivational morphology deals with the formation of new words from ex- 
isting roots using derivational affixes. Derivational morphology often changes 
the grammatical word class (part-of-speech) and/or the basic meaning of the 

word. To simplify the definition of the derivational morphology, consider the 
English words: computed, computer, computerise, recompute, compu- 
tation. These words are related by derivation since they are different words 
based on the same root compute. In the first word, the suffix (ed) is added, 
in the second one, the suffix (er) is added and changed the class of the word 
to noun. In the third word, the prefix (re) is added, while in the fourth word, 
the suffix ation is added. 

In Arabic language, the derivational morphology is the process of interdigi- 
tation of roots with the morphological patterns. The morphological pattern 
is a template or a paradigm showing the positions of the root-letters where 
they should be. More details about morphological patterns are presented 
in Chapter 4. Figure 2.4 shows seven derived words from the Arabic root 
[4Z] (ktb, "write"). 

2.5.2 Inflectional Morphology 

Inflectional morphology involves adding inflectional affixes in order to pro- 
duce different forms of the same word to give it extra meaning. This extra 
meaning deals with the grammatical features of the languages such as per- 
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Figure 2.4: A Derivational Morphology Example for the Word [4aS](ktb, "write") 

son, number, gender, tense, case, and mode. Inflectional morphology does not 

change the class or the part-of-speech of the word. Also, it does not change 
the core meaning of the word. Table 2.3 shows six different Arabic word forms 

that are inflected from the same root [] ('ml, "work"). 

2.6 Classification of Arabic Words 

Arabic words can be classified into three main categories according to the 

part-of-speech [171: noun [e1] (Asm), verb [jib] (fl), and particle [vy] (Hrf). 
Figure 2.5 illustrates these categories. Each main category can be subdivided 
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Noun Transliteration Singular Dual Plural Masc. Femn. 

J. -Lc 'Ami � � 
"4 LC. 'Amlt � � 

v-aie 'Am1An � � 
vL1L4 Am1tAn � � 
v}Lolc 'Amlwn � � 

c., -11L. 14 'Am1At � � 

Table 2.3: Inflectional Example for the Root [] ('ml, "work") 

into many sub-types. All verbs in Arabic and most of the nouns are derived 

from root verbs [57]. 

Word 

Noun Verb Particle 

Figure 2.5: Arabic Word Classification 

2.6.1 Arabic Nouns 

Arabic nouns are words used to name or denote a class of things, places, peo- 

ple, ideas, or qualities. This includes adjectives, pronouns, number (singu- 

lar, dual, and plural), case (nominative, genitive, and accusative), definite- 

ness/indefiniteness, and even prepositions. The Arabic noun may be attached 

with three prefixes and three suffixes. In various languages, they are marked, 
by affixes or particles, as to their number, gender, definiteness, and especially 

cases. 

Nouns may be classified as simple [bit] or derived []. A simple noun 
is one that is not derived from another word; it does not refer to a verbal 
root (e. g., [Jai ](Äsd, "lion")). On the other hand, derived nouns are taken from 

another word, usually a verb they have a root to refer to. A derived noun is 
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usually close to its root in meaning (e. g., [1Wj, 14](mdrst, "school")). It indicates, 
besides the meaning, the concrete thing that caused its formation (case of the 

agent-noun), or underwent its action (case of the patient-noun), or any other 
notions of time, place, or instrument [7][8]. 

Nouns may be classified as inflected [uju], which have variable diacritical 

endings due to their functional position in a sentence, or uninflected [mau], 

which have constant diacritical endings regardless of their position in a sen- 
tence. Nouns may have masculine [j .] or feminine [üý ] gender. 

The definite article in the Arabic language is [JI](Al, "the"), which is written 
as prefixed to define nouns and adjectives. However, there are names that 

are counted as definite without the use of the definite article. These types of 
nouns cannot take the article such as place names and personal names. Ta- 
ble 2.4 shows some examples of definite nouns in Arabic language. 

Arabic Word Translation 
[L mt l] (AlSyf) the summer season 

[L} (lbnAn) country name 

[ +](Hsn) personal name 

[4JLbJI] (AITAIb) the student 

Table 2.4: Examples of Definite Nouns 

Nouns may have singular, dual, or plural number. Dual and plural nouns 
can be formed by adding suffixes to a singular noun, but some plurals are 
irregular in their grammatical formation. 

2.6.2 Arabic Verbs 

Verbs are words which usually express an action taken by something, the 
state of being, or an interaction between one thing and another. Like nouns, 
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there are many variations of verbs. 
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Most verbs in the Arabic language follow clear rules that define their mor- 
phology and generate their paradigms. The Arabic verb has three numbers: 
singular, dual, and plural. Arabic verb also has two genders: masculine and 
feminine. As in other languages, there are three persons for the verb in 
Arabic language. The first person has no dual, and both its singular and 
plural are of the common gender. Arabic language, in common with other 
Semitic languages, is deficient in tenses. Arabic language has basically three 
tenses: perfect, imperfect, and imperative. Perfect tense [ L. ](mASy, "past") 
denotes actions completed and may be translated into English by the past 
or the perfect, while imperfect [t, )L. ](mSAr', "present") denotes uncompleted 
actions. The imperfect is most frequently translated into English by the 

present. For instance, [ýZ](ktba, "he wrote") indicates the perfect tense, while 
[üi ](tktbu, "she is writing") indicates the imperfect tense of the feminine. 

In the perfect Arabic tense, the different persons are expressed by suffixes, 
while the imperfect has both prefixes and partly suffixes to denote number 
and gender. Table 2.5 shows an example of the full form of the imperfect 
indicative of the Arabic verb [ 4S](ktb, "he wrote"). 

Person Gender Singular Dual Plural 
Ist masculine [4Cd ](Aktb, "I write'') - [yW](nktb) 

1st feminine [uäSi](Aktb, "I write") - [yM] (nktb) 

2nd masculine [y=] (tktb, "You write") [�LiUQ] (tktbAn) ['j., ](tktbwn) 

2nd feminine [yüS3](tktbi, "You write") [i42S3](tktbAn) [`}=](tktbn) 

3 rd masculine [6Z. t](yktb, "He write") [ý4 S. t](yktbAn) [6 So](yktbwn) 

3rd feminine [y! S"](tktb, "She write") [ýl. ](tktbAn) ](yktbn) 

Table 2.5: Full Form of the Imperfect Indicative of the Arabic Verb [ý. Q] (ktb, "he wrote") 
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2.6.3 Arabic Particles 

The particle in Arabic is called [Aj%. -](hrf), meaning a letter. This category 
includes the remaining words, and their function is to assist other words 
in their semantic function in the sentence [20]. It is defined according to 
its functional category such as; preposition, conjunction, adverbs, interroga- 

tive particles, exceptions, and interjections [921. Some Arabic particles are 
joined to other words, such as [u] (b, "in") as [ Iii JJ 4] (bAlmdynt, "in the city") 
and sometimes it means (by [J4]) as [ JLW 4] (bA1'ml, "by the work") or means 
(for [J]) as [üL LxU](11jAm'At, "for universities"). This joining particles creates 
problems for information retrieval in Arabic. Therefore, any efficient Arabic 

stemmer should deal with this type of particles. 

The other type of particles is a standalone particle, namely [O] fy, "in") and 
[. ](mn, "from"). These particles are considered as stopwords in Arabic lan- 

guage, and there is no need to discuss them in detail here. The definition 

of stopwords and the process of extracted such words is discussed at length 
in Chapter 5, while Appendix C lists all the extracted stopwords for Arabic 
language. 

2.7 Summary 

Arabic language is an international language belonging to the Semitic lan- 

guages family (different from Indo-European languages in some respects). 
The Arabic alphabet consists of twenty-eight letters in addition to some vari- 
ants of existing letters. Each letter can appear in up to four different shapes, 
depending on the position of the letter in the Arabic word. Twenty-five of 
Arabic letters represent consonants. The remaining three letters represent 
the long vowels of Arabic. The Arabic writing system goes from right to left 

and most letters in Arabic words are joined together. 

Arabic has a rich and complex morphology. In many cases, one orthographic 
word is comprises many semantic and syntactic words. Traditionally there 
are two types of morphology in Arabic Language: derivational morphology 
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and inflectional morphology. The derivational morphology deals with the for- 

mation of new words from an existing words while, the inflectional morphol- 

ogy deals with producing different forms of the same word to give it extra 

meaning. 

All Arabic words could be classified into three main categories according to 
the part-of-speech : noun, verb, and particle. The noun and verb in Arabic 

might be further divided according to: number (singular, dual and plural), 
and case (nominative, genitive and accusative). 

This chapter is far from being a comprehensive guide to Arabic language, 
it was covered just those elements which they thought are related to this re- 
search. The next chapter discusses the literature review of the study. 

The next chapter presents the literature review of the study. 
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Chapter 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Introduction 

Stemming is a well studied problem in the field of natural language pro- 

cessing for both linguistic and computational purposes [139]. This 

chapter describes this problem in more detail, and presents the differ- 

ent strategies for dealing with it. 

The contents of this chapter fall into two parts. The first part (Section 3.2 to 
Section 3.5) deals with the different techniques used in developing stemming 
algorithms. This part starts by defining the stemming concept. It continues 
by discussing the uses of stemming in natural language processing applica- 
tions. Then, it proceeds with the classifications of stemming approaches for 
English and Arabic languages. Some of the previously developed stemmers 
for English and Arabic languages are also presented in this part. 

The second part of this chapter deals with artificial neural networks (ANNs). 
ANNs have not been used previously in solving the stemming problem for 
Arabic languge. One of the main phases of the developed stemmer presented 
in this study is based on using ANNs. Thus, Sections 3.7 to 3.9 present a 
brief introduction to ANNs. This introduction covers the definition of ANNs, 
their topologies, the role and the types of activation functions, different learn- 
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ing paradigms and finally an overview of the backpropagation neural network 
learning rule. This part serves as a foundation for understanding the mate- 

rials discussed in later Chapter 6, when ANNs using as a tool for solving the 
Arabic word root extraction problem. 

3.2 Stemming Definition 

Within languages such as English, there are many affixes added to words 
in order to change their tense and usage but often not their meaning. For 

example, the words search, searching, research, and researcher are four 

different forms derived from a base form search. The technique that mapped 

all these words to their base form is called stemming. The algorithm that 

does stemming is called a stemmer. Lovins [100] in 1968 defined stemming 

algorithm as: 

I 
DEFINITION 3.1 (STEMMING ALGORITHM) 

A stemming algorithm is "a procedure to reduce all words with the 
same stem to a common form, usually by stripping each word of its 
derivational and inflectional suffixes" (1001. 

As the above definition suggests, a stemming algorithm aims to reduce the in- 
flectional and derivational variants of words to a common form or base form. 

This base form is called a stem or a root. For example, Figure 3.1 presents 
ten English words were derived from the same stem (comput), and all of 
them share the same meaning. 

Stemming is a complex process and it is a language dependent due to the fact 
that every language has its own morphological features and its large num- 
ber of rules. A wide range of languages including Malay [137], Latin [70], 
Indonesian [41], Swedish [53], Dutch [134], German [64], Slovene [118], Bul- 

garian [109] and Turkish [62] have their own stemmers. 
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computer computable computation computal computally 
computed computing computations computech computerise 

Figure 3.1: An Example of English Words Derived from the Same Stem 

The two terms stem and root could be used in English language interchange- 

ably to point to the same thing. But, in Arabic language the matter is differ- 

ent. A root is the bare form of the verb giving the basic lexical meaning of the 

word. It is not derived from any other word. On the other hand, a stem is a 
combination of a root and derivational affixes. The stem is derived when the 

root is interdigited with the morphological patterns. Figure 3.2 shows these 
differences, and Chapter 4 will present these concepts in detail. 

Figure 3.2: The Root Against the Stem 

3.2.1 The Uses of Stemming 

Stemming could be used in many natural language processing applications. 
The following list presents some of these applications. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL Stemming performs two useful functions in in- 

formation retrieval systems [99][96]. Firstly, it 
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may increase the number of relevant documents 

found. Since the stem of a term represents a 
broader concept than the original term. So, in- 

stead of using the original document or query 
terms, the stems of these terms are carried out 
for information retrieval. Secondly, the dictio- 

nary size that is used to represent the terms in 

these documents will be decreased. In conse- 

quence, this may result in a saving of storage 

space and processing time. 

TEXT COMPRESSION Text compression is a technique used to save 
disk storage and transmission time. Stemming 

is used here to reduce the texts size [74]. This is 
done by storing words in their root terms rather 
than their word terms. 

SPELL CHECKING A spell checker is a program that deals with the 

checking of the text spelling automatically. So, 

instead of searching for a complete word in a dic- 

tionary to check it correctness, only the stem or 
the root of the word would be searched for. In 

consequence, the spelling dictionary size could 
be reduced. [1261. 

DICTIONARY LOOKUP Unlike English, which is a non-root based lan- 

guage, all Arabic words in an Arabic dictionary 

are sorted alphabetically depends on the roots 
of the words [731. So, for example, when looking 

up to the Arabic word [] (m'lm, "teacher") in 

an Arabic dictionary, it will be found under the 

group words started by the letter [t]('), which is 

the first letter of the root []('lm, "teach"). 
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SPAM FILTERING In this application, the emails are organised ac- 

cording to a specific criteria. The best exam- 

ple of using the stemming in this application is 

to reject all emails containing mentions of sex, 

so stemming could be here useful to detect any 
email contains any term derived from the word 
sex, in consequence the sparr filtering system 
will reject such email [13]. 

PART-OF-SPEECH In this application, the affixes that were resul- 
tant from the stemming process, could be used 
in determining the grammatical category or part- 
of-speech of the words, i. e. noun, verb, preposi- 
tion, adjective, etc. [92]. 

3.3 Classes of Stemming Techniques for the English Language 

In literature, there is no standard classification for stemming techniques for 
English language. Larkey et al. [96] divided English stemmers into two groups: 
strong and weak stemmers. Strong stemmers deal with removing a wide 
range of suffixes which tend to produce a large amount of conflation [96][28], 

while, weak stemmers deal with removing only inflectional suffixes [28]. Actu- 
ally, these two groups are suffix removal stemmers with respect to the length 
of the suffixes that are removed. 

Frakes et al. [67] presented another classification of English stemmers based 

on the strategies used in them. These strategies are: table lookup, n-gram, 
successor variety, and affix removal algorithms. Figure 3.3 shows Frakes et al. 
English stemmer classifications. The next subsections deal with them. 
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Figure 3.3: Classification of English Stemmers 

3.3.1 Table Lookup Strategy 

The table lookup stemming approach, also referred as dictionary-based [119], 
is the simplest of all known stemming approaches and is an easy one to im- 

plement. In this type of stemming, all the stems (with their possible syntactic 
varieties) are stored in a huge table or list. For a given word, it accesses the 
list and retrieves the associated root (stem). Consequently, the stems obtained 
are guaranteed to be highly accurate. An example of such a table is shown in 
Table 3.1. 

Term Stem 
computer comput 
computational comput 
computation comput 
computable comput 
computationally comput 
computing comput 

Table 3.1: Table Lookup Example 

However, the availability of such a table that should include all the English 
words is practically impossible [67]. Another disadvantage of this approach is 
the huge storage required to save such a table. 
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3.3.2 N-Gram Strategy 

The n-gram stemming method was first reported by Adamson and Boreham [9] 

in 1974. This method is based on splitting any given word into several over- 
lapped terms with the length of n characters and then calculating the as- 

sociated measures between pairs of words based on shared unique diagrams 

among these pairs [66] [67]. A diagram is defined as a pair of consecutive 
letters. For example, the terms engineering and engineers can be broken 

into diagrams as shown in Fiqure 3.4. 

engineering en ng gi in ne ee er ri in ng 
unique diagrams -ý en ng gi in ne ee er ri 

engineers en ng gi in ne ee er rs 
unique diagrams - en ng gi in ne ee er rs 

Figure 3.4: An Example of N-Gram Stemming 

The example above, shows that the word engineering has ten diagrams, 

eight of them are unique. While, the word engineers has eight diagrams 

and all of them are unique. Both of these two words share the following seven 
unique diagrams: en ng gi in ne ee er. After the previous calculations are done 
for the word pairs, a similarity measure based on these calculations is com- 
puted. The dice's coefficient [1321 is used as the similarity measure (S) and 
is defined as in Equation 3.1. 

SA+B (3.1) 

Where A is the number of unique diagrams in the first word, B is the number 
of unique diagrams in the second word and C is the number of unique dia- 
grams shared by the two words. 

So, for the above example, the similarity measure (S) is calculated as shown 
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in Equation 3.2: 
2*7 

+8=0.875 
(3.2) S=8 

The resultant high similarity value (0.875) in Equation 3.2 indicates that 

the two words engineering and engineers are derived from the same stem. 
Since no stem is produced, we cannot call this as a stemming strategy [28]. 

It is a clustering procedure more than a stemming one. Furthermore, defining 

the similarity between words in a given text can be very time consuming. 
Despite this, the n-gram approach has some significant advantages such as: 

" It is a statistically simple technique. 

" No morphological rules or lookup tables are required. 

. It is an independent language technique. 

3.3.3 Successor Variety Strategy 

The successor variety strategy was proposed by Hafer and Weiss [71] in 1974. 
This stemming technique tries to segment words into stems and affixes based 

on the determination of morpheme boundaries [24][71]. This is based on the 

statistical properties of successor letter counts. The motivation for using these 

quantities is the dependency of letters within words in a corpus, and for this 

reason the successor variety is considered as a corpus-based approach [109]. 

The successor variety of a string (prefix), with respect to the corpus used, 
is the number of distinct characters that follow it. For example, given a small 
corpus of fifteen words as shown in Figure 3.5, the successor variety of a pre- 
fix (r) is 3, since this prefix is followed by {e, i, o}; for the prefix (rea) it is 
1. Table 3.2 shows a complete successor varieties for all the substrings in the 
English word READABLE, based on the corpus presented in Figure 3.5. 

In order to determine the stem for a given word, Hafer et al. [71] suggest to 
use one from four basic segmentation strategies, which are: 

1- CUTOFF: In this segmentation strategy, some cutoff value is selected for 
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ABLE APE BEATABLE FLXABLE READ 
READING READS RED ROPE RIPE 
READABLE 

Figure 3.5: An Example of Small Corpus used for Successor Variety Stemmer 

Step Prefix Successor 
Variety 

Followed 
Characters 

1. R 3 E, I, O 
2. RE 2 A, D 
3. REA 1 D 
4. READ 3 A, I, S 
5. READA 1 B 
6. READAB 1 L 
7. READABL 1 E 
8. READABLE 1 BLANK 

Table 3.2: Successor Varieties For the Word READABLE [71] 

successor varieties to identify stems. Despite this is a simple method, the 

problem is how to select the optimal cutoff value. 

2- PEAK AND PLATEAU: In this strategy, the segmentation is done at the 

prefix whose successor variety is greater than both its preceding and follow- 
ing prefixes. Referring back to Table 3.2, it is noted that the value of successor 
variety decreases as the length of prefix increases. The exception to this is at 
the morpheme boundary. The successor variety of the morpheme in a given 
word is greater than the successor variety of the strings that precede and fol- 
low it. For example the word READABLE could be stemmed to READ, since, 
the successor variety of this stem is 3, which is greater than that of REA and 
READA. 

3- COMPLETE WORD: In this strategy, the segmentation is made if the seg- 
ment is a complete word in the dictionary, such as READ in Table 3.2. 

4- ENTROPY: This strategy is based on the distribution of successor variety 
letters to determine a set of entropy measures of word segments. The entropy 
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value is calculated as shown in Eguation 3.3. 

Ham; 
I Dai, I* 1092 

I D°`ii I (3.3) 
IDml ID,,, iI 

where, IDa; ) is the number of the words in the corpus that are beginning with 
the prefix a, and I D,,; jI is the number of the words in Da; having successor j. 

Hafer et al. [711 used various combinations of the segmentation strategies 
to perform 15 comparative experiments with two English corpora. They re- 

ported that successor counts stabilised when the corpus reached about 2,000 

words. To select the stems after segmentation, they suggested the following 

rule: 

if (first segment occurs in < 12 word in corpus) then 
first segment is stem 

else 

second segment is stem; 

In conclusion, the successor variety is an independent language technique, 
it requiring no suffix list or removal rules. Furthermore, it could be applied 
to different languages without any modifications. But the disadvantage of 
this strategy it requires a predefined corpus, and needs a time to segment the 

given word. 

3.3.4 Affix Removal Strategy 

Affix removal is considered as the most common stemming strategy for En- 

glish language. It uses morphological rules to extract common stems by strip- 
ing off the suffixes and/or prefixes from words [67]. In some cases, the re- 
sultant stems may need to be transformed. The affix removal usually uses 
iterative steps in order to remove the longest possible affixes from a word ac- 
cording to a special set of rules and affix lists. 

A simple example of an affix removal stemmer is the S-stemmer [75]. This 
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stemmer conflates the plural word forms to singular forms [75]. Figure 3.6 

shows the rules for a version of S-stemmer. 

IF a word ends in ies but not eies or aies 
THEN ies -* y 

IF a word ends in es but not aes, ees, or oes 
THEN es -+ e 

IF a word ends in s but not us or ss 
THEN s --)- NULL 

Figure 3.6: The S-stemmer 

For example, according to rule 3 of the above stemmer, if any word ends in let- 

ter s, this letter should be removed, and leave the rest of the word unchanged 
(books --,. book). 

The main advantage of affix removal stemmers is that thay are easy to im- 

plement and achieve good results, depending on the effort of implementation. 
But, on the other hand, these stemmers are generally designed for each spe- 
cific language, and need some linguistic expertise in the language when com- 
piling the set of rules. 

In literature, many affix removal stemmers for English language are avail- 
able. The most commonly used [110] are those that were developed by Porter [120], 
Paice/Husk [113] and Krovetz [95]. The coming pages deal with presenting 
these three stemmers in addition to the Lovins [100] stemmer which is the 
first published algorithm. 

1- LOVINS ALGORITHM 

The Lovins stemming algorithm [100] is regarded as the first published stem- 
ming algorithm. It was developed by Julie Beth Lovins of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1968 as a part of an information retrieval 
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system [1341. This algorithm is used as a main component of the INTREX 

project On-Line retrieval of library type material [1121. 

The Lovins algorithm is based on using a list of English suffixes. The list 

has 294 suffixes, where each suffix is associated with one of the 29 context- 
sensitive condition rules. The suffix list is subdivided into 11 sublists accord- 
ing to the length of these suffixes. Lovins stored these lists in decreasing order 

according to the suffix lengths, while each list is alphabetically sorted. The 

Lovins algorithm stemmed a given word in just a single pass using two main 

steps. In the first step, the longest match suffix found in the suffix lists that 

satisfied its associated condition rule is removed, while, in the second step, 
the word endings are checked against 35 transformation rules to minimise 
the chance of erroneous stripping. The complete lists of suffixes, condition 
rules, and transformation rules could be found in [3]. 

2- PORTER ALGORITHM 

The Porter algorithm [120) is the most commonly cited stemming algorithm 
which is regarded as one of the most complete stemmers in the field. It was 
developed by Martin Porter at Cambridge University in 1980. 

The Porter stemming algorithm is similar to the Lovins [100] one. it tries 
to reduce the number of steps that is in the Lovins stemmer. The basic idea 

of the Porter stemmer is that it uses the iterative steps to remove the longest 

possible suffixes rather than using one step. It removes about 60 suffixes in 
these multi-steps. The stemmer views suffixes as a combination of simpler 
suffixes. 

The suffix stripping process is performed in five main steps. At each step, a 
certain suffix is removed by means of applying a predefined rule. In each step, 
a rule is tested. If its condition is held, then the suffix is stripped off and the 
process will continue to the next step. Otherwise, the remaining rules in the 
steps are tested sequentially. The complete algorithm of the Porter stemmer 
is too long and intricate to present here, the summarisation of it is illustrated 
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in Algorithm 3.1, while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 presented the two parts of the first 

step. The complete list of all rules of the Porter stemmer is presented in [120]. 

ALGORITHM 3.1: Porter Algorithm 

1: Stepla(W) 
2: Steplb(S) 
3: if the 2nd or 3rd rule of Steplb was used then 
4: Steplb(S) 
5: end if 
6: Steplc(S) 
7: Step2(S) 
8: Step3(S) 
9: Step4(S) 

10: Step5a(S) 
11: Step5b(S) 

Conditions Suffix Replacement Example 
NULL sses ss caresses -º caress 
NULL ies i poinies -> poini 

ties --j. tie 
NULL ss ss carress -> carress 
NULL s NULL books --> book 

Table 3.3: Stepla Rules of the Porter Stemmer 

Conditions Suffix Replacement Example 
(m>O) eed ee feed -ý feed 

agreed -º agree 
(*v*) ed NULL plastered -* plaster 

bled -k bled 
(*v*) ing NULL motoring -º motor I I sing -s sing 

Table 3.4: Steplb Rules of the Porter Stemmer 

3- PAIGE/HUSK ALGORITHM 

The Paice/Husk stemming algorithm [113] was developed by Chris Paice at 
Lancaster University in 1980, and it was implemented and tested with assis- 
tance from Gareth Husk. The Stemmer is an iterative stemmer, based on a 
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set of rules listed in one table [113]. Each rule could be a deletion or a suffix 

replacement rule. The rules are subdivided into sub-groups (sections) accord- 
ing to the final letter of the suffix. According to Paice [113], the reason behind 

this is to speedup the access to the rules table, by looking at the final letter of 
the suffix of the stemmed word. 

The Paice/Husk algorithm works as shown in Algorithm 3.2, which was adapted 
from [1131. 

ALGORITHM 3.2: The Paice/Husk Algorithm 

1: Accept an English word. 
2: Build a rule index by inspecting the final letter of the word. 
3: Search for a section corresponding to that letter. 
4: if such section is found then 
5: Consider the first rule in the relevant section. 
6: else 
7: Terminate the stemming process. 
8: end if 
9: Check applicability of the selected rule. 

10: if the selected rule is applicable then 
11: Perform the next step. 
12: else 
13: Goto Step 3. 
14: end if 
15: Apply the selected rule. 
16: if the rule has a continuation symbol then 
17: Goto Step 21 
18: else 
19: Terminate the stemming process. 
20: end if 
21: Look for another rule in the table. 

For example, the Paice/Husk algorithm stemmed the English word maxi- 
mum to the stem maxim using the rule (mu*2. ). In this rule, (mu) indicates 
that the stemmed word ends with um (held in the reverse order in the rule 
itself), the star symbol (*) indicates that the word is unstemmed before. The 

number (2) in the rule, represents that two letters should be removed. Finally, 
the last symbol in the rule is for the the continuation symbol (see Step 16 of 
Algorithm 3.2). The continuation symbol may be the symbol (. ), to terminate 
the stemming process, or the symbol (>) to indicate that the stemming pro- 
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cess is not finished and another rule should be applied. In our example, the 

continuation symbol is (. ), which means that the stemming process is finished, 

and the suffix um should be removed to produce the stem maxim. 

4- KROVETZ ALGORITHM 

The Krovetz stemming algorithm [95] was developed by Robert Krovetz at 

the University of Massachusetts in 1993, which is based on using the inflec- 

tional linguistic morphology. The stemming process starts by checking the 

tested word against an on-line dictionary'. If matched then the word is re- 

turned as a result. Otherwise, the stemmer identifies the suffixes ing, es, or 

ed in the word and replaces them with the letter e, and rechecks the dictio- 

nary again. If it fails, the stemmer strips off the identified suffix, and rechecks 
the dictionary again. 

The Krovetz stemmer has thee parts of conversions: (a) the conversion of 

plural form to singular form, (b) the conversion of past tense to present tense, 

and (c) the removal of ing suffix. 

The stemmer has an exceptional list containing 60 words. For example, the 
English word suited is stemmed to suit, since this word is found in the excep- 
tional list. While the English word suites is stemmed to suite by removing 
the suffix s. 

3.4 Classes of Stemming Techniques for Arabic Language 

In the previous sections, we discussed the classes of stemming strategies for 
English language. Also, we presented the four most commonly used English 

stemmers. However, these stemming strategies are not fully appropriate for 
Arabic language. This is mainly due to the morphological and semantic dif- 
ferences between English and Arabic. Some of the main differences are as 
follows [631: 

'The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) 
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1. The structure of Arabic affixes is different as Arabic is under the Semitic 

type of languages while English is of Indo-European type; 

2. The word formation in Arabic mainly depends on roots and patterns; 

3. Arabic root consonants might be changed during the morphological pro- 

cess; 

4. The root consonants might be deleted during the morphological process; 

5. Most English stemmers deal with suffixes only, but in Arabic there are 

suffixes, prefixes, and infixes. 

Strategies for the development of Arabic stemmers are restricted due to its 

complicated structure. These strategies are mainly depending on the under- 

standing of the Arabic morphology. Hence, Arabic stemming is actually a 

process of morphological analysis applied to the word in order to extract the 

correct root or stem. 

In the literature, there is no standard classification for stemming strate- 

gies for Arabic language. Table 3.5 summarised all the classifications that 

are found in the literature. The best classification is the one that done by 

Al-Sughaiyer and-Al-Kharashi [28] in 2004. Al-Sughaiyer et al. [28] classi- 
fied the stemming strategies for Arabic language into four main approaches, 

namely, table lookup, combinatorial, linguistic, and pattern-based approach. 
This classification is a comprehensive and it is the latest one found in the lit- 

erature. 

We followed the same classification of Al-Sughaiyer et al. [28] with some mod- 
ification. Al-Sughaiyer et al. [28] classified the pattern-based class as a sepa- 

rate group. But really, this group is a linguistic approach and depends on the 
language patterns. In our classification, pattern-based is a sub-class of the 
linguistic approach. In summary, we classified the stemming strategies for 
Arabic language into three main approaches, namely, table lookup, linguistic, 

and combinatorial approaches. Figure 3.7 shows these approaches, and the 

next subsections deal in detail with these approaches. 
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No. Authors Year Classifications 

1 Hilal [141] 1989 - Pattern Compatibility 

- Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) 

2 Al-Fedaghi & Al-Anzi [151 1989 - Linguistic Approaches 

- Combinatorial Approaches 

3 Fraser, Xu & Weischedel [1401 2002 - Stem-based 

- Root-based 

4 Darwish [58[ 2002 - Symbolic Approach 

- Statistical Approach 

- Hybrid Approach 

5 Larkey, Ballesteros & Connell [971 2002 - Manually Constructed Dictionaries 

- Algorithmic Light Stemmers 

- Morphological Analysers 

- Statistical Stemmers 

6 Al-Sughaiyer & Al-Kharashi [281 2004 - Table Lookup 

- Combinatorial 

- Linguistic 

- Pattern-based Approach 

Table 3.5: Different Classifications for Stemming Strategies for Arabic Language 

Figure IT Classification of Arabic Stemmers (modified from [28]) 

3.4.1 Table Lookup Strategy 

Table lookup stemmer strategy is the same as for the English language (see 
Section 3.3.1 Page 60 of this chapter). In this type of stemming, all the Ara- 
bic words are stored in a huge sized translation table of two columns. The 
first column is for the original word forms, while the second one is for the 
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corresponding their roots or stems. An example of such a table is shown in 
Table 3.6. 

Term Root 

uL'SJI 

lo. ý' 
üLa.. oL+ý11. ý ýa. a 

a, p1 gaJ 1 

Table 3.6: Arabic Table Lookup Stem- 
mer Example 

A given word is stemmed by accessing the lookup table and retrieving the 
root/stem associated with it. The stems or roots obtained using lookup tables 

are guaranteed to be highly accurate. 

In order to improve and speed of the access, indexing methods such as B- 
tree or hashing can be used to build an index of the table entries. However, 

one obvious drawback of this approach is that the translation table has to be 
built manually, which requires a lot of efforts and can be a time consuming 
work. 

Another drawback is that such tables are inadequate to deal with the huge 

number of words and their formation, especially in the language that has a 
rich morphology, such as Arabic language. According to Larkey et al. [96], 
table lookup approach is "obviously impractical for realistic sized corpora". 

Moreover, even such a table exists, it requires significant effort in updating 
maintenance, to keep up with the new word formation, and this is actually not 
an easy task. An example of a new word that entered the Arabic dictionaries 
in the last view years is the word [44 aJI](Al'wlmt, "Globalisation"). 
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3.4.2 Combinatorial Strategy 

Combinatorial stemming is a trial and error strategy [28], based on the combi- 

nations of letters of a given word. In this strategy, all combinations of three or 
four letters of a given word are compared against the roots table. If matched, 
the associated root is resulted; otherwise the word itself is considered as a 

root. Such stemmers are very simple, and easy to implement. Furthermore, 

the stemmers require little knowledge of Arabic morphology [15]. But they 

are time consuming. For example, a word with a length of 8 letters, there were 
56 different combinations of three letters, a worst case all of which should be 

checked and for a word with a length 12 letters, there were 220 different com- 
binations of three letters. 

The most well-known combinatorial stemmers are those that are developed 
by: (a) Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi [15], (b) Al-Shalabi and Evens [127]. 

1- AL-FEDAGHI & AL-ANZI STEMMER 

Al-Fedaghi et al. [151 in 1989 presented an algorithm to generate the root and 
the pattern of a given Arabic word. The stemmer uses two main files: the first 
file contains all triliteral roots and the second contains all patterns with all 
possible affixes attached to them. The main idea in this algorithm is to locate 

the positions of the root's letters in the pattern and examine the letters in the 

same position in a given word to see whether they form a valid Arabic root or 
not. The algorithm examines all patterns that have the same length as the in- 

put word in case that word contains its full triliteral root. For those that lose 

one of their letters, the algorithm tests all patterns of lengths equal to one 
less than the length of the given word, and for the roots that lose two letters 
it examines all patterns of length equal to the length of the given word minus 
two. Then, the algorithm has to check the input word against four modules to 

cover all possible orthographical and phonological cases that may affect the 
formation of the word. 

Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi stemmer is very simple and straightforward. But, 
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in contrast, it is very slow [281. The complexity of this algorithm is measured 
by O[w3] whereby w is the word's length). 

2- AL-SHALABI & EVENS STEMMER 

Al-Shalabi et al. [127] in 1997 designed and implemented an Arabic stemmer 
based on Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi algorithm [15]. This stemmer covered the 

quadriliteral and pentaliteral roots, in addition to the triliteral roots. Al- 

Shalabi stemmer process starts by removing the longest possible prefix from 

the word, assuming that the first letter of what is left is a root letter. Accord- 

ing to the authors, the root must be found in the first four or five letters of the 

remainder after the prefix has been removed. The possible trigrams (combi- 

nations) of these letters are generated. Then every trigram is checked against 

a list of known roots, and the first trigram matching the list is returned as a 

root. Once a root is returned, a pattern corresponding to the stemmed word 

conducts through interdigitisation the non-root letters with the base-pattern 

form. Then the resultant pattern is checked against a predefined patterns list. 

Al-Shalabi et al. reported [127] that their stemmer is faster than Al-Fedaghi 

and Al-Anzi stemmer. The author agree with this, since the number of let- 
ter combinations in Al-Shalabi algorithm is less than that is in Al-Fedaghi 

algorithm. But, the comparison between the two stemmers was not provided. 
A1-Sughaiyer et al. stated that the success rate of Al-Shalabi stemmer based 

on stemming noun words is 19% [28], which is a very low success rate. In our 
opinion, there are two reasons behind this: first, the algorithm does not in- 

clude all Arabic patterns, but only a limited number of patterns (39 patterns). 
If a word's pattern is not included in the list, then the algorithm may apply 
the wrong pattern and accordingly the wrong root. Secondly, the checked root 
file is also too small. 

3.4.3 Linguistic Strategy 

The linguistic strategy (also referred as rule-based strategy) is a commonly 
applied stemming technique. It is based on the linguistic rules obtained 
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through a detailed analysis of Arabic morphology system. The rules describe 

the morphological structure of the words [911. The linguistic strategy simu- 
lates the same process of an expert linguist during his analysis of a given Ara- 

bic word. The linguistic strategy is subdivided into three main approaches, 
the traditional, the pattern-based and the two-level approaches. The next 

subsections deal with these approaches. 

3.4.3.1 Traditional Approach 

Traditional stemming approach tries to extract the root through stripping off 
the more common inflectional and morphological endings without uses the 

pattern lists. This approach tries to simulate the affix removal strategy in 

English language. 

In literature, there are many stemming algorithms use the traditional ap- 

proach such as Hilal Morphological Analyser [141], Awajan rule-based mor- 

phological Analyser [44] and Momani and Fraj Stemmer [105]. Actually, all 
these algorithms are similar, they are try to extract the root of the Arabic 

words by removing the prefixes and suffixes then applying a set of linguistic 

rules. In this section, the Momani and Fraj stemmer which is the recent algo- 
rithm among them is presented. 

MOMANI AND FRAJ STEMMER 

Momani and Fraj [1051 presented in 2007 an algorithm to extract the trilieral 
Arabic word roots. Their stemmer is a rule-based stemmer uses many steps 
to produce the root for a given Aarabic word. 

The Momani et al. stemmer has two lists, one list for the prefix letters con- 
tains 27 prefixes, while the other list for the suffix letters contains 24 suffixes. 
Also, the stemmer uses four arrays namely, word-array, stored-array, after 
deletion-array, and stem-array. 

The stemmer tries to extract the trilieral root for a given word by remov- 
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ing the longest possible prefixes and suffixes. Then, it deletes any remaining 
letter has appear more than one time in the word-array and belongs to the set 

of the word letters [t. . 41iß] (sAltmwnyhA). 

In the next steps, the stemmer applies a sequence of rules in order to de- 

termine the exact root letters for the tested word. The complete rules and the 

pseudo code of the Momani et al. stemming algorithm is presented in [1051. 

A sample tracing of their algorithm is shown in Table 3.7. This tracing is 

adopted directly from [1051. 

Term 4; 3t_ Laýfl ` 
___ Stripped pLUP, OIL& 

Word-Array ýIJJý ýSc11ý JPIýP PJw P 
Stored-Array tIjIrI SJýI PPJýI ýr', 1ý 
After Deletion-Array 1 'a tI 
Stem-Array J ýS J J JP 
Stem etc 

_ _J_ 
I 

Table IT A Sample Tracing of the Momani and Fraj Algorithm [1051 

The Momani et al. reported that their stemmer has an accuracy of 73% when 
the stemmer was tested against 1500 words. From the author view, this ac- 
curacy is insufficient according to the size of the tested words. 

3.4.3.2 Pattern-Based Approach 

The pattern-based approach is based on a deep and a comprehensive analysis 
of Arabic morphology system. It depends on a regularity principle, which 
states that every root can be associated with a pattern. The principal steps of 
an Arabic stemmer, based on the pattern-based approach are as follows: 

1. Compile two lists for prefixes and suffixes. 

2. Compile a list of patterns. 

3. Compile a list of roots. 

4. Identify and remove prefixes and suffixes from the tested word to extract 
a stem. 
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5. Check the extracted stem against the patterns list. 

6. If there is a match, then extract the root of the word and check it against 
the root list. 

7. If the root is not found, then return the word intact. 

The most common stemmers used on pattern-based approach are: Khoja 

root-stemmer [93] and Al-Shalabi pattern-base stemmer [128]. Khoja 

root-stemmer is presented in detail in the next section. 

AL-SHALABI PATTERN-BASED STEMMER 

Al-Shalabi pattern-based stemmer [1281 was developed by Riyad Al-Shalabi 

of Yarmouk University in 2005. The stemmer tries to extract the root of a 
given unvocalised Arabic word by removing prefixes and suffixes. Then it 

matches the resultant word against a list of available patterns to find the 

suitable one and then extracts the three letters of the root by removing all 
infixes in that pattern. Al-Shababi [1281 stated that his stemmer does not use 
any dictionary in order to check the correctness of the resultant root. Instead 

of that, he defined a set of rules to assert the decision if the letters belong 
to the root or not. Algorithm 3.3 presented the complete steps of Al-Shalabi 

pattern-based stemmer [128). 

ALGORITHM 3.3 : Al-Shalabi Pattern-Based Stemmer [128] 
1: Normalise corpus. 
2: Remove the determiner [ ji] (the) and its combinations from the beginning of the word. 
3: Check for prefixes with duplicate letters and remove the first one. 
4: if the first letter is [9] then 
5: Remove all suffixes. 
6: if CheckPrefix([9])=TRUE then 
7: Remove [9]. 
8: else 
9: Goto Step 33. 

10: end if 
11: else 
12: if the first letter is [mal then 
13: Remove all suffixes. 
14: else 
15: if CheckPrefix([,.! ])=TRUE then 
16: Remove [, ý] 
17: else 
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18: Goto Step 33. 
19: end if 
20: end if 
21: end if 
22: if the first letter is [J] or [J] or [y] then 
23: Remove all suffixes. 
24: if CheckPrefix([J] or [J] or [y])=TRUE then 
25: Remove it. 
26: else 
27: Goto Step 33. 
28: end if 
29: end if 
30: Remove non single letter prefixes. 
31: Remove all suffixes. 
32: Remove single letter prefixes. 
33: Match with pattern. 
34: if no match then 
35: Retun the original word and EXIT. 
36: else 
37: Normalise root. 
38: end if 

The algorithm steps are very clear, and there is no need here to explain them, 

the full details of these steps are presented in [128). The reason behind listing 

the complete steps of Al-Shalabi pattern-based stemmer [1281 in this chapter 
is to show the reader an example of a recent algorithm that uses many steps 
and rules in order to extract the root for a given word. 

Al-Shalabi stated [128] that his stemmer is faster than other stemmers in 
literature. We do not know how Al-Shalabi conducted this result, since there 
is no any evaluation provided in the work. 

3.4.3.3 Two-Level Approach 

The two-level theory model was presented by Koskenniemi [94] in 1983 
which described natural language morphology as a relation of two distinct 
levels and one relation, which are they: 

1. The surface level which is the actual representation of a word itself. 
In this level, the word is considered as a string of characters represent- 
ing the word in its normal orthographic form. For example, in English 
language, the two words writing and computing are both surface rep- 
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resentations. 

2. The lexical level which is the set of the morphemes of the word. In 

this level, the word is considered as a concatenation of the root and its 

part-of-speech tagging. 

Table 3.8 shows different English word examples and their lexical and 

surface forms. 

Surface Level Lexical Level 
Books Book + Noun + Plural 
Write Write + Verb 
Plays Play + Verb + 3PSg2 

Table 3.8: Semantic Examples of Surface and Lexical Levels 

3. The relation component is consist of a set of rules which map the pre- 
vious two level representations to each other. 

One of the best known and the most quoted Arabic morphological analyser 

uses the two-level theory is the one that provided by Beesley. In a series 

of studies [46][47][48], Beesley developed an Arabic morphological analyser 
and generator based on a finite state techniques. One level is for roots and 

patterns and the other level is for affixes. During the runtime, the system 

combined the roots, patterns, and affixes to produce the stems. The system 
has 113 rules, and 5,000 roots, 

For an input word, this system generates all possible diacritical variation 
forms of the word. For every form, the root, the pattern, the grammatical 
features, and the meaning of the word are presented. Beesley Arabic morpho- 
logical analyser has some drawbacks such as: 

1. There was no automatic rule compiler and the rules are compiled by 
hand [321. 

23PSg : Third Personal Singular. 
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2. It is slow because there is no algorithm to intersect the rule transduc- 

ers [32]. 

3. A large number of variations for a unique word. The author tested the 

system3, using the Arabic word [4Aa ] (m'lmh) and the analyser pre- 

sented 39 different solutions. 

3.5 Light-Stemmers versus Root-Stemmers 

There is another classification of Arabic Stemmers which is based on the de- 

sired level of analysis for information retrieval. These are: light-stemmers 

and root-Stemmers. The main differences between the two class is the size 

and the type of the stripped affixes. 

Light-stemmers which are also called surface-stemmers are try to strip off 

a small set of prefixes and/or suffixes of a given word to produce a stem with- 

out dealing with infixes [961. According to Larkey et al. [96], the light stem- 

ming is generally an affix removal approach. For example, consider the Arabic 

word [6 jwj l] (Almdrswn, "the teachers"). This word is a masculine, nomi- 

native and regular plural. So, if we stemmed it using a light-stemmer, the 

stem [ßj54] (mdrs, "teacher") will result. In this case the prefix [JI](Al, "the") 

and the masculine plural suffix [a j](wn, "them") were removed. 

Recently, there are several Arabic light stemmers have been discussed in 

the literature. An example of them are: Larkey (light-10) [96], Buckwal- 

ter [50], Aljlayl [37], Darwish (al-stem) [59], and Chen/Gey [54]. Almost all 

of these stemmers are rule-based, and they differ on the size of the stripped 

affixes. Buckwalter morphological analyser [50] is the best known and the 

most quoted in the literature is presented below. 

On the other hand, root-stemmers which are called heavy-stemmers, try to 
3http: //www. xrce. xerox. com/competencies/content-analysis/arabic/input/keyboard- 

input. html. It is preferred to use the Mozilla browser instead of the Internet Explorer 
browser. 
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strip off the prefixes, suffixes and infixes to produce the root of a given word. 
For example, the same Arabic word above, [ýjr, »t4iI](Almdrswn, "the teach- 

ers"), after being stemmed used a root-stemmer, the root [ jwja](drs, "teach") 
is produced. In this case, the prefix [pil](Alm) and the suffix [) j](wn, "them") 

were removed. A second example, the Arabic word [üWW1] (AljAm'At, "uni- 

versities") is stemmed to In this case the prefix [JI](Al), the suffix 
[ü$](At), and the infix [I](A) in the fourth position of the word, were removed. 

It is clear from the previous examples that the task of a root-stemmer is 

more difficult than that is in a light-stemmer. The Khoja Root-Stemmer [93] 
is one of the most common root-stemmer in the field is presented below. 

BUCHWALTER ARABIC MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSER 

The Tim Buckwalter morphological analyser [50] has been made available 
through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) [98]. The current version of 
the analyser is version 2.0, which was developed in 2004. The Buckwalter 

morphological analyser uses three large lexicons contain 78,839 stems, 548 

prefixes and 906 suffixes. It also uses a three predefined truth tables with 
5,185 entries that contains morphological rules for all the possible combina- 
tions of those stems, prefixes and suffixes. These entries as follows: 2,435 en- 
tries for the prefix-stem combinations, 1,612 entries for the stem-suffix com- 
binations, and 1,138 entries for the prefix-suffix combinations. 

The analyser takes as input an Arabic words with or without diacritics and 
performs morphological analysis and part-of-speech tagging. Each input word 
is segmented into three parts segments: prefix, stem and suffix. The segmen- 
tation process is done according to the following rules: 

" The prefix part could be 0 to 4 letters. 

" The stem part could be 1 to infinite letters. 

. The suffix part could be 0 to 6 letters. 
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Given an Arabic word, the analyser tries to produce all the possible morpho- 
logical analyses of that word. As mentioned above, each analysis is composed 

of three segments: prefix, stem, and suffix. Then the analyser checks if all 

the three segments are found in their respective tables. The next step is to 

check the segments combination is acceptable or not by using a predefined 

truth tables. If the combination of the three segments is found in the truth 

tables, the word is valid and a stemming solution is presented. 

In addition to the presentation of the morphological features of a tested word, 
the part-of-speech tag and English glossary are also presented. The author 
tested the Buckwalter morphological analyser4 using the Arabic word [14M] 

(m'lmh, "his teacher") and two solutions were presented. 

Actually, this analyser produces the stem rather than the root for a given 

word. 

KHOJA ROOT-STEMMER 

The Khoja stemmer [93] is one of the most common cited root-stemming 

algorithm. It was developed by Shereen Khoja at Lancaster University in 

1999. We will hereafter refer to this algorithm as KHOJA-STEMMER. Most of 
the materials presented in this section was conducted through an investiga- 

tion study of KHOJA-STEMMER software which was downloaded from her home- 

page b. 

KHOJA-STEMMER attempts to derive the root of a given word by removing pre- 
fixes and suffixes. The resultant stem is then checked against a list of patterns 
to produce the corresponding root. The stemmer uses a number of files which 
are essential during the stemming process. Table 3.9 summarises these files 

and shows the number of items in each file. 

4http: //students. cs. byu. edu/ jonsafar/buckwalter. html [Access on 31/03/20071. 
5http: //zeus. cs. pacificu. edu/shereen/research. htm#stemming 
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No. 
- 

File Name No. of 
Items 

No. File Name No. of 
Items 

1. Stopwords 168 10. Punctuation 38 
2. Prefixes 11 11. First Waw 192 
3. Suffixes 27 12. First Yah 231 
4. Triliteral Roots 3,822 13. Last Alef 21 
5. Triliteral Patterns 46 14. Last Hamza 68 
6. Quadriliteral Roots 926 15. Last Maksoura 2 
7. Define Article 5 16. Last Yah 231 
8. Diacritics 6 17. Mid Waw 290 
9. Duplicate 34 18. Mid Yah 200 

Table 3.9: The List of Files Used in Khoja Stemmer 

KHOJA-STEMMER carries out a number of steps in order to extract the roots 

for a given set of words stored in a text file. These steps are summarised in 
Algorithm 3.4. 

ALGORITHM 3.4: Pseudo Code of KHOJA-STEMMER Algorithm 

1: Accept an Arabic Text. 
2: Diacritics Removal using file 8. 
3: Punctuation Removal using file 10. 
4: Stopwords Removal using file 1. 
5: Define Article Removal using file 7. 
6: Suffixes Removal using file 3. 
7: Prefixes Removal using file 2. 
8: Check the resultant stem against a patterns list using file 5. 
9: if matched then 

10: Extract the root. 
11: Check the resultant root against a roots list using file 4. 
12: if matched then 
13: Return the input word and its root (STEMMED). 
14: else 
15: Return the input word (NO STEMMED). 
16: end if 
17: else 
18: Return the input word (NO STEMMED). 
19: end if 

In the first step, KHOJA-STEMMER accepts an Arabic text; then the stemmer 
tries to clean up this text from diacritics, numbers, and punctuations. This is 
done through Steps 2, and 3. The cleaned text is then stemmed word by word. 
In Step 4, the word is checked against a list of stopwords. If the word is found 
in the list, no stemming will be performed, and the processed word is marked 
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as a stopword and returned intact. 

KHOJA-STEMMER process actually triggers if the examined word is not found 

in the stopwords list. It starts by removing the definite article and its equiv- 

alent after checking the initial letters of the word against the definite articles 
list (see Step 5). In Step 6 the stemmer tries to remove the suffixes of the 

given word, by comparing the final letters of the word against the suffixes 
list. KHOJA-STEMMER completes the stemming process by removing any pre- 

fixes attached to the word to produce the stem. Khoja compiled 11 prefixes 
and 27 suffixes and stored them in two files. 

The resultant stem is compared against a predefined set of language pat- 
terns (Step 8). Khoja compiled a list of 46 patterns for this purpose. If the 

stem matches a specific pattern, the root corresponding to this stem is de- 

rived. KHOJA-STEMMER performs an extra step to check the correctness of the 

extracted root. This is done by matching this root against a roots list. 

Khoja reported that the accuracy of her stemmer is 96% [93]. More eval- 
uations of KHOJA-STEMMER is presented in Chapter 7, when this stemmer is 

compared against the developed stemmer of this work (MUAIDI-STEMMER). The 
reason behind chossing this is that KHOJA-STEMMER showed superiority over 
previous works in the root extraction algorithms such as: Al-Fedagi and Al- 
Anzi [15], Al-Shalabi and Evens [127], and Al-Shalabi [128]. 

3.6 Conclusion of the First Part of the Chapter 

From the different algorithm examples given in the previous sections, we 
can make the following observations about the recent Arabic stemming ap- 
proaches found in the literature. 

. English stemming strategies are not fully appropriate for Arabic lan- 
guage, due to the morphological and semantic differences between En- 
glish and Arabic. 
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" The stemming in English and many other western European languages, 

is primarily a process of suffix removal [961, while in Arabic language it 

is a process of removing prefixes, suffixes and infixes. 

" The majority of the existing Arabic stemming algorithms use a large set 

of rules, and many of them also refer to a lookup table of patterns and 

affixes. Table 3.10 summarises all the Arabic stemming algorithms that 

are presented in this chapter sorted according to the publishing year. 
The following points summaries the steps that are common to most of 
these stemming algorithms especially that are depend on the pattern 
lists. 

1. The largest prefix and suffix must be identified and removed to pro- 
duce a word stem. 

2. The pattern of the word stem is then checked against all allowable 
patterns. 

3. If there is a match between the patterns, then the root of the word 
is generated and checked against a stored root list. 

4. If the root of the word is found in the root list, then the process ends 
by returning the root, pattern and suffix and prefix. 

5. If there is no match between the roots, different patterns will be 

tried. 

6. If all patterns produce no root, then different combinations of pre- 
fixes and/or suffixes will be suggested to produce different word 
stems. 

This part of the chapter has considered the background of stemming algo- 
rithms. In the next part an introduction to artificial neural networks is pro- 
vided, as this is the core approach adopted in Phase II of the research re- 
ported in this thesis. 
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Author(s) -, Year Approach Required Lists Ref. 

Al-Fedachi & Al-Anzi 1989 Combinatioral Roots, Patterns, Affixes [15 

Hilal 1990 Traditional Roots, Rules, Affixes, Primary Aricles [141] 
Al-Shalbai & Evens 1997 Combinatioral Roots, Patterns, Prefixes, [127] 

Khoja 1999 Pattern-Based Prefixes, Suffixes, Patterns, Roots [93] 
Beesley 2001 Two-Level Patterns, Stems, Affixes, Rules [48] 

Arafat Awajan 2003 Traditional Roots, Rules, Affixes [44] 
Buckwalter 2004 Light-Stemmer Prefixes, Suffixes, Stems, Truth Tables [50] 
Al-Shalabi 2005 Pattern-Based Prefixes, Suffixes, Patterns [128] 

Momani and Fraj 2007 Traditional Affixes, Rules [105] 

Table 3.10: A Summarisation of the Arabic Stemming Algorithms Presented in this Chapter 

3.7 Artificial Neural Networks 

Neural network is a dynamic system consisting of simple processing units 
called neurons or nodes. It is inspired by the way human brains operate and 
learn from experience. The human brain is composed of millions of cells (1011) 

called neurons which are interconnected in very complex ways [79][85]. These 

connections give the brain the ability to learn, memorise and apply previous 
experiences to our daily actions. Each cell (neuron) acts as a processing ele- 
ment and connects with up to 200,000 other neurons in the human brain. 

Earlier work in neural network research dated back to the 1943, when Mc- 
Culloch and Pitts described a simplified model of a neuron [102]. Over the 
years, there have been many proposals for different neural computation mod- 
els [85]. However, there are some basic elements common to most of these 
models. 

The definition of artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be given only from 
a point of view of a certain field of science. There are many applications 
of ANNs, some of them are: pattern classification, pattern matching, pat- 
tern completion, optimisation, and simulation [85]. The following definition 
is adopted from Jain et al. [85] in which a ANN is viewed as an adaptive 
machine. 
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DEFINITION 3.2 (ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS) 

Artificial Neural Networks which are also referred to as neural compu- 
tation, network computation, connectionist models, and parallel distributed 
processing (PDP), are massively parallel computing systems consisting of an 
extremely large number of simple processors with many interconnections 
between them. It resembles the brain in two respects: 

" Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process. 

" Interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used 
to store the knowledge. (85] 

The ANN has a training rule whereby the weights of connections are adjusted 
on the basis of data, which is an example of the data that will be used in the 

applications. Training means learning the relation between the input and 
the expected output. During this training, the ANN develops the ability for 

generalisation beyond the training data. After training, the weights are not 
altered and the ANN makes decisions based on the strength of its weights 
without resorting to any other resource in decision-making. 

As we mentioned early, the fundamental processing element of ANN is a neu- 
ron. Figure 3.8 shows a simple artificial neuron. Each individual neuron in 
the ANN accepts several inputs, and provides only one output. The inputs to 
the neuron can be either outputs of other neurons or can be external inputs 
as the case in the input neurons. For example the neuron in Figure 3.8 has 
a single scalar input p and a scalar bias b. The scalar input p is transmitted 
through a connection that multiplies its strength by the scalar weight w, to 
form the product wp. Then the scalar wp is added to the bias b. The bias b is 
like a weight, except that it has a constant input of 1. The resulting addition 
will be the argument of the activation function f to produce the scalar out- 
put a. The meaning of the activation function and the most commonly used 
activation functions is detailed in Section 3.7.2. 
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Figure 3.8: Simple Neuron Model [72] 

3.7.1 Neural Network Architecture 

The number of neurons, the arrangement of them into layers and the way 
how they are interconnected determine the so-called topology or architecture 
of ANN [1301. In many networks, the most common structure of connecting 
neurons is by layers. There are two types of architectures: (a) signal-layer 
network, and (b) multi-layer network. The single-layer network architecture 
has just two layers: the input layer and the output layer. Whereas, the multi- 
layer network architecture has more than two layers: the input layer, one or 
more hidden layers and the output layer. The presence of these hidden layers 

allows the solution to more complex problems, such as those that the single- 
layer network can not solve. 

Figure 3.9 shows a multi-layer ANN with three layers of neurons. For brevity, 
this ANN is referred to as a 3-2-1 network. The input layer has 3 neurons, the 
hidden layer has 2 neurons, and the output layer has only 1 neuron. Every 
layer has its own neurons. The left neurons ii, i2, i3 in Figure 3.9 compose 
the input layer. The middle neurons hl, h2 form the hidden layer, while the 
right neuron of is the output layer. 

The input layer neurons distribute the external inputs (Il, x2, x3) to the hid- 
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Figure 3.9: Example of a Multi-Layer ANN 

den layer which performs no computation. Each of the input neurons is con- 

nected to every neuron in the hidden layer through weighted connections. 
This is the same for hidden neurons and the output neuron. The weights be- 

tween the input neuron il and the hidden neuron hi are {wll, w21, w31 }. The 

weights between the input neuron i2 and the hidden neuron h2 are {w12, w,, W321 

while, the weights between the hidden neuron hi and h2 and the output neu- 

ron of are fu/} and 1&211 respectively. The weights give the neural network 
its learning ability. When the weights are determined, then the summation 
function produces a net input as follows. In Equation 3.6 below the symbol f 

refers to the activation function. The purpose of this activation function and 
the different types of activation functions are discussed in the next subsection. 

sum(hl) = xl * wil + x2 * w21 + x3 * w31 (3.4) 

sum(h2) _ x1 * W12 + x2 * w22 + a3 * w32 (3.5) 

sum(ol) =f (sum(hl)) * wil +f (sum(h2)) * w21 (3.6) 

3.7.2 Activation Functions 

The ANN activation function which is also referred to as a squashing func- 
tion is the function that describes the neuron output behaviour. It squashes 
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or normalises the range of the output signal to some finite value. All the neu- 
rons in the same layer usually have the same activation function. The most 
commonly used activation functions denoted by f (n) are listed below which 
are also illustrated in Figure 3.10: 

1- HARD-LIMIT The hard-limit activation function (Figure 3.10 (a)) limits 
the output of the neuron to either 0 or 1 [72]. This is done 

according to Equation 3.7. 

f(n) =0 
if n<0, (3.7) 

i1 if n>0. 

2- LINEAR The linear activation function (Figure 3.10 (b)) is used as 
linear approximator in linear filters [72]. The output is the 

same as the input. Equation 3.8 shows the linear activa- 
tion function. 

f (n) =n (3.8) 

3- LOG-SIGMOID The log-sigmoid activation function (Figure 3.10 (c)) takes 
the input n, where nE (-oo, oo), and reduces the output 
to the range 0 to 1. This is done according to Equation 3.9. 
This activation function is commonly used in backpropa- 

gation ANN [851. 
1(n) =1+ 

e-» 
(3.9) 

4- TAN-SIGMOID The tan-sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent activation function 
(Figure 3.10 (d)) is similar to log-sigmoid. It scales the out- 
put to between -1 and 1. This is done according to Equa- 
tion 3.10. 

f(n) =1+ e-2n-i 
(3.10) 
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Figure 3.10: Activation Functions (a) Hard-limit (b) Linear (c) Log-Sigmoid (d) Tan-Sigmoid 
[72] 

3.8 Network Learning 

One of the most important features of ANNs is their ability to learn and 

generalise. Learning is achieved by training the ANN with a set of train- 

ing examples. A learning process can be viewed as a problem of updating 
the weights so that a network can efficiently perform a specific task. In or- 
der to achieve the effect of learning, the ANN must make changes to its con- 
nection weights according to some learning rule. Depending on whether an 

external teacher is presented during learning, there are two different learn- 

ing paradigms, namely: (a) supervised learning, and (b) unsupervised learn- 

ing. The choice between these paradigms depends on the type of problem to 
be solved [87]. The next two subsections deal with these types of learning 

paradigms. 
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3.8.1 Supervised Learning 

Supervised learning is a popular paradigm learning in ANN [76]. It refers 
to the learning in which an external teacher is present. In the case of ANN 
learning, this means that the training set is a pair formed by an input vector 
and the corresponding target output. In order to learn, the ANN computes 
the network outputs and compares its resulting outputs against the target 

outputs. The difference between the target output and the resulting output 
is called the error. The ANN tries to adjust the weights according to some 
learning rule in order to minimise this error. This process occurs over and 
over as the weights are continually modified until the global error associated 
with the training set reaches an acceptable value [60]. 

3.8.2 Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning which is also referred to as a self-organisation learn- 
ing, has no external teacher who is giving feedback to the network. In this 

paradigm, the ANN makes adjustments to itself based only on a set of input 

examples given to it. In other words, the training set is formed by an input 

vector only without any corresponding target output. One common applica- 
tion which often makes use of unsupervised learning in ANNs is in clustering 
a set of input examples. In this case, the ANN learns to discover correlations 
and regularities in the inputs, and adjusts its response with respect to the 
inputs accordingly. 

In this thesis, we are only interested in the supervised learning paradigm, 
as it is the learning paradigm for the backpropagation ANN on which our 
Arabic roots extraction model is based. 
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3.9 Backpropagation Neural Networks 

3.9.1 Backpropagation Neural Networks Architecture 

There are several types of ANN architectures and training techniques that 

can be used to make an ANN capable of sorting classification problems. The 

most popular, frequently used and well studied ANN models is the backprop- 

agation neural network (BPNN) [131][108][122], which is used approximately 
in 80% of all ANN applications [1301. 

The BPNN learning algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm for feed- 
forward ANNs [861. A typical BPNN is shown in Figure 3.11. The neurons 
are arranged in layers and each neuron in a layer has all its inputs connected 
to the neurons of a preceding layer (or to the inputs from the external world in 
the case of the neurons in the first layer), but it does not have any connections 
to neurons of the same layer to which it belongs. The layers are arrayed with 
one succeeding the other so that there is an input layer, multiple interme- 
diate layers and finally an output layer. Intermediate layers, that are those 
that have no inputs or outputs to the external world, are called hidden layers. 
The number of of hidden neurons in these hidden layers and their complex 
arrangement, largely determine the expressive power of ANN. Figure 3.11 
shows a BPNN with only one hidden layer. 

The BPNN training consists of two passes of computation: (a) a forward pass 
and (b) a backward pass, as shown in Figure 3.11. In the forward pass, every 
neuron in the hidden layer takes numeric input values from all the neurons 
in the input layer, then these input values are multiplied with proper weights 
and then summed. Here, the weights represent the connection strengths be- 
tween the neurons. The output of the hidden neuron is the nonlinear transfor- 
mation of the resulting sum. Similarly every neuron in the output layer takes 
input values from all the neurons in the hidden layer, then these values are 
multiplied with proper weights and then summed. The output of this neuron 
is the nonlinear transformation of the resulting sum. 
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Figure 3.11: Backpropagation Neural Network 

Since the resulting output and the target output are known while training 

the network (supervised learning), the resulting output values of the output 
layer are compared with the target output values. The target output values 

are those which should be produced by a well trained neural network. The 

error between resulting output values and target output values is calculated 

and compared. If there is no difference, no learning takes place; otherwise, 
this error is back propagated and utilised for adjusting the weights between 

input-hidden layers and between hidden-output layers. This process is called 
the backward pass of the backpropagation algorithm. 

To facilitate understanding, detailed mathematical steps of BPNN algorithm 
are presented in the next subsection. 

3.9.2 Backpropagation Neural Networks Algorithm 

BPNN tries to minimise the sum of squared errors, by forcing the network 
weights to change in such a way that errors are minimised. The BPNN algo- 
rithm can be summarised in the following steps: 
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I- INITIALISATION 

In this step all the network weights are initially set to small random num- 
bers. Choosing initial weights too large will make the network untrainable. 

2- PRESENTING THE TRAINING EXAMPLES 

In this step the training set is presented to the network. For each training 

example in the training set, the input vector and the the target vector are 

provided. Then, the sequence of forward and backward computations are per- 
formed. 

3- FORWARD COMPUTATIONS 

For a given input pattern the internal activations are computed and the ac- 
tivation function is applied to the results. This process continues through to 
the output layer where the functional signals for the output neurons are com- 
puted. This in turn allows for the error signals to be computed. 

4- BACKWARD COMPUTATIONS 

In this step of the algorithm the differences between the resulting output and 
the actual output are computed and then the error is propagated sequentially 
backward from the output layer to the input layer, and the weights are ad- 
justed. 

The mathematical description of the BPNN algorithm is presented in Algo- 

rithm 3.5 [761. The notations that are used based on the algorithm are pre- 
sented in the Steps 1 to 10 of the algorithm. 

ALGORITHM 3.5 : Pseudo Code of the Backpropagation Algorithm 
1: x : The vector of network input values, i= (xl, x2, .... x�). 
2: t: The vector of target values, t= (tl, t2, ... , t"). 3: wJ Array of weights from input layer to hidden layer. 
4: to []: Array of weights from hidden layer to output layer. 
5: O: Array of output of neural networks. 
6: HI I: Array of hidden nodes outputs. 
7: r1 : Learning rate parameter. 
8: 5k : The error at the output layer level. 
9: df : The error at the hidden layer level. 

10: MSE : Mean Square Error. 
11: 
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12: Initialise all network weights to small random numbers. 
13: while the termination condition is not met (MSE < 0.0001) do 
14: for all training examples (1, t) in the training set do 
15: Apply the input vector X to the input units in the input layer. 
16: Calculate the net input values to the hidden layer units; 
17: 

hj = bj +E xiwij, (ý =1,2,..., m) 

18: Calculate the output from the hidden layer: 

19: Calculate the net input values to the output layer units: 

in 

ok = bk +E HiwWk, (k = 1,2,..., z) 
j=1 

20: Calculate the outputs: 

Ok 
1+e-°b, 

(k =1,2,..., x) 

21: Calculate the gradient terms (error terms) for the output units: 

ak = Ok(1 - Oh) (tk 
- Oh), (k = 1,2,..., x) 

22: Calculate the gradient terms (error terms) for the hidden units: 

8! =Hi(1-Hj)tdkwjk, (i=1,2,..., m) 
k-1 

23: Update weights on the output layer: 

wwk(new) = wwk(old) +fl " ök " Hf 

24: Update weights on the hidden layer: 

w; j(new) =wij(old)+r) - 6j - xj 

25: end for 
26: Compute the mean square error (MSE): 

MSE =2 >(tj 
-Of)2 

27: end while 
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart of Training Backpropagation Neural Network 
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3.10 Summary 

This chapter has dealt with two main issues, stemming and neural networks. 
Stemming is a well studied problem in the field of natural language process- 
ing for both linguistic and computational purposes. The main aim of stem- 
ming algorithm is to reduce the inflectional variants of words to a common 
form or base form. This base form is called a stem or a root. Stemming is a 
complex process and in many cases it is language dependent due to the fact 

that every language has its own morphological features and its large number 
of rules. 

Stemming can be used in many natural language processing applications as in 
dictionary lookup, in data compression, in spell checking, and in information 

retrieval systems where many studies showed that using roots as an index 

word in information retrieval gives much better results than using full words. 

This chapter illustrates the main categories of stemming strategies for En- 

glish and Arabic languages. In English language, stemming strategies could 
be classified into four main approaches: table lookup, n-gram, successor vari- 
ety, and affix removal. Many stemmers for English language are available in 
the literature. The most commonly used are: Lovins, Porter, Paice/Husk and 
Krovetz algorithms. All of these stemmers were presented in detail in this 
chapter. 

In Arabic language, stemming strategies could be classified into three main 
approaches, namely, table lookup, linguistic and combinatorial. Linguistic 

strategy could be subdivided into three approaches: traditional, pattern-based, 
and two-level morphology approaches. 

There are other classifications of Arabic stemmers according to the size of the 
stripped affixes. These are: light-stemmer and root-stemmer. Light-stemmer 
tries to strip off the prefixes and suffixes of a given word to produce a stem 
without dealing with infixes while, root-stemmer tries to strip off the prefixes, 
suffixes and infixes to produce the root of a given word. One of the most com- 
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monly cited root-stemming algorithm in the field is the one that was developed 
by Shereen Khoja. This stemmer was presented in detail in this chapter. 

Neural networks are dynamic systems consisting of simple processing units 
called neurons or nodes. It is inspired by the way human brains operate and 
learn from experience. There are many functions in many fields, ANNs are 
able to perform, such as, pattern classification, pattern matching, pattern 
completion, optimisation, and simulation. 

The number of neurons, the arrangement of them into layers and the way 
how they are interconnected determine the ANN architecture. In many net- 
works, the most common structure of connecting neurons is by layers. There 

are two types of architectures: (a) single-layer network, and (b) multi-layer 
network. The single-layer network architecture has just two layers: the input 
layer and the output layer. Whereas, the multi-layer network architecture 
has more than two layers: the input layer, one or more hidden layers and the 

output layer. The presence of these hidden layers allows the solution to more 
complex problems, such as those that the single-layer network can not solve. 

One of the most important features of ANNs is their ability to learn and gen- 
eralise. Learning is achieved by training the ANN with a set of training ex- 
amples. There are two major learning paradigms depending on whether an 
external teacher is presented during learning. These are supervised learning 
and unsupervised learning. 

There are several types of ANN architectures and training techniques that 
can be used to make an ANN capable of sorting classification problems. The 

most popular, frequently used and well studied ANN models is backpropaga- 
tion neural network (BPNN), which is used approximately in 80% of all ANN 

applications. The pseudo code of the BPNN Algorithm and its flowchart were 
presented at the end of this chapter. 

The next chapter discusses the linguistic analysis of Arabic language: roots, 
patterns, and affixes. 
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Chapter 4 
LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF ARABIC 
LANGUAGE: ROOTS, PATTERNS, AND 
AFFIXES 

4.1 Introduction 

Ti 
inguistically, word formation is a function of morphology [106]. As was 

pointed in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, morphological analysis of Arabic 
language is based on roots, patterns, and affixes. One of the interest- 

ing features of Arabic language is that most of its words are generated from 

a finite set of roots which are interdigitised by a finite set of patterns and a 
finite set of affixes. The patterns are just templates with indications where 
the root letters should be. So, the generated words have two types of letters: 

root-letters and non root-letters or affix letters. Due to these interesting fea- 

tures, this study tries to identify the root-letters of a given word by exploiting 
the numerical relations between the word letters. 

The chapter starts by highlighting the definition of the term root, followed 
by a description of the statistical analysis of the Arabic word roots based on 
four famous Arabic dictionaries. Furthermore, it discusses the analysis of 
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Arabic patterns and affixes. Finally, it deals with the process of Arabic word 
formation. Chapters 5 and 6 provide new computationally based approach to 

root extraction exploiting the analysis reported in this chapter. 

4.2 Arabic Root System 

The roots in Arabic language are the forms of the verb [106], while in English 

language a root may be a verb, a noun or an adjective. The root in Arabic 

language is usually found in the third person singular masculine of the past 

tense. In literature, there are many definitions for a root. Ryding [124] was 
defined the term root in Arabic language as: 

DEFINITION 4.1 (ARABIC ROOT) 

`A root is a relatively invariable discontinuous bound morpheme, rep- 
resented by two to five phonemes, typically three consonants in a certain 
order, which interlocks with a pattern to form a stem and which has lexical 

meaning". [124] Page 47. 

Definition 4.1 highlights some properties of the Arabic word root, which are 
they: 

" It is a portion of the word that has two to five letters. 

" It cannot be further analysable into meaningful elements (morphemes). 

. It can stand on its own without the need for additional morphological 
elements. 

9 It is a discontinuous bound morpheme in which it can accept additional 
morphological elements to create new words. 

For example, the Arabic root morpheme [u: S](ktb, "write") is a complete word 
with a meaningful semantic representation. It has three consonants [J](k), 
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[ü](t), and [u](b). This word root cannot be broken down to generate new 

words like [GS](kt) or [ui](tb). It is "discontinuous" because vowels can be in- 

serted between the root-letters to derive new words communicate the main 
idea or the lexical meaning of the root. For example, if a letter [$](A) is in- 

serted in the middle of the current root, then a new word [uZ LS] (kAtb, "writer") 

is generated which shares the root in the "writing" meaning. Furthermore, 

a letter [t](m) can be added at the beginning of [A(ktb) to obtain [y=4] 

(mktb, "office"), and a letter [o](h) at the end to obtain [l. üi] (kutubhu, "his 

books"). The previous generated words are called stems. Also, the added let- 

ters are called affixes. More details for these terms are coming in the following 

sections. 

4.2.1 Classification of Roots According to their Lengths 

The grammatical system of the Arabic language is based on a root-and- 
pattern structure and is therefore considered as a root-based language [90] 
[25]. The root contains the important part of the meaning of the word. The 

most commonly number of consonants in an Arabic root is three (triliteral) 

and these comprise the largest part of the Arabic language [124][15]. In 

addition to this, there are also two-consonant (biliteral), four-consonant 
(quadriliteral), and five-consonant roots (pentaliteral) [124]. Table 4.1 

shows three different root examples for each type and their translations. 

Root Type Arabic Root Transliteration Translation 

-e--a-S. Hk to scratch 
Biliteral . ba. HT put 

C>M. l ds insert 
date 'Im know 

Triliteral L. -J3 drs study 
ktb write 
trjm translate 

Quadriliteral - syTr control 
. , YA dhrj roll 
raý. s jHmrs for old women 

Pentaliteral sfrjl quince 
ý. bý krT'b for small thing 

Table 4.1: Different Arabic Root Examples 
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In literature there is no agreement on the exact number of roots in Arabic lan- 

guage. Darwish et al. [58] stated that the number of Arabic language roots 
is around 10,000 roots. Thalouth et al. [1381 stated that 64% of the Arabic 

roots are triliteral, 33% are quadriliteral, and the remaining 3% are biliteral 

and pentaliteral roots. Gheith et al. [68] (cited by [151) stated that 85% of 
the Arabic roots are triliteral, while Moukdad [106] and Al-Fedaghi et al. [161 

stated that the number of Arabic language roots is 8,600 divided into: 6,350 

are trilitrals and 2,500 are quadriliterals. 

When the author started the work in this study, it was believed that it is 

easy to find an electronic resources for Arabic dictionaries'. This belief came 
from that a research in Arabic natural language processing was started be- 
fore two decades (by the early-eighties). Unfortunately, such dictionaries are 
not available. 

The extraction of the Arabic roots is the main core of this thesis. The re- 
sultant roots from the developed system should be evaluated by matching 
them against reliable Arabic dictionaries. Furthermore, such dictionaries 

are needed when building the training datasets that are used to train the 
neural networks (see Chapter 6). For these reasons, the author created a 
comprehensive database of Arabic roots using four standard Arabic dictionar- 
ies [106][142][5]. These dictionaries are: 

1. [ZLa+dtl ýt , ý] Mukhtar Al-Sahah [21]. 

2. [ . Wl] Al-Ayen [14]. 

3. [4, w,, Wl C. Q] Tai Al-Aroos [33]. 

4. [u. WI 6W] Lisan Al-Arab [83]. 

The dictionaries creation process was done by implementing a small program. 
In this program we entered all the Arabic roots which are found in these dic- 
tionaries by hand2. Figure 4.1 shows four snapshots from these dictionaries. 

'Referred in Arabic as Mujames. 
2The author indebted to his wife, son, and daughter for their great help in this process. 
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The roots in these snapshots are shaded and circled. It is clear from these 

snapshots that the dictionaries are sorted alphabetically based on the word 

root rather than the word itself. The reason behind this is mainly due to the 

rich derivational features that characterise the Arabic language. Behind the 

root there are a lot of information to describe the root meaning and some of its 

derived words. In this study we are interested in the roots themselves rather 
than any extra information. 

The total number of roots in the four mentioned dictionaries amounted to 

27,457. Some of these roots overlap. Table 4.2 shows the total number of 

roots in the four created dictionaries. 

Mujam / Dictionary Total No. of Roots 
1- Zil Mukhtar Al-Sahah 3,452 
2- Al-Ayen 5,612 
3- ß'y11 ZU Taj Al-Aroos 9,080 
4- uy&tl vlt Lisan Al-Arab 9,313 

Total 27,457 

Table 4.2: The Number of Roots in the Four Arabic Dictionaries 

Also, the same mentioned program was used to analyse the four compiled 
dictionaries. The number of lexical roots and root frequencies are conducted. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Tables 4.3,4.4,4.5, and 4.6 respec- 
tively. The tables clearly show that the triliteral roots are the overwhelming 
majority of Arabic roots, and to a lesser extent, bilateral, quadrilateral, and 
pentaliteral. Therefore, this thesis is concentrated upon the triliteral roots 
only. 

Roots Type No. of 
Roots' 

Ratio 
% 

Biliteral 19 0.55% 
Triliteral 3,239 93.83% 

Quadriliteral 184 5.33% 
Pentaliteral 10 0.29% 

Total 3,452 100.00 0 

Roots Type, No. of 
Roots 

Ratio 
% 

Biliteral 411 7.32% 
Triliteral 4,259 75.89% 

Quadriliteral 881 15.70% 
Pentaliteral 61 1.09% 

Total - 5,612 100.00% 

Table 4.3: Analysis of Mukhtar Al-Sahah 
Dictionary According to the Root Lengths 

Table 4.4: Analysis of Al-Ayen Dictio- 
nary According to the Root Lengths 
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Figure 4.1: Snapshots from the Four Arabic Dictionaries 
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Roots Type No. of 
Roots 

Ratio 
% 

Biliteral 0 0.00% 
Triliteral 5,502 60.59% 

Quadriliteral 3,263 35.94% 
Pentaliteral 315 3.47% 

Total 9,080 100.00% 

Roots Type No. of 
Roots 

Ratio 
% 

Biliteral 0 0.00% 
Triliteral 6,560 70.44% 

Quadriliteral 2,558 27.47% 
Pentaliteral 195 2.09% 

Total 9,313 100.00% 

Table 4.5: Analysis of Taj Al-Aroos Dic- 
tionary According to the Root Lengths 

4.2.2 The Common Dictionary 

Table 4.6: Analysis of Lisan Al-Arab Dic- 
tionary According to the Root Lengths 

The extracted roots from the previous dictionaries are stored in one dictionary 

called the common dictionary. This common dictionary is used in Chap- 

ter 6 during the building-up of the annotated corpus to check the validation 
of the roots. Also, it is used in Chapter 7 during the evaluation process for the 

same reason. 

The generated common dictionary has just two columns. The first column, 
for the entered root, while the second one for the associated dictionary. We 

used a string of four bits to represent this association. For example, the string 
< 1001 > means that the corresponding root belongs to the first and the fourth 
dictionaries, while it is not to the second and the third ones. The order of the 
dictionaries is as they are shown in Table 4.2. The total number of distinct 

roots in the common dictionary is 12,619, where 4,437 roots of them are 
mentioned in one dictionary, 3,566 are mentioned in two dictionaries, 2,653 

are mentioned in three dictionaries, and 1,963 are mentioned in all the four 
dictionaries. A snapshot of the common dictionary is shown in Figure 4.2, 

while Table 4.7 summarizes the roots in the common dictionary according 
to their length. It is clear from Table 4.7 that the vast majority of Arabic roots 
are thought to be made up of three consonants (triliteral roots). 

Also, a comprehensive statistical analysis is done on the four mentioned dic- 
tionaries, as well as the common dictionary. The aim of this analysis is to 
study the combinations of consonants that could occur in the triliteral root 
forms in Arabic language. To achieve this goal, the same mentioned program 
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4- 
f s4- 

© 12.619 

12.618 

Finished (12.619) 1002 

Figure 4.2: A Snapshot of the Common Dictionary 

Roots Type No. of 
Roots 

Ratio 
% 

Biliteral 417 3.30% 
TI iliteral 7,838 62.11% 

Quadriliteral 3,937 31.20% 
Pentaliteral 427 3.387( 

Total 12,619 100.00% 

Table 4.7: Analysis of The Common Dic- 
tionary According to the Root Lengths 

is updated to analyse the root consonants and their combinations. In this 

thesis, we deal with the analysis of the common dictionary, since it covers 
all the roots from the other four dictionaries. The summary of the analysis is 

presented in Appendix G. 

Table G. 1 of Appendix G, shows the frequency of occurrences of each Arabic 
letter on the different positions of the triliteral roots in the common dictio- 

nary. For example, in 322 roots the Arabic letter [6r](s) occurs in the first 

position of the root, in 253 roots occurs in the second position and in 293 roots 
occurs in the third position of the root. The frequency of occurrences of this 
letter in the three different positions is 868 as shown in the last column of 
Table G. 1 of Appendix G. 
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It is clear from Table G. 1 that the Arabic letter [j] (r) has the highest frequency 

of occurrences in the different positions (1386) of the triliteral roots. For this 

reason this letter is considered as the strong letter in Arabic language[17]. 
The next highest frequency occurrences are the letters {[a ](n), [j](1), [? ](m), 
[u](b)}. The Arabic linguists called these letters as [UVWI a, }+] (Hrwf 
AlalAgt, "liquid letters"). The reason behind this high frequency of these let- 

ter is that the liquid letters are light on the tongue and easy to pronounce. 

In Tables G. 2, G. 3 and G. 4 of Appendix G, we presented the number of ad- 
jacency appearance of any two Arabic letters in the positions (1 and 2), (1 

and 3), and (2 and 3) respectively in the triliteral roots in the common dictio- 

nary. The following items highlight some of the interesting observations that 

we deduced during the study and analysis of the Arabic word roots and their 
positions. 

" The letters [t] (H) and [](g) are not found in the same root. 

" The letter [ jw](H) can not be follow by any of the following letters {[31(z), 

[Al(p), [wl(S), [0106](s)}. 
" The letter [4, w] (H) can not be follow by any of the following letters { [ü] (t), 

[ol(d), [ckl(s), [c l(s), [0#010, [b](t)}. 

" The letters [Z](H) and [Z](H) are not found in the same root. 

In conclusion, the common dictionary provides a unique set of roots for 
other researches in the field and is therefore a significant contribution from 
this work. 

4.2.3 Classification of Roots According to their Types 

Also, Arab grammarians classified root verbs into two major classes, accord- 
ing to the nature of the consonant phonemes occurring in the root: sound 
verbs and weak verbs [124]. The sound verbs are the verbs that only have 
consonant letters (i. e. do not contain any vowel letters) while, the weak verbs 
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have one or more vowel letters (alef[i], waaw[j] and yaa[J]). For example 
the Arabic word [Iw ](drs, "study") is a sound root verb, since it has no vowels 

while, the word [i ' j](wjd, "find") is a weak root verb, since the first letter is a 

vowel. Figure 4.3 illustrates these two major classes of Arabic verbs and their 

subcategories. 

Arabic Root 

Weak sound 

Assimilated 

I Hollow 

Defective 

Regular 

Geminate , 

Hamzated 

Figure 4.3: Classification of Arabic Verb Roots According to their Types 

The sound verbs are further divided into three types: regular, geminate, 
and hamzated verbs. Firstly, the regular verbal roots consist of three conso- 
nants, all of which are different and none of them are vowels or hamza (glottal 

stop). For Example, [uiS](ktb, "write") and [&p ](drs, "study") are sound root 
verbs. Secondly, the geminate doubled verbal roots are the ones where the sec- 
ond consonant is the same as the third one. In this case, the gemination mark 
is used to represent the combination of the identical letters into one stressed 
letter. For Example: rjs] (hll, "solve"). Finally, if the verb root has hamza [4] 
in one of its consonants, then this type of root verbs is called hamzated verbs, 
such as [JLv](sÄl, "ask"). 

The weak root verbs are also divided into three types, according to the po- 
sition of the vowel letters: assimilated, hollow, and defective verbal roots. 
Firstly, the assimilated verbs are the verbs that have a vowel as an ini- 
tial letter, and the other letters are not vowels (consonants). For example: 
[s* j](wjd, "find") ['j]. Secondly, the hollow verbs are the ones in which the 
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middle root letter is a vowel, such as, [t4](bA', "sell"). Finally, the defec- 
tive verbs are those whose root has a vowel as a final letter, such as, [] 
(nsy, "forget"). In many cases the Arabic word may contain one or more vow- 
els, such as [i}b](Twy, "fold"). 

We analysed the triliteral root types in the four previous mentioned dictionar- 
ies as well as the common dictionary. The analysis results are summarised 
in Tables 4.8,4.9,4.10,4.11 and 4.12 respectively. It is clearly observed from 
these tables that the overwhelming majority of Arabic root verbs are sound 
verbal roots, which are in average (75%) of all Arabic roots. 

Root Type No., of Roots % 
Regular 1,745 53.87% 

Geminate 311 9.60% 
Hamzated 272 8.40% 
Sub Total 2,328 71.87% 
Assimilated 192 5.93% 

Hollow 449 13.86% 
Defective 270 8.34% 

Sub Total 911 28.13% 
Total : 3,239 100.00% 

Table 4.8: Analysis of Mukhtar Al-Sahah Dictionary Ac- 
cording to the Root Types 

Root Type No. of Roots 
.%: Regular 2,631 61.78% 

Geminate 28 0.66% 
Hamzated 326 7.65% 
Sub Total 2,985 70.09% 
Assimilated 269 6.32% 

Hollow 594 13.95% 
Defective 411 9.65% 

Sub Total, 1274 29.91% 
Total 4,259 100.00% 

Table 4.9: Analysis of Al-Ayen Dictionary According to 
the Root Types 
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Root Type No. of Roots % 
Regular 3,475 63.16% 

Geminate 434 7.89% 
Hamzated 475 8.63% 
Sub Total 4,384 79.68% 

Assimilated 355 6.45% 
Hollow 763 13.87% 

Defective 0 0.00% 
Sub Total [ 1118 20.32% 

Total - ,: 
5,502 100.00% 

Table 4.10: Analysis of Taj Al-Aroos Dictionary Accord- 
ing to the Root Types 

Root Type No. of Roots % 
Regular 3,763 57.36% 

Geminate 486 7.41% 
Hamzated 633 9.65% 
Sub Total 4,882 74.42% 

Assimilated 422 6.43% 
Hollow 863 13.16% 

Defective 393 5.99% 
Sub Total 1678, 25.58% 

Total 6,560. 100.00% 

Table 4.11: Analysis of Lisan Al-Arab Dictionary Accord- 
ing to the Root Types 

Root 
. 
Type No. of Roots, % 

Regular 3,763 57.36% 
Geminate 486 7.41% 
Hamzated 633 9.65% 
Sub Total 4,882 74.42% 
Assimilated 422 6.43% 

Hollow 863 13.16% 
Defective 393 5.99% 

Sub Total, 1678 25.58% 

F. Total 6,560, 100.00% 

Table 4.12: Analysis of the Common Dictionary Accord- 
ing to the Root Types 
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4.3 Arabic Patterns 

Arabic root has a general basic meaning that forms the basis of many related 
meanings. These related meanings are represented by the root consonants 
put in different forms called patterns. Ryding [124] defines the morphologi- 
cal pattern as: 

DEFINITION 4.2 (MORPHOLOGICAL PATTERN) 

I 
`A pattern is a bound and in many cases, discontinuous morpheme 
consisting of one or more vowels and slots for root phonemes (radicals), 
which either alone or in combination with one to three derivational affixes, 
interlocks with a root to form a stem, and which generally has grammatical 
meaning. " ((124], Page 48). 

As Definition 4.2 suggests, the pattern itself is nothing and has no meaning. 
It is just a template or a paradigm showing the positions of the root-letters 
where they should be. Therefore, based on this fact, the grammatical system 
of Arabic language is considered as a root-and-pattern based language. 

The pattern usually is a combination of vowels, sometimes consonants, and 
"slots". Roots are interdigitated (interlocked) with the patterns in these slots 
to generate Arabic surface forms [55]. In literature, the commonly names for 
these surface forms are stems. So, the stem is the original form of the word 
before any linguistic transformation process is done [28]. 

For example, consider the Arabic root [A(ktb, "write"). This root presents 
the action of "writing". If this root interdigitates with the patten 1C3C2C103, 
then the Arabic word [1, i5i](mktbt) which means a library or a place to keep 
writings, is derived. Table 4.13 shows some examples of Arabic words derived 
from the root [uaS](ktb, "write") according to specific patterns. More details of 
word formation process are presented in Section 4.5 of this chapter. 

3The symbol C{ is used here to present the slot for the root-letter, and the index i for the 
root-letter position. 
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Root Pattern Arabic Word Translation 
CSiC2Ci ul'. S Book 

ktb C1C2AC3 ktAb 
C3C2IC1 Writer 
C1AC2C3 kAtb 
; CgCzCi' ä71S. Library 
mC1C2C3t mktbt 
C3C2CIIº ý Desk 
mC1C2C3 mktb 
C3 jCZClp u}Sw Letter 
mC1C2wC3 mktwb 
C3C2C1 j He is writing 
yC1C, C3 yktb 
C3 jC2C1 Booklet 
C1C2yC3 ktyb 

Table 4.13: Some Examples of Arabic Words Derived 
From the Same Root According to some Patterns. 

Just as the roots are the base forms of the words, patterns also have their 

own base form. This form is defined by Arabic grammarians, and they have 

named it base-pattern-form4 [124]. The base-pattern-form is referred to 
in Arabic as [iyw Uj j](wzn mjrd) meaning the morphologically simplest form 

or the stripped form [124]. The base-pattern-form for triliteral roots is the 

verb [JA](f 1, "did"). The slots that were mentioned before, are replaced by the 
three letters of the base-pattern-form: [4](f), ft]('), and [ßj](1). From this 
base-pattern-form, all the other Arabic pattern forms are derived using the 

affix letters. The details of affix letters are presented in the next section. 

The pattern is considered as the magic key in extracting the roots of Arabic 

words. If the pattern is identified for a given word, then it is easy to extract 
the root-letters for this word. For example, if we know that the correspond- 
ing pattern for the word [ä; ü i](mktbt, "library") is [äl ](mf lt) mC1C2C3t, 
then the root-letters in the word are the letters that match the letters [v](f), 
[t]('), and [J](1) in the pattern. The matching letters in this example are 
[ß'1](k), [ü](t), and [u](b). The combination of these letters produces the root 
[uU](ktb, "write"). Figure 4.4 presents this process. 

4Also is referred as Form I or Ground-Form. 
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The main problem here is how to determine the correct pattern for the cor- 

responding tested word. The conventional way, as it was mentioned in Chap- 

ter 3, is to compile a list of all allowable patterns in the language and then to 

check the tested word against all these patterns. This is time consuming, and 
in many cases more than one pattern is matched with the tested word. 

The developed stemmer presented in this thesis is a computational approach, 

which avoids using a list of the affixes and patterns in the language. Instead 

of this, it tries to exploit the numerical relations between the letters that 

comprise the pattern. For this reason, we surveyed most of the conceivable 
derived-pattern-forms based on the triliteral roots. These surveyed patterns 
are compiled from Arabic grammar books [121][20][57][17][19]. These pat- 
terns calculated the total as 1,893 in number. To simplify the analysis of 
the patterns, the author classified the patterns according to their lengths. 

Each class is labeled as patt;, where i refers to the pattern length. Table 4.14 
demonstrates these classes and the number of patterns in each class. As a 
two examples, Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 list all the patterns of classes patt4 
and patt12i respectively, while the full surveyed patterns are presented in Ap- 

pendix A. 
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Pattern Length Total 
patt4 4 30 
patty 5 136 
patt6 6 202 
Patt? 7 179 
Path 8 194 
patt9 9 712 
pattlo 10 303 
pattli 11 105 
patt12 12 32 
Total 1,893 

Table 4.14: Classes of Arabic Patterns Ac- 
cording to their Lengths 

Pattern Pattern 
"Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

psi AC1C2C3 + bC1C2C3 
J. &. 13 WAG J&13 WAG 

jr. U C1AC2C3 JL&b CiCZAC3 
'9. s9 C1C2C3A ä1.2h C1C2C3t 

IL. w9 C1C2C3t U" C1C2Ci3t 
11x9 Ci1Ci2C3t 21s9 Ci1C2C3t 

'-'-p CCC2C3k Z}i" Ci1Ci2Ci3n 

iiai C1C2C3h 
, 
is C1C2C3w 

ol" 
C1C2C3A VI" 

C1C2C3y 

J! a C1C2wC3 
6++Ls 

C1C2YC3 

Ljý 
fC1C2C3 j& CilWC2 3 

mss CIVC2C3 1ti kC1C2C3 
JAAJ 1010203 JW. " mC1CZ C3 
1L nC1C2C3 aj wC1C2C3 
J 

-*-! --A VC1C2C3 JAM ACIC2C3 

Table 4.15: List of Arabic Patterns patt4 

As mentioned earlier, the root is usually consist of three letters, and the pat- 
tern indicates the ordering and the positions of these letters in addition to 

the positions of the non root-letters. In order to investigate the positions of 
the root-letters, the author studied all the compiled patterns and computed 
what is so-called the root-distance. The root-distance is defined as the 

measure of counting the number of letters between any two root-letters and 
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Pattern Pattern 
Form' 

Pattern Pattern 
'Form " 

ýyý1t WYE AIAstC1C2AC3ywn L6311 -Al bAstClC2AC3AthA 

#:, Ltl, º:, 'sytj bAlAC1tC2AC3yAt CjLj+7". 4tt bAlmstCjCZ C3yAt 
;Y9 atl, bAlmCjCswC$Atyt L&Lcu "I3 f AstCiC2C3tmAhA 

19 f AatC1C2CstmwhA &4 -ls f AstCiC2C3tmwhm 
üYI WYIs fAlAstC1C2AC3At 'ItllaYts fAZAC1tC2AC3yAt 

c, S 43 t. s fbAlmstCiC2C3At CJW, oiLo fbAlmC1CswC3yAt 
at'31 kAlmC1C2wC3Atyt WYI. ýWY lAstC1C2AC3AtnA 

unrlý., Y lAstC1C2AC3AtnA l43Yt" lAstC1C2AC3AthA 

0t, Y1a Lj wAstC1C2AC3Atkm pýiYlaI' wAstCiC2AC3Athm 
wAstC1C2C3tmAhA La j4I-1.3 wAstC1C2C3tmwhA 

14.4 wAstC1C2C3tmwhm I. g:, L 1L ii j wAC1tC2AC3yAthA 
t 3t 3L&:! l j wAC1tC2AC3yAthA C+Yl* iwYI, wAlAstC1C2AC3At 
tl WYl, wAlAstC1C2AC3yt Ci WI YI' wAlAC1tC2AC3yAt 

0 Jt* Zj wAlAC1tC2AC3ywn 1t*YI j wAlAC1tC2ACsyyn 
CJWtWIIJ wAZC1CZ AC3ynyAt ät-4+ý Wjj wAllAmC1C2wC3yt 

wA1mCiC2wC3Atyt QW . o1V, wbAlmC1C2wC3yAt 

Table 4.16: List of Arabic Patterns pattl2 

is computed as shown in Equation 4.1. 

root -distance(i, j) =j-i -1 (4.1) 

where i and j are the positions of the two root-letters and j>i. For example, 
the pattern mC1AC2C3 has five letters, three of them are root-letters (C1C2C3) 

which occupies the positions 2,4, and 5 respectively, and the other two are non 
root-letters (m, A) which occupies the positions 1 and 3. The root-distance be- 

tween Cl and C2 is 1= (4 -2 -1), between C2 and C3 is 0= (5 -4 -1), while 
between Cl and C3 is 2= (5 -2 -1). 

The computation of the root-distance is useful in some cases. In the case of 
two root-letters being extracted and their orders in the root are not known, the 

root-distance value can assist of extracting the third one. For example, if the 

value of the root-distance is two or more, then this means that the current two 

root-letters present the first and the last ones (C1C3). As a consequence, the 

other root-letter (C2) should be between the identified two letters. This anal- 
ysis is based on the fact that only one or two letters can be added inside the 

root-letters [133]. Table 4.17 shows the maximum value of the root-distance 
in each pattern class and the number of letters that are found inside the root- 
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letters. 

Pattern 
Class 

Max. Value of 
Root-Distance 

No. of 
Letters 

patt4 2 1 

pattb 3 2 

patt6 4 3 

Path 4 3 
patt8 4 3 
patt9 4 3 
paUio 4 3 
pattll 3 2 
patt12 3 2 

Table 4.17: Summary of the Values of the Root-Distances 
in each Pattern Class 

An interesting fact found during the Arabic pattern analysis is that the num- 
ber of letters inside the root-letters in some Arabic words may be three letters. 

This is clear in Table 4.17 in pattern classes patt6, patt7i Path, patt9, and pattlo. 
We found that all of these words are derived from the Arabic pattern [131] 

(CiwAC2yC3). The analysis of this pattern clearly shows that these three let- 

ters are: [I](A), [9](w), and [4](y) which they are the vowels in Arabic language. 

The Arabic pattern analysis which is presented in this section is used as the 

core of the Phase I in the developed stemming algorithm. The complete de- 

tails of the Phase I are presented in Chapter 5. 

4.4 Arabic Affixes Analysis 

4.4.1 Linguistic Analysis 

Most Arabic words contain some kind of affixation. Affixation is a process 

whereby one or several affixes are added to a root to create either an inflected 

word form or a derived word form. In this work, the term affixes is used 
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to represent any non root-letters, either they are derivational or inflectional 

letters. The inflectional letters are the marks of tense (past, present or fu- 

ture), gender (masculine, feminine or no gender), and/or number (singular, 

dual, plural). They also include some prepositions, conjunctions, determin- 

ers, pronouns, and possessive pronouns. In some cases all of these affixes can 
be found in one word as in the word [6}aiIwWIy] (wAlmdAf'wn, "and the de- 

fenders"). This word has ten letters, three of them are root-letters, while the 

others are affixes. The root of this word is [11a](df , "defend"). The decomposi- 

tion of this word to its morphemes (root and affixes) is shown in Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5: Example of Word Decomposition 

The example in Figure 4.5 can clearly deduce the differences between the 
three main terms used in computational linguistics : roots, stems and affixes. 
As mentioned in Section 4.2 the roots have more concrete meanings, while af- 
fixed words are more abstract. A root is the base form of a word which can not 
be further analysed without the loss of the word's identity. Or it is that part 
of the word left when all the affixes are removed. On the other hand, stem 
refers to the portion of an affixed form with the affix which can be removed. 
From a purely morphological point of view, the building up of stems is accom- 
plished through the addition of one or more affixes to the root using a pattern. 

To illustrate the above, Figure 4.5 is suffice for the present. This Figure 
shows that the word [6}AIi i$j](wAlmdAf'wn) is composed of the stem [11IJu] 
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(mdAf', "defender") preceded by the word-prefixes the conjunction [, ](w, "and"), 

and the definite article [J I] (Al, "the"). This word is also succeeded by the suffix 

pronoun [6j] (wn, "them"[masculine plural]) while, the stem [III JA] (mdAf) in 

turn is composed of the [ý](m) and the infix [I](A) plus the root [Oa](df, "defend"). 

Depending on the position of the affixes in relation to the root the affixes 
in Arabic language are classified as prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. Arabic pre- 
fixes are the sets of letters attached to the beginning of the roots and written 

as part of them. Suffixes are the sets of letters attached to the end of the root 

written as part of them [261. In addition, some affixes are inserted inside the 

root script which are called infixes [611. English does not have any good ex- 

amples of infixes. Infixes are a property of Semitic languages that are differ 

these languages and other languages, and they are considered as "one of the 

complexities that make Arabic a harder language to analyse" [1331. 

The number of affixes in Arabic language is greater than those used in En- 

glish language. English has 75 prefixes and about 250 suffixes [125] (cited 

by [28]). Arabic affixes have the feature of concatenating with each other ac- 
cording to predefined linguistic rules, as a consequence this is increase the 

overall number of affixes [28]. The author successfully compiled 204 Arabic 

prefixes, 7 infixes and 193 suffixes. The maximum length of the prefix is 
found seven letters, while for the suffix it is six letters. The extraction process 
of these affixes is simply done by analysing the pattern classes (patt4 to pattl2), 
based on dividing the pattern letters into two types: root-letters and non root- 
letters (affixes). The pattern classes have been discussed in Section 4.3 of this 

chapter. 

In summary, an affix is a morpheme that can be added to a root or a stem 
to form new words or meanings. It is important to clear the role of affixes 
in Arabic language compared with other languages. In English language the 

affix plays the role of a modifier of the meaning. For example, if the English 

word happy prefixed with un, a new word with a new meaning will be gen- 
erated (unhappy). In contrast, the affix in Arabic language in addition plays 
the same role as in English language, it can add an entity to the word that is 
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attached with. For example, if the Arabic word [Cw](msH, "clean") is suffixed 
with [o](h, "pronoun"), then the new generated word is [A i ](msHh) which 
means "he cleaned it". 

4.4.2 Affixes Extraction 

The affixes extraction process starts by encoding each Arabic pattern using 
a binary code. The root-letters in the patter are encoded by zero, while the 

other letters (affix letters) are encoded by one. For example, the pattern[»tLw] 
(yfßlwn) which belongs to class patt7 are encoded as 1010011. Since, the po- 
sitions of the root-letters are: 2,4, and 5. Figure 4.6 details the encoded 
procedure for this pattern. 

[]P [P F-3ý -] F-4 5 F-ý 6 [- 7 

6. + p j j u 

1 0 1 0 o 1 1 

Figure 4.6: Encoded Example for the Arabic Pattern [ý jA&U. ](yfA'lwn) 

It is clear from Figure 4.6, the prefix of this pattern is [4](y), the infix is [I](A), 

and the suffix is [ý j](wn). We follow the same previous steps to extract all the 
affix letters in all compiled patterns and divide them to prefixes, infixes, and 
suffixes. The pseudo code for this process is listed in Algorithm 4.1. 

ALGORITHM 4.1 : Pseudo Code for Affixes Compilation Process 
1: Initialise NZeros. 
2: for all pattern class patt; do 
3: for all pattern belongs to patt; do 
4: Encode pattern followed the previously encoded procedure. 
5: end for 
6: - Extract the pattern letters that have 1's in the encoded string and 7: precede the first 0; add these letters to the Prefixes List. 
8: 
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9: - Extract the pattern letters that have 1's in the encoded string and 
10: succeed the last 0; add these letters to the Suffixes List. 
11: 
12: - Extract the pattern letters that have 1's in the encoded string, 
13: which succeed the first 0 and precede the last 0; add these letters to the Infixes 

List. 
14: end for 

The way how the algorithm works is explained by using an example to com- 

pile the affix letters for the pattern class patt4. There were 30 patterns in this 

class (see Table 4.15). Each pattern is encoded and followed the same encoded 

procedure which was presented in the previous page. Table 4.18 shows all the 

patterns in patt4 and their encoded strings. 

No. Pattern 
Form 

Pattern 
Code 

No. Pattern 
Form 

Pattern 
Code 

1 
-VISA 

0001 2 --1. 0001 
3 'e- I. 9 0001 4 &1" 0001 
5 Al" 0001 6 

-+a 
0001 

01" 0001 8 ý, lzs 0001 
9 : Uuý 0001 10 : 1_L& 0001 
11 Usi 0001 12 : LLB 0001 
13 J L" 0010 14 J 

--A 
0010 

15 J};,, -s 0010 16 Jr. is 0100 
17 Jc9's 0100 18 J 0100 
19 J- . bi 1000 20 J": 1000 
21 Jsc3 1000 22 J-. " 1000 
23 1000 24 J-i. 1 1000 
25 J. . 1000 26 J.. 1000 
27 1000 28 JW, ._ 1000 
29 J. 1000 30 Jhf 1000 

Table 4.18: List of Arabic Patterns patt4 and their Encoded Strings 

Now, to extract the list of prefixes in patt4, all the patterns that have a char- 
acter one and precede the first zero are retrieved (Step 6 of Algorithm 4.1). 
This follows the definition of prefix letters. The patterns that have met this 
condition in Table 4.18 are: 19,20, ..., 30. For each retrieved pattern, the 
sub-letters that precede the first zero are extracted and added to the prefix 
letters list of the class patt4. Note that these prefixes occupy the first position 
for all the retrieved patterns. The list of prefix letters in patt4 are: { [$](A), 
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[u](b), [ü](t), [j](Y), [4](f), [J](k), [J](1), [p](m), [6](n), [, ](w), [I](Ä)}. 

To extract the list of suffixes in patt4i all patterns that have the character 
one and succeed the last zero are retrieved (Step 9 of Algorithm 4.1). This is 
followed by the definition of suffix letters. The patterns that met this condi- 
tion in Table 4.18 are: 1,2, ... , 12. For each retrieved pattern, the sub-letters 
that succeed the last zero are extracted and added to the suffix letters list of 
the class patt4. Note that the positions of these prefixes are in the last part for 

all the retrieved patterns. The list of suffix letters in patt4 are: { [11 (A), [ü](t), 
['J](k), [ý](n), [, ](v'), [j](y), [i](t)}. 

Following the same procedure, we can easily extract the list of infix letters 
from Table 4.18 for patt4. These letters are in patters: 13,14, ... , 18. The 

positions of infixes are in the middle between the first zero and the last zero. 
The list of infix letters in patt4 are: {[I](A), [9](w), [j](y)}. These are the long 

vowels of Arabic language. Table 4.19 shows the affixes of patt4 by combining 
the previous list of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
üI9S1ü 

4s `9 `1 v9 
Jvs 
9r 

Table 4.19: The Affixes of patt4 

We followed the same steps of Algorithm 4.1 in order to extract all the af- 
fix letters of Arabic for all the remaining pattern classes. Table B. 8 shows the 

affixes of the category patt12 while Section 1 of Appendix B shows the complete 
lists of the extracted affixes for all categories. 

As mentioned earlier, the main function of the morphology process is to de- 
compose the Arabic word into its morphological components: prefixes, stem, 
and suffixes. The combination of any of these prefixes and suffixes is not nec- 
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Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 

FYI ., Lý 1L I9 ul X531 Lül 

IaJU '4 Li Z. ý L'9 ü L451 1,. 651 4üI 

19 ü.. 0 I9 c119 "L: u ßj4? 'a 
11,9 2610 9 ý UI9 

19 L' 9 

Table 4.20: The Affixes of patt12 

123 

essarily valid or legal. For example, with returning back to the Table 4.16, it 

is clear the prefix [aw1f] (AlAst) could be combined with the suffix [63.1](ywn) 

in the same word, and this combination is considered as a valid combina- 
tion. The combinations between this prefix and the other suffixes lead to an 
invalid combinations. Another example, the prefix [wrL't] (fAst) in the same 
table make a valid combination if it is combined with one of the following suf- 
fixes: [L. 6 L43] (tmAhA), [Lb} t](tmwhA), or [MA 

_44] 
(tmwhm). 

In order to confirm the valid combination of the prefixes and the suffix, all 
the the compiled affixes (see Section 1 of Appendix B) are analysed with re- 
spect to the compiled Arabic patterns (see Appendix A). The analysis unfolds 
the valid prefix-suffix combinations. This validation is used in Chapter 7 to 

check the correctness of the extracted root and the affix letters attached to 
it. The valid prefix-suffix compositions of all categories are presented in Sec- 
tion 2 of Appendix B, while Table 4.21 shows an example of the prefix-suffix 
combination list of the the category patt12. 

4.4.3 The Frequency of Arabic Affix Letters 

Arabic affix letters have been identified by Arabic linguists. The commonly 
used affix letters [121] are presented in Table 4.22 and they are rounded up 
in the word [Lµs}CJLw](sAltmwnyhA "you asked me for/about it"). In some 
cases the definite article [Jl](Al) may be prefixed by one of the following let- 
ters, {[W](k), [v](f), [u](b))} to compose [JLS](kAl), [JLh](fAl), and [JV](bAl). In 
this case, these letters become as a part of the prefixes when they are attached 
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Prefix Suffixes 

Z, , YI J9' 

IoJLý : tail 

,:.. Lb L&L Lm9. o: t la'm}w 

IaJl. ý9 üL. i 
ý+. ýoJl. ý9 ül 

IaJLS 4üI 

19 1631' 

jl j ül; u 
Y19 ülj iJ9' 

(4119 '. Lül 
Lý9 ülý 

Table 4.21: The Prefix-Suffix Combinations of patt12 

at the beginning of the Arabic words. For the purpose of this study, the letters 

{[W](k), [N](f), [u](b))} are added to the affix of letter set, and the final set of 

affix letters is presented in Table 4.23. 

Table 4.22: The Original Set of Affix Letters 

psfl PV 14 1 -A -1 IJu 
A1twmnyhAkfb 

Table 4.23: The Modified Set of Affix Letters 

A program was implemented for the purpose of analysing the frequency of 
the affix letters in Arabic language. An annotated corpus5 containing 66,344 

5The annotated corpus is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Arabic words was used in this statistical analysis. It was found that the most 
frequent affix letter is [1] (A) which appears 66,862 times in different positions 

of the Arabic words, then the letter [j] (y) which occurs 24,694 times, and the 
lowest frequently used letters are [a] M, [y](b) and [J](k) which appear about 
1,345,1,212 and 1,193 times respectively. The analysis of the frequency dis- 

tribution of these affixes is shown in Table 4.24. This table also contains in 

addition the previous affixes, some other letters which they represent differ- 

ent shapes of some of the affix letters such as {[I](Ä), [$](A), [Z](), [S](Ä), [4]('), 

[9](w), [i](t)}. 

The above analysis and facts will be the backbone of the developed compu- 
tational approach to extract the roots of Arabic words. This will be discussed 

at length in Chapters 5 and 6. Also, such facts and statistics are very useful 
in different computational and linguistic studies. 

Letter Translit- 
ration 

Frequency 

A 66,862 
y 24,694 
w 23,167 
t 21,025 
n 19,170 
m 12,156 

J 1 9,688 
h 9,501 

o T 9,320 
b 4,558 
s 1,941 
k 1,704 
y 1,623 

s Ä 1,527 
P 1,467 

w 1,403 
i A 1,351 

f 1,345 
u b 1,212 

k 1,193 

Table 4.24: Arabic Affix Letters Frequencies 
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4.5 Word Formation 

The previous sections discussed the Arabic morphology terms: root, stem, 
pattern, and affix separately. This section combines these terms and presents 
their roles in Arabic word formation process. 

4.5.1 The Definition of the Arabic Word 

The literature in Arabic language does not provide a standard definition of the 

meaning of the Arabic word term. Some researchers defined it orthographi- 
cally as a unit that is surrounded by two white spaces. The most common def- 
inition of the Arabic word is the one that was presented by Al-Hamlawee [171. 

I 
DEFINITION 4.3 (ARABIC WORD) 

An Arabic word is the single and isolated lexeme that represents a 
certain meaning abstract written sequence. [17] 

An Arabic word might be an original Arabic word, or a borrowed word [12]. 
The original Arabic words are divided into two sub-categories: 

1. DERIVATIVE ARABIC WORDS These are the words that are derived from 

roots according to derivation rules in Ara- 
bic. The majority of these words are nouns 
and verbs. 

2. FIXED ARABIC WORDS These are the words which do not comply 
with the derivation rules in Arabic. The 
majority of these words are pronouns, prepo- 
sitions, and conjunctions. Fixed Arabic 
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words are a minority when compared to 
derived words. 

Borrowed words, also referred as Arabised words, are words that are 
adopted from other languages like English language [111]. These words are 
adapted to conform with the Arabic word paradigms, and become part of the 
Arabic lexicon [111]. For example, the borrowed word (kmbywtr), 

which is commonly used in Arabic texts these days, is adapted from the En- 

glish word [Computer]. Borrowed words have no roots, and are not derived 
by any derivation rule in Arabic. 

4.5.2 Word Formation Process 

As mentioned earlier, Arabic is a root-pattern type of language. Verbs, nouns, 
and adjectives in Arabic languages are derived from a root by using different 

patterns and affixes. The root is usually the only common element shared by 
derivationally related forms. 

A stem is generated from a bare root when it is combined with a given pat- 
tern [27]. Each pattern in Arabic language produces a stem. Stems derived 
from the same root share an aspect of meaning. The addition of prefixes, 
and suffixes to the stem produces the Arabic word. So, the stem is generated 
through the interdigitation of the root with a pattern having zero or more af- 
fixes. The stem itself is considered as a valid Arabic word. 

The base-pattern-form of Arabic language is the three-letters verb [a] 
(f'l, "did"). The interdigitation process is done by mapping the first consonant 
of the root to the letter [a](f), the second consonant of the root to the letter 
[t]('), and the third consonant of the root to the letter [J](1). The order of these 
three consonants does not change. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Arabic morphology is a highly structured pro- 
cess [1331. For example, the pattern mC1C2C3t is a paradigm that is used to 
generate words refer to the place where the activity specified by the root verb 
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occurs. So, if the Arabic root [ w, A] (drs, "study") is interdigiated with this pat- 
tern, then the Arabic word [' .] (mdrst, "school") is generated indicates the 

place of the studying. Now, if we want to generate a new word indicates "the 

place of farming", then just the interdigiation of the root [t j j] (zr', "plant") 

with the same pattern should be applied. And, to generate a word indicates 

"the place of writing", then the interdigiation of the root [y; M] (ktb, "write") 

with the same pattern should be applied. A schematic diagram for this proce- 
dure is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7: Formation Process of Arabic Stems and Words 

Another example that presents the structured of Arabic morphology is illus- 

trated here. Suppose we want to generate an Arabic word that is specified 
that two people are playing to each other, the root [w 1I (1'b, "play") is used. 
The suffix [ýI] (An) is added to it to indicate that the verb is being done by two 

people; the prefix [4](y) is added to indicate that the verb is in the present 
tense; and the infix [1](A) is added to indicate that they are playing to each 
other. Thus the verb obtained is [64s q] (yl'bAn). If the same meaning is to 
be conveyed but, now, instead of the two people are playing to each other we 
want to say that they write with each other, it is only necessary to replace 
the letters of the verb root play [4aJ](1'b) with those of the verb root write 
[yiS](ktb) to obtain the verb [6L4Sý](yktbAn). 
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Unfortunately, the formation of Arabic words is not usually a straightforward 
process. In Arabic morphological derivations, many cases of the root-letters 
are modified or deleted during the formation process. This is done specially 
in the words that are generated from weak roots. Some examples of this are 
shown in Table 4.25. 

Root Pattern Word Deleted Letter 
(from the root) 

Changed Letter 
(from the root) 

[cri] [ý 9i ] [ý - e1 - [il x[91 Amn yC1C2C3wn ywmnwn A ->w 

4.1&1 [v91sa'1 [v9- *1 I '1 ' 
hdy yC1C2C3wn yhtdwn y 

Table 4.25: Example Of Changed/Deleted Root-Letters 

4.6 Summary 

The grammatical system of the Arabic language is based on three main con- 
cepts, roots, pattern, and affixes. Therefore, Arabic is considered as a root- 
pattern based language. This chapter has covered all of these concepts, and 
has discussed their roles in the word formation process. 

The roots in Arabic language contain the important part of the meaning of the 

words. The usual number of consonants in the Arabic root is three (triliteral). 
However, there are also biliteral, quadriliteral, and pentaliteral roots. The 
triliteral roots are the overwhelming majority of Arabic roots, and to a lesser 

extent, quadrilateral, pentaliteral, and hexaliteral. These results were con- 
ducted through a comprehensive analysis of four famous Arabic dictionaries. 
These dictionaries were compiled by hand by the author. In consequence, a 
common dictionary was created from these four dictionaries. The common 
dictionary provides a unique set of roots for other researches in the field and 
is therefore a significant contribution from this work. 

The Arabic patterns are morphological templates showing the positions of the 
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root-letters where they should be. This fact has motivated us to exploit the 

numerical relations between the letters that comprise the pattern. We have 

successfully surveyed 1,893 conceivable pattern forms based on the triliteral 

roots. The surveyed patterns have been anlaysed and classified into nine 

classes according to their lengths. Also, the relations between the root-letters 

were studied based on the grammatical Arabic patterns. 

The affixes are morphemes that can be added to a root to form new words 

or meanings. Depending on the position of the affixes in relation to the root, 
the affixes in Arabic language are classified into, prefixes, suffixes, infixes. 

Arabic prefixes are the sets of letters attached to the beginning of the root. 
Suffixes are the sets of letters attached to the end of the root. In addition, 

some affixes are inserted inside the root script which are called infixes. In 

this chapter, the author compiled 204 prefixes, 7 infixes, and 193 suffixes. 
Also, the analyses of these affixes was presented in this chapter. Furtherer 

more, the valid combinations of the prefix-suffix were discussed. 

The Arabic words might be original words, or borrowed words. The origi- 
nal words are those that are derived from roots according to derivation rules 
in Arabic while, the borrowed words are those words that are adopted from 

other languages for example English language and have become part of the 
Arabic lexicon. 

The last part of this chapter discussed the Arabic word formation process. 
This process usually is a straightforward process and is done through the in- 
terdigitation of the root-letters with a vocalic pattern in the root slots which 
then might be accompanied by the affixes set. An Arabic word could have re- 
peated forms and combinations of these affixes, i. e., more than one affix may 
be attached to a word. 

The next chapter discusses the Phase I of the computational approach of 
the extraction of the Arabic word roots. 
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Chapter 5 
COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TO ARABIC 

I ROOT EXTRACTION - PHASE 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents Phase I of the new MUAIDI-STEMMER approach 
for extracting Arabic word roots. This approach is a computational 
model attempting to exploit the numerical relations between Arabic 

letters, and avoiding having a list of the root and pattern of each word in the 
language. Furthermore, this approach does not use any set of linguistic rules. 

The MUAIDI-STEMMER approach consists mainly of two phases: (a) Phase I, 

and (b) Phase II. To extract the root for a given word, one phase is trig- 

gered depending on the number of root-letters in the word. Phase I which 
is presented in this chapter, is based on the analysis discussed in the previ- 
ous chapter, while Phase II which is presented in Chapter 6, is based on an 
artificial neural network trained by backpropagation learning rule. 
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5.2 Overall Structure of MUAIDI Stemmer 

The schematic architecture of the MUAIDI-STEMMER system for the extraction 
of the Arabic word roots is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The architecture model 
mainly consists of two main and four supplementary modules. The main mod- 
ules are Phase I and Phase II. The supplementary modules are utility mod- 
ules that put the text in a form suitable for stemming. The supplementary 
modules are interconnected, i. e., outputs of one module are the inputs of the 

other. These modules, which are listed below, are explained in the order in 

which they are performed in the following subsections: 

" Cleansing Module 

" Word Tokeniser Module 

" Stopwords Removal Module 

" Normalisation Module 

" Weights Module 

5.2.1 Cleansing Module 

The main function of this module is to leave the Arabic scripts and remove ev- 
erything else such as, punctuation symbols, numeric data, dates, and times. 
Furthermore, this module will detect and remove all the Arabic diacritics 
founded in the text (except the gemination mark). As was mentioned in Chap- 
ter 2, the gemination mark is a symbol that is placed above the Arabic letter 
to indicate a double consonant while pronouncing it. The cleansing module 
removes this mark and doubles the letter that is bearing it. For example, 
III) III] 

The resultant cleaned data will then be fed to the next module. The need for 
data cleaning is center around improving the quality of data to make them "fit 
for use". Figure 5.2 shows an example of Arabic text before cleansing, while 
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Input Ar bic Text 

Cleansing 

° Tokeniser T e 
Lft 
R 

r-+ FStopwords, E 

d a 
Normalisation 

N 

Score Weights 
Matrices 

Score X Weights 

NZeros 

Phase II Phase I 
< =2 =3 >=4 

N Root 
istance>- 

Y 

ANN 
Determine 3° letter 

Merge Letters 

Extract Root 

Exit 

Figure 5.1: The Overall Architecture of the Developed Computational Model 
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Figure 5.3 shows the same text after cleansing. Comparing the two texts, it is 

clear that all non-Arabic scripts were removed. 

jo ýLýiatl ý. paýJl j511o * . üL+vYl' ä911c ülý -. 6 .. 
X11 Cttl+aall 9 üL.. ýW }oJl 

le Lw Lý l9 ýJ jw f°c 11 L' 9b Jý j. o öiýv äý >9 ýc. ýýv 1 lo T Is! IVIvYI st. ýlc ýJ 

Y ýd-ý9ý' 4. ' ý1dý9 ýiI ýL.: dJI üIý n>9io: ýoJI9 'sýu.. LýJ1 : L". 6Jt j. gýý'I L 
_`ý 

Lýdü9 

e-E y9 `l -als? I,, -x. 1 ILe ldb ýIJ L%.. &tdU; I 319 �J 1u:: 9c4 ia11 ü }s. ý1 

eb x; e 9i üL�_, YI 90ýZ ý III II t, y9ý o\ j_g , eGa Y u.. t-t 6Ä31, ) j13 l. o VýI 

yýq : y4 uni v1 (. 4UoL43 i :i --Q1a 1 NL>J1 ß}b39 ü9aýJ1 ý. 4 ß-ä-U 4it. ouiJ1'9 

. UI VIA c41-Yl ýyw ý1441ý ý tl Saal 

Figure 5.2: Arabic Text Before Cleansing 

ýgäwJl V. o Äýý1I ü}sýJI jSlýo üLs. ýYLý 43ý1e üIý ö jgsi Zriýä X11 ýI., caJ19 üLW. ý44iI 

Ir'"ý- 9 n-. U Ai 3Ll j b, b Ac ýt, ý. 3 Zvi lolsll vi vYI a. ý. lc 

: týýioJl ü}a. J1 1.0 ýý Y Lg: P9.. u f119 4dý3 ºJ1 ZI JI üIý ü, . 91-Lo19 : . LP%31 , 1ýT1 ö jýý. YI 

*A.:, 1) 13 L° Zrý11,, E rH 91r_, :ýDTI "ý. I-sL1 SU I. &LLWl ,...:, 19 ýJI '.. :9 

ü}ýJI vw SýLý : L4_ JI ý5. iý 9i üLo,, YI g. ý, ý 9 ýgý: Jl IýY9ý j9La. ü i 
___ 

LJIU aWoYl 3 ýji ýý äY, ýtý. tl äo. 1: 11 ätlýtl x'91°-'9 

Figure 5.3: Arabic Text After Cleansing 

5.2.2 Word Tokeniser Module 

For the purpose of Arabic word roots extraction, it is necessary to interpret 
the text as a sequence of words (tokens). A token here is defined as an Arabic 

string separated by whitespace (space, enter, and tab characters). The process 
of splitting an input text document into tokens is known as tokenisation. In 

natural language processing, tokenisation can occur at a number of different 
levels, where a text could be broken up into paragraphs, sentences, words, syl- 
lables, or phonemes. We are interested here in word tokenisation level, since 
a word form is the elementary unit to be stemmed. The author implemented 
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a program for the purpose of this module. This program distinguishes and 
breaks an input Arabic text into words. Figure 5.4 shows the text presented 
in Figure 5.3 after tokenisation. 

S, ýaI : u. ý+JI wI itulaJI Ir'ý- . LJ. c Lý.. ýý j. J 

ý::.. tl . ali ýýJaJI ýý:...: 9 e jý>YI vYl ýLýaoJl9 

v, o v. o Y .... i Ig>. 11 ätý. loJ I ßj1 ýT 1 

cl. bY1 ügýJl j9Lsýu u1 1t 4äý. ýs. 1I IaJLaJI i 

LJU ) 1239 1. ) Y I. Ls iý}Iaýa? Iy 

4ILa. JI 0L. 6Su ülý 4ýr9 1 

: LýalaJI pg. i üLýdJI p>_. i. v g3ywc 

: L. IL 31 X5.9 JI k. G. i- 1 j,.. E 

9. L4 ý9 i: LA to.: o is Laý V.. o 

429 

Figure 5.4: Arabic Text After Tokenising 

5.2.3 Stopwords Removal Module 

Stopwords are defined as the most frequent words in a corpus which do not 

convey any particular meaning of the document content. Stopwords have no 

roots, they consist of prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs and the like. For 

example, in English language, articles (e. g., a, an, the), prepositions (e. g., of, 
in, for, through), and pronouns (e. g., it, their, his) are considered as stopwords. 
Table 5.1 shows some examples of stopwords in Arabic language. 

In this module, all tokens which were extracted from the previous module are 
checked against a predefined list of stopwords. If the token does have a match 
in this list, it will be excluded from any further processing; otherwise, it will 
be passed to the next module. The author compiled a list of Arabic stopwords, 
after an Arabic linguist has been consulted during this stage'. This procedure 

1 The author gratefully acknowledges the consultation and the assistance of Fahed Ashour; email: 
fahed. ashour@gsaa. uni-halle. de. Martin Luther University, Halle, Germany. 
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Stopword Transli- 
teration 

Stopword Transli- 
teration 

Stopword Transli- 
teration 

at lh : ate. mnd SCI Ank 

4., 1 AyhA o: xg1 lhdh z,. mnkn 
ýMo mit I: agi 1hdA Mz1 Ankm 

ps hm vl: ýt1 11dAn mnkm 
vY lAn vl: ºgt 1hdAn vSa. o mmkn 
4W Ihn v..,: L11 lldyn Lode; ý ffyhmA 

(-di Ihm �5 lyl? A11wAty l. os. ýl AnkmA 

a39 wqd Lrä by ZHý nHn 
,1 Ayn 

_, i Ayhn Mdil Ayhm 

Table 5.1: Example of Arabic Stopwords 

is done as follows: 

1. Compute the frequency of each word in the dataset2. 

2. Sort the words in the descending order based on their frequencies. 

3. Compile the stopwords list by collecting the most frequently occurring 
words, in consultation with an Arabic linguist. 

The set of this predefined stopwords contains a total of 1,237 stopwords. Ap- 

pendix C shows these stopwords. Figure 5.5 shows the text presented in Fig- 

ure 5.4 after the removal of the stopwords. 

41- 1 y. aZ ýýLaJ I }s.. J I I` ý" qa , 6. I : Lý 
sL_ýL4JI üLa. iYI ýc y91 äLýJ JI ö jýý; 'I ýq i4JI ýLJI 

ýýS. o ý9 ýtI ßy.... 9 e.. týtI &ls? I ;ý 
urn : tw LiJI ýiI) ý. üIy, 11 st=u, ýsJI : 1i>. 3 öjýýi 

}''ýý+' ýýL3 ýýJdtI ÄLi TI ö,. iI9 01ya. c : t$ylc 
sLJ '1I ügaýJI j9Lý. ü sLab U üL JI ö}mý jw , Lsý, YL, 

W lb r_, 9ý°-' 9 IY9 : tb3 aJ I : L,. L,., j_S I y, 
411a. l I 1 gýüi I ýý+a JI ro: ü L., a ä: ßi 9 ü }+uJ I 

Figure 5.5: Arabic Text After Stopwords Removal 

Comparing the two texts in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.4 respectively, it is clear 
'The dataset used here is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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that the stopwords removal module successfully removed 29 stopwords found 

in the text in Figure 5.5. 

5.2.4 Normalisation Module 

According to Syiam et al. [135], normalisation is the process of unification of 
different forms of the same letter. To normalise the input word, the following 

steps are taken: 

1. Break down the word into its compound letters. More formally, Let W is 

the input Arabic word, then the output is W= (L1, L2,..., L�), where n 
is the length of W. 

2. If Ll E ]} then Ll = {$}. 

3. If L� = {S} then L� = {4}. 

4. If Li E{Ua, U!, b, li}AND Li+1={b}OR 
Li E {A, 1, j} AND L; +1 = {a} Then Li+l = {ü} 

The reason behind this normalisation is as follows: 

In Step 2, The letters: [1][Hamza above Alef], [I][Hamza under Alef] and 
[Z][Alef Madahl should changed to the [S][Plain Alef], since many people do 

not formally write the appropriate [Alef] at the beginning of the word. In 
Step 3, we replaced the letter [S] [Alef Maqsura] if it is the last letter in the 

word to the letter [4], the reason for this being what we mentioned in Step 2. 

Finally in Step 4, we came to an important aspect of the morpho-phonological 

approach in Arabic language, which is called mutation [J$. 4$]. Mutation 

or morphological substitution can be defined as the changing or removing 

of a consonant letter and it is replacement with another. This is due to 

the difficulty in pronouncation. To clearify the concept of mutation, assume 

we want to derive an Arabic word [ j. aI](ASTbr, "long suffering") from the 

root [. ](Sbr, "to be patient") using the morphological pattern [J&21] (Aft'l) 
AC1tC2C3. When the root [,. ](Sbr) is mapped to the pattern [AI], the 

resulted word is [I](AStbr). Morphologically, the third letter should be 
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changed from [ü](t) (which is a part of the pattern) to [12](T) (which is the cor- 
rect letter that should take a place in the word). More examples for mutation 
are presented in Figure 5.6. While, Figure 5.7 shows the text presented in 
Figure 5.5 after normalisation. 

Roots 

Unaoasptabl. 
Words 

Acceptable 
Words 

Figure 5.6: Mutation in Arabic Language 

: Lýala7I }oýý gala? I üyoýýJI I,. ý. "gmm, i JI ý:. rL. ý.., j. 01 
Äj. ä L4 l rLs. ýYI ýe y91r ; G- 4i. 6 I b jý>YI ýsýaJ1 ý1ýX19 

ýý ý9. ai ýy.. "__I ý. " :9 J JI IoIt. J1 ,, ý 

u_ý. ýä 4w. ºs. Jl w, -i1 ja1 k .. i S, 1I 

}? ý? t> S _. ý Li ýJ I : LWäJ I ö, 9]°: `, oJ 19 ö rý'° 43 ylc 
sLbY) ü}s"JI j jL+. xý cWojU üLýý11 "0ý1'° üla. ýYlý LJ 

Lb tä 91ai y I, 9 ýtcý9 aJ I 4a l o, j ýa 1 f, 
a 

: tJLaJI >) JI ýsQI }4ý3 Lýý.: ý9 üý, X11 

Figure 5.7: Arabic Text After Normalisation 

Note that the word [ö j4ai] is normalised to [i l], and the word [ö1an .. ] is 
normalised to [ö, jo]. 
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5.2.5 Weights Module 

Page 139 

The developed computational model presented in this study deals only with 
numeric input data. Therefore, the raw data (words) must be converted from 

Arabic letters to numeral equivalents. Earlier work by the author [251 showed 
some numerical relation between affix letter in Arabic language. In that work 
the relation lacked formally and there was no systematic approach to identify 

the "weights" of the affix letters. 

Based on the frequency analysis of Arabic affix letters which was presented 
in Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 4, we assigned a weight to every letter in Arabic 
language. According to this, we classified all Arabic letters into 20 classes and 
assigned a decimal weight value to each class depending on their term fre- 

quencies. The most frequent letter was assigned to the highest weight, and so 
on. The remaining Arabic letters which do not belong to the affix letters were 
assigned zero weight. Table 5.2 shows the Arabic letters, their classes, their 
frequencies and their weights. These weights is used in the next chapter as 
inputs to the developed artificial neural networks. 

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show two examples for the two encoded Arabic 

words. The first Figure for the Arabic word [ý3LwWI, ] (wAlmSAn', "and the 
factories"), while the second Figure for the Arabic word [ö, ýý jý] (mzdhrt). 
Note that in the second example, the third letter [4](d) is replaced with [ü](t) 
due mutation. 

18 

JO 

14 15 

uý 

0 

ý 

20 

v 

16 

t 

0 

Figure 5.8: Encoded Example for the Arabic Word [ wwJI j](wAlmSAn') 
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Letter Transliteration Frequency Weight 

I A 66,862 20 

J y 24,694 19 
9 w 23,167 18 

t 21,025 17 

n 19,170 16 

m 12,156 15 
1 9,688 14 
h 9,501 13 
T 9,320 12 
b 4,558 11 

s 1,941 10 
k 1,704 9 
y 1,623 8 

s Ä 1,527 7 
1,467 6 

w 1,403 5 
A 1,351 4 
f 1,345 3 
b 1,212 2 
k 1,193 1 

Other Letters 0 

Table 5.2: Arabic Letter Classifications 

Figure 5.9: Encoded Example for the Arabic Word [öjAayo](mzdhrt) 

5.3 Arabic Root Extraction - Phase I 

5.3.1 Score Matrices 

Page 140 

Based on the statistical analysis of the Arabic patterns which was discussed in 
Chapter 4, nine score matrices are generated. Every pattern category length 
has its own score matrix. We denoted these categories as: patt4 for pattern 
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category of length 4, patty for pattern category of length 5, and so on (see Sec- 

tion 4.3 of Chapter 4). 

The score matrices were built up from the possibility of occurrence of each 
letter as an affix letter. The reason behind these generations is that the set of 
the affix letters may vary from pattern category to another as it was discussed 
in Chapter 4. For example the letter [4p](s) is considered as an affix letter in 

pattb, while it is not in patt4. More deeply, the letter [(. W](s) is considered as 
an affix letter in pattb just in position 1, while it is not in the other positions. 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 clear these results. In conclusion, the score matrices 
unfold more details about the word letters and unveil the root letters in an 

obvious form. 

To know how score matrix works, assume we have four affix letters {A, B, 
C, D} and a pattern category with length 4. The score matrix of this assump- 
tion is as follows: 

1 2 3 4 
A1 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 P-C 0 1 1 0 
D1 0 0 0 

The above matrix has row labels {A, B, C, D} for the affix letters set, and 
column labels {1,2,3,4} for the letter positions. That is, P11 is a score value 
refers to the entry at the first row (letter A) and the first column (position 1). 
In general, P; j refers to the entry at the ith row (affix letter) and the jw' column 
(letter position). If P; j = 1, then this means that the letter i is considered as 
an affix (non-root) letter in position j. Otherwise it is considered as a root- 
letter in this position. 

As mentioned above, we generated 9 score matrices SM4 through SM12, with 
one score matrix for every pattern category length, i. e., the score matrix SM4 
for pattern category patti, SM5 for pattern category pattb, and so on. Fig- 
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ure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the score matrices for the pattern categories 
SM4 and SM5, respectively. The complete score matrices for all pattern cate- 
gories are illustrated in Appendix D. 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 
[I](A) 1 1 1 1 [ý](A) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý] (y) 1 1 1 1 [yS] (y) 1 1 1 1 1 
[, ](w) 1 1 1 1 [j](w) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý](t) 1 0 0 1 [G](t) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý](n) 1 0 0 1 ['](n) 1 1 0 1 1 
[t](m) 1 0 0 0 [P](m) 1 1 0 0 1 
IJ](1) 1 0 0 0 [Jl(1) 1 1 0 0 0 
[o](h) 0 0 0 1 [o](h) 0 0 0 1 1 
[o](t) 0 0 0 1 [; ](t) 0 0 0 0 1 
[11(4) 0 0 0 0 Ill (4) 0 0 0 0 0 
[4. W 

j(s) 0 0 0 0 [L., ](s) 1 0 0 0 0 
[; ](A) 0 0 0 0 [11(A) 0 0 0 0 0 
[S](A) 0 0 0 1 [J](A) 0 0 0 0 1 
[sl(Ä) 0 0 0 0 [t; ](A) 0 0 0 1 0 
[. l(') 0 0 0 0 Is](') 0 0 0 0 1 
[3](w) 0 0 0 0 [3](w) 0 0 0 0 0 
[il(A) 0 0 0 0 [1](A) 0 0 0 0 0 
[6ä](f) 1 0 0 0 [al(f) 1 0 0 0 0 
[y](b) 1 0 0 0 [u](b) 1 1 0 0 0 
[1](k) 1 0 0 1 [1](k) 1 0 0 1 1 

Figure 5.10: Score Matrix SM4 for patt4 Figure 5.11: Score Matrix SM5 for patty 

For example, the letter [p](m) in SM4 (Figure 5.10) has the score values [1, 
0,0,0]. This means that the letter is considered as a root-letter, if it ap- 
pears in any of the positions 2,3, and 4 in any given Arabic word with length 
is 4. While, if it is on the first position, it may be a root-letter or it may be 
not. Figure 5.12 shows five word examples have a letter [t](m) in different 
positions. 

In Figure 5.12 (a) the letter [p](m) is in the first position and it is not a 
root-letter, while in (b) it is. In (c), (d), and (e) the letter is considered as a 
root-letter. This is follow the definition of the score values of [r](m) in SM4. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 5.12: The Letter [p](m) in Different Positions 

5.3.2 Root Extraction Phase I 

143 

As mentioned eariler, Phase I tries to extract the root of a given word by 

exploiting the relations between word letters. In the present work, a novel 
algorithm was developed, with the aim of achieving this goal. The algorithm 
is based on the weight and score values that was presented in the previous 
sections of this chapter. The pseudo code of the algorithm is presented in Al- 

gorithm 5.1. Some examples are presented on the next pages to illustrate the 

way the algorithm works. Two examples are presented for each case. 

ALGORITHM 5.1 : Pseudo Code of the Developed Stemmer (Phase I) 
INPUT " Let L denotes an Arabic word with length = n, 

L= ILI, L2) .... Ln}; 
" Let W denotes the weights of L, 
W= {WL, 

1WL2,... 9Wi�}; 
" Let SM denotes the score values of L, 
SM = {SML1, SML2, 

... I SML� }. 

OUTPUT " The root of L denoted by Root(L). 

1: Initialise NZeros. 
2: for all i 4- 1, n do 
3: Compute PL; = WL; * SML, 
4: if PL{ =0 then 
5: NZeros «- NZeros + 1. 
6: end if 
7: end for 
8: Select Case of (NZeros) 
9: Case NZeros > 4: 

10: Exit Algorithm. 
11: Stop 
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12: 
13: Case NZeros = 3: 
14: Merge letters L{ where PL{ = 0. 
15: Denote the Merged letters as Root(L). 
16: Return Root(L). 
17: Exit Algorithm. 
18: Stop 
19: 
20: Case NZeros = 2: 
21: Nl the position of 119 zero. 
22: N2 «- the position of 2"d zero. 
23: Root-Distance «- N2 - Ni -1. 
24: if Root-Distance >- 2 then 
25: Merge letters Ls where PL; = 0; and 
26: the letter that has minimum weight occurs between Nl and N2. 
27: Denote the Merged letters as Root(L). 
28: Return Root(L). 
29: Exit Algorithm. 
30: else 
31: Extract the root using the trained neural networks. 
32: end if 
33: Stop 
34: 
35: Case NZeros < 1: 
36: Extract the root using the trained neural networks. 
37: Stop 
38: 
39: End Selection 

Example 1 

Assume the tested word is [6L%. '14] (bA1AbHAA, "using the researchs"), this 

word has 8 letters, which are, L ={[u](b), [I](A), [J](1), [i](Ä), [u](b), [r](H), 

[I](A), [ü](t)}. The corresponding weight values are W =[2,20,14,9,2,0,20, 
01. 

The process of determining the score values for each letter is started. These 

score values are extracted from score matrix SMs (see Appendix D) since the 
length of the tested word is 8. The score value for the first letter [u](b) is 1, 

for the second letter [$](A) is also 1, and so on. The score values of all letters 

in the tested word are SM =[1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0]. 

In Step 3, a new vector PL is generated by multiplying vector W by vector 
SM. The values of this vector are PL =[2,20,14,9,0,0,20,01. In Step 5, the 

process continues counting the number of zeros in the generated vector PL. 
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In the current example, there are three zeros, which are in the positions 5, 

6, and 8. The zeros mean that the corresponding letters are a root-letters. 
So, the case-statement in Step 13 is triggered. In Steps 14 and 15, the letters 

{[u](b), [Z](H), [ü](t)}, which are corresponding to the zero values are merged. 
In Step 16, the extracted root [wit] (bHt, "search") is returned, and this is the 

correct root for the tested word. 

All the previous steps for the current example are summarised in Table 5.3. 
The root columns are shaded by yellow. Table 5.4 presents another tested 

word of the same type as the word that is presented in Table 5.3. 

Input Word: u L%t 4 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Ls ü 1 Z u I J 1 
W; 0 20 0 2 9 14 20 2 

SM; 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Ps 0 20 0 0 9 14 20 2 

Output Root: 4x4 

Table 5.3: Extraction of the Root for the Word using Phase I 

Inpu t Wo rd: ý wrljr1ºLt 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Li a ü yr 1 1 > J I u 
W; 16 19 17 10 20 0 0 14 20 2 

sM; 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Pi 16 19 17 0 20 0 0 14 20 2 

Output Root: jwjA 
Table 5.4: Extraction of the Root for the Word [ ý., Iýa1V] using Phase I 
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The second tested example is the Arabic word [üI. WLS] (wAlmSAn', "as the 

universities"). The length of this word is 9. The weight values are W=[1,20, 

14,0,20,15,0,20,17]. The score values are SM=[1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1]. The 

generated multiplying values are PL=[l, 20,14,0,20,15,0,20,17]. 

It is clear that the vector PL has only two zeros in the positions 4 and 7, re- 

spectively. In this case, as the Step 20 suggests, the root-distance between 

these positions is computed (Step 23). The value here is 2 (=7 -4- 1), which 
is satisfied the condition in Step 24 (Root-Distance > 2). This means that 

the third root-letter is the one that is in the position 5 or 6, since the other 

root-letters are in the positions 4 and 7, respectively. The problem now how to 

choose the correct position for the third root-letter. Is it in the position 5 or 6 ?. 

Based on the analysis which has been done on Chapter 4, we found that the 

letter which has the lowest weight and is occupy between two root-letters is 

strongly candidate to be the root-letter. This procedure seems gave the cor- 

rect root-letter all the time. For this reason we assigned the weight values 
to the Arabic letters in a descending order in terms with their frequencies in 

appearing as affix letters. 

In the current example, the letter in the position 5 has a weight 20, and the 
letter in the position 6 has a weight 15. The lowest weight is for the letter 

in position 6. As a consequence, this letter [0](m) is chosen as a root-letter. 
The unchosen letter is the letter [I] (A) which is a vowel letter. Now, the root 
is generated by merging the three letters {[Z](j), [p] (m), [e](')} in the positions 
4,6, and 7, respectively. The output root is [&W. ] (jm', "sum"), and this is the 

correct root for the tested word. Table 5.5 summarises all the previous steps, 
while Table 5.6 presents another tested word of the same type as the word 
that is presented in Table 5.5. 
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Input Word: üLMI4 U 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

L; Q I e ýº I E. J I J 
W; 17 20 0 15 20 0 14 20 1 

SM; 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
Pi 17 20 0 15 20 0 14 20 1 

Output Root: 

Table 5.5: Extraction of the Root for the Word ["L, wL, ý116] using Phase I 

Input Word: . lib 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

4 A . 16 1 , ow 
W; 0 13 20 18 0 

SMi 0 1 1 1 0 

A 0 13 20 18 0 
Output Root: i 

Table 5.6: Extraction of the Root for the Word [. ºý19.:, ] using Phase I 

Example 3 

The third tested example is the Arabic word [6}] (m'lmwn, "teachers"). The 

length of this word is 6. The weight values are W=[15,0,14,15,18,16]. The 

score values are SM=[1,0,1,0,1,11. The generated multiplying values are 
PL=[15,0,14,0,18,16]. 

PL has only two zeros in the positions 2 and 4, respectively, and this is met the 

condition in Step 20. According to Step 23, the Root-Distance between these 

positions is computed. The value here is 1(=4 -2- 1), which is not satisfied 
the condition in Step 24 (Root-Distance > 2). Therefore, Phase I can not 
deal with this word. In consequence, Phase I passes the word to Phase II in 

order to check it against one of the trained artificial neural networks. Phase 

II is presented in Chapter 6. Table 5.6 summarises the computation values 

of the current example, while Table 5.8 presents another tested word of the 

same type as the word that is presented in Table 5.6. 
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i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Li cýt 9 P J ý' 
W; 16 18 15 14 0 15 

SM; 1 1 0 1 0 1 
P.. 16 18 0 14 0 15 

Table 5.7: Extraction of the Root for the Word [ýjgalýu] using Phase I 

Input Word: t4 11 , 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

L; I -A ! 1 0 t a 16W 
Wi 20 13 16 18 14 15 0 17 10 19 

SM; 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
P; 20 13 16 18 0 15 0 17 10 19 

Output Root: Goto Phase I I 

Table 5.8: Extraction of the Root for the Word [lg: ºr�-: ] using Phase I 

Example 4 

The forth tested example is the Arabic word [yAig,. ] (mwAhb, "talents"). The 

length of this word is 5. The weight values are W=[15,18,20,13,2]. The score 

values are SM=[1,1,1,1,0]. The generated multiplying values are PL=[15, 

18,20,13,01. 

It is clear that the vector PL has only one zero in the last position. In this 

case, Step 35 is triggered, and the current tested word is passed to Phase II 

in order to process it using artificial neural networks. Table 5.9 presents this 

example, while Table 5.10 illustrates another word which has no zeros in PL. 
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Input Word: aI j 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

L; u I 1 iý 
W; 2 13 20 18 15 

SM; 0 1 1 1 1 
pi 0 13 20 18 15 

Output Root: Goto Phase I I 

Table 5.9: Extraction of the Root for the Word [6,, AI}"] using Phase 1 

Input Word: L #W 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

L; 1 A J J r ü 
W; 20 13 1 14 15 17 

SM; 1 1 1 1 1 1 

p; 20 13 1 14 15 17 

Output Root: Goto Phase I I 

Table 5.10: Extraction of the Root for the Word [165'. a I using Phase I 

Example 5 

The last tested example is the word [äabl jä*t AJl] (AldymqrATyt, "democracy"). 
The length of this word is 11. The weight values are W=[20,14,0,19,15,0, 

0,20,0,19,12]. The score values are SM=[1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1]. The 

generated multiplying values are PL=[20,14,0,0,15,0,0,20,0,19,12]. 

The vector PL has five zeros in the positions 3,4,6,7, and 9. This satisfies 
the condition (NZero > 4) in Step 9. In this case, no further process is carried 
out. The algorithm terminates its processing and the input word is returned 
without stemming. The reason behind this, is that the triliteral root has only 
three letters, which means that the vector PL should have at most three zeros. 

In the cases of four or five zeros, the tested word could be a valid Arabic word 
and has a root rather than triliteral one. But, in the case where there are 
more than five zeros, the tested word is definitely classified as an Arabised 

word (borrowed word). In this way, our approach can assist in extracting the 
borrowed words found in an Arabic text. 
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Table 5.11 presented the current tested word and its computation vectors. 
This word is not an Arabic word, it is borrowed from Latin to present the 

meaning of "democracy". 

Input Word: 2+61 03, 
i 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

L; ö it I j a p A j I 
W; 12 19 0 20 0 0 15 19 0 14 20 

SMM 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

P; 12 19 0 20 0 0 15 0 0 14 20 

Output Root: No Stemming 

Table 5.11: Extraction of the Root for the Word using Phase I 

The dataset used in this study, which is discussed at length in Chapter 6, 

shows that 42,714 from 66,344 type words are satisfied the pre-conditions of 

the Phase I processed in it, while the remaining 23,630 type words are passed 

to the Phase II. The evaluation of the Phase I is presented in Chapter 7. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter has introduced the new computational model for extraction of 
the Arabic word roots. An overview was given about the system architecture 

and its modules. The model consists of four supplementary modules, in addi- 
tion to the two major modules: Phase I and Phase II. A detailed discussion 

was given for each module. 

Phase I is presented in this chapter, while Phase II is presented in Chap- 

ter 6. Phase I tries to extract the root of a given word by exploiting the 

numerical relations between the word letters. To achieve this aim a novel al- 
gorithm was developed, and presented in this chapter. The algorithm is based 

on the weight and score values that assigned to the tested word letters. These 

values are extracted from the comprehensive analysis that was discussed in 
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the previous chapters. By the end of the chapter, some examples are pre- 
sented in order to illustrate how the algorithm works. 

The next chapter deals with the Phase II of the computational approach of 
the extraction of the Arabic word roots which is based on the artificial neural 
networks. 
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Chapter 6 
ARABIC ROOT EXTRACTION USING 
NEURAL NETWORKS - PHASE II 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the Phase II of the MUAIDI-STEMMER algorithm, 
which deals with the words that are not processed in Phase I of 
Chapter 5. Phase II is based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) 

trained by the backpropagation learning rule. In this phase, the root extrac- 
tion problem is formulated as a classification problem and the ANN as a clas- 
sifier created by supervised learning. 

This chapter starts by presenting the ANN methodology used in this study. 
Then the chapter discusses the dataset used in this research, and how it is 

prepared. After that, it shows the topologies for all the generated ANNs. And 
finally, this chapter presents the optimal parameters for all the ANNs. 

6.2 Neural Network Methodology Used in this Research 

As mentioned in the second part of the literature review of Chapter 3, ANNs 
are known for their ability to generalise and memorise according to the sim- 
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ilarity relations of their inputs. Furthermore, they have the ability to dis- 

tinguish different output classes according to the inputs that are similar on 
their values. This generalisation grants ANNs the power to classify and iden- 

tify the correct output class, after an adequate level of training, and even 
the input values they have never seen before. This nature of ANNs offer a 

promising solution to the problem of the extraction of roots. The novel solu- 
tion reported here tries to let the ANNs to learn the relations between the 

input letters instead of preparing lookup tables, or a list of Arabic patterns as 

with conventional approaches. The modelling ANN solution presented in this 

chapter is based on the backpropagation learning rule [76]. 

Backpropagation neural networks (BPNNs) are nowadays widely used in many 

applications and have the ability to model very complex problems. One of the 

main drawbacks for BPNNs as such as other types of ANNs is to find the 

suitable network topology that generalises well on unseen data [491. Also, an- 

other problem is that some applications might involve a large dataset, which 
leads to architecture complexity. In consequence, the training time could be 

increased. 

In the literature of ANNs , almost all of the studies focus on finding a single 
ANN for a specific problem. Jiri Sima [129] stated that some ANNs appear 
very time consuming even for small network architectures. Also, he proved 
that BPNN is not efficient for large tasks, due to their architecture complex- 
ities. Moreover, many studies found that combining several ANNs, can en- 
hance the generalisation of the whole system over the separate generalisation 
ability of the individuals. 

For all the above reasons, in this study we decomposed the Arabic roots ex- 
traction complex task into a number of simple tasks. We assigned a specific 
BPNN for each task. The term task refers here to the Arabic words cate- 
gory that have the same length, i. e., the category of Arabic words with length 
four has its own BPNN [23][22], the category of Arabic words with length 
five has its own BPNN and so on. We denoted this approach as a multi- 
backpropagation neural network (MBPNN). This approach is proposed as 
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an alternative training method for BPNN to minimise the ANN complexity. 
Minimising ANN complexity means splitting the huge training data set into 

several smaller training data sets. In consequence, this could reduce the net- 

work learning time and increase its learning capability. 

Eight BPNNs are generated as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Every BPNN has 

its own topology and has labelled as BPNN;, where the index i refers to the 
length of the input word. Based on the analysis that was presented in Chap- 

ter 4, the value of i is ranged from 4 to 11. In Phase II any word with length 

= 12 is ignored, since all of these words are processed in Phase I. For any 
tested Arabic word, only one BPNN is triggered according to the word length. 

The dataset used in this study is drawn from [29]. Section 6.3 describes the 
dataset at length. Roughly 75% of the dataset is used to train the BPNNs, 

and 25% is used as a test dataset. These two datasets are chosen at random. 
The training dataset is utilised for optimising the BPNNs and for selecting 
their parameter values, whereas the test datasets is used solely in the final 
evaluation of the generated BPNNs (see Chapter 7). 
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All the generated BPNNs were trained using the standard backpropagation 
learning algorithm (Section 3.9.2 of Chapter 3). With this method, backprop- 

agation is performed with the training set. The update rule in the method 
used here tries to minimise the squared error over the training set. The test 
data set is applied to the BPNNs in order to test how well the network will be 

able to generalise the data it has not trained on. 

The architectures of the generated BPNNs are based on a multi-layer net- 
work architecture. The architecture has three layers: the input layer, one 
hidden layer and the output layer. All the neurons in these layers are fully 

connected. The activation function used in the hidden layer as well as the 

output node is a basic sigmoid activation function. 

The number of input, hidden, and output neurons is varied in all the gen- 
erated BPNNs. The number of input neurons is based on the lengths of the 

words, while, for the output neurons, it is based on the number of different 

root position classes. Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 deal with these matters. 

In order to determine the optimal number of hidden neurons in all the net- 
works, a series of trail and error experiments are tested. For each BPNN we 
ran 200 experiments. The experiment that reflects the minimum learning er- 
ror is chosen and is considered as the best topology. Section 6.5.3.1 presents 
all the experiments and summarises the best topologies for all the generated 
BPNNs. The rest of the chapter describes all the above methodology matters 
in more details. 

6.3 Corpus 

The word corpus' is used to refer to any text in written or spoken form [56]. 
In computational linguistics this term is used to refer to the large collections 
of machine-readable texts in a specific language (or language variety) [56]. 

1This term is derived from the latin word meaning "body". 
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There are two types of corpus, with respect to the information included. First, 

the raw-text corpora2, in which the corpus contains raw text (plain text) 

with no additional information. Secondly, the annotated corpus, which in- 

volves the addition of analytical information to the plain text, such as morpho- 
logical features (roots, stems, affixes) and part-of-speech tags. The existence 
of annotated corpus and its relevance to the research is a substantial factor 

in developing any natural language processing application. Also, a good sized 

corpus can show a significant language morphological behavior. 

Unlike English, Arabic language suffers from the lack of sufficient resources 
in the field of corpora [32]. Furthermore, it suffers from the absence of a large 

reliable linguistic corpus for research purposes [69]. The scarce availability of 
an annotated Arabic corpus is one of the biggest challenges that faces the Ara- 
bic researchers in the computational linguistics discipline. There is a small 
number of available Arabic corpora; but unfortunately, most of them are not 
free. A good survey of the existing corpora resources for Arabic language can 
be found in [29]. 

The corpus used in this research was drawn from Latifa Al-Sulaiti's home- 

page [29] which is called Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (hereafter refer 
to as CCA). This free corpus was created by Latifa Al-Sulaiti with the coop- 
eration of Eric Atwell as part of her MSc project at the University of Leeds 
in 2004 [30]. For our knowledge, this corpus is the only free one found in the 
field. 

CCA contains electronically written full text of 431 articles3, which were pre- 
sented as XML format (Figure 6.2 shows an example). According to Lat- 
ifa [30][31][32], the sources for these articles are: newspapers, magazines, and 
web pages. Newspaper texts and web pages are the most accessible source of 
modem standard Arabic. 

2Corpora is the plural of corpus. 
'Also, CCA contains some spoken Arabic texts. 
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The articles in CCA covered 15 categories of the human knowledge in Ara- 

bic, such as, autobiography, children's stories, economics, education, health 

and medicine, interviews, politics, religion, science, short stories, sociology, 
sports, and tourist and travel. Figure 6.3 shows the number of tokens in each 

category, while, Figure 6.4 shows the number of word-types in each category. 
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Figure 6.2: An Example of CCA in XML Format 

All articles in CCA are downloaded, with the size around 10.3MB. In order 
to present this corpus in a suitable form to be useful in this study, the anno- 
tated corpus should be generated. The steps of generating such corpus are 
presented as follows: 

1. The CCA is cleaned from all XML mark-up tags, numbers, punctuations, 
and special symbols (see Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 5). 

2. The CCA is tokenised (see Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5) into a set of Ara- 
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Figure 6.3: Number of Tokens in Each Category for CCA 
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Figure 6.4: Number of Word-Types in Each Category for CCA 
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bic tokens, which were then stored in a predefined database. During 
this step, a small program was implemented, in order to carry out some 
statistical analyses of these tokens. For each category, we computed the 

number of articles, the memory size, the total number of tokens, and fi- 

nally, the total number of word-types4. Also, the frequency of each word- 
type was computed and stored in the database. There were 848,779 

tokens in CCA, 225,186 of them are Arabic word-types with respect to 

the categories that they are belong to. All the computed statistics are 

summarised in Table 6.1. 

Category . 
Type 

No., of 
Articles 

Size in 
MB 

'No. of 
Tokens 

Word 
Tokens 

Autobiography 72 1.65 149,531 35,884 
Children's Stories 27 0.26 19,322 6,972 
Economics 29 0.78 64,505 16,033 
Education 10 0.41 23,895 8,846 
Health and Medicine 32 0.45 37,165 11,245 
Interviews 23 0.61 44,165 13,584 
Politics 10 0.52 44,307 13,494 
Recipes 9 0.07 4,581 1,500 
Religion 19 1.17 87,836 21,833 
Science 70 2.23 187,222 36,698 
Short Stories 31 0.43 39,071 14,284 
Sociology 30 0.99 89,196 25,877 
Spoken 5 0.05 3,632 1,778 
Sports 4 0.10 8,641 3,602 
Tourist and Travel 60 0.60 45,710 13,556 

Total', 431 10.32 848,779 225,186 

Table 6.1: The Distribution of the Original Dataset 

3. The CCA is cleaned from the stopwords. This is done by checking all the 
tokens in the dataset against the stopwords list which was compiled in 
Chapter 5 (the stopwords list is presented in Appendix Q. 

4. The final step, the most important one, is concerned with determin- 
ing the morphological features (such as the root) for each token in the 
dataset. This step is subdivided into two stages: 

" Automated Stage 

In this stage all the tokens are checked against a lexicon of Arabic 
4Word-types mean identical or distinct tokens. 
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artificial data (AAD). The AAD is generated by the author by in- 

terdigitising all the roots in the common dictionary5 with all the 

compiled lexical patterns'. The generated AAD has 23,887,767 
tokens (12,619 roots x 1,893 patterns). Of course, many of these to- 
kens are invalid Arabic tokens and for this reason we called them 

as artificial data. 

All the tokens in the CCA are checked against the ADD. If there 
is a match, then the root and the pattern corresponding to this to- 
ken are retrieved. Otherwise, the given token is processed in the 

manual stage. 

. Manual Stage 
In this stage, all the tokens that were not processed in the auto- 
mated stage are rooted? by hand. Every assigned root is checked 
against the common-dictionary that was created in Chapter 4 in 

order to check if the assigned root is a valid root. To guarantee more 
adequate level of accuracy, an Arabic linguists was consulted during 
this step. 

The output of all the previous step results is the annotated CCA with 66,344 

word-types, in which the morphological information about each token is pre- 
sented. Figure 6.5 shows a snapshot of the annotated CCA for the Arabic 
tokens with length 10. 

The annotated CCA as shown in Figure 6.5 consists of eight columns, the 
description of these columns are as follows: 

" The first column, for the Arabic token. 

9 The second column, for the frequency of each token in the CCA. 
5There are 12,619 roots in the common dictionary (see Chapter 4). 
6There are 1,893 compiled patterns (see Chapter 4). 
7Assign a root and a pattern to the token. 
8Fahed Ashour, email: fahed. ashour©gsaa. uni-halle. de. Martin Luther University, Halle, Ger- 

many. 
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Figure 6.5: A Snapshot of the Annotated CCA 

" The third column, for the triliteral root of the token. 

. The fourth column, for the length of the token. 

" The fifth column, for the morphological pattern corresponding to the to- 
ken. 

" The sixth column, for the binary pattern code. 

. The seventh column, for the prefix string of the token. 

" The eighth column, for the suffix string of the token. 

All the tokens in the annotated CCA are divided into nine sub-groups ac- 
cording to their lengths. This is done to follow the presented MPBNNs ap- 
proach (see Section 6.2 of this chapter). The number of tokens, and the num- 
ber of word-types in each group are computed. Table 6.2 tabulated these com- 
putations. 
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Token No. of Word 
Length `Tokens Types 

4 152,408 13,565 
5 156,670 24,030 
6 125,540 25,415 
7 94,924 19,600 
8 43,795 11,397 
9 17,621 5,078 
10 6,240 1,910 
11 2,097 710 
12 621 282 

Total 596,916 101,987 

Others 251,863 3,911 
Total 848,779 105,898 

Table 6.2: Analysis of the Annotated 
Corpus According to the Word Lengths 

6.3.1 Statistics Summary of CCA 

In this subsection, all the statistic analysis results of the CCA and the anno- 
tated CCA are presented. Figure 6.6 draws the map of these results. Every 

object in this figure has three information rows. The top row for the object 
title itself, the second one for the number of tokens (including redundant to- 
kens), while the last one for the number of word-types. 

The following items highlight the results in Figure 6.6. 

1. The CCA consists of 848,779 tokens (including redundant tokens). 

2. The minimum token length in this corpus is 1. In this study, the tokens 
have three letters or less are ignored. The reason behind this comes from 
the assumption that says: "to extract the trilieral (3 consonants) root for 

a given token, then this token should have an extra affix letter". 

3. The maximum token length in this corpus is 25, while the maximum 
valid Arabic tokens length is 12. This has coincided with the pattern 
analysis that was presented in Chapter 4. The tokens which have a 
length greater than 12 are borrowed tokens or scientific English tokens 
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Figure 6.6: Statistical Summary of CCA 
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written in Arabic scripts. Table 6.3 shows some examples of these in- 

valid tokens. 

4. The total number of tokens which have a length greater than or equal 4 

and less than or equal 12 is 596,916, about 101,987 of them are word- 
types. 

5. Only 372,536 from 596,916 are annotated tokens, i. e. tokens have roots. 
The reason for the gap is that some Arabic tokens are mainly borrowed, 

and some of them are stopwords. The number of zeros test is used here 
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Token - - Transliteration Length 
A1klwrwflwrwkrbwnAt 19 

0-44 Jj }t Jj4.1911 Alklwrwflwrwkrbwn 17 
1vW.. ýJ1ý wAlkhrwmgnATysyt 16 

J W: ý, 9ý r ß, y1 A1. AntrkwntynntAl 16 
wA13, ntrwbwlwjyA 15 

194,9-113111 AlbywtknwlwjyA 14 

, Iýy ?; 1 11 IltrAnzstwrAt 13 

Table 6.3: Some Examples of Invalid Tokens 

to divide the tokens. Any token has more than three zeros is ignored 

(see Chapter 5). 

6. There are 66,344 word-types in the annotated CCA. 

The annotated word-types (66,344) are checked against Phase I. Phase I was 

presented in Chapter 5.42,714 word-types of them were passed in Phase I 

which are composed about 214,407, while, the remaining 23,630 word-types 
(composed about 158,129) are used as the dataset for the generated BPNNs 

presented in this chapter. 

The dataset is broken up into two sets: training set and testing set. Train- 
ing datasets are used to train the MBPNNs, while, the testing data sets are 
used for performance evaluation. The training set for each BPNN is roughly 
made of the 75% of the examples chosen randomly, while the remaining 25% 

constitutes the testing set. The exact number of samples for each BPNN is 

tabulated in Table 6.4. 

6.4 Data Preparation 

6.4.1 Input and Output Coding 

The input coding is based on the weight values that were presented in Sec- 
tion 5.2.5 of Chapter 5. In this coding, every Arabic letter is assigned a deci- 

mal value extracted from the frequency of a letter to appear as an affix letter. 
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BPNN Word 
Types 

Training 
Tokens 

Testing 
Tokens 

BPNN4 4,331 3,248 1,083 
BPNNN 7,719 5,789 1,930 
BPNNV 5,229 3,922 1,307 
BPNN7 2,902 2,177 725 
BPNNs 1,434 1,076 358 
BPNN9 1,579 1,184 395 
BPWN10 378 284 94 
BPNN11 58 44 14 

Total 23,630 17,724 5,906 

Table 6.4: The Size of the Training Set and Testing 
Set for all the Developed BPNNs 

For the output coding, the main aim of this study is to extract the root of a 
given input word. The root-letters are a subset of the input word letters. For 

example, in Arabic tokens with a length equal to 4, three of these four letters 

are root-letters, and the remaining extra letter is an affix letter. The positions 
of the root-letters are in one of the following positions: [1,2,3], [1,2,4], [1,3,4], 
[2,3,4]. 

As this example suggests, in all Arabic tokens with a length = 4, there are 
4 different classes for the root-letter positions. To encode these classes, we 
used 1-of-n output encoding. The 1-of-n encoding represents the output as 
a vector. The length of this vector is equal to the number of discrete classes 
allowed for the variable, where every element in the code vector is set to 0, 
with the exception of the one corresponding to the right class, which is set 
to 1. For example, Table 6.5 shows how to encode the target classes for the 
BPNN4 which represents the ANN for Arabic tokens with length 4. 

Word's Root Letter Target Class 
Length Positions Vector 

4 1,2,3 0001 1 
4 1,2,4 0010 2 
4 1,3,4 0100 3 
4 2,3,4 1000 4 

Table 6.5: Target Encoding for EPNN4 

There are two motivations for choosing the 1-of-n output encoding. First, 
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it is simple, easy to use, and the ANN can easily be learning to discriminate 
between the various values. Second, it provides more degrees of freedom to 
the network for representing the target vector. 

6.4.2 Data Scaling 

Using the raw data as input may lead the ANN architecture to saturation (i. e. 
one input or more may become dominant). So, it is necessary to normalise the 
input data. The Scaling is the process of bringing the input data columns 
at the same interval. Thus, scaling is needed for an effective training and it 
improves ANNs performance [76]. Inputs to ANNs are commonly normalised 
between -1 and 1 using the following equation [1]: 

xn -2* 
(x - minx) 

-1 (6.1) (maxx - minx) 

Where: 

xn : is the standardised input. 

x: is the current input. 

minx : is the lowest input in all samples. 
maxi : is the highest input in all samples. 

Figure 6.7 shows the data scaling for the Arabic word [&L 1$ j] (wAlmSAn', 
"and the factories"). This word has an input vector [18,20,14,15,0,20,16,0]. 
The data scaling was applied assuming that minx =0 and maxx = 20 for all 
vector elements. 

6.5 Neural Network Topologies 

As mentioned earlier, eight BPNNs are developed 
, each of them is for a 

specific word length. We labelled them from BPNN4 to BPNNII. The BPNN4 
for Arabic tokens with length = 4, while the BPNN11 for Arabic tokens with 
length = 11 (See Figure 6.1 Page 154). All the developed BPNNs have two 
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sI J w 1o t 

18 20 14 15 0 20 16 0 

0.8 1 0.4 0.5 -1 1 0.6 -1 

Figure 6.7: Data Scaling for the Arabic Word [e. . t$ j)(wAlmSAn') 

layers: output and hidden layers, in addition to the input layer. Every BPNN 

was presented with a word's weight vector at its input layer, and was trained 

to produce the corresponding root vector class at its output layer. 

6.5.1 Size of Input Layer 

The number of input nodes in each BPNNs is equal to the length of the cor- 

responding input Arabic word, which is between 4 and 11. So, the number of 
input nodes in BPNN4 is 4, in BPNN5 is 5, while in BANN1I is 11. 

6.5.2 Size of Output Layer 

Normally, the number of output nodes is the same as the number of different 

classes that a ANN is trained to recognise. So, the number of output nodes in 
the developed BPNNs varies from one network to another depending on the 

number of root position classes in each BPNN. 

We follow the same procedure for output encoding that was presented in Sec- 

tion 6.4.1. The following subsections highlight some of the interesting things 

we have observed while studying and analysing the root and the affix posi- 
tions in the Arabic tokens. 
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6.5.2.1 Size of the Output Layer for BPNN5 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 5, there are 10 different classes for 

the root positions. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for 

BPNN5 is 10. Table 6.6 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN4. For a 

complete target encoding refer to Appendix F. 

Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target 
Vector 

Class 

5 1,2,3 0000000001 1 

5 1,2,4 0000000010 2 
5 1,2,5 0000000100 3 

5 3,4,5 1000000000 10 

Table 6.6: A Portion of the Target Encoded for EPNN5 

6.5.2.2 Size of the Output Layer for BPNN6 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 6, theoretically there are 20 differ- 

ent choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 6 positions (for word's 
length). But during our analysis we found that only 14 from these 20 choices 
have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 20 bits 

to 14 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for BPNN6 is 

14. Table 6.7 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN6. For a complete 
target encoding refer to Appendix F. 

Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target 
Vector 

Class 

6 1,2,3 00000000000001 1 
6 1,2,4 00000000000010 2 
6 1,3,4 00000000000100 3 

6 4,5,6 10000000000000 14 

Table 6.7: A Portion of the Target Encoded for RPNN6 
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6.5.2.3 Size of the Output Layer for BPNN7 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 7, theoretically there are 35 differ- 

ent choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 7 positions (for word's 
length). But during our analysis we found that only 16 from these 35 choices 
have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 35 bits 
to 16 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for BPNN7 is 
16. Table 6.8 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN7. For a complete 
target encoding refer to Appendix E. 

Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target .. ' 

. 
Vector 

Class 

7 1,2,3 0000000000000001 1 
7 1,2,4 0000000000000010 2 
7 1,3,4 0000000000000100 3 

7 5,6,7 1000000000000000 16 

Table 6.8: A Portion of the Target Encoded for BPNN7 

6.5.2.4 Size of the Output Layer for EPNN8 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 8, theoretically there are 56 differ- 
ent choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 8 positions (for word's 
length). But during our analysis we found that only 19 from these 56 choices 
have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 56 bits 
to 19 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for RPNN8 is 
19. Table 6.9 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN8. For a complete 
target encoding refer to Appendix E. 

6.5.2.5 Size of the Output Layer for BPNN9 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 9, theoretically there are 84 differ- 
ent choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 9 positions (for word's 
length). But during our analysis we found that only 30 from these 84 choices 
have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 84 bits to 
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Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target 
Vector 

Class 

8 1,2,3 0000000000000000001 1 
8 1,2,4 0000000000000000010 2 
8 2,3,4 0000000000000000100 3 

8 5,7,8 1000000000000000000 19 

Table 6.9: A Portion of the Target Encoded for 8PNN8 

30 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for BPNN9 is 30. 
Table 6.10 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN9. For a complete 
target encoding refer to Appendix E. 

Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target, 
Vector 

Class 

9 1,2,3 000000000000000000000000000001 1 
9 1,2,4 000000000000000000000000000010 2 
9 1,2,5 000000000000000000000000000100 3 

9 7,8,9 100000000000000000000000000000 30 

Table 6.10: A Portion of the Target Encoded for BPNN9 

6.5.2.6 Size of the Output Layer for BPAW o 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 10, theoretically there are 120 
different choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 10 positions (for 
word's length). But during our analysis we found that only 26 from these 120 
choices have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 
120 bits to 26 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for 
BPNNio is 26. Table 6.11 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN . 
For a complete target encoding refer to Appendix E. 

6.5.2.7 Size of the Output Layer for BPNNiI 

For the Arabic tokens that have a length = 11, theoretically there are 165 
different choices to choose 3 positions (for root letters) from 11 positions (for 
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Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

' Target 
Vector 

Class 

10 1,7,8 00000000000000000000000001 1 
10 2,3,4 00000000000000000000000010 2 
10 2,3,5 00000000000000000000000100 3 

10 7,8,10 10000000000000000000000000 26 

Table 6.11: A Portion of the Target Encoded for BPNNlo 

word's length). But during our analysis we found that only 17 from these 165 

choices have root letters. So, the length of the target vector decreased from 
165 bits to 17 bits. Therefore, the number of neurons in the output layer for 
BPNNiI is 17. Table 6.12 shows a portion of the target encoded for BPNN11. 
For a complete target encoding refer to Appendix E. 

Word's 
Length 

Root Letter 
Positions 

Target 
Vector 

Class 

11 2,4,6 00000000000000001 1 
11 3,4,6 00000000000000010 2 
11 3,5,6 00000000000000100 3 

11 8,9,10 10000000000000000 17 

Table 6.12: A Portion of the Target Encoded for BP1VN11 

The complete list of the target encoding for all BPNNs is shown in Appendix E. 
Table 6.13 shows the number of neurons in the output layer for each of the 
developed BPNNs. 

6.5.3 BPNN Parameter Optimisation 

Depending on the type of the learning algorithm and BPNN used, there are 
some parameters that must be set, in order to control the training process. 
The next two subsections deal with the most frequently encountered parame- 
ters: size of the hidden layer and the learning rate. 
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BPNN Output Neurons 
BPNN4 4 
BPNN5 10 
BPNNa 14 
BPNN7 16 
RPNNB 19 
BPNN9 30 
BPNN10 26 
BPNNII 17 

Table 6.13: Number of Neurons in the Output Layer for 

each BPNNs 

6.5.3.1 Optimal Size of the Hidden Layer 

The first parameter to be determined is the number of hidden neurons in the 

hidden layer. The ANN architecture can have more than one hidden layer. 

But, in several research studies, one hidden layer is sufficient for most types 

of problems [116]. In all the developed BPNNs there is only one hidden layer. 

The number of hidden neurons in this hidden layer affects the generalisa- 
tion performance [123]. As the number of neurons is increased or decreased, 

BPNNs can suffer from either underfitting or overfitting [76]. 

UNDERFITTING When the number of hidden layer neurons is low, the net- 

work cannot approximate the target values close to the out- 
put values. The network generalises too much. This is 

called underfitting. 

OVERFITTING When the hidden layer neurons are too many, the network 
starts memorising instead of generalising. This is called 
overfitting. Memorising occurs because the extra connec- 
tions generated by the higher number of neurons are able 
to distinguish between each input. 

Since there is no rule for determining the optimal number of hidden neurons, 
we used a series of trial and error experiments in order to determine the ideal 

number of these neurons. For each developed BPNN, we tested 40 different 

values for the number of neurons in the hidden layer. In each test, we started 
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by an initial guess value. This value is found in many ANN literature and is 

advised to be taken as an initial value [761. The initial value is computed as 

shown in Equation 6.2. 

hidden layer size = input layer size * output layer size (6.2) 

For example, for BPNN5, the initial guess value is 7=5* 10, where 5 is 

the size of the input layer and 10 is the size of the output layer for BPNN4. 

Table 6.14 shows all the initial guess values and the final values for the size 

of hidden layers in all of the developed SPNNs. 

BPNN Input Layer 
Size 

Output Layer 
Size 

Initial. 
Value 

Final 
Value 

BPNN4 4 4 4 44 
BPNNN 5 10 7 47 
BPNNQ 6 14 9 49 
BPNN7 7 16 11 51 
BPNNB 8 19 12 52 
BPNN9 9 30 16 56 
BPNNio 10 26 16 56 
BPNNi1 11 17 14 54 

Table 6.14: The Initial & Final Values for Determining Hidden Layer Size 

In each setting, 5 independent runs are conducted, where different random 
initial weights are used in each run. This process counts up to 1600 experi- 

ments in total (8 different BPNNs x 40 neurons x5 runs). During each ex- 
periment every developed BPNN was allowed to train as far as 10,000 epochs, 
although in all cases training stopped before reaching this number due to the 
low error in the training set. The primary metric for determining network 
performance is the mean squared error MSE, which is the square of the av- 

erage differences between each actual network output and the desired output. 

Table 6.15 shows as an example all the experiments used to find the opti- 
mal number of hidden neurons for the BPNN4, while Appendix F shows the 

performance of each developed BPNN for the training set when a different 

number of neurons is applied in BPNN's hidden layer. 
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Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

AVG. 
MSE 

4 0.1145561 0.1148164 0.1216486 0.1143701 0.1193599 0.1169502 
5 0.1113855 0.1247833 0.1115374 0.1137931 0.1113290 0.1145657 
6 0.1030022 0.1113334 0.1090625 0.1101775 0.1127836 0.1092718 
7 0.1067190 0.1091654 0.1066213 0.1048473 0.1039767 0.1062659 
8 0.1039348 0.0975601 0.0945494 0.1044778 0.1063969 0.1013838 
9 0.0996528 0.0937576 0.1016259 0.1049016 0.1037443 0.1007364 
10 0.0959925 0.0977803 0.0936786 0.0933737 0.0942179 0.0950086 
11 0.0953250 0.1118523 0.0907649 0.0948221 0.0951151 0.0975759 
12 0.0926278 0.0909209 0.0902183 0.0924597 0.0947102 0.0921874 
13 0.0899816 0.0904081 0.0924370 0.0879367 0.0934493 0.0908425 
14 0.0900568 0.0908192 0.0941017 0.0946975 0.1017401 0.0942831 
15 0.0961057 0.0915545 0.0887634 0.0909342 0.0894662 0.0913648 
16 0.0914085 0.0879125 0.0909122 0.0899075 0.0893352 0.0898952 
17 0.0877792 0.0916783 0.0922123 0.0970942 0.0882738 0.0914076 
18 0.0877161 0.0909515 0.0903733 0.0991982 0.0858846 0.0908247 
19 0.0989957 0.0917288 0.0903173 0.0882167 0.0877338 0.0913985 
20 0.0888636 0.0893121 0.0918632 0.0868360 0.0925849 0.0898920 
21 0.0907992 0.0943698 0.0919475 0.0892845 0.0932196 0.0919241 
22 0.0877585 0.0899058 0.0903428 0.0912020 0.0857219 0.0889862 
23 0.0890485 0.0897936 0.0876362 0.0909045 0.0879124 0.0890590 
24 0.0877001 0.0881523 0.0842669 0.0848657 0.0867751 0.0863520 
25 0.0872173 0.0841889 0.0889574 0.0876747 0.0876458 0.0871368 
26 0.0957700 0.0883402 0.0883138 0.0896394 0.0880221 0.0900171 
27 0.0878897 0.0866275 0.0870780 0.0860570 0.0866096 0.0868524 
28 0.0870180 0.0872560 0.0884963 0.0880741 0.0892668 0.0880222 
29 0.0865603 0.0888585 0.0891339 0.0818730 0.0856603 0.0864172 
30 0.0836018 0.0860587 0.0877835 0.0872850 0.0867758 0.0863010 
31 0.0912445 0.0854871 0.0814105 0.0858626 0.0822439 0.0852497 
32 0.0875797 0.0873709 0.0876831 0.0848809 0.0878095 0.0870648 
33 0.0864475 0.0902359 0.0834274 0.0862727 0.0851515 0.0863070 
34 0.0887363 0.0893111 0.0858644 0.0966402 0.0851859 0.0891476 
35 0.0874258 0.0830726 0.0900899 0.0874742 0.0870544 0.0870234 
36 0.0916865 0.0862568 0.0942285 0.0842586 0.0863117 0.0885484 
37 0.0878176 0.0828580 0.0864355 0.0847201 0.0861602 0.0855983 
38 0.0855029 0.0846637 0.0848990 0.0840298 0.0867500 0.0851691 
39 0.0853720 0.0868711 0.0903840 0.0836312 0.0855300 0.0863577 
40 0.0835249 0.0814149 0.0863844 0.0830406 0.0832820 0.0835294 
41 0.0912577 0.0887260 0.0846866 0.0856289 0.0871020 0.0874802 
42 0.0873604 0.0857965 0.0849970 0.0839161 0.0849319 0.0854004 
43 0.0871074 0.0884211 0.0856455 0.0897413 0.0885783 0.0878987 

Table 6.15: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden 
Neurons for the BPNN4 

Finally, Table 6.16 summarises the best number of hidden neurons which are 
found in each developed BPNN in terms of the performance of the training 

set. 
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BPNN Optimal Number of 
Hidden Neurons 

BPNN4 40 
BPWN5 44 
BPNN6 43 
BPNN7 49 
BPNNB 48 
RPNN9 53 
BPNNIO 46 
BPNN11 29 

Table 6.16: The Optimal Number of 
Neurons in the Hidden Layer for each 
BPNNs 

6.5.3.2 Optimal Value of the Learning Rate 

The other important training parameter is the optimal value of learning rate. 
Almost all ANN models have a learning rate parameter associated with them. 
According to Attoh-Okine [43] the learning rate is "a parameter that deter- 

mines the size of the weights adjustment each time the weights are changed 
during training". 

Choosing an adequate value for the learning rate parameter has a signifi- 
cant effect over ANN performance. Usually, choosing a small value for the 
learning rate, the BPNN will need a large number of training epochs. As a 
consequence it would take a long learning time. To avoid this situation, one 
may consider to choose a relatively large learning rate. In this case, the pro- 
cess of learning is faster, but unfortunately, this may lead to over adjustment 
of weights which may occur in the error surface regions with extreme steep- 
ness. 

The BPNN algorithm with a fixed learning rate would not be efficient [84]. 
Therefore, an efficient learning algorithm should be able to dynamically vary 
its learning rate in accordance with changes of the gradient values. This way 
of learning is the so-called adaptive learning rate. An adaptive learning rate 
improves the speed of training for the BPNNs [65]. The way for using the 
adaptive learning rate during training the BPNN is as follows, these steps 
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are adopted from [2]. 

1. First the initial network output and error are calculated. 
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2. At each epoch new weights are computed using the current learning 

rate. 

3. The new output and error are calculated. 

4. If the new error exceeds the old error by more than a predefined ratio of 
1.04, the new weights and errors are discarded. In addition, the learning 

rate is decreased by 0.7. 

5. Otherwise, the new weights, and error are stored. If the new error is 
less than the old error, the learning rate is increased by 1.05. 

Having all the above, in this study, we used the adaptive learning rate instead 

of the fixed learning rate. The values generated for the adaptive learning 

rates are presented in Table 6.17. For each BPNN the initial and final values 
are illustrated. 

BPNN Initial Value Final Value 
BPNN4 0.050 119.38 
BPNN4 0.050 1567.98 
BPNNB 0.050 1889.76 
BPNN7 0.050 1675.45 
BPNNB 0.050 1789.08 
BPNN9 0.050 2458.03 
BPNNio 0.050 1337.12 
BPNNi1 0.050 1615.05 

Table 6.17: Adaptive Learning Rates for all BPNNs 

6.6 Training The Neural Networks 

All the developed BPNNs are trained prior to being deployed an a test dataset 
for root extraction. As mentioned earlier, all the BPNNs are trained by the 
backpropagation learning rule based on a supervised learning paradigm. In 
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order to train the BPNN a set of training word examples and a set of their 
correct root classes are provided, each training example (T{) is an input-output 

pair, as shown in Equation 6.3. 

Ti = (X1,0{) (6.3) 

where X; presents the scaled weight values of the word letters in each exam- 
ple, and O1 presents the correct root-letter positions class. Each of BPNNs 

represents a group of the data and is trained separately. Every BPNN has 
its own topology, Table 6.18 summarises the topologies of all the developed 
BPNNs. In this table, the number of neurons of a specific network is indicated 
by the triple [I, H, O] where I is the number of neurons in the input layer, H 
the same for the hidden layer, and 0 for the output layer. 

' BPNN , [I, H, O] 
BP1VN4 [04,40,04] 
BPNN4 [05,44,10] 
BPNNg [06,43,14] 
BPNNT [07,49,16] 
BPNN$ [08,48,19] 
BPNN9 [09,53,30] 
BPNNio [10,46,26] 
BPNJV 1 [11,29,17] 

Table 6.18: The Topologies of the De- 
veloped BPNNs 

There are some fixed parameters used during the training processes, which 
are summarised in Table 6.19. The evaluation and the performance of the 
developed BPNNs are discussed at length in Chapter 7. 
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Activation Function 

Performance Function 
Learning Rate 
Learning Algorithm 
Maximum Epochs 
Number of hidden layers 

The Log-Sigmoid activation function for 
the output and hidden layers. 
MSE. 
Adaptive Learning Rate. 
Backpropagation. 
10,000. 
1. 

Table 6.19: The Summary of the Parameters that are Used in the Training 
Processes for all the Developed BPNNs 

6.7 Root Extraction As A Trained Classification Problem 

In ANN the task of a classification problem is to determine the correct class 
for a particular object according to its characteristics or features on a partic- 
ular domain. For example, given a set of a mathematical shapes, it is often 
desirable to divide the shapes into classes such as squares, rectangles and 
triangles. In this case, the features based on which the shapes are separated 
into classes may be the number of ribs, the value of angles and the relations 
between the rib lengths. 

In this chapter, the extraction of Arabic word roots is formulated as a clas- 
sification problem and the ANN as a classifier tool. The term object here is 

refer to the Arabic word itself, while the term class is refer to the combination 
of the root-letter positions. The general model of the ANN classifier used in 
this research can be viewed as shown in Figure 6.8. 

In the classifier model shown in Figure 6.8, the vector <Xl, X2, ... , X�> 

presents the features of the input Arabic word which are here the scaled 
weight values of the letters that are composed this word. The index (n) in 
the input vector is for the word length. 

The trained ANN classifier then makes its decision by producing an ur- 
dimensional output vector < O1,02, . .., 0,,, > presents the correct root-letters 
class. The index (m) in the class vector is for the number of classes that is 
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Input Features Output Class 

X, O1 

X2 ANN °Z 
" Classifier 
Xn Om 

Figure 6.8: The General Model of the ANN Classifier 

already predefined for this ANN. More formally, the ANN classifier can seen 
as a function that maps the n-dimensional input vector features to the m- 
dimensional output vector class, which is clearly shown in Equation 6.4. 

f(<Xi, X2,..., X�>) _ <Oi, 02, ---, O, n> (6.4) 

The following example clears how the ANN classifier tries to extract the cor- 
rect root for a given Arabic word. 

Example 

Assume the tested word is ['L. ](mAhr, "proficient"), this word has 4 letters, 

which are they, L ={ [? ](m), [I](A), [o](h), [j](r)}. The corresponding weight val- 
ues are W= <15,20,13,0>. The scaled weight values are W' = <0.5,1,0.3, 

-1> (see Section 6.4.2 Page 166 of this chapter). The scaled weight values are 
fed to the input layer of the BPNN4 classifier as shown in Figure 6.9. 

The trained BPNN4 classifier in Figure 6.9 is produced the output vector 0 

= <0100>. According to the target values that are illustrated in Appendix E, 
this output vector is for the class that presents the root-letter positions as 
[1,3,4], which means that the root-letters are the first, the third, and the 
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Input Features Output Class 

P 
--. 

15-. 0.5 0 

20 1 BPNN4 
13--,. o. 3 Classifier 0 

J-ýo-. ý '1 0 

The Scaled Weight Values (W'). 

The Weight Values (W). 

The Input Letters (L). 

Figure 6.9: An Example of Extraction the Root Using BPNN Classifier 
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fourth letters in the current example. These letters are {[p](m), [o](h), [J](r)}. 

By combining these letters, the root [](mhr) is extracted which is the cor- 

rect root. 

All the training experiments presented in this chapter were trained using the 

MATLAB software version 6.5. A program in MATLAB language is written 
by the author for this purpose. The MATLAB environment is just used for 

the training purpose, the other programming functions used in this thesis are 

programmed by the author using Visual Basic version 6.0. A full GUI sys- 
tem is implemented for the purpose of this research. All the snapshot figures 

presented in this thesis are extracted from this system. 

6.8 Summary 

Artificial neural networks are massive parallel computing machines inspired 

by nervous systems. This chapter presents the second phase of the developed 

solution to the extraction of the roots of Arabic words problem which is based 

on the artificial neural networks. The novel developed solution deals with the 

root extraction problem as a classification problem and the artificial neural 
network as a classifier tool created by supervised learning. 
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The backpropagation training algorithm is used to learn the developed neu- 
ral networks and instead of using only one BPNN, the developed solution uses 
eight BPNNs. Every Arabic word group length has its own generated BPNN. 
For this reason, the novel approach is called a multi-backpropagation neural 
network (MBPNN). The MBPNN is used in this study as an alternative train- 
ing method to minimise the complexity of the extraction of Arabic word root 
problem. 

The chapter has discussed the neural network methodology used in this study. 
It gave a detailed description of the system prototype, architecture and im- 

plementation. Furthermore, it presented the experiments that were used in 

order to optimise the neural network parameters. The corpus and its prepa- 
ration also was presented in this chapter. 

A number of experiments (1,600) were conducted in this chapter to evaluate 
the suitability of BPNNs for the task of extracting the roots of Arabic words. 
These experiments were used in order to detect the optimal number of the 
hidden neurons in the hidden layer, furthermore they are used to evaluate 
the effect of increasing the number of the hidden neurons on the performance 
of the BPNNs. 

The next chapter deals with the testing and the evaluation of the developed 
MUAIDI-STEMMER. 
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TESTING AND EVALUATION 

7.1 Introduction 

In 
the previous two chapters the full functionality of the MUAIDI-STEMMER 

technique was presented. Chapter 5 covered the Phase I of this tech- 

nique, while Chapter 6 covered the Phase II, based on the backpropa- 

gation artificial neural network. 

This chapter deals with the evaluation of the developed stemmer. Evalua- 
tion is an important issue in the development of language technology. In the 

stemming process, evaluation reflects the stemmer quality and unfolds its ef- 
fectiveness. The chapter starts by presenting the different evaluation method- 
ologies that are used to evaluate the stemmer algorithms. Then, it presents 
the experiments and the results results obtained by applying Phase I and 
Phase II to the set of testing data. Also, the chapter contains a comparison 
between the developed stemmer and another stemmer. Finally, it discuses the 

error types which was unfolded during the evaluation. 
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7.2 Stemmer Quality Evaluation Methodologies 

In literature, there are different measurement methodologies to measure the 

quality of a stemmer and to evaluate its effectiveness. We can distinguish 
three kinds of evaluation measurements: 

" Recall and Precision Evaluation Method [44]. 

" Error Rate Evaluation Method. 

" Paice's Evaluation Method [113][115][114]. 

Recall and precision evaluation method is commonly used in informa- 
tion retrieval systems [44]. The main goal of an information retrieval system 
is to retrieve all the relevant documents. As mentioned in previous chap- 
ters, stemmers have a strong impact on the effectiveness of retrieving these 

relevant documents. Retrieval effectiveness and performance is usually mea- 
sured by computing the recall and precision. Recall is defined to be the ratio 
of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant 
documents. Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant docu- 
ments retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved. 

In order to compute the recall and precision measurements, the informa- 
tion retrieval system should be built first and this is beyond the scope of this 
study. Furthermore, this evaluation method does not show the specific type 
of errors resulting from the stemmet. For all the previous reasons, recall 
and precision evaluation method will not be used to evaluate our developed 

stemmer. 

Error rate evaluation method employs the idea of manually preparing a 
dataset that contains pairs of words and their correct roots. Then the evalu- 
ated stemmer is tested using this dataset. Each extracted root is compared 
against the provided one. The error rate of a stemmer is measured by count- 
ing the number of incorrectly stemmed words divided by the total number of 
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tested words. The mathematical calculation of this evaluation is shown in 
Equation 7.1. 

Error Rate = 
Incorrectly Stemmed Words 

*100% (7.1) 
Total Tested Words 

There are two advantages for using the error rate evaluation method. First, 
it permits quantifying the overall accuracy rate of a stemmer. The stemmer 
accuracy rate (hereafter refers to as gives the percentage of correctly 
stemmed words in the tested dataset. The mathematical calculation of S is 

shown in Equation 7.2. 

= 100% - ErrorRate (7.2) 

Secondly, it allows to discover the type of errors that result from the stem- 
mer. Experiments 1 and 2, which are presented in Subsections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 

consequently, deal with the error rate evaluation method. 

Paice [113][115][114] presented in 1994 an evaluation method to check the 

quality of a stemmer outside the information retrieval system. This type of 
evaluation requires a sample of tested words partitioned into concept groups. 
This means that the words in each group are related and they share the same 
stem. The good quality stemmer should conflate all words in a group to the 

same sharing stem; furthermore this sharing stem should not occur in any 
other group. 

Paice introduced two error types which may occur during the stemming pro- 
cess. These errors are overstemming and understemming. The definitions 

of these errors are below. A good quality stemmer should minimise the over- 
stemming and understemming errors as mush as possible. 

UNDERSTEMMING This occurs when two separately derived words belong- 
ing to the same conceptual group are stemmed to differ- 

ent roots where they in fact should be. For example, if 
the word running is stemmed to run, while the word 
ran is stemmed to ran instead of run. 
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OVERSTEMMING This occurs when two separately derived words belong- 

ing to different conceptual groups are stemmed to the 

same root where they in fact should not be. For exam- 

ple, the word experiment as well as the word experi- 

ence are stemmed to the stem experi. 

A summary of the Paice's evaluation method is presented here. Many of 
the equations are adopted directly from [114] and [115]. 

1- COMPUTING UNDERSTEMMING INDEX (UI) 

First, compute the Desired Merge Total (DMT), which is the number of pairs 

of different possible words in the particular group, and is given by Equa- 

tion 7.3: 
DMT9 = 0.5 n9 (ng - 1) (7.3) 

where g is an index for the concept group, and ng is the number of words in 

the group g. 

Second, compute the Global Desired Merge Total (GDMT) by summing the 
Desired Merge Total (DMT) values for all groups in the test dataset. This is 

given by Equation 7.4: 
fig 

GDMT = DMT' (7.4) 
i=1 

After applying the stemmer to the test dataset, some groups still contain 
two or more distinct stems, incurring understemming errors. So, the Un- 

achieved Merge Total (UMT) counts the number of understemming errors for 

each group and this is given by Equation 7.5: 

ff 

UMT = 0.5 Lu11 (n; -u ji) (7.5) 
i=l 

where fg is the number of distinct stems in group g and uj is the number of 
instances in group g which are reduced to the stem i. 

Now, compute the Global Unachieved Merge Total (GUMT) by summing the 
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Unachieved Merge Total (UMT) values for all groups in the test dataset. This 

is given by Equation 7.6: 

no 

GUMT = UMT92 (7.6) 
i=1 

Finally, compute the Understemming Index (UI) by dividing Equation 7.6 

by Equation 7.4 as shown in Equation 7.7: 

UI = 
GUMT (7.7) 
GDMT 

2- COMPUTING OVERERSTEMMING INDEX (OI) 

First, compute the Desired Non-merge Total (DNT), which counts the possible 

word pairs formed by a member and a non-member word and is given by 

Equation 7.8: 
DNT9 = 0.5 ng (W - n, ) (7.8) 

where W is the total number of word types in the test dataset. 

Second, compute the Global Desired Non-merge Total (GDNT) by summing 
the Desired Non-merge Total (DNT) values for all groups in the test dataset. 
This is given by Equation 7.9: 

ny 

GDNT = DNT1 (7.9) 

After applying the Stemmer to the test dataset, some groups still contain two 

or more distinct stems, incurring overstemming errors. The Unachieved 
Merge Total (WMT) counts the number of overstemming errors for each 
group and is given by Equation 7.10: 

f. 
WMT, = 0.5 Eu, i (n{ -u j) (7.10) 

i=i 
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where f, is the number of distinct stems in group g and uj is the number of 
instances in group g which are reduced to stem i. 

Now, compute the Global Unachieved Non-merge Total (GWMT) by sum- 
ming the Unachieved Non-merge Total (WMT) values for all groups in the 
test dataset. This is given by Equation 7.11: 

s 

GWMT = >WMT{ (7.11) 
c=i 

Finally, compute the Overstemming Index (01) by dividing Equation 7.11 
by Equation 7.9 as shown in Equation 7.12: 

_ 
GWMT 

ýI 
GDNT 

7.3 Experiments Design 

(7.12) 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the MUAIDI-STEMMER presented in 
this thesis, a sequence of tests is carried out. The tests are run on two dif- 
ferent datasets using two experiments. The first experiment is to evaluate 
the Phase I, while the second experiment is to evaluate the Phase H. The 

evaluation used here is based on error rate evaluation method. The two 

experiments are described in the following subsections. 

7.3.1 Experiment 1 

The purpose of this experiment is to test the performance of Phase I illus- 
trated in Chapter 5. The evaluation method used here is based on Error 

rate evaluation method. In this experiment, the test datasets are extracted 
from the annotated corpus which was presented in Section 6.3 of Chapter 6. 

The size of these test datasets are 214,407 words which have 42,714 word 
types. The length of these words is ranging between 4 and 12 and all of them 
have satisfied the pre-conditions for Phase I (see Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 5), 
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which are: 

" The number of zeros are three; or 
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. The number of zeros are two and the root-distance is greater than or 
equal two. 

Table 7.1 shows the distributions of the test datasets used in testing Phase I. 

Word 
Length 

All , ', '' 
'Words 

Word, 
Types 

4 49,376 5,874 
5 54,845 9,232 
6 43,921 9,745 
7 35,392 8,789 
8 20,768 5,972 
9 7,212 2,233 
10 1,985 556 
11 774 263 
12 134 50 

Total', 214,407 42,714 

Table 7.1: The Testing 
Datasets for Phase I 

Every word length group is tested independently. The accuracy S for each 
group is calculated. This is done by matching the resultant root against the 

roots in the Common Dictionary (see Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4). 

If the extracted root is found in the Common Dictionary, then the combina- 
tion of the resultant prefix and the suffix is checked against the prefix-suffix 
list (see Section B. 2 of Appendix B) that corresponding to the length of the 

word. If this combination is founded, the the resultant root is considered as 
a correct root. Otherwise, it is counted as an error. This matching procedure 
seems to give the correct root most of the time. More formally, given an Ara- 
bic word W, and the segmentation of W is W=P+R+S, then if P is a valid 
prefix, Ra valid root and Sa valid suffix, and if the combination of R and S is 
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found in the prefix-suffix list, then R is considered as a correct root. 

The reason behind the two checks above, is that the checking against the roots 
dictionary alone is not always represent the accurate measurement, especially 
for the words that may return more than one valid root. For example, sup- 
pose that the stemmer stemmed the Arabic word [UjIm] (mTrqt, "hammer") 

as [ jb. ] (mTr, "rain"). The resultant root [, . ](mTr) is a valid root and it is in 

the Common Dictionary. But, unfortunately this is not the correct root for 

the tested word. The correct one is [0'6] (Trq, "to hammer"). Table 7.2 shows 
the resultant two roots and their corresponding prefixes and suffixes. 

Word Root Prefix suffix 
}14 , }b* NULL 

Table 7.2: An Example of Two Roots for the Same Word 

Now, if the combination of the prefix and the suffix (NULL+[U]) of the first 

root is checked against the prefix-suffix list, then this combination is not 
found. In consequence, the root [k] is considered as an incorrect root. On 
the other hand, the root [3, }6] is considered as a correct root for the tested 
word, since, its prefix and suffix combination ([ý ]+[ö]) is found in the prefix- 
suffix list. 

Figure 7.1 shows an example of an output file has some examples of tested 
words belong to length category 6. The output file is formatted in four columns. 
The left-most column lists all the tested words. The second column lists the re- 
sultant roots from the system. The third and fourth columns list the extracted 
prefixes and suffixes, respectively, while, the right-most column, which is the 
important one in this evaluation, lists if the resultant root is the correct root 
(1) or not (0). 

The top lines of the output file in Figure 7.1 view some statistics in behave 
of the tested data. This includes the category number, total number of tested 
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O- u E-1-ft- Fir Phu. I 

- \Votd's Loagtb -06 
-No. of Tostod Wads 9716 

-No. of Con"ocdy Stomsod kVord. 9276 

- No. of Incotroctly St.. m. d\Voidw: 469 

- Ovoral Accm-ary 95.18728 i 

Tostod Rosaltaut AýCuc Suffix Cotroct 
Word Root 

. xLý ai. 1 

Iw. i ýj:. I 1 
42- J.. I 1 
Fes' Lx J 1 
ýjxS' ýx J' 1 
yx3ý Lei J' 1 
ýxj' 0 J' 1 

, ýiº: ' 1, » J' J 1 

ý'Sºi' ý+º J' 1 
, -'D +--º J. r 1 
j- OR rº J' 0 

J+ý++' +y J1 d 1 

. rlUý . r+ý J 1 

yu, l ,, w 0 
, 
Lýiaýi Me >3 1 

. rte Jý o 

Figure 7.1: Some Examples of Tested Words Belong to Length Category 6 

words, total number of correctly stemmed words, total number of incorrectly 

stemmed words, and finally, the overall accuracy. 

Every tested category has its own output file. The accuracies in these files 

are amalgamated in Table 7.3. 

Word's 
Length 

Word 
Types 

Correctly 
Stemmed 

Performance 

4 5,874 5,306 90.33% 
5 9,232 8,676 93.98% 
6 9,745 8,940 91.74% 
7 8,789 8,102 92.18% 
8 5,972 5,612 93.97% 
9 2,233 2,118 94.85% 
10 556 545 98.02% 
11 263 263 100.00% 
12 50 50 100.00% 

Total 42,714 39,612 92.74% 

Table 7.3: Stemming Accuracy for all Category Length in Phase I 
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The obtained experimental results in Table 7.3 show that MUAIDI-STEMMER in 

its Phase I produced correctly 39,612 roots from 42,714 in the given test 

datasets with an accuracy rate 92.74%. 

The error analysis of Phase I unfolds that many errors happened when the 

root is a hamzated root. A hamzated root has a hamza [4] in one of its con- 
sonants. Examples of these errors are shown in Table 7.4. 

Tested Transliter- Produced Correct 
Word ation Root Root 
bio rnwrH 

aýsl Aý TA + Lb. + 
0 Ls" SfA' 0 ". Lem 

Table 7.4: Errors Come Due Hamzated 

The hamzated root errors presented above establish that improvement of the 

developed stemmer is possible. One possibility of improvement is by adding 

a normalisation rule for the hamzated resultant root. This rule just changes 
the shape of hamza to follow the correct writing grammar in Arabic. Fig- 

ure 7.2 illustrates the normalisation rule. 

if (a root has [j] or [S] letter) then 

replace this letter by [I]. 
if (a root has [o] letter) then 

replace this letter by [1]. 

Figure 7.2: An Improvement Step 

The first rule in Figure 7.2 is to replace the letters [j](*) and [S](A) to the let- 
ter [I](A), while the second one is to replace the letter [4](') to the letter [$](A). 

In order to check the effect of this normalisation rule on the performance 
of Phase I, the developed stemmer was run again on the same test datasets 
that were used at the beginning of this experiment. Phase I produced 40,638 

correct roots from 42,714 in the test datasets. The total errors were reduced 
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to 2,076 and the accuracy performance of the stemmer is improved to 95.14%. 

The new accuracies after applying the normalisation rule are shown in Ta- 

ble 7.5. 

Word's 
Length 

Word 
Types 

Correctly 
Stemmed 

Performance 
S 

4 5,874 5,437 92.56% 
5 9,232 8,886 96.25% 
6 9,745 9,276 95.19% 
7 8,789 8,216 93.48% 
8 5,972 5,765 96.53% 
9 2,233 2,189 98.03% 
10 556 556 100.00% 
11 263 263 100.00% 
12 50 50 100.00% 

Total 42,714 40,638 95.14% 

Table 7.5: Stemming Accuracy for all Category Length in Phase I After Applying the Normal- 
isation Rule 

7.3.2 Experiment 2 

The aim of this experiment is to investigate the viability of applying ANNs 

approach as a tool for extracting Arabic word roots. This is done by applying 
the test datasets for the trained BPNNs illustrated in the previous chapter. 
The test datasets used here are different from those that were used in the 

training processes, in order to evaluate the performance of BPNNs on unseen 
data. The ANNs used in this experiment represent the best BPNNs devel- 

oped thus far in terms of minimising the mean squared error (MSE) over the 

datasets used in the training processes. 

The test datasets consist of 25% of the total amount of data from which 75% 

was used for training the ANNs (see Section 6.3). The total size of the testing 
datasets are 5,906 word types with lengths ranging between 4 and 11 letters. 
Table 7.6 shows the distributions of these datasets. 
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BPNN Training 
Words 

Testing 
Words 

BPNN4 3,248 1,083 
BPNN5 5,789 1,930 
BPNN6 3,922 1,307 
BPNN7 2,177 725 
BPNN8 1,076 358 
BPNN9 1,184 395 
BPNNIO 284 94 
BPNN11 44 14 

Total 17,724 5,906 

Table 7.6: The Training and Testing Datasets Used 
in Phase 11 
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Every developed BPNN was tested independently. The obtained experimental 

and testing results are analysed with respect to two elements: ANN archi- 
tectures, and the ANN performances based on their generalisation ability to 

identify the correct root class for the unseen Arabic word. 

1- The ANN Architectures 

As presented in Section 6.5.3.1 of Chapter 6, different ANNs architectures 
have been attempted in order to find the optimal architectures for all the de- 

veloped BPNNs. This was done by varying the number of hidden neurons in 

the hidden layer. We ran 1,600 experiments to achieve this goal. The sum- 

marisations of these experiments are depicted in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3 has 

eight sub-figures, every figure represented one of the developed BPNNs. The 

x-axis represents the number of hidden neurons, while the y-axis represents 
the average of errors obtained during the training of BPNN. 

By comparing the results of the different architectures across each of the line 

graphs shown in Figures 7.3, it was found that increasing the number of hid- 
den neurons is not always improve the performance of the network. The full 
details of the experiment results are tabulated in the Appendix F. 

The BPNNs showed acceptable number of hidden neurons except for one case 
in BPNN4. The BPNN4 has 40 neurons as the best number of neurons in the 
hidden layer. This number seems too high with respect to the number of the 
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Figure 7.3: Stemming Accuracy for all Category Length in Phase I 
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neurons in the input and the output layers, which are 4 neurons in each layer. 
One possible explanation relates to the nature of 4 letter words and the level 

of ambiguity. In 4 letter words, there is only one letter as an affix which seems 
to prove difficult to isolate, unlike in longer words where affixes are more eas- 
ily distinguishable. This fact is also observed in accuracy level as shown in 

the performance analysis that follows. 

2- The ANN Performances 

The performance accuracy , of each developed BPNN is calculated by com- 

paring the outputs from the tested BPNNs with the provided actual outputs. 
The results of the BPNNs run on all the test datasets are shown in Table 7.7. 

BPNN Testing 
Words 

Correctly 
Stemmed 

Performance 
S. 

BPNVN4 1,083 977 90.21% 
BPNN5 1,930 1,754 90.88% 
BPNN6 1,307 1,200 91.81% 
BPNN7 725 694 95.72% 
BPNN8 358 343 95.81% 
BPNN9 395 384 97.22% 
RPNNio 94 94 100.00% 
BPNNi1 14 14 100.00% 
Total 5,906 5,460 92.44% 

Table 7.7: Stemming Accuracy for all the Developed BPNNs 

The results in Table 7.7 show that the developed BPNNs produce correctly 
5,458 roots from 5,906 in the given test datasets. The developed technique 
has proved a good behavior with accuracy rate 92.44%. It is clear that the de- 

veloped BPNNs are capable of consistently achieving a good level of accuracy 
in classifying the correct root classes and generalise very well to the words 
that are not seen during the training process. 

We observe also that there is a strong relationship between the accuracy and 
the length of words in each test set. This can be observed clearly from Ta- 
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ble 7.7. The accuracy increases significantly as the length of words increases. 

This is due to the nature of the neural networks, when there are sufficient 
inputs and features, the efficiency of the neural networks is increased. 

7.3.3 Experiment 3 

Before evaluating the MUAIDI-STEMMER against the Paice evaluation method 

which was presented in Section 7.2 of this chapter, it is worth understanding 
this method more clearly. Also, it is worth checking the viability of this evalu- 

ation method for Arabic language. In order to achieve this, two examples are 
discussed below. 

Example 1 

Suppose there are seven Arabic words shown in the second column of Ta- 

ble 7.8 falling into two distinct conceptual groups. All the words with the 

same root are joined in one group. The first five words share the root [] 

(s'd, "to be happy"), while the last two words share the root [aj&]('wd, " to ac- 

custom"). Also, suppose these words are tested against two virtual stemmers 
Stem, and Stem. The resultant roots from these stemmers are shown in the 
fourth and fifth columns of Table 7.8, respectively. The incorrect resultant 
roots in these columns are underlined and coloured by red. The gold standard 
(truth set) for this experiment is the combination of the second and third 

columns, respectively. 

Group Tested 
Word 

Correct 
Root 

Stem, Stem2 

1 äU. ) l . º. - 
1 ülAa., asW . ºs,,, 1a,,., 

1 ý}a.. ýe . tLW ýa. r 9c 
1 býLw. uý119 La" . ºa. ý, a..., 
2 ülý}w11 .3 9c, A 
2 o. 3 4e L� ) 9c .3 age 

Table 7.8: A Data Example for Paice Evaluation (1) 

By comparing the resultant roots from the two stemmers by the gold stan- 
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dard, it is obvious that Stem, produces more correct roots than Stem2. In 

consequence, Stem, has a good quality than Stem2. The accuracy of Stem, is 

= 85.7% while the accuracy of Stem2 is $= 71.4%. Now, we will follow 

the Paice evaluation method steps to comapre the two stemmers. 

1. Use Equation 7.4 and Equation 7.6 to compute the GDMT and GUMT 
for the two stemmers. The resultant computations are shown in Ta- 
bles 7.9 and 7.10 respectively. 

Group Steml Stem2 
DMTI DMT2 

1 10 10 
2 1 1 

GDMT 11 11 

Group Stem, Stem2 
UMT1 UMT2 

1 4 6 
2 0 0 

GUMT 4 6 

Table 7.9: Calculating 
GDMT for Steml & Stem2 

Table 7.10: Calculating 
GUMT for Stem, & Stem2 

2. Use Equation 7.7 to compute the Understemming Index for the two 

stemmers. The resultant values are shown in Equations 7.13 and 7.14 

respectively. 
UI(Stemi) = 

GUMTI 
=4=0.36 (7.13) GDMTI 11 

UI(Stem2) = 
GGUMTMT2 

2_6 11 = 0.55 (7.14) 

3. Use Equation 7.9 and Equation 7.11 to compute the GDNT and GWMT 
for the two stemmers. The resultant computations are shown in Ta- 
bles 7.11 and 7.12 respectively. 

Group Stems Stem2 
DNT1 DNT2 

1 5 5 
2 5 5 

GDNT 10 10 

Table 7.11: Calculating 
GDNT for Stem, & Stem2 

Table 7.12: Calculating 
GWMT for Stem, & Stem2 
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4. Use Equation 7.12 to compute the overstemming index for the two 

stemmers. The resultant values are shown in Equations 7.15 and 7.16 

respectively. 
OI(Steml) = 

GWMTi 
_2=0.20 (7.15) 

GDNTI 10 

=4= OI(Stem2) = 
GWMT2 
GDNT2 10 

0.40 (7.16) 

By comparing the two values of UI and 01 for the both stemmers, it is clear 
that the Stem, is better than Stem2 in terms of understemming and over- 

stemming. In consequence, the performance of Stem, is better than Stem2 

and this is reflected in our initial assumption that Stem, has a good quality 
than Stem2. Fiqure 7.4 shows a snapshot of all the obtained results. 

p- 

Finish 

Example 2 

R.. uN, Steml Stem2 
7 _ui 0.3636 0. Sý545 

01 0.20000 0.40000 

_ 
O. ä5000 0.73333 

°ý ACC. 85.71% 71.13% 

- 
, 

,w 
i 

++ =ww 
v=v "r 

Figure 7.4: Snapshot of Paice Evaluation 

This example uses the same data that presented in Example 1 above except 
in this example it is assumed that the Stem, is produced two incorrect roots 
as what Stem2 was did. In this situation the performances of Stem, and Stem 

Sbm2 
Oruup Tutel OMT DHT UMT 
1 
7 

5 1S 
71 

5i 
5S 

Root Frog WYT 

44 

ed 
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are equivalent. The data of this experiment is shown in Table 7.13. Note that 

some roots in the columns four and five are underlined and coloured by red to 

indicate the incorrect roots. 

Group Tested 
Word 

Correct 
Root 

Stem, Stems 

1 ülola.. AJL" . 6a. r tsar 

1 0 }sýo ýa. W . ýa.., yc 
1 öoLw ý. ý119 JAL" ýc . ºs. r 
2 ülo9. ýJ1 0ý 0 9c oý 
2 oo9cý o4c . w. o9e 

Table 7.13: A Data Example for Paice Evaluation (2) 

In order to avoid the retraction of the Paice's evaluation method steps, the 
final results obtained are presented in Tables 7.14,7.15,7.16,7.17 and 7.18 

respectively. 

Group Stem, Stem2 
DMT1 DMT2 

1 10 10 
2 1 1 

GDMT 11 11 

Table 7.14: Calculating 
GDMT for Stem, & Stem2 

Table 7.16: Calculating 
GDNT for Steml & Stem2 

Table 7.15: Calculating 
GUMT for Stem, & Stem2 

Root Stems Stem2 
WMT1 WMT2 

A. I. 4O 

. 3gc 14 
GWMT 54 

Table 7.17: Calculating 
GWMT for Stem, & Stem2 
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Stemmer 01 UI 
Stem, 0.50 0.45 
Stem2 0.40 0.55 

Table 7.18: The Summary of 01 and UI for the Two Stemmers 

Table 7.18 shows clearly that the Stem, is better in terms of understem- 

ming but it is worse in terms of overstemming. Now, there are two differ- 

ent measures quantifying the performance of each suggested stemmer. So, 

which measure is more important than the other? Paice does not offer an an- 

swer for this question. But, he suggests a way to combine the two measures. 
This is done by the so-called stemming weight (SW). The SW is calculated 
by dividing the overstemming index (0! ) by the understemming index 

(UI), as shown in Equation 7.17. The higher SW value indicates a stronger 

stemmer. 
SW = 

ÜI 
(7.17) 

Equation 7.18 shows the stemming weight value for Stem,, while 7.19 shows 
the stemming weight value for Sterne. By comparing these two values, it is 

clear that Stem, has the higher SW value, which indicates that the perfor- 

mance of Stem, is better than Sterne. This final result is deny our initial 

assumption fact which that Stem, has the same quality as Stem2. 

OI (Sterol) 
_ 

0.50 
SW(Steml) = UI(Steml) 0.4 = 1.1 (7.18) 

OI(Stem2) 
_ 

0.55 SW(Stem2) = UI(Sten) 0.40 = 0.73 (7.19) 

To be more accurate we run another seven experiments using the same seven 

words and the gold standard which were presented in Example 1 above. The 

number of correct roots for the both stemmers is vary from experiment to ex- 
periment. Table 7.19 summerizes the number of correct roots, the accuracy 
value, 01, UI, and SW of each experiment. 
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Exp. Stemmer Correct Accuracy OI UI SW 
Roots 

3 Stem, 7 100% 0 0 x 
Stem2 7 100% 0 0 00 

4 Stem, 2 28.57 1 0 oo 
Stem2 7 100% 0 0 00 

5 Stem, 0 0.0% 0 0 0o J 
Stem2 7 100% 0 0 00 

6 Stem, 0 0.0% 0 0 00 
Stem2 0 0.0% 0 0 00 

7 Stem, 4 57.14% 0.6 0.55 1.1 
Stem2 3 42.86% 0.8 0.36 2.2 

8 Stem, 5 71.43% 0.4 0.55 0.73 
Stem2 2 28.57% 0.5 0.45 1.1 

9 Stem. l 2 28.57% 1 0 00 
Stem2 6 85.71% 0.2 0.36 0.56 

Table 7.19: Different Experiments to Check the Viability of Paice Eval- 

uation Method for Arabic Language 
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Table 7.19 clearly shows that there is a conflict between the accuracy val- 

ues and the Paice measurement parameters. In Experiment 3 the accuracy 

of the two stemmers is the same, and the Paice measurement parameters are 

equal, which yields to accept this result. The contrast is in Experiment 6, 

according to Paice, a perfect stemmer would have a UI and 01 value of zero, 
in this experiment despite the two stemmers have a UI and 01 value of zero, 
they have zero accuracies. In Experiments 4,5 and 9 the accuracy of Sterr2 
is betters than Stem,, but unfortunately, the Paice measurement parameters 
deny these results. Finally, in Experiments 7 and 8 the accuracy of Stem, is 
betters than Stem,, but also, the Paice measurement parameters deny these 

results. 

In conclusion, the Paice method is considered with grouping the stems from 
the perspective of information retrieval system rather than the correctness 
of the stem itself. For this reason and for the results obtained in Table 7.19 

above, we can claim that Paice evaluation method is not viable for Arabic 
language in order to compare the accuracy performance of two different stem- 
ming algorithms. 
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7.3.4 Experiment 4 

The aim of this experiment is to compare the performance of MUAIDI-STEMMER 

against KHOJA-STEMMER. KHOJA-STEMMER was discussed in Section 3.5 of Chap- 
ter 3, the reason behind this choosing, is that KHOJA-STEMMER is the most com- 
mon cited root-stemming algorithm and it is showed superiority over many 
stemmers in the field. Furthermore, the Java version of this algorithm is al- 

ready published in Khoja homepagel. 

To compare the performance of the both stemmers, a gold standard contains 
a sample of 1000 Arabic words is produced for this purpose. We evaluated the 
two stemmers against the gold standard, and computed the accuracy values. 

To be fair, the gold standard was created manually by an Arabic language 

expert'. Most of these words are extracted from the Quran, the holy book of 
Islam. For each word, the corresponding root is illustrated. Figure 7.5 shows 
a sample of the gold standard which is grouped according to the word roots. 

aAI". * QUA" QLAjua 
pj -- ü13.1, aw V y3.1ý 43 ýý: 

2yn?. r__ 4r4 4? 9 Lam IsrA---9 I°ä. 9. -. Ä yl 

Figure 7.5: Some Words and their Roots in the Gold Standard 

The results of the comparison of MUAIDI-STEMMER and KHOJA-STEMMER are shown 
in Figure 7.6. 

The statistics in Figure 7.6 show that the total number of words processes 
lhttp: //zeus. cs. pacificu. edu/shereen/research. htm#stemming 
2The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Fahed Ashour; email: 

fahed. ashour@gsaa. uni-halle. de. Martin Luther University, Halle, Germany. 
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Gold Standard and Resultant Roots 

1 .L fL 

L. ;) 
.L t .i rYiiuy 

1 

It Iii r 
ZAAA, ýý+ý. 64 2 GL Air 

64 iýo 
= 64 w w 

41. 
66 2 1. A%s14. ý 

. 01L J 66 T I. .4 
ýsLLe 6. 2 44 !4 
W'Jýw 111 2 64 

L4).... J-, 3 J. - ., W+ A+ . J. + 
. ry.. J+ s . 1- . WI.. 

J- s Jr Jý- 
, KLý it- c it. 
ýýJ if- 6 ýýJ 

Figure 7.6: Snapshot of A Comparison of MUAIDI-STEMMER. and KHOJA-STEMMER 

is 1,000 word types. MUAIDI-STEMMER successfully stemmed 987 with accuracy 
98.7%, while KHOJA-STEMMER successfully stemmed 736 with accuracy 73.6%. 

Looking at the unstemmed words produced by KHOJA-STEMMER , it is appar- 
ent that this stemmer is not able to remove the prefixes and/or the suffixes 
of some words and this leads to it generate the incorrect roots. For example, 
the word [p41] ('mlAÄhm, "their customers") should be stemmed to give the 

root [] ('ml). Unfortunately, KHOJA-STEMMER fails in stemming this word, it 

starts the stemming process by removing the suffix [06] (hm, "their") from the 

word, producing the stem [S ] ('mlAA), which has a [S](Ä, "Hamza on Alef 
Maqsura") as a last letter. When KHOJA-STEMMER tries to match the resultant 

stem with the triliteral Patterns list, it fails since there is no pattern has the 

paradigm [SVWI] (f"IA'). The correct pattern is [ONA] WIN) which is found in 

the triliteral Patterns list. 

KHOJA-STEMMER fails to stem any word has the pattern [Jc. 41 (fyA'l) since 
this pattern is not found in the pattern list. For example, all the words 
[ý, W Lair] (smAyl), [JS Las] (hyAkl), and [44 (jmAylk) are stemmed incorrectly. 
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Also, KHOJA-STEMMER fails to stem some words that have the conjunctions 
[9] (w, "and"), [4](f, "therefore"), [J](1, "to"), and [J](k, "as/like"). In summary, 

all the errors in KHOJA-STEMMER cause due to the partial removal of prefixes 

and/or suffixes, and to an incomplete list of Arabic patterns. KHOJA-STEMMER 
has only 46 Arabic pattern which is very rare. 

7.4 Overall Performance Evaluation 

This section sums up the results from the various experiments which were 

conducted during the study. These results are summarised in Table 7.20. 

Word 
Length 

Phase I 
Types Correct 

Phase II 
Types Correct 

Total 
Types Corrects % 

4 5,874 5,437 1,083 977 6,957 6,414 92.19% 
5 9,232 8,886 1,930 1,754 11,162 10,640 95.32%> 
6 9,745 9,276 1,307 1,200 11,052 10,476 94.78% 
7 8,789 8,216 725 694 9,514 8,910 93.65% 
8 5,972 5,765 358 343 6,330 6,108 96.49% 
9 2,233 2,189 395 384 2,628 2,573 97.91% 
10 556 556 94 94 650 650 99.85% 
11 263 263 14 14 277 277 100.00% 
12 50 50 0 0 50 50 100.00% 

Total 42,714 40,638 5,906 5,460 48,620 46,096 94.81 0 

Table 7.20: The Overall Results 

The number of correct roots is 46,096 from 48,620 with accuracy 94.81%. The 

overall results obtained in all of the experiments are very encouraging as that 
they show the possibility of using the computational approach for extracting 
the roots of Arabic words. 

7.5 Error Analysis 

The error analysis presented in this section is conducted by analysing the 
results of both phases for the developed MUAIDI-STEMMER. The errors obtained 
are classified into the following classes: 
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there are no standard rules to identify these nouns. Table 7.22 shows 
some examples for this type of errors. 

Length Word Transliteration Translation 
4 fWý mrym lady name 
5 440 lybvA country name 
7 p j. 6 j, f l AlHrTwm city name 

Table 7.22: Errors Come From Proper Nouns 

" As mentioned in Section 4.5.2 of Chapter 4, the formation of Arabic 

words is not usually a straightforward process. Some triliteral roots 
lose one of their three letters during the morphological inflection. When 

such words are stemmed, the incorrect roots is produced. 

" In some cases the root-letters are modified or deleted during the for- 

mation process of the Arabic words as mentioned in Section 4.5.2 of 
Chapter 4. This is done especially in the weak verb roots. For exam- 

ple, the MUAIDI-STEMMER stemmed the word [2JL"a] (mqAlt, "an article") 

as [JL3](gAl) while the correct root is [J}3](gwl). In this example, the 

second letter of the root [9](w) is changed to the letter [1] (A). 

From the linguistic analysis of the roots, patterns, and affixes that car- 
ried out in this study, some rule were identified rules to solve this prob- 
lem. Figure 7.7 summarises these rules. These rules were not imple- 
mented as part of MUAIDI-STEMMER since extensive experiments would be 

needed to validate them. 

Let Cl, C2, and C3 are the letters of the extracted root. 

1. If C2= [I] (A) and Cl belongs to the letters of the word [LW }4: JLr] (sAltmwnyhA), then 
C2= [1](w) else C2= [4](y). 

2. If C3= [j](w) then C3= [4](y). 

3. If C3= [4](y) then C3= [! ](w). 

Figure 7.7: Some Rules to Correct the Extracted Root 
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. Some of the Arabic words have not a triliteral roots. The Arabic word 
[YI jJ j] has a quadrilateral root QjJ j]. These types of roots are out of 
the focus of this research. 

. The final class of errors comes from the multiword expressions [' t. aZi$ 
ÄS, } 1$], in this type two words appear as one single term, in which our 

stemmer failed to stem such terms. For example, the term [L%w JI, ] 

('bdAlrHmn), it consists of two different words [J. *] ('bd) and ['u$] 

(AlrHmn). 

7.6 Summary 

The main aim of this chapter was to evaluate the performance of the devel- 

oped MUAIDI-STEMMER. Three different types of evaluation methods were dis- 

cussed. These are: Recall and Precision, Error Rate, and Paice evalua- 
tion methods. 

From the experiments illustrated in this chapter, it is clear that the overall 
accuracy for the MUAIDI-STEMMER is 94.81%. This accuracy gives satisfactory 
results and proves to be a promising stemmer. The accuracy for Phase I is 
95.14%, while it is 92.44% for Phase II. These acurracies were calculated 
based on the error rate evaluation method. 

Also, MUAIDI-STEMMER was compared against KHOJA-STEMMER 
. 

The compar- 
ison was done using accuracy rate evaluation method. The results show that 
MUAIDI-STEMMER makes less errors than KHOJA-STEMMER 

. 
The accuracy of 

MUAIDI-STEMMER is 98.7%, while the accuracy of KHOJA-STEMMER is 73.6%. The 

comparison clearly indicates that MUAIDI-STEMMER developed in this work is 

more effective than KHOJA-STEMMER. 

By running many experiment, this chapter proved that the Paice evaluation 
method is not viable for Arabic language in order to compare the accuracy 
performance of two different stemming algorithms. 
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In conclusion, the overall results obtained in all the experiments are very 
encouraging and they point to the possibility of using the computational and 
neural network approaches for the Arabic word roots extraction problem. 

The next chapter which is the final chapter presents the conclusion of this 
study. 
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Chapter 8 
CONCLUSION 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter brings us to the end of our long journey through develop- 

ing MUAIDI-STEMMER technique for Arabic language. The purpose of 
this chapter is to summarise the achievement which has been made 

by this study. This includes a review of the research design. It is then followed 

by the main findings. Based on these findings, a number of recommendations 

are represented in this chapter. Finally, the chapter ends with some future 

work which could be carried out as a continuation of this study. 

8.2 Study Summary 

Arabic is a morphologically complex language. The language uses both inflec- 
tional and derivational morphologies. As a result of these types of morphology, 
a single word in the language yields a number of variant forms. These word 
form variations can have a strong impact on the effectiveness of the informa- 
tion retrieval systems. 

Most existing stemming algorithms for Arabic language rely on rule-based 
systems, and many of them refer to a lookup table of patterns and roots. In 
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consequence, this requires a large storage space to store these tables, and 
time to access the demand information. Due to the above, there is no stan- 
dard root-stemming algorithm for Arabic language. 

The limitations of the current Arabic stemming methods have motivated this 

author to investigate a novel approach to be used in extracting the word roots 
of Arabic language. This approach is a computational approach, which avoids 
having a list of the root and pattern of each word in the language. Further- 

more, it has no set linguistic rules. 

The computational approach based on this thesis tries to exploit the numer- 
ical relations between letters that are identified by Arabic linguists to be af- 
fixes. The linguistic studies showed that these letters appear as affixes with 
different frequencies. Extensive root and affix analysis showed further nu- 
merical relation between affixes, root positions and the frequency of affix let- 
ters. The developed approach exploits these facts by assigning numerical val- 
ues that identifies the class of each Arabic letter. These numeric values are 
then used in encoding a given Arabic word to be presented as an input to the 
developed stemmer. 

The developed stemmer was conducted in two phases: Phase I and Phase II. 
The next two subsections have summarised these two phases. 

8.2.1 Phase I 

Phase I is based on the analysis of Arabic patterns and the affix letters. In 
this phase we assigned a weight value to every letter in the tested word then 
multiply these values by the score values. The weight values are based on the 
frequency analysis of Arabic affix letters, while the score values are based on 
the analysis of the Arabic patterns, which show the possibility of the letter to 
be an affix letter. If there are three zeros in the resultant multiplications then 
the corresponding letters of these zeros represent the root-letters. 

If there are just two zeros in the resultant multiplications, then the root- 
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distance is computed, which counts the gap between these zeros (number of 
letters). If there are two letters or more, then one of these letters is a root- 
letter, which is represent the minimum weight value. 

8.2.2 Phase II 

Phase II is based on artificial neural networks trained by the backpropaga- 

tion learning rule. In this developed phase, we formulated the root extraction 

problem as a classification problem and the neural network as a classifier. We 
decomposed the Arabic root extraction complex task into a number of simple 
tasks. We assigned a specific backpropagation neural network for each task. 
The term task refers to the Arabic word group that has the same letter length. 
We denoted this approach as a multi-backpropagation neural network. 
This approach is developed as an alternative training method for backprop- 

agation neural network to minimise the neural complexity. Nine backprop- 

agation neural networks were developed and every word group has its own 
neural network. 

8.3 Study Findings 

As was pointed in Chapter 1, the main aim of the study is to develop a stem- 
ming algorithm to extract the roots of Arabic words based on a computational 
and artificial neural networks approaches. So, there were two research ques- 
tions which were asked at the beginning of Section 1.4 of Chapter 1. The 
research questions were as follows: 

1. Can we identify and exploit numerical relations between letters 
for Arabic root extraction ?. 

To answer this question an extensive linguistic analysis of patterns and 
affixes in Arabic language were carried out. As a result of the analysis, 
we found some numerical relations that can enable to extract the root 
of a given word (Phase I). The results of the evaluation show that the 
accuracy of Phase I is 95.14%. 
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2. Can we use the artificial neural networks as a tool to extract the 

roots of Arabic words ?. 

In answering this question a multi-backpropagation neural networks 
have been developed. These neural networks were developed based on 
experimentation and extensively tested (Phase II). The evaluation ex- 
periments that were carried out to evaluate the performance of the Phase 

II show that the accuracy is 92.44%. 

The overall developed modules (i. e. Phase I and Phase II) exhibit accuracy 
94.81% over a corpus counts of 48,620 words. The result is very encouraging 
and provided a good quality and accurate stemming algorithm, as a conse- 
quence, they pointed to the possibility of using the computational and neural 
network approaches for the Arabic word roots extraction problem. 

8.4 Study Contributions 

The main contribution that can be drawn from this study is the application 
of a computational approach for the problem of extracting the roots of Arabic 

words based on the analysis of Arabic patterns and affix letters. This ap- 
proach is purely a mathematical model which avoids having a list of the root 
and pattern of each word in the language. In order to achieve the main goal, 
the following tasks were accomplished: 

1. A novel root stemming algorithm for Arabic language has been devel- 
oped and tested. 

2. A large database of Arabic roots was designed and collected from four 
famous Arabic dictionaries and stored in one dictionary. 

3. A large corpus of Arabic words was designed, collected and annotated 
with the morphological features. 

4. A comprehensive list of Arabic pattern forms were compiled and anal- 
ysed. The list contains 1,893 patterns. 
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5. A comprehensive list of affix letters in Arabic language were compiled 
and analysed. This list contains 204 prefixes, 7 infixes and 193 suffixes. 

6. A detailed analysis of the frequency of the affix letters in Arabic lan- 

guage was done. 

7. A large list of Arabic stopwords was collected. The list contains 1,171 

words. 

8. A lot of experiments with different types of network topologies were run 
in order to determine the optimal size of the hidden neurons in the neu- 

ral networks. 

9. A detailed literature review of stemming algorithms and morphological 
analysers has been presented for Arabic and English languages. 

8.5 Future Works 

The MUAIDI-STEMMER is a first attempt of its kind for Arabic language. So, to 

attain better performance of the developed stemmer, we forward the following 

recommendations: 

" Considering the analysis that has been done in this thesis as a spring- 
board, one can extend the algorithm in order to cover other root types 
such as: biliteral, quadriliteral, and pentaliteral. 

" The developed stemmer can also be used as a starting point for devel- 
oping a stemmer for other Semitic languages such as Hebrew, Amharic, 

and Tigrinya'. 

" By implementing necessary elements, the stemmer can also be used as a 
component for developing other computational tools like morphological 
analyser, parser, spell checker, and part-of-speech tagger. 

" Evaluating the MUAIDI-STEMMER using recall and precision evaluation 
method in information retrieval domains. 

'The language used in Eritrea. 
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" Completing the compiled Arabic patterns in order to cover other pattern 
forms such as quadriliteral patterns. 

9 Completing the compiled Arabic stopwords. 

" Investigating other neural network structures and learning algorithms 
in order to develop an optimal neural network structures. 
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Appendix 

The Complete List of the Compiled Arabic 
Patterns 

Table A. 1: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for patt4 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

J., kl AC1C2C3 bC1C2C3 
J3 WC1CAC3 J-A3 1C1C2C3 
j4u C1AC2C3 JV3 C1C2AC3 
-Sub C1C2C3A C1CZ C3t 
XL" Ci1C2C3t ý1a9 C1C2Ci3t 

XL" C1C2Ci3t C1C2C3t 

C1C2C3k C1C2C3n 
Ai C1C2C3h 

. g1, ß C1C2C3w 
C1C2C3A . 3+ C1C2C3y 

J. rs C1C2wC3 J-? + C1C2YC3 
f C1C2C3 J-Q-o C1wC2C3 
C1yC2C3 kC1C2C3 
WC1CAC3 ý .. mC1C2C3 
nC1C2C3 wC1C2C3 

Jý± YC1C2C3 
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Table A. 2: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for patt4 

Pattern 

" 

Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

AtC1C2C3 Jttsý ACIAC2C3 
AC1tC2C3 Jtýsi AC1C2AC3 

ýsl AC1C2C3A atý3ý AC1C2C3t 
AC1C2C3k AC1C2C3n 

Abel AC1C2C3h vWi AC1C2C3y 
J9ý1 AC1C2wC3 Jy. sý AC1C2VC3 
J tl A1C1C2C3 JAI AnC1C2C3 
Jam4 bC1C2AC3 bC1C2C3t 
alsA bC1C2C3h J yam, bC1C2wC3 
J-i ttCCC2C3 jaw tC1AC2C3 
J_- tC1tC2C3 J6.1; tCCC2AC3 
NAA3 tC1C2C3A tC1C2C3t 

-4: 1.., tC1C2C3k . "; tC1C2C3n 
. Lla 3 tC1C2C3h 4Lw. iº tC1C2C3y 

Jj i tC1C2wC3 Ja. ý3 tC1C2yC3 
6"4 tmC1C2C3 Jam; tnC1C2C3 
J.. kL. 8AC1C2C3 8tC1C2C3 
J-a" snC1C2C3 8yC1C2C3 
Jl&ts C1AC2AC3 ýlcli C1AC2C3A 
XLCU C1AC2C3t vlcts C1AC2C3n 

, 
44lb C1AC2C3w als C1AC2C3y 

J, "19 C1AC2wC3 J>-s fbC1C2C3 
J. $L. b C1C2AAC3 YLAb C1C2AC3A 
aILAI C1C2AC3t v1t. s C1C2AC3n 
AIL&k C1C2AC3h 

., 
t1.. 3 C1C2AC3A 

las C1C2AC3y JgL&b C1C2AwC3 
C1C2AyC3 oýlos C1C2C3A' 

eSt" C1C2C3At Q C1C2C3At 
UI C1C2C3Ak 4)s C1C2C3An 
ohs C1C2C3Ah C1C2C3tA 

C1C2C3tk C1C2C3tm 
z) C1C2C3tn adz's C1C2C3th 

C1C2C3km C1C2C3kn 
C1C2C3nA C1C2C3nk 

aa1- C1C2C3nh C1C2C3ny 
181, ßs C1C2C3hA C1C2C3hm 

C1C2C3hn ýL3 C1C2C3wA 
C1C2C3wk C1C2C3wh 

tl. s C1C2C3yA C1C2C3yt 
I: s C1C2C3yn JI a C1C2wAC3 

Y, j. s C1C2wC3A C1C2WC3t 
413-4-11 C1C2wC3A JIB C1C2yAC3 

C1C2yC3t Af- C1C2yC3h 
4rýý 

C1C2yC3y " f C1C2C3t 

aý f C1C2C3h Jc1,4s C1wAC2C3 
table continue d on next page 
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Table A. 2 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
Form Form I 

-A&_4 C1wC2C3A atcys C1wC2C3t 

ýJtL9 
C1yAC2C3 Jla_`k C1yC2AC3 
C1yC2wC3 j4w'. s kC1AC2C3 
ZtC1C2C3 21- 1 1C2C3t 

.A 1C1C2C3h Js. iL1 11C1C2C3 

mtC1C2C3 cJtld+ mC1AC2C3 
J. aLL4 mC1AC2C3 6611. mC1tC2C3 

mC1C2AC3 mC1C2C3A 
ý. t, ý.. mC1C2C3t . 

0-1. mC1C2C3w 
mC1C2C3y Jl mC1C2wC3 
mC1C2VC3 mC1yC2C3 

mnC1Ci2Ci3 ntCi1Ci2Ci3 

nC1AC2C3 nC1tC2C3 
. ala. s3 nC1C2C3k 4Lwýý nCi1C2C3h 

JIaai nC1C2wC3 nCi1wC2Ci3 

L}a nnCi1C2C3 w2C1C2C3 

XWJ wC1C2C3t 41wb, wC1C2C3h 
J. -I! wC1C2wC3 J. ý! wC1C2UC3 
ýl*dº! WYC1C2C3 J. ý UtCiC2C3 

yC1AC2C3 yC1tC2C3 
yC1C2C3A yC1C2C3k 
yC1C2C3n yC1C2C3h 

}d? UC1WC2C3 ýiý ynC1C2C3 

Table A. 3: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for patty 

p- riauCný raaaana raauv... raa. av. n 
6G 

Form Form 
j4ia31 AtC1AC2C3 AstC1C2C3 
JWsl AC1tC2AC3 3e1 AC1tC2C3t 

-4: sl AC1twC2C3 yt, ºýI AC1C2AC3A 
ari.., sl AC1C2AC3h ß, t1.31 AC1C2ACsy 
oSt"I AC1C2CSA' 0 31 AC1C2C3Ah 
Wýsl AC1C2C3tA iLa I AC1C2C3tm 

AC1C2C3tn "I AC1C2C3km 
Isl AC1C2C3kn W. "I AC1C2C3nA 

aI AC1C2C3nh 4I AC1CZ C3ny 
lgls'sl AC1C2C3hA Iod. wi1 AC1C2C3hm 

aI AC1C2C3hn I jiii I AC1C2C3wA 
o sl AC1C2C3wh AC1C2C3yh 
4 

w! l AfnC1C2C3 j. sl A1tC1C2C3 
Jttdtl A1C1ACZ C3 Jlý. tl AIC1C2AC3 
21-1 AZC1C2C3t A1C1C2C3A 
4, ßa. iI ALC1C2Csy J-"11 AZC1C2wC3 

table continue d on next page 
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Table A. 3 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern 
Form' 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

AZC1C2yC3 Kati AZC1yCZ C3 
x. 011 A1mC1C2C3 AnC1C2AC3 
il l AnC1C2C3A ßs31 AnC1C2C3t 

AnC1C2C3n AnC1C2C3y 
ýJseJlý bAZC1C2C3 btCIC2UC3 

Al" bC1C2AC3h JI J bC1C2wAC3 
21, j.. 4 bC1C2wC3t bC1C2yC3t 
J-Z-a-4-1 bmCltC2C3 Al. bmC1CZ C3h 

ttC1AC2C3 Stm: 3 ttC1C2C3A 
ttC1C2C3n V_ "' ttCiC2C3y 
tstC1C2C3 td+ tC1AC2C3A 

adcld; tC1AC2C3t 44LO tCIAC2C3n 
tC1AC2C3y ltd tC1AC2yC3 
tC1C2C3At tC1C2C3An 

IL tC1C2C3tA (41_ tC1C2C3tm 
C3 tC1C2C3tn 1-9ý tC1C2C3km 
&tt , tCjC2C3kn l3 tC1C2C3nA 
a: L3 tC1C2C3nh tCiCZ C3ny 
td L-A3 tC1C2C3hA pýtýd tC1C2C3hm 
&4-A3 tC1C2C3hn I jl tC1C2C3wA 
V jllaz tC1CZiý'i3wn ý. lne tC1CaC3yn 
.A tC1C2yC3h tC1C2UC3U 
5t i tnC1C2C3A 4ý1-az tnC1C2C3n 
cli-i"+ tnCiC2C3y . LL.. 'st,, e aAC1C3C3h 
a1ý: ýW stC1CZ C3h anC1C2C3h 
&:, NcL+ C1AC2C3At v is CIAC2C3An 
W&13 C1AC2C3tA flels CIAC2C3tm 
Y. lcl: C1AC2C3tn V CIAC2C3ty 
1: 1ý1b C1AC2C3nA I-yle. lb C1AC2C3wA 
ý41c1s C1AC2C3wn islet; C1AC2C3yt 

is C1AC2C3yn f ttC1C2C3 
C1C2AC3hA C1C2AC3At 

ri3 C1C2AC3ty a:. ri&s C1C2AC3nh 
ioub C1C2AC3hA attab C1C2AC3yt 
4, +51" C1C2C3Aty M5.... b C1C2C3Akm 

Sw C1CZ C3Akn ü5W C1C2C3AnA 
L, 3-%. b C1C2C3Any 10-13 C1C2C3AhA 
" C1C2C3Ahm C.,. &Nss C1C2C3Ahn 
UJUw C1C2C3tAk e=a! C1C2C3tAh 
(ate C1C2C3tkm 4: rý C1C2C3tkn 
ýoytýºý C1C2C3tmA l: tzlk C1C2C3tnA 

CiC2C3tny W1" C1C2C3thA 
ßt" C1C2C3thm . lei CiC2C3thn 
Ltc'. C1C2C3kmA Aula C1C2C3nAk 
OUW C1C2C3nAh MCI- CiC2C3nkm 

table continue d on next page 
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Table A. 3 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern 
'Form' 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

C1C2C3nkn tos C1C2C3nnA 
1ýºs CiC2C3nny 41.0i C1C2C3nhA 

Niw CjC2C3nhm 44:. w C1C2C3nhn 
L-+L-l C1C2C3hmA (wr- g" C1C2C3wkm 

gia C1C2C3wkn ü-" C1C2C3wnA 

V141-h C1C2C3wny 1&-" C1CZ C3whA 

14.4 C1C2C3whm &A-41+h C1CZ C3whn 
CiWAs C1C2C3yAt C1C2wC3hA 
04-4-ºb CjC2WC3hm C45L"'s C1C2yC3At 

C1C2yC3An 0-41.. 8 CiCsyC3wn 

elgý C1wAC2yC3 tits 
_+3 

C1wC2C3tA 
(Ci z C1wC2C3tm lcJo C1wC2C3tn 
Lll& j. s C1wC2C3nA 14& 41 C1wC2C3wA 

kAZC1C2C3 u'ý lC1C2yC3t 
UtC1C2C3 Jt t lZC1C2AC3 

6"a-t lyC1C2C3n ýC. La!. mtC1ACZ C3 
.. W. mstC1C2C3 XLQLL4 mC1AC2C3t 
tom.. mC1AC2yC3 fz5 . mC1C2C3At 

4) T mC1C2C3An mC1C2C3ty 
mC1C2C3wA Z)-4. L m mC1C2C3wn 

ýT -ý- mCiC2C3yn at, mC1C2wC3h 
jctd. 3 ntC1AC2C3 Lýý nstC1C2C3 
pats; nC1C2C3km zr 1 nCjC2C3kn 
tja nC1C2C3hA (. e nCiC2C3hm 

nC1C2C3hn JL. sl j wAC1C2AC3 
wAlC1C2C3 ýl_ +! wtCiC2yC3 
wsACiC2C3 wstCiC2C3 
wsnC1C2C3 Ile. Lb wC1AC2C3t 

z1l. sý wC1C2AC3t ONtak wC1C2C3A' 
41"1 wC1C2C3hA (-ý-O wCiC2C3hm 
j, cla.., wmC1AC2C3 ý}ct , ytC1AC2C3 

:+ ytC1C2C3A vy ytC1CZ C3n 
jaZim ystCiC2C3 ýtcld yC1AC2C3A 
Ztcl4 yC1AC2C3n yC1C2C3An 

yC1C2C3kln Z4". yCiC2 3kn 

yC1C2C3nA yCiC2C3nh 
yCiC2C3ny yC1C2C3hA 
yCiC2C3hm Lam;, yC1C2C3hn 
yC1C2C3wA VCIC2C3wn 

ýl". 'ý ynC1C2C3A ýr ynC1C2C3n 
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Table A. 4: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for patch 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

AtstC1C2C3 Jt l AstC1C2AC3 
! ýt vi AstC1C2C3A c .., l AstC1C2C3t 

-ý- -ý - AstC1C2C3k ßy1 _ ý- ... 1 AstC1C2C3n 
atlas AC1tC2AC3h C1ta1 AC1tC2AC3y 
CJY1&il AC1C2AC3At i. twt AC1C2AC3hA 
:k Ual AC1C2AC3yt tmSta'sl AC1C2C3AhA 
(4.6.9. &l AC1C2C3Ahm ý 'sl AC1C2C3Ahn 
Wilk I AC1C2C3tmA 14UM1 AC1C2C3kmA 
T ß"ÄI AC1C2C3nhA 'st AC1C2C3nhm 

AC1C2C3nhn 111 AC1C2C3hmA 
tý 'st AC1C2C3whA gL; il AC1C2C3whm 
&A AC1C2C3whn lg_W1 ACIC2C3yhA 

;t AC1C2C3yhm Zý. e. bl AC1C2C3yhn 
Jl. sYl A1AC1C2AC3 jctdtl AltC1AC2C3 
Jy. _, -rl AItC1C2yC3 älctäll AICIAC2C3t 

tdt1 AICIAC2Csy AICIC2AC3y 

x}31 tt AIC1C2AAC3 111,111 AZC1C2AC3t 

VIL I ALC1C2AC3y sal A1C1C2C3A' 
cj Jt AZC1C2C3At v X11 AlC1C2C3An 
aý. tl AIC1C2C3yt ýr ahiI AIC1C2C3yn 

gad11 AZC1C2wC3y at_, ý. tl AIC1C2yC3t 
a11cs"JI AlC1wC2C3t xiii AlmtC1C2C3 
Jct"I AlmC1AC2C3 J411 AlmC1tC2C3 
JIM-41 AlmC1CZ AC3 Jt-; 6 a1 AlmC1C2AC3 
äL. dýt AlmC1C2C3t AlmC1C2C3h 

. oJl AlmC1C2C3y J . tt AlmC1C2wC3 
l lýil AnC1C2C3tA tau l AnC1C2C3tm 
X31 AnC1C2C3tn l t" I AnC1C2C3nA 
trt. :t AnC1C2C3wA AyC1C2C3ny 
Julbtý bAC1tC2AC3 JI u bAZC1C2AC3 
J ri4 bALC1C2yC3 . orit bAlmClC2C3 

" bmCIAC2C3t (0: 124ý bmCiC2Csty 
NAtA; ttC1AC2C3A .LU3 ttC1AC2C3n 
jrtzL ttCIAC2C3y ttC1C2C3WA 

ý tstC1C2C3A tstC1C2C3n 
i;.. i tstC1C2C3y 4)N&U i tC1AC2C3An 

Wcta3 tC1AC2C3tA ldi tCIACZ C3tm 
w tC1ACZ C3tn l+latdi tC1AC2C3nA 

I, 4t&U3 tC1AC2C3wA ýJ, )tcW tC1AC2C3wn 
L'.. kw tC1AC2C3yn a; ; tC1C2C3Anh 
I'l-la ý. + tC1C2C3tmA L"1. z tC1C2C3kmA 
P ý. tC1C2C3nhA tvg" Li tCiC2C3nhm 

tC1C2C3nhn di tC1C2C3hmA 
a3 j, t i tC1C2C3wnh (ems tC1C2yC3hA 
cjý tnC1C2C3An JjIA tnC1C2C3wA 
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Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern, 
Form 

vý tnCjC2C3wn , - tnC1C2C3yn 
"1.3t.. r sAC1C2C3hm aýlct3 C1AC2C3Aty 
vt: ýtcl3 C1AC2C3tAn to: ýto13 C1AC2C3tmA 
Wlcts C1AC2C3tnA C1AC2C3tyn 
lýl, ýt9 fAC1C2C3nA v3vw C1C2AC3Aty 

etas C1C2C3Athm L4A6.9Lss C1C2C3AkmA 
I. om-'ýl. 3 C1C2C3AhmA J% lW.. b C1C2C3tAkm 

C1C2C3tAkn uu C1C2C3tAnA 
ýW,. b C1C2C3tAny UM" C1C2C3tAhA 
M. äWää C1C2C3tAhm 
14 C1C2C3tkmA 
1te to C1C2C3thmA 
Nº l: ýtas C1C2C3twhm 

Wý C1C2C3nAkn 
1: 1Lý C1C2C3nAny 

Z). mW: l C1C2C3tAhn 

OJQZI- C1C2C3tmwh 
lmgiý C1C2C3twhA 

ý4. Slilas C1Ci2Ci3nAkm 

ül: l, ºs C1C2C3nAnA 
C1C2C3nAhA 

(%. &I C1C2C3nAhm C. Im1 C1C2C3nAhn 
l1A C1C2C3nkmA 14 at I- C1C2C3nhmA 

LG", J"s C1C2C3wkmA lam 
-" 

C1C2C3whmA 
lg l+ C1C2C3ythA CIM C1C2wC3yAt 

C1C2yC3tAn CjC2yC3tyn 
ýoýtc ýs C1wC2C3tmA J"i. kAlmC1C2C3 

kmmCiC2C3ty vJ 1tC1C2C3An 

.: JLa. ll 1C1CZ AC3th 16A;; u IZtC1C2yC3 
219Lsai 1mC1AC2C3t äl ":,. " " mBtCi1C2Cgt 

Q-%&U,. mC1AC2C3At CJcld4 mC1AC2C3th 
lo. glcta. mC1AC2C3hm OytA. L4 mC1C2AC3An 
vma. mC1C2C$Aty i,: + ,. mC1C2C3Any 
Z)V1. d4 mC1C2C3tAn QV-4. " mC1C2wC3At 
0-4-4-L. mC1C2wC3wn nC1C2C3kmA 
Lo al nC1C2C3hmA J WIC wAstC1C2C3 
J6:, sl j wAC1tC2AC3 JtWIj wAZC1AC2C3 
Jl. dtl, wAlC1C2AC3 J. y. dtl-f wAZC1C2wC3 

wALC1C2yC3 ß . 011-j wAimC1C2C3 
J"I9 wAnC1C2AC3 J. C=j wttC1AC2C3 
, }act43 wtC1AC2yC3 lagt, j wC1C2wC3hm 
Stcls: u ytCýAC2C$A ýtct ytC1AC2C3n 
l1 

ý ytC1C2C3wA ytCLC2Cswn 
x . t, ystC, C2C3A Z)t t yC1AC2C3An 
I, 4, tcLki yC1AC2C3wA vJicld, yC1AC2C3wn 
, ýj 10: 1 VC1tC2C3wn yC1C2C3Anh 

yC1C2C3kmA yC1C2C3nhA 
jqJýA yCiC2C3nhm zq. U- yCiC2Csnhn 
1.0 6 1.1 yC1C2C3hmA 4,9i aj yCiC2C3wnh 
v-51 , ynC1C2C3An I, yue, j ynC1C2C3wA 
Z)T'"s ynCiC2C3wn 
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Table A. 5: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns forpatt8 

Pattern Pattern _r " Form - Pattern, Pattern 
Form 

ýgacta:, l AtC1AC2C3hA AtC1tC2C3An 
YI al; ,I AstC1C2AC3A alt -I AstC1C2AC3h 

4, t1 ., t AstC1C2AC3y C+N Wt AstC1C2C3At 
I: 1 WI AstC1C2C3tA J, -I1. "1 AstC1C2C3tm 
DWI AstCiC2C3tn a' L_X" "I AstC1C2C3th 
WT AstC1C2C3nA AstCiC2C3ny 

eil AstC1C2C3hA 1 AstC1C2C3hm 
AstC1C2C3wA og., 1 AstC1C2C3wh 
AstC1C2C3wh tÄ1 ü. 1 AstC1C2C3yA 

oJtl AC1AC2C3kmA ' 191 AC1AC2yC3hA 

v4L, 4 sl AC1AC2yC3hm ýYLA: 11 AC1tC2AC3At 

, ýYICAI AC1tC2AC3An WI ACitC2AC3nA 
t4lual AC1tC2AC3hA j, 4waI ACitC2AC3hm 
weal AC1tC2AC3yA : 4tal AC1tC2AC3yt 

1L I AC1tC2AC3yn vl= l AC1tC2C3tny 
Idlim: AC1tC2C3thA IQ d" sI AC1tC2C3thm 
U al AC1tC2C3wnA L, i : mal AC1tCZ C3wny 
Lb, 4. t+: ll AC1tC2C3whA CYVsl AC1C2AC3Ath 

4,3Y1.11 AC1C2AC3Aty t 1tä1 AC1C2AC3hmA 
QLJL&st AC1C2AC3yAt 4), 9. tLf: st AC1C2AC3ywn 

1t. 31 AC1C2AC3yjn 1.63--A. 11 AC1C2C3Athm 
L4,6.5wI AC1C2C3AhmA iaeaI AC1C2C3nhmA 
t, A-"l AC1C2C3whmA Lodela 1 AC1C2C3yhmA 

ýsYl 43, AIACiAC2yC3 L.; 3Yt AlAC1tC2AC3 

ViIaYI AZAC1C2AC3y . to t ALAC1C2C3A' 
cjYI AlAC1C2C3At AZACIC2C3Yt 
J1ý3Y1 AIAC1C2yAC3 sYt AlAC1C2VC3y 
JL I AlAnC1C2AC3 QSI tI AltC1C2C3At 

AltC1C2YC3Y CJWI AlC1AC2C3At 
v ldti AlC1AC2C3An : +telitl AlC1AC2C3yt 

1ctý. tl AZC1AC2C3yn J. cI jUiI AlC1AWAC2C3 
ciYl. at1 AIC1C2AC3At ý}st. dtl AlC1C2AC3wn 
: u1t. aatl AIC1C2AC3Yt lý. tl AZC1C2C3tyn 
ýt l AZC1C2C3yAt tt AZC1C2C3yny 

. tl A1C1C2C3yyn ýY yýl A1C1C2wC3At 
3 ý, ºýsl AZC1C2wC3yt cº SI AZC1C2yC3At 

a: 1 1 AZC1C2YC3yt I tl AZC1wAC2yC3 
äl att AlmtC1C2C3t ätclý. atl AlmC1AC2C3t 

l tl AlmC1AC2yC3 ci otl AlmC1C2C3At 
v o11 AImC1C2C3An ,; ),, LAeI AlmC1C2C3wn 
ä tas o1 AlmC1C2C3yt . atl AlmC1C2C3yn 
at oJ1 AlmC1C2wC3t äLý: o31 AlmnC1C2C3t 
L4: " AnC1CZ C3tmA bAstC1C2AC3 
21L*: au bAC1tC2AC3t ariW, il.; bAC1tC2AC3h 
L, lLabL bAC1tC2AC3y cjttuit, bAC1C2AC3At 

table continue on next page 
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Table A. 5 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern, 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

WtýV bAC1C2AC3nA lýtlýV bAC1C2AC3hA 
l iL L bAC1C2AC3hm v. 'pw+ bAC1C2AC3hn 

"sl, bAC1C2C3thm JI-'sYV bA1AC1C2AC3 
J 4C. U1 4 bAZC1AC2wC3 ß}3l 

ý bAZC1C2AAC3 
U. 11L bA1C1C2AC3t aý1ý JL bALC1C2C3gt 

älcg-a. tV bA1CiwC2C3t J}clý. . 
bA1mC1AC2C$ 

attJ bAImC1C2C3t 1° btC1C2C3thA 
btC1C2yC3At btCiC2yC3hA 

bC1AC2C3hmA 4Yt , bC1C2AC3Ath 
bC, C2AC3thA bCiC, AC3yth 

tss bC1C2C3AAnA I d: " " bCiC2C3ythA 
l443, ", bC1C2wC3hmA bCiC2wC3yAt 
QNct + bmC1AC2C3At lglctaa, bmC1AC2C3hA 
äßt aº bmCiC2wC3yt OSict ttC1AC2C3An 
1 }tct ; ttC1AC2C3wA v, j1cl ttC1AC2C3wn 

ldý+ ttC1AC2C3yn O tstC1C2C3An 
.. ýº tstC1C2C3wA v, p1. ý..; tstCjC2C3wn 
: mow tstCiC2C3yn La: lcld tC1AC2C3tmA 

&glrc. u3 tC1AC2yC3hm 3 tC1C2C3AnhA 
+3 tC1C2C3Anhm tC1C2C3Anhn 
1. d tC1C2C3nhmA L63-4- A3 tC1C2C3wnhA 

pg3r. ; tC1C2C3wnhm _"_ tC1C2C3wnhn 
lodlefiA tC1C2yC3hmA W. -3t9 fACitC2C3nA 
jr. u; l b fAltCIAC2C3 I YVs C1CZ ACSAthA 
Io63tew C1C2AC3Athm l. orml: Lb C1C2C3tAkmA 
L4. &UL" C1C2C3tAhmA U14: t- C1C2C3tmAhA 
LA, jaäl. & CjC2C3tmwhA &A 0 a'! 1. C1C2C3tmwhn 
t. asUW C1C2C3nAkmA lo. &UL, k C1C2C3nAhmA 

CiC2C3ynyAt 01.63e CiC2yC3Athm 
kA1mC1C2C3t a lt kC1C2AC3yth 

Jt WY lAstC1C2AC3 J" 5u IZAC1tC2AC3 
ü lt 1ltC1C2C3At &1c1W 11C1AC2C3yn 
üYý1t 11C1C2AC3At ýW v 11C1C2C3yAt 

. mot .. J 1mCIC2wC3tk lmnC1C2C3wn 
mCjAC2yC3hm Iog; St,. ý,. mC1C2C3Athm 
mC1C2C3Athn CJt s mCiC2wC3yAt 

&#: wAC1C2C3thm 2AAlYl wAlAC1C2C3t 
JAI, wA1tC1C2yC3 atctdtl wAZC1AC2C3t 

wAZC1C2AAC3 ä1b. 11 wAZC1C2AC3t 
. St, ý119 wAZC1C2C3A' U-41 1.1 wAlC1C2yC3t 
ä1D11, wAIC1yC2C3t JrU. 41IJ wAlmC1AC2C3 

wtC1C2yC3At a:. twj wCiC2AC3yth 
t tL"i wC1CZ AC3yhA U--- -i-l wmstC1C2C3A 
a td. j wmCiAC2C3yh CJY wj wmCiC2wC3At 
ciliaL j wyC1AC2C3wn vNtelai ytC1AC2C3An 

}týýý+ ytC1AC2C3wA Z) j1L&l;: " ytCiAC2C3wn 
table continued on next page 
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Table A. 5 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

ON "Q ystC1C2C$An 4,: tAsl.. ystC1C2Cgny 
r1 ystC1C2C3wA C)}L+ "+ýý gstCiCZ C3wn 

yC1C2C$AnhA P4:, .ß VCiC2C3Anhm 
: ºý1ý, yCiC2C3Anhn log: ýl yCiC2C3nhmA 

yC1C2C3wnnA yCiC2C3wnhA 
pgs41, ýº yC1C2C3wnhm rý "_ yCiC2C3wnhn 

Table A. 6: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for paug 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

AstC1C2CgthA 14 910 AstCiC2C3hmA 
s3Yta. ibt AC1tC2AC3Atk u,; Yaj 6C1C2AC$AtnA 
L3 tL, J 6C1C2AC3AthA r. e', YL. 's! 6C1C2AC$Athm 
&a. m"l AC1C2ACsAthn , 6.3wwj 6ClC2AC3yAtk 
aiWls; ý 6C1C2AC3yAth ýI týJ 6CjC2AC3ytAn 
ý 1l,. sl 6CjC2AC3ytyn L 3--, L AC1C2C3AAhmA 
IB. iY Y3t AC1C2wC3AthA üYI.; 6- "'I AstC1C2AC$At 
Wt>ý-.., 1 AstC1CZ AC3nA L411 AstC1C2AC3hA 
14. ß31, k1 AstC1C2AC3hm L&3' - *:.,, 1 AstC1C2AC3yA 

tt Wl AstC1C2AC3yt AstC1C2C3tkm 
--ý--' AstC1C2C3tmA AstC1C2C3tnA 

WI AstC1C2C3tny AstC1C2C3thA 
AstC1C2C3thm OW- i AstC1C2C3nAh 

14 61 AstCjC2C3hmA D WI AstCjC2C3wkm 
lmr _ AstC1C2C3whA aVl,. L. 191 AsC1CZ AC3Ath 
. <=.; Ytft: kf AC1tC2AC3Atk 43 YL i AC1tC2AC3Ath 

"3Ytal ACitC2AC3Aty "41LL: sº AC1tC2AC3hmA 
ýW1a1 AC1tC2AC3yAt lý; tLa $ AC1tC2AC3yhA 
O tLaal AC1tC2AC3ywn tlsýl AC1tC2AC3yyn 
14 6; 10: bl AC1tC2C3thmA tml: lm; I AC1tC2C3nAhA 
WYla. st AC1C2AC3AtnA t L"l AC1C2AC3AthA 
1,63Y1.31 AC1C2AC3Athm a3WL.. 'sI AC1C2AC3yAth 
t4lawI AC1C2AC3ythA stý31 AC1C2AC3ytyn 

AC1C2C3AAhmA QI 1 . 1,1 

}b ACiC2wC3ytyn Jl ýýrl AIAstC1C2AC3 
JIý: ýWýtl AIAstC1C2ACg :. " t AIAstC1C2C3t 
ýYýº3 z A1AC1C2AC3At : J1.3Y1 AZAC1C2AC3yt 
III y i AZAC1C2wAC3t ýýf }, ý3zitl AZAC1C2wC3At 

J, }asLi'I AlAC1C2wC3yn JI.;. if AIAstC1C2AC3 
WYI AIAstC1C2C3t J.; 6; ' *if AIAstC1C2C3y 

at"YI AZAC1tC2AC3t C, tt Yl AlAC1tC2AC3A 
I 'sYl AlAC1tC2AC3y CJYLLkvl AlAC1C2AC3At 

OYI&bYI AIAC1C2AC3An a&tlýs ll AIAC1C2AC3yt 
tobe continue on next page 
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Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern . Pattern 
Form 

tt. Yl A1AC1C2ACsyn F YI AIAC1C2C3Aty 
vJ. J"Yl AIAC1C2C3ywn YI AIAC1C2C3yyn 

AIAC1CswC3yt äýtýsY1 AIAC1C2yC3yt 
atl , Yl AIAnC1C2AC3t 4ILL VI AIAnC1C2AC3y 
II AltC1AC2C3At a. ýt tl AItC1AC2C3yt 
ýYlý: tl AltC1C2AC3At ýýt.., dJl AltC1C2yC$At 
Ci, tU =l AitC1C2yC3At JI AItCiC2yC3yt 
a It.. : -11 AltCiC2yC3yt Wl. ý. o: tl AltC1C2yCgyn 
vi: iawl AICIAC2C3tAn lath AIC1AC2C3tyn 
QttaWI AZC1AC2CsyAt v9LI AIC1AC2C3ywn 

tctatl AIC1AC2C3yyn äs 9cldtl A1C1AC2wC9yt 
"UL-al AZC1C2AACsyt V3YL. A. tI AIC1C2AC3Aty 
vWual AIC1C2AC3tAn ttýtl AIC1C2AC3tyn 
CiLiLsd11 AIC1C2AC3yAt v tLL'aII AIC1C2AC3ywn 

tt tl AIC1C2AC3yyn : +ý3 1 A1C1C2C$AAyt 
Qü 1I AIC1C2C3AnAt a, dtv AIC1C2C$Anyt 
d43-1+a11 AIC1C2C3Awyt �j'- .I AICjC2C3nywn 

}t, ý. tl AIC1C2C3wywn vl'd1,. lI AICiC2C3ytAn 
Ld11 AIC1C2C3ytyn ýW1ýJI AZC1C2C3ynAt 

d . '_ _: tl AIC1C2C3ynyt AIC1C2wC3tAn 
y. ý11 AICiC2wC3tyn ßt_1 1 AIC1C2wC3yAt 

yýlyýttý AZC1C2wC3ywn t 
-"dtl 

AIC1C2wC3yyn 
L tl AZCjCswyC3yt ýta, ýtl AIC1C2yC3Any 

, ýWdl AIC1C2yC3tAn Z AICiC2yC3tyn 
AIC1C2yC3yAt b, 14 -1I AICiC2yC3ywn 
AIC1C2yC3yyn t j. & AIC1mC2wC3yt 

ýjýLdxtl Al1AtC1AC2C3 : iL I AIIAC1AC2C3t 
ý, 1ctýýü1 AIIACIAC2C3y 1t1&3wl AZIAC1C2AC3t 
ý, ttý3xtý AI1AC1C2AC3y ttA. 4. wl AIUAmC1AC2C3 

AI1AmC1CZ C3y J, "A.. Wl AIIAmC1C2wC3 
ý1c1ýo11 AimtC1AC2C3t CJIl-.. tl AImtC1C2C3At 
0 oJl AImtC1C2C3An 0-44M. -: I AImtC1C2C3wn 
"atl AlmtC1C2C3yt -itl AImtC1C2C3yn 
'- otI AimtC1C2C3yn otl AlmtC1C2C3yn 

otl AImtC1C2C3yn äLdCt I AimtmC1C2C3t 
- A:,,. 411 AlmstC1C2C3t 'A 1 . tl AlmstCjC2C3t 

otl AlmstC1C2Csy x. 11 AlmstyCiC2C3 
CiNI LLA. all AimC1AC2C$At ONLU-631 AImCIACZ C3An 
vj" u4ii AImC1AC2C3wn ä. 1atA. 431 AimC1ACZ C3yt 

la. jI AImC1AC2C3yn xtau. d. o. JI AlmC1tAC2C3t 
G-9L,: I AImC1tC2C3At v ä. atl AImC1tC2C$An 
oj 1 :. ä. a11 AlmC1tC2C3wn otI AlmC1tC2C3yt 

AImCitC2C3yn Wytý.. tl AImC1C2AC3An 
Jt. a il AlmC1C2AC3yt 43N. i41 AlmC1C2C$Aty 
'N atl AlmC1C2C3Any �''-il AlmC1C2CgtAn 

table continued on next page 
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Pattern Pattern 
Form' 

Pattern 
- 

Pattern I 
Form 

t Gll AlmCjC2C3tyn üt o31 AlmC1C2C3yAt 
AimC1C2C3yum AlmCiC2C3yyn 

üY ýso11 A1mC1C2wCsAt c+y AlmC1CswC3At 
0-4-4" 411 AlmC1C2wC3wn äa1 ß: w11 AimC1CswC3yt 

t .. n AlmC1C2wC3yn AlmCiyC2C3yt 
ü 41 AlmnC1C2C3At OJIML41 AlmnC1CZ C3wn 
aiYL I AnC1C2AC3Ath Yw; i AnC1C2AC$Aty 
t tt. dSl AnC1C2AC3thA ülJl&bL bAC1C2AC3yAt 
ciLlLo U bAC1CZ AC3yAt azwa. 's bAC1C2C3yAth 

5: ýta WV bAstC1C2AC3k atl;. a:. YV bAstC1C2AC3h 
a- - ý- -u bAstCiC2C3th vu. i.. V bAstC1C2C3ty 
L .t tL bAC1AC2yC3hA üYl 1, bAC1tC2AC$At 
WL. lbV bAC1tC2AC3nA ttlal, bAC1tC2AC3hA 

'v. Ori V bAC1tC2AC3hm ätt,.: IV bAC1tC2ACsyt 
t oýsla31ý bAC1C2AC3hmA üt La L bAC1C2AC3yAt 
lea V bAC1C2C3AthA uL bAZAC1AC2yC3 
Jl>ýYl, bAl6C1tC2AC3 : vl+by bAlAC1C2AC3t 

bAlAC1C2C3A' XI-4AAr bAlAC1CswC3t 
cIýYV bAZAC1AC2yC3 , Jt 3YV bAlAC1tC2AC3 

äýYV bAZAC1C2Csyt a1, YV bAZAC1C2wC3t 
JlýºsYV bAlAC1CsyAC3 Jtý: +YV bAlAnC1C2AC3 
, kci tu bAitCiACsyCs bA1tC1C2C$At 
z' 1.; 6- ý bA1tC1C2C3yt a5taw bAIC1AC2C$At 
o WL bAZC1AC2C$An wd bALC1AC2C3yt 

ictdtLº bAZC1AC2Csyn at. tta U bAZC1AC2yC3t 
üYlaý. tlý bAZC1C2AC3At üýttýetlý bAZC1C2AC$At 
74L . A1V bAZC1C2AC3yt ül s4 bAZC1C2C3wAt 

bA1C1CZ C3yAt L. diV bAlCiC2C3yyn 
üYydtV bAZC1C2wC3At xt, "tV bAlC1CswC3yt 
üSlýJla bAZC1C2yC3At : 55 it4 bAZC1C2yC3At 
; r1, tV bAZCjCsyC3yn c1,4. i 4 bA1C1wAC2yC3 
at Y. V bAlC1yC2wC3t JAA"Iv bAlmstC1C2C3 
7ýtct tV bAlmC1AC2C3t JSldatl, bAlmC1AC2yC3 

, olL bAlmC1tC2C3n ýº .. tV bAlmC1C2C$At 
L). 5L L. i bAlmC1C2C$An ä_lý. otV bAlmC1C2C3yt 

L, bAlmC1C2C3yn üYtý; V bAnC1C2AC$At 
ld ut. a34 bAnC1C2AC3hA ti aU btC1AC2yC3hA 
I d: ý 121; btC1C2C3ythA an btCiC2yC3Ath 
1461ý-"" btC1CayC3hmA L'"5letiw bCIAC2C$AtnA 
l43 LL bC1AC2C3AthA told, bC1AC2C3ythA 
t:; Ytac bC1CsAC$AtnA l43Ylad, bC1C2AC3AthA 
p63Yt,. au bC1C2AC$Athm l. og: 1I, ºL bC1C2AC3thmA 
a3LJ" bC1C2AC3yAth L--L".; bCiC2AC3ythA 
lý:, l" bC1C2C3yAthA ý. Lý bCiC2C3yAthm 
L 3Y "A. J bC1C2wC3AthA I g: wt bCiC2wC3ythA 
435t, . bC1C2yC3AthA ci bmstC1C?. C3At 
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w bmstCjC2C3hm 43N4u4, bmC1AC2C$Ath 
v3NAU-w bmC1AC2C3Aty Uuau bmCIAC2C3tnA 
l4L La bmC1AC2C3thA bmC1AC2C3thm 
ýrg: lctýoý bmC1AC2C3thn t$l. cta. w bmC1AC2yC3hA 
a; w bmC1tC2CsAth lei w bmC1C2C3AthA 

bmC1C2C3ythA tgý. ý. w bmCiC2wC3tyn 

,, W, .j bmC1C2wC3yAt . t: ý1 bmC1C2wC3yth 

ns ý tstCjC2Cswnh l43StcU3 tC, AC2C3AthA 
(6.63W tC1AC2C$Athm Acid tC1AC2C3ynny 
W$ICIA3 tC1tC2C3wnhA l443z tC1C2C3AnhmA 
1.443, "43 tC1C2C3wnhmA (o-V-54-a3 tCiC2yC3Atkm 
13 3 tC1C2yC3AtnA 143 tC1C2yC$AthA 
M43.5 tCiC2yCsAthm a, l- tr -131 tCjC2yC3yAth 
I. e.. 61ýLL6J tCiC2yC3ythA 114 sAC1tC2C3hmA 

statCiC2C3yn tý1cl W 8ntC1AC2C3hA 
4)t Ls4,,, syiC1AC2C3An v, JL- sytCiAC2C3wn 

systCiC2C3hA v, 1.; 6*: ...:.. systC1C2Cswn 
il -t " syC1C2C3wnnA ßg; 91 -;. t " syCjC2C3wnhm 
Ari us fAstC1C2AC3h f. eltbu fAC1tC2AC3hm 
gels fAC1tC2C3thA 43YLals fAC1C2AC$Ath 

, Ymb fAZAC1C2C3A' U4.. Art's fAZAC1C2wC3t 
JLA: sYls fAZAC1tC2AC3 " Yts fAIAC1C2C$A' 
J"vu fAlAnC1C2AC$ elämls fA1tC1AC2yC3 
QN. &WLb fAZC1ACZ C$At v, 414tdriI fAIC1AC2C3wn 

fAZC1AC2C3yn QYt&a11a fA1C1C2AC$At 
a il, ýttý fAZC1CZ AC3yt tit it3 fAZC1C2C3yAt 

rib fAZC1C2yC$An vj1dLb fAZCiC2yC3wn 
I to fALC1wAC2yC3 X, &U-JU fA1mC1AC2C3t 
Ln. tlý fA1mC1AC2yC3 Q otu fAlmC1C2C$At 

OSt. "t3 fAlmC1C2C$An v, . t3 fAlmCiC2C3wn 
La IU fAImC1C2C3yt xi ". Wu fA1mC1C2wC3t 

SL-sYlo fbAIAC1C2AC3 j4l-L4ri. s fbAlmC1AC2C3 
t f tstCiC2C3nA I g' "" f tstCiC2C3wA 

L" tSla C1C2AAC3ytnA lo 3 Ls C1C2AC3AthmA 
C1C2AC3yAthA 4: ". t s C1C3C3AnythA 
C1C2C3AnythA I. as 4äA. 1 C1C2C3tmwhmA 

Wkt, s.,. b C1C2wC3yAtnA lg3y-"3 C1C2wC3yAthA 
týtg. s CiC2wC3yAthm L44---J-"l CiC2wC3ythmA 
teL" fC1AC2C3ythm C1fCZ C3tmwhA 

f llmC1C2C3yn tm, JW f mC1tCZ C3whA 
0-"" 3 fytCiAC2C3wn 16,111: fystC1C2C3hA 

fystCiC2C3wn fystCiC2C3wn 
1ý 91:.. ýs f yCitC2C3whA t. e.;, il f yC1C2C3wnhA 
Wl Leon kAC1tC2AC3nA J" Yu. kALAC1tC2AC3 
JLLZYlý kAlAnC1C2ACg tý1te kAZC1AC2C3yt 
W1cLdtLS kAZC1AC2C3yn "YL, ºý. 11ý kAZC1C2AC$At 
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Form Form 
%. JIa. aJLS kAiC1C2AC3yt JLLWLS kALC1C2AC3yn 
äßt -4.., i1li. kAIC1C2wC3yt C, S1&L fl kAZC1C2yC3At 

. w. kAlmtC1C2Cst oJL, 6 kAlmstC1C2C3 
l ttý kAlmC1AC2yC3 ý attý kAlmC1C2C3At 

ýSt. ýollso kAlmC1C2C3An ZH". "-w. kA1mCiC2C3yn 
at, . o115 kAlmC1C2wC3t ,If" ýL kC1C2C3wAnyn 

kmstC1C2C3At kmstCiC2C3yn 
YI, ýýY 1AstC1C2AC3A 4.3 tLsItt I6C1C2AC3Ath 
I. oýtt. 3Sr IAC1C2AC3hmA Qltl.; tt 16C1C2AC3yAt 
L'3 Y IAC1C2C3AtnA ä"IY ZAAC1C2yC3yt 

lAatC1tC2AC3 yI WY IAstC1C2AC3A 
All , AL WY lAstC1C2AC3h CJYIA: 3Y IAC1tC2AC3At 
WIlaeY IAC1tC2AC3nA lglwav IAC1tC2AC3hA 
Iodtwa-I 1AC1tC2AC3hm : ktWsY ZAC1tC2ACayt 
o11i3Y ZAC1tC2C3nAh t. oOWY 1AC1C2AC3hmA 
üWla3Y ZAC1C2AC3yAt 21cl .Y lAmtC1AC2C3t 
GYI Y lAnC1C2AC3At aiNci t ltC1AC2C$Ath 
lo. tat t ItC1AC2C3hmA lZ J 1tC1C2C3AtnA 
t ia1 ZC1AC2C3AthA f loot ZC1AC2C3ythA 
t: 3Yt t IC1C2AC3AtnA lg3YL, ºa1 1C1C2AC3AthA 
WIýý. t IC1C2CsyAtnA I. 43J lC1C2yC3AthA 
Lilt 1C1wAC2yC3hA Jlsýý., t 11AstCiC2AC3 
Qvw. t ZZ6C1C2AC$At ä. Jlýsýlt IIAC1C2AC3yt 
Jt 1lAstC1C2AC3 ýYIýeStt ZZAC1C2AC3At 
o Nrl litt lltC1AC2C$At 11tC1C2yC$At 

fehlt 11C1AC2C3tyn Gt iL AI ZIC1C2AC3yAt 
1lýlt llC1C2AC3yyn CJüýiA. Lt 11C1C2C3AnAt 

äo17 ý 11C1C2C3Anyt li Jdi 11CjCaC3ytyn 
, 
ýW, ati IIC1C2wC3yAt t, tt IUCiC2wC3yyn 
ail 4u llmtC1C2C3At _-: di ilmtCiC2C3yn 
XU "" -U llmatC1C2C3t CJNctdolt IlmC1AC2C3At 
&. tau'l Z1mC1AC2C3yn A alt 11mCitC2C$At 
'- 11mC1tC2C3yn j73 oli llmC1C2C3Aty 
x. 011 llmCiC2C3tyn : oY . lt llmC1C2wC$At 
kty-a.., lImCiCawC3yt -6 llmC1CawCsyn 
cj5L&a- .. as lmstC1C2C3At Citu=L . ot 1mC1AC2AC$At 
tUte. U. o! lmC1AC2C3tnA 4: Lä43 1mC1AC2C3thA 

ir-L t ImC1AC2C3thm a3 .1 ImC1tC2C$Ath 
163 . o1 ImC1C2C$AthA �31t. -a lmC1C2C3yAty 
Aw- o1 ImCjC2wC$Ath I, ¢ir. 11 IytC1AC2C3wA 
14e1-w;... ' f lystC1C2C3hA 11- i IystC1C2C3wA 
I. o. m lyC1C2C3whmA L'Jtlä.. mtC1AC2C3tAn 
zt. mtC1AC2C3tyn I ;.. mtC1C2C3AthA 

r-.. mtC1C2C3Athm z mstCiC2C3tyn 
LillsAil"A mstC1C2C3ynA ps 1- 4 mstCiC2C3yhm 
t.; 3N4lc. 4 mC1AC2C3AtnA t, 43NP. U o mC1AC2C3AthA 
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ye. 63 5taLL- mC1AC2C3Athm Log+lcld. mU1AU2U3thmA 
W N. -: " mC1tC2C$AtnA L63 

. 
NAIL* mC1tC2C3AthA 

mC1tC2C3Athm 9. a. " mC1tC2C3Athn 
L41JL. d. mC1C2AC3ythA t. yt. L. mC1C2C3AthmA 
UIIm- mC1C2C3yAtnA LUY, .. mC1C2wC3AtnA 
143i mC1C2wC3AthA 14.43Y mC1C2wC3Athm 
1_; Y ý, ºý.. mCiC2wC3Atyt ä+W, ¢... mC1C2wC3yAth 
=4 011,. mC1C2wC3ytnA L6! J AZ. mC1C2wC3ythA 

3 
º.. 4l,, 1 y-.. mC1C2wCsythm L43.5t44. mC1wC2C$AthA 
1%43NAXý mnC1C2C3Athm t t" Al, 19 wAstC1C2C3hA 
WAcliil wAC1AC2yC3nA t'+q Lj wAC1AC2yC3hm 

Am3YI&1j J w6C1C2AC$Atk &3Yt mlj y wAC1C2AC3Ath 
L. 4L. bij wAC1C2AC3hmA üt: ýtwi j wAC1C2AC3yAt 
cj,. _ria3i j wAC1C2AC3ywn tLajj wPC1CZ AC3yyn 

wAC1C2C3A'nA aiYgeai, wAC1C2wC3Ath 
Yl. ºý wAstC1C2AC3A ari. A--. 1! wAstC1C2AC3h 
Q41-1-º wAstC1C2AC3y Cj"I wAstC1C2C$At 

wAstC1C2C3tm Wºý wAstCjC2C3th 
Wa ld wAstC1C2C3nA ICI, wAstC1C2C3hA 
Lq. L, º WIC wAstC1C2C3hm IjIj wAstC1C2CswA 

wAstCIC2C3wh tglrelsl, wAC1AC2yCshA 
ciYlat. ) wAC1tC2AC3At a: 1tSZ3º, wAC1tC2AC3tk 
aJL*ablj wAC1tC2AC3th tatWsº, wACitC2AC3nA 
lstt*7a1 wAC1tC2AC3hA Io4WAI9 wAC1tC2AC3hm 
ýgiLa Ij wAC1tC2AC3hn W1 3º wAC1tC2AC3yA 
%JLCal wAC1tC2AC3Ut ll+- wAC1tCZ C3thA 
ld kl, wAC1tC2C3whA CJltl+k1, wAC1CZ AC3yAt 
.:, ari, ºII_t wAC1C2AC3yth Z), .aIj wAC1C2AC3ywn 
tos ºj wAC1C2C3AAhA 1435%ab1 wAC1C2C3AthA 
j%, p3 Ij wAC1C2C$Athm . 1L WI j wAC1C2C3mAAt 
J. C. Lb%ri wAIACIAC2yC3 4,, 8L& Ili wAlAC1C2AC3y 
VILA )rI3 wAlAC1C2AC3y +vl, wAlAC1C2C3A' 
Jýt3Yl j wAlAC1AC2yC3 JWiYI, wAlAC1tC2AC3 
jta: sYl j wAlAC1tC2AC3 a L%1*11 j wAlAC1C2AC3t 
VlLakY1 wAlAC1C2AC3y 0%AIVI wAIAC1C2C$A' 
"-5te3Yl wAIAC1C2C3At J YI wAIAC1C2C3Ak 

ta3Yl wAlAC1C2C3yt Jtý. asyl wAlACCC2yAC$ 
JtebºYl, wAlAnC1C2AC3 vuta. ', ti' wAltC1ACZ C3y 
J"cL=1.3 wAltC1AC2yC3 Q. 5L%=I j wAltC1C2C$At 

Ij wAltC1C2C3yt ß.! I9 wAltC1C2yC3t 
tl j wAltC1C2yC3y ýý1cWIj wAIC1AC2C3At 

, )qLQ tl-f wAIC1AC2C3An 4)9laldtº' wAIC1AC2C3wn 
äýtcld I. j wAZC1AC2C3yt Wlj wAIC1AC2C3yn 
4}cwl-f wAZC1AC2wC3y X13 tº9 wAIC1C2AAC3t 
L, 1s 1. j wAIC1C2AAC3V C+YL. 1119 wAIC1C2AC3At 
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, ýl .L J$J WAWCl(; 2AUgwn 
J ita. iI j wAZC1C2AC3yl 
2l jLadtl, wAZC1C2AwC3t 
V3; Wlj wAZC1C2C$Aty 
1351, ä1j wAlC1C2C3Ant 

. ýtLLiJl, WALC1C2AC3yt ä- 
1LaWl j wA1C1C2AC3yn 

äLL iI wAZC1C2AyC3t 
4,. tý1. ý119 wAlC1C2C3AIy 

wAZC1C2C3Any 
4l $! wAIC1C2C3Awy alIj wAlUl(: 2U3tyn 

wAIC1C2C3wAt C111. iJI, wAIC1C2C3yAt 
v ma l! wAIC1C2C3bwn wAZCiC2C3yyn 
ýY yý11! wALC1C2wC3At XJJAXI! wAlCiC2wC3yt 

tyýtl! wAIC1C2wC3yn Z; 5LA I_q wAZC1C2yC3At 
vli:. d11! wAIC1C2yC3wn äal-! l! wAlC1C2yC3yt 
W1 tý! wAZC1C2yC3yn vIrljajlj wAIC1wAC2C3y 
J: el tl! wAICiwAC2yC3 ä 4l! wAlC1yC2C3Ut 
1sy_ X11! wAlC1yC2wCst Jcläi 1I J wAlmtC1AC2C3 
ä1. ße11! wAlmtCiC2C3t at', wAlmtC1C2C3n 

wAlmtC1C2yC3 JA. 145.43I! wAlmtmC1C2C3 
ß. 1i! wAlmstC1C2C3 Z. Icta. atIj wAlmC1AC2C3t 

cl tl! wAlmC1AC2yCs 210a4 tj wAlmC1tC2C3t 
. ýI! wAlmC1tC2Csn : "I j wAlmC1tC2Csy 

21214 Ij wA1mC1C2AC3t 4,3a a4I j wAlmC1C2AC3y 
Cj, t* il! wAlmC1C2C3At Si4j wAlmCiC2C3wn 
1L4411! wAlmCiC2C3 t *i! wA1mCiC2C3yn 

wAlmCjC2wC3t vJ,.,. s Ij wAlmC1C2wC3y 
4011i wAlmCiC2yC3g äL. d. oJtj wAlmnC1C2C3t 
J1ý3ýo1ý! wAlmwC1C2AC3 'sttl! wAlyAC1C2yC3 

wAnC1C2AC3At LgriaI-9 wAnC1C2AC3hA 
2. JLm6a31j wAnC1C2AC3yt p4L%kvj wb4C1C2AC3hm 

sts3+t, j wb6C1C2AC3yt J' - 4! wbAstC1C2AC3 
. jt:. aL j wbAC1tC2AC3h &OL* L! wbAC1C2AC3hm 

tt. ': Vj wbAC1C2AC3yt >-; Vi wbAC1C2C3thA 
Jl. s -q wbAIAC1C2AC3 Jl,., VL_g wbA1AC1C2AC3 
j j-wY ! wbA1AC1C2wC3 jr. = tv, wbAltC1AC2C3 

: 11,! wbAltC1C2yC3 J. Sulll, j wbAZC1C2AAC3 
wbA1C1C2AC3t C, --t 

V9 wbAZC1C2C3At 
wbA1C1C2C3An ät.. ajVj wbAlC1C2C3yt 
wbAICiC2yC3t JcUAIV j wbA1mC1AC2C3 

. o1V! wbAlmCjtC2C3 -16 j wbA1mCjC2C3t 
W Iý:,! wbtC1C2AC3nA a: ' -j wbtC1C2yC3th 
tel., 143 wbtC1C2yC3hA lg-Leib, l wbC1AC2C3thA 
W W93 wbC1C2AC3thA (%-dzLº ! wbC1C2AC3thm 
lo, g3 U_": ! wbC1C2C3Athm t ': 1.1 ! wbCiC2C3ythA 
I6�AW6I wbC1C2yC3thA CjN&L j wbmC1AC2C3At 
kj-4- .i wbmC1C2wC3yt L' Lai! wtC1AC2yC3nA 
1, O. Lr. ,j wtC1AC2yC3hA pýtd+' wtCiAC2yC3hm 
(G43yl U! wtC1C2C3Athm . 6+ di! wtCjC2yC3Atk 
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435L ºj wtCjC2yC3Ath 1. -461 , wtC1C2yC3hmA 
143Neli! wC1AC2C3AthA p43 Lj wC1AC2C3Athm 
lom: tclhj wC1AC2C3thmA tq,: ýlcls! wC1AC2C3ythA 
L13Yl. sj wC1C2AC3AtnA L#31LAsj wC1CZ AC3AthA 
tsg t ,. b j wC1C2AC3Athm äiYLbj wC1C2AC3Atyt 
L4.4: Jt.. b! wC1C2AC3thmA äit 3L&j wC1C2AC3mAAt 
ail_ri. ij wC1C2AC3yAth t ri"! wC1C2AC3ythA 

ri. 3j wC1C2AC3ythm t 11+ßs9 wC1CZ AC3yyhA 
c, La. tj wC1C2C3AnyAt aw. 5W ! wC1C2C3Anyth 

! wCiC2C3Anyyn L uiaj wC1C2C3tAhmA 
taj 4-1aj wC1C2C3tmwhA ls3161, b9 wC1C2C3yAthA 

L4-h-s wCiC2C3yAthm 163, tß,! wC1C2wC3AthA 
(i. 43Yi-ii wC1C2wC3Athm lq t, ! wCiC3wC3ythA 

y. 3ý! wCiC2wC3ythm 434-a3j wC1C2yC3AthA 
L4.1:. i! wC1C2yC3ythA l: l, o! wC1wAC2yC3nA 
ý1. cI_3j wC1wAC2yC3hA wC1wAC3yC3hm 
L#: j }"J! wC1yC3wC3thA Cj'IL&I =, j wkAC1C2AC3At 
QVL"t"j wkAC1CZ AC3At QNL. d115j wkALC1C2C3At 
WL.. iyj wlAC1C2AC3nA Arj wZAC1C2C3nhm 

loýL=j wZtC1AC2C3hm IdL J! wltCiC2yC3hA 
ldlsl ! wlC1C2AAC3hA 11&tj w1C1C2AC3thA 
td3.51&. t! wLC1C2C3AthA J1 3Xt! w11AC1tC2AC3 
c+ J! wlltC1C2C3At wlclalt! w11C1AC2C3yn 
aoli-It! wl1C1C2AC3At Ate v! wUlmC1AC2C3t 
" 011! wllmC1C2C3At ýJtl-, L4"j wllmCiCaC3yn 
n . &U. j! wlmCiAC2C3yh lg: l41a! wlmCiC2C3thA 

wj 
1-4 

.4 wlnCjC2C3nhm a3 .! wmtC1C2C3Ath 
H. wmtCiC2C3yyn ýº ,.. j wmatC1C2C3At 

, -4'. : .! wmstC1C2C3hm ,. ý.! wmstCiC2C3yn 
.3tL..! wmC1AC2C3Ath '3 L U..! wmCIAC2C3Aty 
lg: lcl.. j wmCjAC2C3thA lo$a1clý..! wmCiAC2C3thm 
t 1ctý..! wmC1AC2C3yhA pgl_eld.! wmCiAC2yC3hm 
43NAUAJ wmC1tC2C3Ath L&jt, ü. dj wmCitC2C3whA 
I: üy. A. L.! wnzC1C2C3AtnA 163 .! wmCiC2C3AthA 
p43Sl. ä..! wmC1C2C3Athm iU imj wmC1C2C3AnAt 
aaYy. L.! wmCiC3wC3Ath a3 Lm! wmnC1C2C3Ath 
ONtclä: uj wytCiAC2C3An 91c1ý: u, wytCjAC2C3wn 
.u Hs u! wytCjC2C3wnh v ý! wystC1C2C3An 

.. u! wystC1C2C3ny '-,; j wystC1C2C3hA 
I;!, ºý""':! wyatCiC2C3wA j wystC1C2C3wn 
s*&icLkjj wyC1AC2C3whm wyCitC2C3wnh 
Lg: + ! wtC1C2C3AnhA wyCiCaC3wnhA 

wyCIC2Cswnhm t. agtclý:, ytCIAC2C3hmA 
ytCiAC2C3wnk a, ýlct ytC1AC2C3wnh 

43-41wg. ytC1C2C3wnhA ystCiC2C3nhA 
"ür'a" VstC1C2C3wnh omU yCiACZ C3wnkm 
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yC1AC2C3wnnA 3,41cUYj yCiAC2C3wnny 
1ý:, }teld, yC, AC2C3wnhA f. pj tU yCjAC2Cswnhm 
143,1- . ýý yC1tC2CswnhA yC1tC2C3wnhm 
L44j yC1C2C3AnhmA yCiC2C3wnhmA 

Table A. 7: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns forpattlo 

Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
Form Form 

. t3Yl. --A AstC1C2AC3Ath Lag1L . ý1 AstC1C2AC3hmA 

I.. 3 Li AatC1C2C3Athm tmW AatC1C2C3nAhA 
&O-l I AC1tC2AC3Atkm L: 3YL. l31 AC1tC2AC3AtnA 
143YL.: 31 AC1tC2AC$AthA Y1r31 AC1tC2AC3Athm 
d*3LJL.:. il AC1tC2AC3yAth t61"1Wsl AC1tC2AC3ythA 
l lJUbl AC1C2AC3yAthA Itri&3t AC1C2AC3yAthm 

4, tt Yt AIAstC1C2ACsy ciWYI AIAstC1C2C3At 
xj---"""YI AIAstC1C2Csyt civuabVI AIAC1tC2AC3At 
XiLa W AIAC1tC2AC3yt tLa3Yl A1AC1tC2AC3yn 
QLJL&sYl AZAC1C2AC3yAt v.. tta3Yt AZAC1C2AC3ywn 
ýy. ýtl., ýýYl A1AC1C2AC3yyn 711... sYl A1AC1C2yAC3yt 
üYlaiýYl AZAnC1C2AC3At ä11&a; YI AIAnC1C2AC3yt 
ýt t tý AltCIAC2C3yAt týld. tl AitC1AC2yC3yt 
ýtaL l AItC1C2YC3UAt tI AitCiC2UC3UAn 

AitC1C2yC3ywn Lýºý: ýtI AltCiC2yC3yyn 
ýtctdtl A1C1AC2C3ytyn c+I: tUAll AIC1C2AC3ynAt 

Qt. 1 l AIC1CsC3AnyAt 4)g ºýIýtt AIC1C2C3Anywn 
AIC1C2C$Anyyn I }tý. tl AIC1C2C3wAnyt 
AIC1C2C3ynyAt vI AlCiC2C3ynywn 

lýtl AlCiC2C3ynyyn AIC1C2yC3Anyt 
aýJ1 AICiC2yC3ytyn &ýt9. alI AIC1wAC2C3ytjn 

1. Lsl }dtl AIC1WACzyCsyt Qýlctdwtl AlmtC1AC2C3At 
v-mcldAlt AlmtC1AC2C$An 0-4ia 1431 AlmtC1AC3C3wn 
;. iglslatl AlmtCIAC2C3yn cjo AlmstC1C2C$At 
C)al AlmstC1C2C$An r- -tI A1matC1C2Cswn 
21 t--- -ýt AlmstCiC2C3yt 011 AlmatC1C2C3yn 

tetý. o3I AimC1AC2C3tyn at4au l AlmC1AC2yCsyt 
ýýtcL'. d. Ji AImC1tAC2C3At ,: )lit oJt AImC1tC2C3tAn 

AlmC1tC2C3tyn 1 1t A1mC1C2AC3tyn 
ýtýttýe. at1 AlmC1C2AC3yAt v}ýil* 1I AlmC1C2AC3ywn 

t1M; 641 AimC1C2AC3yyn ; . olt AlmC1C2C$Atyn 
u-NL& . atl AImC1C2C3AnAt ä»LL.. JI AlmC1C2C3Anyt 
v3Y, "oii AlmC1CswC3Aty oWy JI AlmC1C2wC3tAn 

J }aý. aJl AimC1C2wC3tyn ütýyý. o11 AlmCiC2wC3yAt 
ýy_wt atl AlmCjC2wC3y11n v1 - ii$ AlmnC1C2C3tAn 

table continued on next page 
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Table A. 7 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern 
Form' 

Pattern, Pattern 
Form 

L43Y ,i AnC1C2AC3AthA l WA AnC1C2AC3Athm 
bAstC1C2AC3At Wt WV bAstC1C2AC3nA 

tit Wý bAstC1C2AC3hA bAstCiC2AC3yt 
tßa. ý;.,, h bAstCjC2C3thA t .., V bAstC1C2C3thm 
. vYW3V bAC1tC2AC3Ath L441Lm L bAC1tC2AC3hmA 
QWla:, sý bAC1tC2AC3yAt t Ywtj bAC1C2AC3AthA 
a3tt1.31ý bAC1C2AC3yAth Jlasý. WYIý bAlAstC1C2AC3 
u. YL bAlAstC1C2C3t 4,1WýYL bAlAC1tC2AC3y 

bAZAC1C2AC3At QSLU L bA1tC1AC2C$At 
C-Nt- 4 bAltC1C2yC3At &Ztl&a14 bAZC1C2AC3tyn 
GL, rih. alu bA1C1C2AC3yAt i iL bAZC1C2C3Anyt 
"l jI bAZC1C2C3AwAt ýW 1V bALC1C2wC3yAt 

14.434 bAlC1C2wCsyyn XICLA iai% bA1mtC1AC2C3t 
bA1mtC1C2C$At - iJV bAlmtCjC2C3yn 

tclýatt, bAlmC1AC2C$At tL XL bA1mC1ACZ C3yn 
bAlmC1tC2C3At ,-1V bAImC1tC2C3yn 

, _, lt, 14 V bAlmC1C2C3yAt ýYg, ý. otV bAlmC1C2wC3At 
äa1 . iL, bAlmC1C2wCgyt ja XL bAlmCiC2wC3yn 
AMIL iLA bAnC1C2AC3Ath lg; Nelz, btCIAC2C3AthA 
1. d3su btC1C2yC$AthA l63tta. o bmC1AC2C$AthA 
183 . a.. ß bmC1tC2C3AthA &431d' 4 bmCiC2C3yAthn 
WY bmC1C2wC$AtnA lj &t bmC1C2wCsythA 

ý .w bmCiC2wC3ythm l 6' _lal. tstC1C2C3ynhA 
I. oýºSl tC1C2yCsAthmA Lg; gtct ayCiAC2C3wnhA 
Jtý. ý., Yts fAlAstC1C2AC3 2tlfti'sYlb fA1AC1tC2AC3t 
C, YL. 3Yts fAZAC1C2AC3At 2ILa Ls fAlAnC1C2AC3t 
üýtctä: llý fAltC1AC2C3At Q-9- tus fA1tC1C2yC$At 

f AIC1C2wC3yAt Z" -- - rte f AlmstCiC2Cst 
Qt tts fAlmC1AC2C3At 0,4icla4lLk fA1mC1AC2C3wn 
"Y . attý fAlmC1C2wC3At QN, ºWL'b fbAlmC1C2CsAt 
tas Simi. f syC1C2C3wnhA f C1C2C3AnytnA 

f lystCiC2C3wA C1yC2C3AnAthm 
kitt--. -Ls kAstC1C2AC3hA Jt., YL4r= kAlAstC1C2AC3 
at-YUM kA1AstC1C2C3t QYt blyL, kAZAC1C2AC3At 
ci. 54. dJta. kAltC1C2yC3At QLJL%Al kAZC1C2AC3yAt 
QU Laitl96 kAZC1C2C3AnAt 2. a-lA 3t kAZCiC2C3Anyt 

La it kAZC1C2wC3yAt ,- 1'g. kAlmtC1C2C3yn 
cj5t&u4jLr= kAlmC1AC2C3At " a. a L kAlmC1tC2C3At 
cjt:!. aIL16 kAlmC1C2C3yyn ci Y, 4tß kAlmC1C2wC3At 
C, YL, s ZAstC1C2AC$At tai WY IAstC1C2AC3hA 
ýoetl ; ý�Y lAstC1C2AC3hm lAstC1C2AC3yt 

... Y lAstC1C2C3thA 4VLmasY ZAC1tC2AC3Ath 
a31L&AW IAnC1C2AC$Ath ü :.. 5u IZAstC1C2C3At 
QYta: ýW UUACitC2AC3At aJLCLbxt 11AC1tC2AC3yt 

Jtýýtt IIAC1C2AC3 yn ZYt ; Xt ilAnC1C2AC3At 
tJ llCiCaC3ynyyn t: olt llmtACiC2C3yn 

table continued on next page 
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Table A. 7 - continued from previous page 

I Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Morn Pattem 
Form 

üýtas- _ýr UmdtCiC2C3At mt1 sYn 

UmC, tC*2C3yyn .: ItT; _: _r llmC, C3wC3yAt 

lmstC C2C3yhA lmC, tCC1AthA 
L4! -J3 4 lmC1C2uC3ythA r4:. J$. ++i ImC1GwC3ythm 

lystC1C2C3nhm W-O. "tj lyC1AC2C3wnnA 

e411 U. J lyC1AC2C3wnhm mstC1C3C3AthA 
T "I_ýw mC1AC3yC3ythA 043YU:. mC, tGAC3Athm 
L. j; x..!. * mC1tC2C3AthmA &4L1w.. mC1C2AC3yAthm 
ti; yj,. ßa mC1GwC3yAthA 042Y J-"-* mC1C3wCiyAtAm 
t,. ß;, 14,.:,. mC1C2wC3ythmA : rYi- --If wMtC1C2AC3At 
W1.11-13 wAstCiCvACjnA t, i'- ,:.. 3 wAstC GAC3hA 

j. 43tM A! --1j wAstC1C2AGhm t_. 1'- --'J WAttC1C2AC3yA 
. _jj wAstC1C2AC3yt 4: 1.:.:.. ýý wA, t0002C3thA 

Ii wAstC1C2Clthm 43y"IJ wACitC3AC3Atb 
Qt_, ria: bt j wAC1tC2AC3yAt a: _ "I j WACitC2ACZyth 
0y.. tt-: Alj wAC1tC2AC3ywn LdMaloJ wAC1C3AC3AthA 

YL. iIj WAC1C2ACsAthm 43YL Il j WACICIAC3yAth 
p4: +tt. klj wAC1C3ACaythm J' - --Yl j WA1AAILCIC2AC3 

wAZAatC1C2C3t 4, tt,.: IYIj wA1ACitC3AC3A 
vjt,. JYlJ wAZAC1tC3AC3y QYUI*Jl j WAZAC1C3AC3At 

. tt. lYlj WAJACIC2AC3yt .: Y. "YIJ wALAC1C2C3yAt 
wA1ACiC2Gyyn ! Y$"yI j WAIAC*CIWC3At 

kj. t.. iYlJ wA1ACiC2wCayt ls. IYIJ wAIACICwCivt 
-1c= Ij wAltC1AC2C3At "U: tlj WA1tCýAC2CZyt 

" =ij wAltCiC3yCiAt : wAltC$ClyC3yt 
"L . WI j wAICZAC2C3vAt vi4 Wl j wA1CAC3C3ywn 
w. 1iWtj wA1C1AC2C3yyn QY, OcWlj wAIC1AC2wC3At 
LJ,. cW$ j WAICIAC2wC3yt : r5t_cUt j wA1CiAGiC3At 
; jt. tt.: 1lj wAlC1GACitAn . a; tt. aii wA1CIGAC3yAt 

wA2C1C2ACwwn t. sl j wA1CCC2AC3yyn 
wAJC1C2C3Atyt l! A&. Ulj wAlC1C2C3Anyt 

Cj$j L ii j wAICiC-2C3AWAt 411"1.1iig wAIC1C3C3ytAn 
WAlCIC3wC3yA1 z4J» 3Ij wAIC1C2wC3ywn 

&- J JA. IJ wA2CiC1wC3yyn lý- wA1CiCCyC3tyn 
CjW,. s! $, wA1C, CitCayAt ; '.. 1; _ Ij wA2C1C, yCsyyn 4s. 4.1lj wAICimC1wCsyt .+ iI j wA1CiwjCiCCAt 
xt&U: Ajlj wAlrntClAC2C3t .,,. 1.1: -j wAGntCCC2C3At 
;J $1. '-'ii wAlmtCiCaCiwn wAlmnCCCAyt 
-4-r 11i WAlm1CiC2C3yn wAlmtrnC1C3C3t 

1t-: -. - J$, wAlmatC2C2C3t ., Xau. tIJ wA1mCjAC2CaAt 
0y14U.. J, J wAImC1AC2C3wn ý. lctl, iIJ wA1mCAC3C3yn 
QYl i'ij wAlmC1tC2C3At �} - ''I$ wAtmCitC2C3wn 
zI. L: iI Ij WAh»CitC2C3yn y35t. l,. iIj wAlmCCC3C3Aty 
�hi i 1tIj wAimCiC2C3yAt ýW. 1a$J wAlmC*CIC3VAn 

wAlmC1C3C3yvn wAlmCCiwC3At 
a JJ$AA. 1 WAimC1C2wCSwn wAtmC1C1wCwt 

table cl013t nucd 013 next jmgv 
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Table A. 7 - continued from previous page 

Pattern .°. Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern A 
Form, 

t . olý9 wAlmC1C2wC3yn üS'" Jý j wAlmnC1C2C3At 
"' 011 wAlmnC1C2C3yn 4VL.. Ij wAnC1C2AC3Ath 

WL j wbAstCiCZ C3ty JLa !L wbAlAC1tC2AC3 
Q 7ju j wbAltC1C2C3At w14WV j wbAICIAC2C3yn 
CJYiA. wt wbAIC1C2AC3At c+taAl ýj wbAZC1C2C3yAt 

tg 1l j wbAlCiC2wC3yt j-aL--44j wbAlmstC1C2C3 
äAýlde1V9 wbAImC1AC2C3t Q . olV wbAlmC1C2C3At 

wbAImCiCZ C3yn a+ y wbtC1C2yCsAth 
lo Law;, wbC1C2C3AnhmA "d LAL j wbmC1AC2C3hmA 
43 i i3 wbmC1tC2C$Ath . o. + wbmC1C2C3Athm 
l3Wj wtC1AC2C3AthA U JAxJ wtCiC2yC3AtnA 
t4,3, wtC1C2yC3AthA wtC1C2yC3Athm 
W 

ý91L64, wsyC1C2C3wnnA L4 3Yl* J wC1C2AC3AthmA 
LdiL1L wC1C2AC3yAthA =5wj wC1C2C3AnytnA 

wCiC2wC3yAthm atl Wy wlAstC1C2AC3h 
"YL* i Ij wlAC1tC2AC$At t iL& , YJ wlAnC1C2AC3hA 

9 wltstC1C2C3wA ., Wj wllAstC1C2C3t 
&y. l4U. fl j wllmC1AC2C3yn ciy ji. tj wlimC1C2wC$At 
lg i Z6., wmtC1C2C3AthA pg', .J wmtC1C2C3Athm 
1 : ý., wmstC1C2C3yhA Io-; Skid.., wmC1AC2C3Atkm 
ld, la.. 9 wmC1AC2C3AthA I4; :. a. m j wmC1tC2C$AthA 
1.63±MAIA-49 wmC1tC2C3Athm le., y w wmC1C2wC3AthA 
L3 &i. "ý wmCiC2wC3AtyA I" "., j wmCIC2wC3ythA 
143-44U: 4 ytCiAC2C3wnhA "s, ýLSW1ý 

ystCiC2C3wnny 
L61-4 . x- .., ystCiC2C3wnhA 

Table A. 8: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for pattll 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern , Pattern 0 
Form 

Iaý±Y ýi AstC1C2AC3Atkm WYL, ýý,,, I AstC1C2AC3AtnA 
lg'ýYl ý, i AstC1C2AC$AthA Io43Y1": ".. I AstC1C2AC$Athm 
ýg3Yl W1 AstC1C2AC$Athn l443YLa I AC1tC2AC3AthmA 
L43L I AC1tC2AC3yAthA üYL, ºýýWYI AIAstC1C2AC3At 
aýtl, WYº AIAstC1C2AC3yt t'- 'II AIAstC1C2ACSyn 
w ý.,, Yl AIAstCiC2C3yyn atýttýºýeYl AZAC1tC2AC3yAt 
Z)tt Yl AiAC1tC2AC3ywn ttý: ýeYl AZAC1tC2AC3yyn 

ýL. AYl AIAC1C2AC3ytyn t1s; 3Y1 AlAnC1C2AC3yyn 
, NtcwI ALC1AC2C3Anyyn v-4"-vwtl AZCiC2AC3Atywn 
, Y1 t1 AZC1C2AC3Atyyn CJL. tl Jl AZC1CZ ACgynyAt 

ýl: ýiýl all AlmtCIAC2C3tAn , yic otl AlmtCiAC2C3tyn 
"-_' _ý I AlmstCiC2C3tyn oý '- -- - iI AlmstC1C2C3yAt 
äýiY 9ý. att AlmCiC2wC3Atyt L3 ZL. ä, l AnC1CZ AC$AthmA 

bAstC1C2AC3Ath l63YVa"su bAC1tC2AC3AthA 
table continued on next page 
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Table A. 8 - continued from previous page 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

Pattern Pattern 
Form 

tt ý bAC1tC2AC3ythA üyt Yu bAlAC1tC2AC$At 
A. JLR: ayu bAlAC1tC2AC3yt tt YV bAlAC1tC2AC3yn 
GWIýYV bAlAC1C2ACsyAt tl. YV bAZAC1C2AC3yyn 
ýYL. iYLº bAlAC1C2yAC3At c:, YLa. a L bAlAnC1C2AC3At 
XJLAZYU bAlAnC1C2AC3yt CJW tu bAIC1C2C3AnyAt 

N-W4 bAZCjC2C3Anyyn Q atv bAlmstC1C2C$At 
414 bAlmstCiCZ C3yn :, ü-t iL bAlmC1C2C3AnAt 

, _, Ltyý. ýtl, bA1mCjC2wC3yAt ty. a J4 bAlmC1C2wC3yyn 
le; t_1ctý; ý btC1AC2C3yAthA l. e.; 5i-A bmstCIC2C3AthA 

I , glsý" systC1C2C3wnhA CJYI YID f AZAC1tC2AC3At 
äýtt sYts f AZAC1tC2AC3yt CJYLa aL f AlAnC1C2AC3At 

"NA: -..,. _t fAlmstCiC2C3At vyL ri's f AlmstCiC2C3wn 
CJ g_,. t AAJls fA1mCiC2wC3ywn 

. 
pL+: sYIj6 2- kAlAC1tC2ACsyt 

ý5I: 'lam kAlmstC1C2C3At CJlt, i kAImCiC2wC3yAt 
""Lim kAImC1C2wC3yyn L43tn ZAC1tC2AC3AthA 

pýYt, lv 1AC1tC2AC3Athm l43W611Y LAC1C2AC3yAthA 
ýYl+º ßt1 ilAstC1C2AC3At ätl. ý. ýlt UUAstC1C2AC3yt 
"I., tl Xt 11AC1tC2AC3yAt 1W9W IIACitC2AC3yyn 
1üY gad. olt llmCiC2wC$Atyt A3Y1i .aij wAstC1C2AC3Ath 
t. oýit iwI j wAstC1C2AC3hmA ZI. W, WI3 wAstCiC2AC3yyn 
lý, YL Ij wAC1tC2AC3AthA 3Yl*l j wAC1tC2AC3Athm 
L tJL*I j wAC1C2AC3yAthA Io43WL. asI j wAC1C2AC3yAthm 

L"j io: l -Ij wAC1C2C$tmwhmA 4, J "Ij wAlAstC1C2AC3y 
Q. 5u. "Yl j wAlAstC1C2C3At ilti Ij wAlAC1tC2AC3At 
apt Ylý wAlAC1tC2AC3yt oWLksYl j wAlAC1C2AC3yAt 
0g.. L&j wAlAC1C2AC3ywn ri., º; lYI j wAlAC1C2AC3yyn 

31-bY19 wAlAC1C2yACsyt üYLniýYl j wAlAnC1C2AC$At 
atai lý wAItCjC2yC3yAt wAltCiC2yC3yyn 
atxtlýtý, wAIC1C2AC3ynAt ZJ, ;I wAlC1C2C3Anywn 

wAZC1C2C$Anyyn t Ui fl j wAImtCiAC2C3yn 
Q-5 4' J wAlmstC1C2C3At v 41 . Ij wAlmstC1C2C3wn 

wAlmstCiC2C3yt Z). -, 
- 411. J wAlmstCiC2C3yn 

ýpýt 4 lý wAlmCjC2wC3ywn U; YLs. a sj wAnC1C2AC3AtnA 
lgºYl, ý; lý wAnC1C2AC3AthA Jlsd..,, YVý wbAlAstC1C2AC$ 

wbAlAstC1C2Cst 11 1V j wbAlCjC2AC3tyn 
QL'3--ij ºj wbAZCiC2wC3yAt Q. N&L 3 

.j wbAImC1AC2C$At 
C+ L XL j wbAlmC1AC2C$At "Y 011, ß wbAlmC1C2wC3At 
e3.5L&I .wj wbmC1tC2C3AtnA iclý- tfj wllmtC1AC2C3yn 
t$3I%J, .. j wmCIC2wC3yAthA 
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Table A. 9: A List of Compiled Arabic Patterns for paUl2 

Pattern Pattern " ' Form ̀  
Pattern Pattern 

Form 
tt II AlAstC1C2AC3ywn t3Yt. ý bAstC1C2AC3AthA 

"lLttýsYV 
- 

bAZAC1tC2AC3yAt ýt 1_ mL bAlmstC1C?. C3yAt 
2i Y-4w . bAlmC1C2wC3Atyt Ids a" l- ti fAstC1C2CstmAhA 
1, b" _-4 f AstCiC2C3tmwhA pm J4ý -ýý tss f AstCiC2C3tmwhm 
"vi-; i- WYls fAlAstC1C2AC3At CJttta: i%lL's fAZACitC2AC3yAt 

fbAlmstCiC2C3At fbAlmCiC2wC3yAt 
ýüY oJtý kAlmC1C2wC3Atyt L: üY' - lAstC1C2AC3AtnA 
L13*ll ; i*:.., Y IAstC1C2AC3AtnA Lg, YL ZAstC1C2AC3AthA 

Yl . tý wAstC1C2AC3Atkm Yt. A*:. 1 j wAstC1C2AC3Athm 
wAstC1C2C3tmAhA lmgo: t .,, I j wAstC1C2C3tmwhA 

ßm9. Wºý wAstC1C2C3tmwhm L iLltst, wAC1tC2AC3yAthA 
l43Wt01761. j wACitC2AC3yAthA wAlAstC1C2AC3At 
: t. ýIt YI, wAlAstC1C2ACgyt GWLai II j wAlAC1tC2AC3yAt 

1l. ýsYtý wAlAC1tC2AC3ywn tL sJ wAlAC1tC2AC3yyn 
Ci WaX llj wALC1C2AC3ynyAt ä4tg, ý. ýUt j wAllAmCiC2wC3yt 
aý; Ygýo1'j wAlmCjC2wC3Atyt QI:. t-*. a4lLV j wbAlmCiC2wC3yAt 
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Appendix 

The Complete List of the Compiled Arabic 
Aff ixes 

B. 1 The Compiled List of Affix letters 

Table B. 1: The Aff ixes of patty 

Prefixes infixes Suffixes 
üI JI II %I GI 
u Cjl of 

öU . S5 

61 Jj3 V3 A3 

r Z) C) u Ams 
ZJ V3 y . i3 ý,: ý o 
Zi 43 ti Lä C.,. & 

Ii ý! o,, 

Table B. 2: The Affixes of patte 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
üI Cu., l 1j1 %I ül 

jI ail 1a. 1l ü1 V3I rfoI 
table continued on next page 
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Table B. 2 - continued from previous page 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 

ý: u r+ ü i of lal 
3 iß. 3 ßrä 14.1 ý1 ö 

JLS J U Ulu 0t3 
c 1J cý I°ý. ' ýL+ Iä' 

CAA CA. W. 6 L43 
v CA3 Cº , L3 14e3 
! 1! JI! iv43 4-3 (oý 

ü! Loma Ufo V 

Ju ou 
140 iI W 

- &' 411 
o Lm 

Loa ß, 1a li 
1°-ý! t--! V! 

U! 4j o! 

if till 
24 4S 

Table B. 3: The Affixes of patt? 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
1 ý.. ýSI I I. 1 sl ül 

JI JI A: JI ü1 V31 L4-ml VI 
raj) ß:, 43$ VI A31 LAI Ivsl 
41 lý Jlý L. a. aºI e$ 

1414 Iw U (Ir-U ýfeU 
ü3 C&"a ßy3 ßjU Lila VIU 

&Mf- - J teU I. sU ". &U 
:1 üJJ p? L413 1*3 l03 
r v o, 03 , s; LU 

13 I! 4+ L4,43 Ls, }', 
JIB t09 v$ j ß. l3 V3 zrJ 
"j C. 39 4 L. GAM V U 

ý+ ýr+ Hsu u uu 
v, u LLU f6au 
C. ý&ü LoZ L41 

loý 4)43 

4,: + Ls 

Io. & Loa 1! 
L4-4-. t V! 'V, 

1°! 1°A! Lº! 

&. 63 4 cit., 
tobe continued on next page 
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Table B. 3 - continued from previous page 

Prefixes Infixes , Suffixes 

Table B. 4: The Aff ixes of paatt$ 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
1 üi ü... l I91 sl L: 31 

ýJI yl ijyl ü1 ül äl teil 

a611 jal ý: ýo tl lo. 631 Z>431 e31 
zMil VI u cjl LAl la. g'ýI 

1.3 j4 V g31 L4A1 

rte- 3 la' Lo' 

ý: Jls J LmLai Lm. }. aj i>, ä. 9-4 
M. ttS ü. rY l_U j3 mow" tu 

bu z-u ei 41 (443 4--u- 
I. 3 13 l. oic. li L4. f=Bl3 

ü? I9 L" u L441 el 
14iI, ü9 P9 ° Lm f44 

4 Zu Lod 1,1 
j-e v9 ü9 W.! 

X8'9 m433 ZWi 
a. 9 Uj 

It 4"u 
I8-u 

CJLUJ 
L. e. ýJ 9ý ice' 

Table B. 5: The Affixes of pattg 

Prefixes Infixes' Suffixes 
I ü. w! II .1 L1. I 

ýI ü... l ü ms's ýJ L iI I. 4iI 11 
JI till YI 1" aI , 5.31 rt3I 

FYI yI YI {: mil a"I L#31 
ü. ý, Yl VYl ail &#31 La. 43I ý, 63I 

Ul üw1 tWI Vii 7üi wl 

IvJI G. aSI Ia:. ýo31 ý,, SI VI uül 
ý.. ýoiI 'i 4I ýaJI äiI L4I Lodi 

VI u Lý 
mil QL41 Lai 

l+ la ý+uý+ . ý.. 4: ºI Lail V. ý. ý il 
table continued on next page 
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Table B. 5 - continued from previous page 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
JL, Yiý Yl. 4,1 : vyl 
ylý ZjYL, ý ju Ali lo. mU rte- .3 
r4 ý: ý.. ýa1L, Vl, lh; P; ta, 

ý: u la a w Lm }4 L4 3.43 lei 

G ý.. Y. i l. r ,. i a5 L43 

{°'- L°43 4? 63 
6A 

V3 
v CA. IULb J19 : Su u 
ILs OJU Z)VU oü Lmü L63 

Calk lolls yLý (4.63 V3 Z), 
031.4 ü. ý3 IaJls o lm (4-4 

1°= 'x9 iA 1.! 

' `tt Ul= C+i! Zx"I! {of-! 
Jt Its oyts O! A, -3i I*'! 

J L! Pa'! L-4 5i 
Y C&Wtf *f o! L&! "! 
IY Y Q. Y L v ! ý! 0 

Iw JJ uli 
ßl1 17--W -l! : a3u U3LJ Asl 

ýlJ ý1f IOJJ Lg'ýIý 0A v3L 
4 4i ýu... olJ pJ iv o ui W L'w 

of V, A: y 

1! 1! cj., Oi! 4,: + :. Ll xa: 
YI! 

9 
ll$ j 

JI9 
YI! 

A 
vy 

vyl j üJl, 1a11, 
ý: ý. aJlý 1oä. 4.11! üýoJl, 

crJl! ! JI! WI! 
vl ! ! ; J! 
tj! ý ý.., tJ J J4! 
IL. i j /L 3 ýJV! 

1aß?.! ! 1ý?! 
w! I%! Lam! 
U J! %r! 
Z! ýw! JJ! 
W. ) CA. U 1011] 
1a1j vJ! P! 
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Table B. 6: The Aff ixes of pattlo 

Prefixes Infixes, Suffixes 
1 Zi. "I ji I 

-9 
4 QI mml wl 

YI FYI VYI ail Lg31 I 

&WI Is11 ýatl r L, 631 it L 31 

ý; rü1 vl 

L jA A. ) 3L zul I44: +131 L4.4,11 

Z, r 3 A.. b - 

ju !L th u LAU f43 
vYls CJl9 J ju 0 L& 

X0119 Io1L9 
Lam Ij I! 

, its Jt v! 4+j c, z ! 
YLeM2 a, Y15 ý: Jlro ý6ý+! 146 ! is 

low. ':. ILS Y 4 4 ulk 

-.... Y vY Jj! 43U lg3l, rg3L 
Xt . 

5u ow &63 14 Z) 

ý..... r ý. t VW A: u Lg: ý 
ü. r. a1 ßi S L46: 4 

-. - II J ý: +... YI! WI! 

(6114 4 4Jl! (C-°JI! 
ü "4431, 4 l. J 

YL,! 
ý. JV! p34! 

6JJ 

YCA. WV, j C) Y! J9 
alt! ! I'! 

CAA, ) 

a -141 

CAAM. Aj 

Table B. 7: The Aff ixes of pattll 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
ü. Yl ýJI I! GI I, Szl WI 

YI ýwYl ,; FYI ü . ail L631 Isb", I 

lO tl ü. 4iI LUL l L4431 &431 7ü1 
vl L c&,. U 4» X31 üU$ 
JLý YV vYlý üL $ v$ mil 
(44 ü"M. äL CAA Vt3 L" 4.4 

L4A 

vYL%ý $ 3th Q-4 Lb I. g3J' 4 ciU 
YLS ýo1tý 4Jwa lgýLº (443L., 7u 

table continued on next page 
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Table B. 7 - continued from previous page 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes 
Y ßl1 46--4. "W + 

(u I! u. Ijý:, W üLw v 9ý 

tJlý YI! FYI! ý, u 
vYl, ý: ýt19 X19 
Cw11! oJl! ýjl! 
J'. 

,, 
lý! IOJlý9 

N?! ýý9 P9 

Table B. 8: The Affixes of pattl2 

Prefixes Infixes Suffixes ; 
G., ýYI CAAV1J VU I9 "1 1,01 WI 
IatLý atLý �l's ü t431 Ia. giI ä 3i 
YLý C..,, Yls Ia1Lt's lmLai l&_4 3 tasl. 4+ 

ofl 14it ü. YY ulk l43L 21 
I, C&wij jI9 QLL v?? ice' 

YI, C, w, YI, wlj 

fdl.! 1434J 
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B. 2 The Compiled Prefix-Suffix Composition Lists 

Table B. 9: The Prefix-Suffix Composition of patty 

i null 1öJ ci o 
ül null 
JI null 
'i null 

null öo 
W null ia al ýo4 

null 
M; null 

null 
La null 

&W null 
Z>" null 
Jö0 

w null 
J null 
3bo 

null 
ýyt null 

null $ö 
a64 null 
C.,. 4 null 

Z) null o 
null 

4>3 null 
null ö0 

a, 3 null 
null 
null $w 

&ie null 
null 

Table B. 10: The Prefix-Suff ix Composition of patt6 

I null 1 cI eI üU (a+ i? ' 1°'"'= z. "- V 41 e Ls dos C)s Ije! 

4 A4 

cii null 
C, wl null 

Continued on next page 
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Table B. 10 - continued from previous page 
¬ Prefix Suffixes 

JI null e s 
,. w1 null 

.n null 
'I null 1 

null a e 
Jý null 
w null 
N null o 
ü null I QI VI ci U ß43 V. i fir-- VUa;, va a La lo. aº Ij 

v1 q r 
W null 1 Z 

3 null 

LW o 
". r o 

null 
Jt, c= null 

J 5 
ji null 

.u null 
c, J v 

r null ü$ 01 ö V0 $jOj 
null 

z.... 4 null 
14" 

w null 
,:,.. I null 

i s1 E lm las 
Ij null 

J19 null 
ü9 null 
L., 9 null 

C'"j null 
9 null 

rj null 
4 1 01 Imo' ice' 0 VA 4 VI Lm (4-4 C)A 1! v! 

C. j null 1 Z) 
null 

bj- 1 V 
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Table B. 11: The Prefix-Suff ix Composition of patt? 

Prefix Suffixes .-, 
I üI L& ("I ý, %&I l. ai Lo_, Lgi la. 63 Lm Loa Lag 14. a9i?. &J4 ;4L 146, + 

,I null 
4. r1 null I ü w v 

JI null #I ciI ;, I a ä4 cj., 
YI null 

ail null 
Io31 null ö o 

"I null 
V V lo"+ ZP. i I: º 19 
41 c' 
L null 

JL null 
null 

Iw o ', 3 

Q oI 431 13 14 Lai V3 LU LB. i lo. g. + &43 La L, & $jOj `V! i)-. 
Cü I c) 19 4 

V3 4I li vf 

lots null 
1^r' 3 

J 41 

null 
lot b 

I" ül V31 Wjl , Il vU 43 lo, s v9 
ýýw ö 

v t. 4 L4. 

19 null 
C&wlj null 

JI. 3 null 
Io Ij null 
, ýl null 
,: Ij null 

ca' null 

w1i, ', 

äj_ v, 14 v4 
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Table B. 12: The Prefix-Suffix Composition of patty 

i Prefix Suffixes 
üi 431 a. g3I V31 v1 I. "i vü L43 Iv. g3 tný-li '- g" Lm 14. Lo. & Uj ! Lm! Loa! 
t üt äý c? ý J9: tJ 
vI La 

ü"l I uI UJ3 A3 U k"I L& 13 o! V 
JI null ciI ýjI 0! Cý 21 Zý, 
YI null "I c+I 

Z)YI null 
,: jl C, I 4 
0.1 null ul : jI b v! 

ýaJ I 3 
V. afl S 

V1 t43 

u W1 43$ L63 Laos it . t. Lg: u 
V ül o 04 LS o Lm loa && 4 

Q.. 6 null 
JL null a ä.. b 
YV null 

null e 

l4J ü1 Lm 2.3 
ýº L, 01 loýl z3l Lai L44a j%A L" L4+! 

C3 Zjl 1! v! Zs_' 
C"J vI 01 4: a_' 
Jt3 null 

J a: u 

Y null 
ýJt üi Glj j 
Xt null 

ýLJ QI 
1°J '6°3 

r 14431 Z}4311" üt 

I! 143 
3$ j null 01 b 
YI! o 

iIj null 
$4.313 null 

ü! üI 

rj CA A. 4 

ate..! 1 

4S! v! 

cý lgýl 1,811 ý8+1L4.61 W! 16311°6'' 83! 
01 $3 V! 
01 1! V! 
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Table B. 13: The Prefix-Suffix Composition of pattg 

Prefix Suffixes 
i Log51 , S3ILgäl 

j I: ýI 1.431 1og71 ýyg31 S31t3t vl: u ü. ý 
L63 L" 

L44I A. 31 WI 431 I. g3I 14.31 V3I L. 63L U t. " üL . t3L+ L6! ± w üL#: 16j_ V}: 

4)WI Ail 
CA"I üI (&Q L43 W t,, 3 L43 (o. 43 U 0U Lm L. o& Io. Sý. a y 1.1 : kj 

3I 3.3I üW Äaiº ýj}+ 031 QUIL "1 : Lt'I vU iV }itýj, g., }: 0 4 äa cjW üj 
YI ül o 
YI ül :L 

null 
ü 4I null ö 

Y1 CA V3I vI öS4 aý w+ v}1 

FYI null e 
vYl e 
all ül ä4 wt 
Slit "e 4 

cjuul null 
mUs null 

IaJI üI I JI Ib Vl3 ü vy ülý :V ýa ýj}ý ý}u 
CAAII CA 01 b v9 %v Csj. 

1"41 
S 

I".. A41 ö 4 

VL., 1 null 
X011 CA ßj9 

vI 431 '3I L3 

u WI 4.34 10431 L443 43t lý+l, U. 43 
üV 431 

V üLý 
V üI 1434 l3 Lm I61 L. o. s ül± Aý 

ü. wV a3 ,3Xa 
null ül 01 3 C51-9 QU ä+ Wu 

Sri., null "I ö 
YL null a fit, null ö ä, 

ova null 
Z61 t null Q1 : Lj 

loiL null ül 6; 1 öv aý + 
CAI" null 

ýjLt ü1 lm 
ü. + A31 Lm L.., % L"p, 

A31 L631 V31 LW L63 &e'' 3 Ls üL a'u 1.671 
ül 

ýº 10 31 1.34 1.631 jG434 1.4411143! %. a. 43 ji 3L 1.43u ; 71: u 
C"163 a3j 

LW L" 

c: ontmuea on next page 
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Table B. 13 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixes, .'.:: i 

lm 

VI v! 
ý" v! 

t L63 ° 

Jt3 null aI Z)I )-j QL a &., 

tub null of 
C)YLb null 
nth null 
iL null QI 'I e 'j 
YLA null 
I, tL., l null 

7A 13 

Pus w' 

411 U.! 

O! 
to V! 

J ý1! 

__ U 
w. Q1 zpj 

yt6 null 
Z) YLe., null 
loIL16 null ciI VI 3 ; )., 

L. JLfe "e 
Ljgm null 

wi I. g3l lm WIC Lg: u 
WI I. " 

Y A31 it 
1 

I CA U aUt is j%. & lo. A ülj :u 
11 XA 

C'. 1 null I o 

vZ GI 
C. J WI 4i1 La 
ji üUI ä,: ßl &. -A OLD & 1Zy t 
tx üI äý 

t null 
t ci I 

null 
X11 GI 

14X aI 4,31 &y. t 2-1 ;. t. -+ 
4: 6o1J uI , }+ 

'onunuea on next page 
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Table B. 13 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixe s 
X01? S 

143 ü) 431 1431 Ui 1.43 j, 63 3I& 

ü. ýJ L I, 
WI 1431 1%. l L443 IV. 43I äü1 1.4.43 LOU . tits lau L43. r. g: u 

üw 1.431 1 43I Vu 

j WI lg il 1 -3I GWI. tiw1 .y La. mL3. m 9 oE43 L4.63 äiLm U Lm 43U L434 V: l1B-u 

Ij Us1 A31 U *A L 4A CjU 
Ij A31 

CA " ij is 
1. ) L+3$ GI 1.431 1 43 L4 a31.. U Lb (G. & L& 

.j4QL, 
Ij 4'u J. l, 

ü. Yl I Cal 13 43 Uo Lm (W& Ij e3 
JI, null :, I 4,31 ý, SI )I 2.11 ý, 3I ý jI öü :, I j ý9 Qt, 1_ J. 

null %I 
YIJ 
VI, 

4 
null sI G1 JI 34 äy 

OVI j null 
WI-f null ci I e 
1%11J null üi ö L) V9 äff , 

C: A. 4.11J null e 0 
(C, 41.3 null 

I. ) null 
ý4JIý S 

, 9.431, g null 
Ltlj null 
vI j GI L& äj 
u! 0431 143 L4: + 
Lj 1-4 
41 L43 e ýs : ýº 

Z6wLj null 
JLj null ül oI ö L_ 
v6j null 
Yý. j null 

JL null 
null e 

a3 U Lm 

14. J CiI :v 
üj -4631 45$ lo. 43I U I. e to. & La. e 

V- GI 
lrmm 

j aI 
L-'6 9 ü$ 

Jý L43I 143 1e 

Continued on next page 
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Table B. 13 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixes 

Yj U 
CJJ L& (6-6 
JU_, GI 
y1. t! null 

Olt! QI Z 

1°i! Ld3 4 
isl! - 

(. 9 WI A31 Lg3I (a431 I QUI L63 p&4 (°A Ls! L 

C: u! 431 
ZW., 64! ül (, A Zr' 

i)-'! 431 

4! W, aS! L! ! 
Z; jj Z)I V, AS! 

C"J C )I V3 Lm I! Oj 
4 Logýl ý'9L'-'9 w+l413 148ýlý6'! 

Cu Lod S5lti! L pj 
"L L, 63 . ti! 

Table B. 14: The Prefix-Suffix Composition of pattlo 

Prefix Suffixes 
I j%13I U31 L431 1*g I /131 143LL Io. " L6 :u 

ü. Y I 4.31 Iv. B31 lm U Lod 
3I ütZI 2-41 }ýI 63I -Ij äff : ütL Crl. a: u v}"u &AA 

II ül üu äi ý± vy wu 
C,,.. ýýfl GI ý äý 

I CA äU 
ý: JI QLJ vlj 14 0JH 
IeJI GI V31 V. 3I C'U1 äaiI Vt3 &.. J- ütj L_ 

ý: wJl ý:, I III jj 

41 ül VI Oj 7u Zýj 

it ult 
jl L431 la43l 
V 431 1431 L4A ciU A3U 

GI L43 14.63 Li La ä- 
X41 üI l ýy 3 üLº ýu 

null ö 
Q1 

r1Lý ü) QLr e. 
üI ö 

ýjlº 4i1 
Cu L431 

continuea on next page 
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Table B. 14 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixes 

U31 t4331 Ld u lo, q: u 
ü 1.4431 

crW L839 

6h WWI 
JLb ulk 
1th C+1 S 

, "VU null 
VYh ö 
GWU GI 

JILk üýoJls S 
,, 

ILA QI 

Cols 1ý 

jLa QUI 7u3I üL 
YLrom üI 

c .,, YID null ö 
CA3L G$ 

rJLS ül Z,, j 
t 

Y 431 
Y ciI L43 I Iw Z, 

vY 43$ 

Sl1 ül d. ý ý}_u 
ý, rSl1 ü$ 

VýIi ül 

u. ýoJ LQ 

W, $44" 
a--dl (4ý 

e P41 31 143L , 43l, l47AJ L., 
14331 

L4431 Ulal L43L (%4L 
13 til 143$ 1%. 631 ula A3tj 43 

x$j GI 143 V663 U Lm 
IJ u$ 2. _3I xal ul jI ýjU 4i uta äj vU_+ V.!? r'J 

YI, ü$ S ülr iu u 
null e 

IoJIý ül 4'31 V, Crlý ulk äý ipu 
"I. ) ü) 'e Oj 7u 

Io.: 4I J ö 
oJlj "e 

Continued on next page 
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Table B. 14 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixes 

ß'. 4J1, 'iI 
Z)IJ A31 

yj 164. +1 

.j 403 

YUJ null 

X143 CA ö 

ý_ null 
43I 

1°'9 A31 l6.433$ Lam 
ü9 WI L63I (%43$ 

crW! W 
Y' GI 

vY, lm 
13 

1-2 `iI 
C)i 

Pi , "U1 L431 la. 431 t i1 'A 
C. 64 J L431 (44331 

Lp- 

ßb'9 
cri.! ! 

Table B. 15: The Prefix-Suff ix Composition of pattll 

L4431 Lilt 
ü"I 1,131 WI L631 1,431 6431 

Ji l 4) }3 ýI X31 aL 
YI 

poll GI 'Aj 6J. . 

$431 äý31 
G. 4J I 4 t3 r3 

'- 1JI ü üL+ 

t)l Lo. 31 
4 L631 I. B: u 

A31 

ILt ý:, I ülý hý cý w: 
V 11 üI 7u 

lath : ui Gt ý. u 
continued on next page 
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Table B. 15 - continued from previous page 
Prefix Suffixes 

ýa11ý GI r 

YLý Q1 Aj 
VYle CA 

I'lu -4j ü.. ýJL's ýI V! 
ZL a ä. ý 

Y t. 3I wt 
u üV ýu 

IO1J ) 3I 
I! %. 411 rgäl t. omgalg"at la. gºLº 

Z&wl, j A31 I" 
JI! V }ý: +I 6il CAL 
YIJ ül QL ä_ 

CAAV*11_f Q1 'F 
VYI! QI 
W I! G4 + 

pal, 0 l. j 
CwJI! CH 

wLt l! ül ýj! L_ 
OIJ U31 431 

4:,.,, YI, j null ö 
I. J 

-q 
CA 

P'! U. I 

Table B. 16: The Prefix-Suffix Composition of pattl2 

FYI ,; ýý 

Ylý ülý 

41. Y12ß ul 
c: ontinuea on next page 
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Table B. 16 - continued from 

e141 zu 
--4 Lk 4ii 

a6WY w1 (431 
13 L 3ti 

6: 6., r13 lo. 1 0.6z+ Lat i Ld9.. 3 lo, s. la3 
313 Z" 

&: 6wyt, j 4Z1 Z) 
t w1,3 

IeJI, ýil 
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Appendix 

A Stoplist for Arabic Language 

Table C. 1: The Complete List of the Compiled Stopwords 

Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword 

y. i 5, ý. >t S, p>t Ir. 3. r l3ýtb! ýi3r , 
ýfoi 

3i Yi Y! ý. ý. 11 lo ý.. ýtt ý.. ý11 
L, ri . -. -. A 11 . +. 31 [. 41 i..! rL. t 

. a. 4L41 ,.. ßi.. 1 LL4L41 i.. L. r ý. i.. r 
I.. & L41 4)+*ß, 41 u! sir , s3! 

I.. zt ,. JU ! wl i. Ut 
A: I 431 ºi ! I. a-+i , ße41 t. 431 L4-431 

vil Li 

l. dt ýyJt lgýt IoBýt La. g, t ýýgýt jel 
. twlwl ä51. t$ '3ýUI Sý. i. l +I 131 aLý. 

d, ) 
rlwtatl Jwýl VLi'1 YI VYI ý: ýJI ý, WI 

'JL+JI S: ºJI ý: JI ýt,: aJl Ias ýJl wl... tl sl}. rJl 

ý, w J-U1 4. Ul ß413. J1 ii. 431 . writ 4.. 3 1 

üL. 44i1 r, it $ y. ýrl ý,. rl Lit ., ýsl ul 
VI 1a: ä1 wl WI 431 lg. ý. ol rsl_I 

tall y. L , Ii4 
jU4 s.. L. i, mg.. t,. L 

ý�4L4L 4ýts4t, , .Ij 

v24 4: ßt, 
uWJIý ýyi. lllý VI: º111ý ,: atJlý 

, 4. u4 puw 

ý: ýý . alu ý via, tz3-4 41,9.4 
continued on next page 
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Table CA - continued from 
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Table C. 1 - continued from previous passe 
Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword 
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Table C. 1- continued from previous page 
Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword 
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Table C. 1 - continued from previous page 
Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword Stopword 
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Appendix 

The Complete Lists of the Score Matrices 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 

[I](A) 1 1 1 1 [I](A) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý](y) 1 1 1 1 [ý](y) 1 1 1 1 1 
[9](w) 1 1 1 1 [j](w) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý](t) 1 0 0 1 [ý+](t) 1 1 1 1 1 
[ý](n) 1 0 0 1 ['](n) 1 1 0 1 1 
[t](m) 1 0 0 0 [r](m) 1 1 0 0 1 
[J](I) 1 0 0 0 [3](I) 1 1 0 0 0 
[e](h) 0 0 0 1 [o](h) 0 0 0 1 1 
[; ](t) 0 0 0 1 [; ](t) 0 0 0 0 1 
[! ](A) 0 0 0 0 [1](4) 0 0 0 0 0 
[(.. W](s) 0 0 '0 0 [ý](s) 1 0 0 0 0 
[i](Ä) 0 0 0 0 [1](A) 0 0 0 0 0 
(s](A) 0 0 0 1 [s](A) 0 0 0 0 1 
(s](d) o 0 0 0 [s](A) 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 [s](') 0 0 0 0 1 
[3](w) 0 0 0 0 131M 0 0 0 0 0 
[i](A) 0 0 0 0 [1](A) 0 0 0 0 0 
[ý](f) 1 0 0 0 [a](f) 1 0 0 0 0 
[y](b) 1 0 0 0 [y](b) 1 1 0 0 0 
[ý1](k) 1 0 0 1 [s1](k) 1 0 0 1 1 

Figure D. 1: Score Matrix SM4 For patt4 Figure D. 2: Score Matrix SM5 For patt' 
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123456 
[I](A) 11111 11 
( ](y) 111111 
[j](w) 111110 
[G](t) 111111 
[ý](n) 111111 
[ý"](m) 111011 
[J](ý) 111000 
[o](h) 000111 
[; ](t) 000001 
[! ](A) 000000 
[ý](S) 110000 
[i](A) 000000 
[s](A) 000001 
[s](A) 001000 
[s](') 000001 
[3](w) 000000 
[i](A) 000000 
( ](f) 110000 
[y](b) 100000 
[J](k) 100111, 

Figure D. 3: Score Matrix SMg For patte 

1234567 
[1](A) 1111111 
lay) 1111111 
[ý](w) 1111110 
[ý+](t) 1111111 
['](n) 1111111 
[r](m) 1111111 
[J](1) 1110000 
[o](h) 0000111 
[3](t) 0000001 
[! ](A) 0000000 
[A(s) 1110000 
[1](A) 0000000 
[s](A) 0000000 
[s](A) 0000110 
[s](') 0000001 
[3](w) 0000000 
[1](A) 0000000 
[3](f) 1000000 
[u](b) 1000000 
W](k) 1000111 

Figure D. 4: Score Matrix SMT Forpatt7 
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12345678 
[I](A) 11111111 
[ý](y) 11111111 
['](w) 10011110 
[ ](t) 11111111 
[v](n) 01111111 
[t](m) 11111011 
[JI(I) 11100000 
[o](h) 00000111 
[3](t) 00000001 
(! ](A) 00000000 
[ý](s) 01100000 
[; ](A) 00000000 
[s](A) 00000000 
[s](A) o0000110 
[. ](') 00000001 
[j](w) 00000000 
[1](A) 00000000 
[, b](f) 10000000 
[y](b) 10000000 
[ i](k) 10000101 

Figure D. 5: Score Matrix SM8 Forpatt8 

123456789 
[4(A) 111111111 
[4](v) 111111111 
['](w) 101111110 
[ý](t) 111111111 
(v](n) 011111111 
[t](m) 111111011 
[J](I) 111100011 
[o](h) 000000111 
[; ](t) 000000001 
[ý](A) 111110000 
[ý](s) 111110000 
[i](Ä) 111110000 
[s](A) 000000001 
[s](Ä) 000101110 
[s](') 000000101 
[3](w) 000000000 
[1](A) 000000000 
[ý](f) 110000000 
(. ](b) 110000000 
[ý. t](k) 110000011 

Figure D. 6: Score Matrix SM9 For patt9 
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123456789 10 
U](A) 11111111111 
( ](y) 1111111111 
[ý](w) 1001111110 
[ý](t) 1111111111 
[ý](n) 0111111111 
[t](m) 1111110011 
[ý](I) 1111000000 

[e](n) 0000000111 
[3](t) 0000000001 
[! ](a) 0000000000 
[ . ](S) 1111110000 
[t](A) 0000000000 
[s](A) 0000000001 
[s](A) 0000000000 
[-](') 0000000000 
1)](*) 0000000000 
[1](A) 0000000000 
[ý](t) 1000000000 
[ý](b) 1100000000 
[J](k) 1000000010 

Figure D. 7: Score Matrix SMID For pattlo 

123456789 10 11 
[I](A) 11111111111 
[ý](y) 01000011111 
(](w) 10001111010 
(](t) 01111111111 
[v](n) 01111001111 

[r](m) 01111010011 
[ß](I) 11110000000 
[o](h) 00000000111 
[3](t) 00000000001 
[ý](a) 00000000000 
[ý](s) 11111100000 
[t](A) 00000000000 
[s](A) 00000000000 
[U](A) 00000000000 
["](') 00000000000 
[3](W) 00000000000 
[i](A) 00000000000 
( ](f) 10000000000 
Iý](b) 11000000000 
Iý](k) 10000000010 

Figure D. B: Score Matrix SMII Forpattll 
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123456789 10 11 12 
[I](A) 111111111111 
[ý](y) 000000010110 
[9](w) 100000111110 
[ß=+](t) 000111110101 

[ �](n) 000000001011 
[ý](m) 000111001001 
[J](i) 111100000000 
[o](h) 000000000010 
[3](t) 000000000001 
[! ](A) 000000000000 
[w-](s) 001111000000 
[i](A) 000000000000 
[al(A) 000000000000 
[:; ](A )0000000000 00 
(ý]() 000000000000 
[ý](w) 000000000000 
[[](A) 000000000000 
[a](f) 100000000000 
[y](b) 110000000000 
[. 1](k) 100000000010 

Figure D. 9: Score Matrix SM12 Forpatt12 
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Appendix E 
The Complete List of the Target Encoding 

Table E. 1: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNN4 

g Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector Class s 
4 1,2,3 0001 1 
4 1,2,4 0010 2 
4 1,3,4 0100 3 
4 2,3,4 1000 4 

Table E. 2: The Complete Target Encoded for RPNN5 

5 
" -+ 

1,2,4 
vvvvvvvvV 1 

0000000010 
1 

2 
5 1,2,5 0000000100 3 
5 1,3,4 0000001000 4 
5 1,3,5 0000010000 5 
5 1,4,5 0000100000 6 
5 2,3,4 0001000000 7 
5 2,3,5 0010000000 8 
5 2,4,5 0100000000 9 
5 3,4,5 1000000000 10 
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Table E. 3: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNN6 

Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector Class 
6 1,2,3 00000000000001 1 
6 1,2,4 00000000000010 2 
6 1,3,4 00000000000100 3 
6 1,4,6 00000000001000 4 
6 2,3,4 00000000010000 5 
6 2,3,5 00000000100000 6 
6 2,3,6 00000001000000 7 
6 2,4,5 00000010000000 8 
6 2,4,6 00000100000000 9 
6 2,5,6 00001000000000 10 
6 3,4,5 00010000000000 11 
6 3,4,6 00100000000000 12 
6 3,5,6 01000000000000 13 
6 4,5,6 10000000000000 14 

Table E. 4: The Complete Target Encoded for EPNNT 

Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector lass 
7 1,2,3 0000000000000001 1 
7 1,2,4 0000000000000010 2 
7 1,3,4 0000000000000100 3 
7 2,3,4 0000000000001000 4 
7 2,3,5 0000000000010000 5 
7 2,4,5 0000000000100000 6 
7 2,4,6 0000000001000000 7 
7 3,4,5 0000000010000000 8 
7 3,4,6 0000000100000000 9 
7 3,4,7 0000001000000000 10 
7 3,5,6 0000010000000000 11 
7 3,5,7 0000100000000000 12 
7 4,5,6 0001000000000000 13 
7 4,5,7 0010000000000000 14 
7 4,6,7 0100000000000000 15 
7 5,6,7 1000000000000000 16 

Table E. 5: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNNB 

- 
8 

.I", v 
1,2,4 

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv I 
0000000000000000010 

1 
2 

8 2,3,4 0000000000000000100 3 
8 2,3,5 0000000000000001000 4 
8 2,4,5 0000000000000010000 5 

table continue on next page 
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Table E. 5 - continued from previous page 

8 2,4,6 UUUUUUUUUUUUUIUUUUU 0 

8 3,4,5 0000000000001000000 7 
8 3,4,6 0000000000010000000 8 
8 3,5,6 0000000000100000000 9 
8 3,5,7 0000000001000000000 10 
8 3,6,8 0000000010000000000 11 
8 4,5,6 0000000100000000000 12 
8 4,5,7 0000001000000000000 13 
8 4,5,8 0000010000000000000 14 
8 4,6,7 0000100000000000000 15 
8 4,6,8 0001000000000000000 16 
8 5,6,7 0010000000000000000 17 
8 5,6,8 0100000000000000000 18 
8 5,7,8 1000000000000000000 19 

Table E. 6: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNN9 

F Token's Length Root Letter Positions :- Target Vector - Class ¢ 
9 1,2,3 000000000000000000000000000001 1 
9 1,2,4 000000000000000000000000000010 2 
9 1,2,5 000000000000000000000000000100 3 
9 1,5,7 000000000000000000000000001000 4 
9 2,3,4 000000000000000000000000010000 5 
9 2,3,5 000000000000000000000000100000 6 
9 2,4,5 000000000000000000000001000000 7 
9 2,4,6 000000000000000000000010000000 8 
9 2,5,7 000000000000000000000100000000 9 
9 3,4,5 000000000000000000001000000000 10 
9 3,4,6 000000000000000000010000000000 11 
9 3,4,7 000000000000000000100000000000 12 
9 3,5,6 000000000000000001000000000000 13 
9 3,5,7 000000000000000010000000000000 14 
9 4,5,6 000000000000000100000000000000 15 
9 4,5,7 000000000000001000000000000000 16 
9 4,5,8 000000000000010000000000000000 17 
9 4,6,7 000000000000100000000000000000 18 
9 4,6,8 000000000001000000000000000000 19 
9 4,7,8 000000000010000000000000000000 20 
9 4,7,9 000000000100000000000000000000 21 
9 5,6,7 000000001000000000000000000000 22 
9 5,6,8 000000010000000000000000000000 23 
9 5,6,9 000000100000000000000000000000 24 
9 5,7,8 000001000000000000000000000000 25 
9 5,7,9 000010000000000000000000000000 26 
9 6,7,8 000100000000000000000000000000 27 

table continued on next page 
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Table E. 6 - continued from previous page 

i Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector Class 
9 6,7,9 001000000000000000000000000000 28 
9 6,8,9 010000000000000000000000000000 29 
9 7,8,9 100000000000000000000000000000 30 

Table E. 7: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNNIo 

Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector Class 
10 1,7,8 00000000000000000000000001 1 
10 2,3,4 00000000000000000000000010 2 
10 2,3,5 00000000000000000000000100 3 
10 2,4,5 00000000000000000000001000 4 
10 2,4,6 00000000000000000000010000 5 
10 3,4,5 00000000000000000000100000 6 
10 3,4,6 00000000000000000001000000 7 
10 3,5,6 00000000000000000010000000 8 
10 3,5,7 00000000000000000100000000 9 
10 3,6,8 00000000000000001000000000 10 
10 4,5,6 00000000000000010000000000 11 
10 4,5,7 00000000000000100000000000 12 
10 4,5,8 00000000000001000000000000 13 
10 4,6,7 00000000000010000000000000 14 
10 4,6,8 00000000000100000000000000 15 
10 4,7,8 00000000001000000000000000 16 
10 5,6,7 00000000010000000000000000 17 
10 5,6,8 00000000100000000000000000 18 
10 5,7,8 00000001000000000000000000 19 
10 5,7,9 00000010000000000000000000 20 
10 6,7,8 00000100000000000000000000 21 
10 6,7,9 00001000000000000000000000 22 
10 6,8,9 00010000000000000000000000 23 
10 6,8,10 00100000000000000000000000 24 
10 7,8,9 01000000000000000000000000 25 
10 7,8,10 10000000000000000000000000 26 

Table E. 8: The Complete Target Encoded for BPNNII 

et 
11 3,4,6 00000000000000010 2 
11 3,5,6 00000000000000100 3 
11 3,5,7 00000000000001000 4 
11 4,5,6 00000000000010000 5 
11 

_4,5,7 
00000000000100000 6 

table continued on next page 
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Table E. 8 - continued from previous page 

Token's Length Root Letter Positions Target Vector Class I 
11 4,6,8 00000000001000000 7 
11 5,6,7 00000000010000000 8 
11 5,6,8 00000000100000000 9 
11 5,6,9 00000001000000000 10 
11 5,7,8 00000010000000000 11 
11 5,7,9 00000100000000000 12 
11 6,7,8 00001000000000000 13 
11 6,7,9 00010000000000000 14 
11 6,8,9 00100000000000000 15 
11 7,8,9 01000000000000000 16 
11 8,9,10 10000000000000000 17 
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Appendix F 
Number of Neurons in the Hidden Layers 

Table F. 1: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons for the 
BPNN4 

Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1, 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
ý'MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

Average 
MSE `t 

4 0.1145561 0.1148164 0.1216486 0.1143701 0.1193599 0.1169502 
5 0.1113855 0.1247833 0.1115374 0.1137931 0.1113290 0.1145657 
6 0.1030022 0.1113334 0.1090625 0.1101775 0.1127836 0.1092718 
7 0.1067190 0.1091654 0.1066213 0.1048473 0.1039767 0.1062659 
8 0.1039348 0.0975601 0.0945494 0.1044778 0.1063969 0.1013838 
9 0.0996528 0.0937576 0.1016259 0.1049016 0.1037443 0.1007364 
10 0.0959925 0.0977803 0.0936786 0.0933737 0.0942179 0.0950086 
11 0.0953250 0.1118523 0.0907649 0.0948221 0.0951151 0.0975759 
12 0.0926278 0.0909209 0.0902183 0.0924597 0.0947102 0.0921874 
13 0.0899816 0.0904081 0.0924370 0.0879367 0.0934493 0.0908425 
14 0.0900568 0.0908192 0.0941017 0.0946975 0.1017401 0.0942831 
15 0.0961057 0.0915545 0.0887634 0.0909342 0.0894662 0.0913648 
16 0.0914085 0.0879125 0.0909122 0.0899075 0.0893352 0.0898952 
17 0.0877792 0.0916783 0.0922123 0.0970942 0.0882738 0.0914076 
18 0.0877161 0.0909515 0.0903733 0.0991982 0.0858846 0.0908247 
19 0.0989957 0.0917288 0.0903173 0.0882167 0.0877338 0.0913985 
20 0.0888636 0.0893121 0.0918632 0.0868360 0.0925849 0.0898920 
21 0.0907992 0.0943698 0.0919475 0.0892845 0.0932196 0.0919241 
22 0.0877585 0.0899058 0.0903428 0.0912020 0.0857219 0.0889862 
23 0.0890485 0.0897936 0.0876362 0.0909045 0.0879124 0.0890590 
24 0.0877001 0.0881523 0.0842669 0.0848657 0.0867751 0.0863520 
25 0.0872173 0.0841889 0.0889574 0.0876747 0.0876458 0.0871368 
26 0.0957700 0.0883402 0.0883138 0.0896394 0.0880221 0.0900171 
27 0.0878897 0.0866275 0.0870780 0.0860570 0.0866096 0.0868524 

table continued on next page 
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Table F. 1 - continued from previous page 

Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

Average 
MSE 

28 0.0870180 0.0872560 0.0884963 0.0880741 0.0892668 0.0880222 
29 0.0865603 0.0888585 0.0891339 0.0818730 0.0856603 0.0864172 
30 0.0836018 0.0860587 0.0877835 0.0872850 0.0867758 0.0863010 
31 0.0912445 0.0854871 0.0814105 0.0858626 0.0822439 0.0852497 
32 0.0875797 0.0873709 0.0876831 0.0848809 0.0878095 0.0870648 
33 0.0864475 0.0902359 0.0834274 0.0862727 0.0851515 0.0863070 
34 0.0887363 0.0893111 0.0858644 0.0966402 0.0851859 0.0891476 
35 0.0874258 0.0830726 0.0900899 0.0874742 0.0870544 0.0870234 
36 0.0916865 0.0862568 0.0942285 0.0842586 0.0863117 0.0885484 
37 0.0878176 0.0828580 0.0864355 0.0847201 0.0861602 0.0855983 
38 0.0855029 0.0846637 0.0848990 0.0840298 0.0867500 0.0851691 
39 0.0853720 0.0868711 0.0903840 0.0836312 0.0855300 0.0863577 
40 0.0835249 0.0814149 0.0863844 0.0830406 0.0832820 0.0835294 
41 0.0912577 0.0887260 0.0846866 0.0856289 0.0871020 0.0874802 
42 0.0873604 0.0857965 0.0849970 0.0839161 0.0849319 0.0854004 
43 0.0871074 0.0884211 0.0856455 0.0897413 0.0885783 0.0878987 
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8 0.0414928 0.0456753 0.0432538 0.0424768 0.0418751 0.0429548 
9 0.0409235 0.0426993 0.0415145 0.0415395 0.0419044 0.0417162 
10 0.0402235 0.0400012 0.0433321 0.0413066 0.0414931 0.0412713 
11 0.0393634 0.0398022 0.0400630 0.0387370 0.0431608 0.0402253 
12 0.0386917 0.0385418 0.0390267 0.0372767 0.0393744 0.0385823 
13 0.0389898 0.0382088 0.0368707 0.0430265 0.0427704 0.0399732 
14 0.0374015 0.0363060 0.0379915 0.0373205 0.0365891 0.0371217 
15 0.0377461 0.0369306 0.0356944 0.0420304 0.0398077 0.0384418 
16 0.0353791 0.0381512 0.0369974 0.0370043 0.0360825 0.0367229 
17 0.0376531 0.0372925 0.0344551 0.0370557 0.0355964 0.0364106 
18 0.0361177 0.0399140 0.0358893 0.0352971 0.0350297 0.0364496 
19 0.0356802 0.0342741 0.0359934 0.0338314 0.0374617 0.0354482 
20 0.0358318 0.0357735 0.0344687 0.0376144 0.0355809 0.0358539 
21 0.0346524 0.0349558 0.0343407 0.0346175 0.0362280 0.0349589 
22 0.0354935 0.0355986 0.0348117 0.0347965 0.0352426 0.0351886 
23 0.0327927 0.0351951 0.0347185 0.0360413 0.0350626 0.0347620 
24 0.0351463 0.0339845 0.0334551 0.0346053 0.0306731 0.0335729 
25 0.0346484 0.0343498 0.0323986 0.0336225 0.0350150 0.0340069 
26 0.0323327 0.0328859 0.0330716 0.0344407 0.0331479 0.0331758 
27 0.0332415 0.0319063 0.0329427 0.0329529 0.0336600 0.0329407 
28 0.0338056 0.0321367 0.0326851 0.0344827 0.0311676 0.0328555 
29 0.0340544 0.0340433 0.0332957 0.0338113 0.0342078 0.0338825 
30 0.0349507 0.0335202 0.0337488 0.0312457 0.0372805 0.0341492 
31 0.0335892 0.0308710 0.0345456 0.0369231 0.0334312 0.0338720 
32 0.0324069 0.0333543 0.0321398 0.0331591 0.0325232 0.0327167 
33 0.0303067 0.0322422 0.0329227 0.0322007 0.0315230 0.0318391 
34 0.0338801 0.0327690 0.0296263 0.0325016 0.0316748 0.0320904 
35 0.0321734 0.0307026 0.0311874 0.0326272 0.0336438 0.0320669 
36 0.0316122 0.0315880 0.0319749 0.0351578 0.0329166 0.0326499 
37 0.0305314 0.0332158 0.0313328 0.0311277 0.0327528 0.0317921 
38 0.0319560 0.0338520 0.0311653 0.0319372 0.0307763 0.0319374 
39 0.0320761 0.0310056 0.0306196 0.0302796 0.0322331 0.0312428 
40 0.0313338 0.0319689 0.0306834 0.0324834 0.0311541 0.0315247 
41 0.0320363 0.0312327 0.0311327 0.0319039 0.0345838 0.0321779 
42 0.0299444 0.0308592 0.0313784 0.0310629 0.0317730 0.0310036 
43 0.0307254 0.0307119 0.0316174 0.0314766 0.0317164 0.0312495 
44 0.0308951 0.0310249 0.0293420 0.0315660 0.0312588 0.0308174 
45 0.0306230 0.0318366 0.0327690 0.0310317 0.0313473 0.0315215 
46 0.0318264 0.0303799 0.0322833 0.0300659 0.0315228 0.0312157 
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10 0.0195467 0.0207228 0.0232798 0.0198659 0.0211429 0.0209116 
11 0.0177830 0.0197726 0.0190892 0.0191474 0.0221086 0.0195802 
12 0.0190489 0.0204728 0.0202197 0.0179205 0.0181829 0.0191690 
13 0.0185515 0.0177541 0.0207730 0.0172378 0.0176209 0.0183875 
14 0.0182836 0.0186373 0.0178434 0.0181468 0.0163991 0.0178620 
15 0.0194926 0.0166354 0.0170268 0.0157731 0.0169434 0.0171743 
16 0.0173659 0.0166879 0.0164060 0.0176656 0.0161312 0.0168513 
17 0.0174283 0.0149013 0.0159214 0.0152208 0.0164679 0.0159879 
18 0.0159053 0.0156807 0.0148829 0.0174979 0.0160711 0.0160076 
19 0.0145469 0.0149062 0.0163242 0.0157165 0.0167490 0.0156486 
20 0.0146649 0.0154205 0.0143300 0.0148997 0.0151452 0.0148921 
21 0.0154710 0.0158112 0.0152686 0.0146935 0.0141777 0.0150844 
22 0.0151307 0.0161826 0.0142900 0.0140908 0.0135404 0.0146469 
23 0.0140415 0.0141506 0.0142791 0.0137121 0.0141429 0.0140652 
24 0.0135940 0.0146003 0.0144418 0.0135797 0.0146887 0.0141809 
25 0.0141658 0.0142596 0.0152405 0.0137100 0.0140321 0.0142816 
26 0.0123874 0.0135677 0.0127461 0.0143610 0.0130589 0.0132242 
27 0.0137516 0.0122709 0.0134249 0.0133943 0.0153726 0.0136429 
28 0.0143700 0.0135922 0.0134447 0.0135481 0.0135062 0.0136922 
29 0.0125105 0.0139468 0.0130543 0.0136155 0.0145946 0.0135443 
30 0.0140627 0.0128329 0.0138143 0.0127690 0.0131633 0.0133284 
31 0.0128740 0.0119581 0.0135398 0.0125461 0.0130654 0.0127967 
32 0.0134344 0.0129222 0.0118159 0.0134216 0.0136398 0.0130468 
33 0.0125871 0.0126810 0.0130288 0.0122503 0.0119869 0.0125068 
34 0.0120613 0.0125356 0.0123844 0.0123864 0.0127249 0.0124185 
35 0.0114160 0.0118159 0.0127211 0.0118165 0.0129177 0.0121374 
36 0.0118418 0.0127815 0.0124513 0.0124233 0.0121255 0.0123247 
37 0.0124413 0.0129106 0.0126779 0.0121208 0.0118520 0.0124005 
38 0.0127337 0.0128371 0.0117308 0.0124474 0.0120290 0.0123556 
39 0.0120500 0.0118720 0.0124018 0.0136709 0.0131768 0.0126343 
40 0.0117219 0.0125458 0.0113698 0.0124464 0.0116531 0.0119474 
41 0.0124052 0.0131734 0.0112343 0.0119523 0.0122712 0.0122073 
42 0.0113835 0.0130048 0.0128576 0.0116397 0.0118481 0.0121467 
43 0.0117489 0.0116436 0.0115872 0.0113368 0.0114905 0.0115614 
44 0.0116526 0.0125114 0.0122263 0.0118002 0.0114819 0.0119345 
45 0.0109630 0.0113118 0.0115704 0.0132500 0.0116495 0.0117489 
46 0.0125149 0.0115119 0.0117751 0.0119775 0.0105654 0.0116690 
47 0.0116160 0.0125461 0.0121925 0.0115848 0.0125691 0.0121017 
48 0.0123420 0.0121121 0.0123740 0.0115922 0.0115161 0.0119873 
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Table F. 4: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons for the 
BPNN7 

Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

Average 
MSE 

11 0.0144951 0.0141216 0.0147358 0.0167162 0.0153248 0.0150787 
12 0.0125835 0.0134589 0.0136814 0.0134157 0.0141637 0.0134606 
13 0.0135741 0.0163001 0.0135175 0.0151407 0.0129526 0.0142970 
14 0.0122843 0.0130227 0.0124838 0.0118861 0.0124160 0.0124186 
15 0.0105580 0.0104393 0.0117788 0.0117258 0.0116032 0.0112210 
16 0.0116428 0.0114390 0.0111891 0.0101759 0.0117834 0.0112460 
17 0.0116323 0.0107449 0.0115705 0.0110397 0.0110313 0.0112037 
18 0.0093623 0.0095103 0.0108707 0.0109372 0.0106182 0.0102597 
19 0.0090425 0.0100836 0.0113659 0.0095266 0.0108927 0.0101823 
20 0.0097807 0.0093373 0.0085414 0.0091218 0.0087655 0.0091093 
21 0.0078559 0.0074859 0.0089318 0.0092459 0.0088994 0.0084838 
22 0.0085928 0.0085518 0.0083883 0.0085240 0.0097182 0.0087550 
23 0.0084839 0.0078702 0.0073655 0.0088211 0.0080855 0.0081252 
24 0.0086781 0.0076473 0.0085097 0.0077695 0.0079712 0.0081152 
25 0.0078931 0.0084462 0.0073690 0.0081621 0.0090166 0.0081774 
26 0.0082479 0.0072060 0.0080235 0.0074527 0.0078135 0.0077487 
27 0.0076918 0.0080475 0.0070746 0.0074448 0.0086071 0.0077732 
28 0.0074271 0.0083396 0.0079725 0.0073118 0.0074783 0.0077059 
29 0.0071765 0.0065441 0.0081803 0.0076079 0.0070346 0.0073087 
30 0.0068782 0.0068704 0.0068481 0.0064183 0.0069752 0.0067980 
31 0.0067557 0.0071494 0.0073743 0.0076826 0.0060190 0.0069962 
32 0.0068773 0.0070701 0.0061709 0.0062151 0.0071462 0.0066959 
33 0.0072156 0.0067428 0.0065627 0.0057771 0.0061310 0.0064858 
34 0.0067698 0.0061267 0.0060136 0.0064637 0.0060175 0.0062783 
35 0.0067131 0.0061771 0.0069879 0.0066692 0.0065730 0.0066241 
36 0.0062995 0.0060850 0.0053995 0.0070765 0.0061156 0.0061952 
37 0.0052795 0.0058514 0.0061578 0.0069191 0.0066102 0.0061636 
38 0.0069430 0.0058754 0.0054716 0.0062052 0.0059225 0.0060835 
39 0.0054980 0.0057899 0.0070112 0.0067685 0.0067776 0.0063690 
40 0.0059775 0.0054425 0.0057549 0.0059651 0.0053841 0.0057048 
41 0.0059001 0.0058667 0.0058501 0.0057061 0.0058952 0.0058436 
42 0.0062076 0.0055512 0.0053302 0.0062715 0.0051790 0.0057079 
43 0.0049850 0.0060709 0.0045987 0.0051343 0.0057090 0.0052996 
44 0.0054849 0.0063676 0.0056883 0.0056658 0.0057747 0.0057963 
45 0.0054804 0.0053856 0.0052589 0.0062581 0.0055023 0.0055771 
46 0.0051963 0.0061866 0.0066759 0.0059672 0.0053083 0.0058669 
47 0.0053653 0.0054814 0.0053788 0.0055927 0.0059099 0.0055456 
48 0.0052866 0.0062992 0.0054184 0.0060338 0.0055293 0.0057135 
49 0.0050847 0.0050436 0.0053885 0.0048633 0.0049988 0.0050758 
50 0.0051810 0.0058704 0.0050439 0.0046798 0.0051361 0.0051822 
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13 0.0109995 0.0120175 0.0116914 0.0103148 0.0124733 0.0114993 
14 0.0107434 0.0100709 0.0104723 0.0107739 0.0110302 0.0106181 
15 0.0097049 0.0095899 0.0096263 0.0101579 0.0102647 0.0098687 
16 0.0099476 0.0086213 0.0102090 0.0099290 0.0090144 0.0095443 
17 0.0085548 0.0106606 0.0103414 0.0083687 0.0093316 0.0094514 
18 0.0092864 0.0079722 0.0088306 0.0077230 0.0079278 0.0083480 
19 0.0090093 0.0091048 0.0077068 0.0083150 0.0084307 0.0085133 
20 0.0084317 0.0081834 0.0076076 0.0072876 0.0077524 0.0078525 
21 0.0080522 0.0082199 0.0077298 0.0081963 0.0087545 0.0081905 
22 0.0069703 0.0081204 0.0078260 0.0086197 0.0075480 0.0078169 
23 0.0074100 0.0083442 0.0078319 0.0066651 0.0081279 0.0076758 
24 0.0073837 0.0069496 0.0062584 0.0068302 0.0070251 0.0068894 
25 0.0068882 0.0073992 0.0069105 0.0067784 0.0068516 0.0069656 
26 0.0066179 0.0070567 0.0072252 0.0065140 0.0067833 0.0068394 
27 0.0065042 0.0064082 0.0067552 0.0071524 0.0068091 0.0067258 
28 0.0066259 0.0069627 0.0064544 0.0064970 0.0072116 0.0067503 
29 0.0062360 0.0067058 0.0069421 0.0065303 0.0065372 0.0065903 
30 0.0063148 0.0058591 0.0058075 0.0058215 0.0061545 0.0059915 
31 0.0067699 0.0062245 0.0062816 0.0064564 0.0057427 0.0062950 
32 0.0052717 0.0056855 0.0057857 0.0058034 0.0056902 0.0056473 
33 0.0060092 0.0059941 0.0068776 0.0058558 0.0055146 0.0060503 
34 0.0057699 0.0055179 0.0058322 0.0057813 0.0057549 0.0057312 
35 0.0058625 0.0059630 0.0057639 0.0054227 0.0053370 0.0056698 
36 0.0050934 0.0058664 0.0057409 0.0055457 0.0053247 0.0055142 
37 0.0055097 0.0047524 0.0050203 0.0059528 0.0057143 0.0053899 
38 0.0054124 0.0057605 0.0050444 0.0048946 0.0059369 0.0054098 
39 0.0057420 0.0056247 0.0051647 0.0053548 0.0051541 0.0054081 
40 0.0048694 0.0051318 0.0050329 0.0045989 0.0048336 0.0048933 
41 0.0054577 0.0054479 0.0046920 0.0045792 0.0051397 0.0050633 
42 0.0053061 0.0053186 0.0051645 0.0049041 0.0051884 0.0051763 
43 0.0046546 0.0045578 0.0049413 0.0050645 0.0047271 0.0047891 
44 0.0055018 0.0047095 0.0053061 0.0048314 0.0049092 0.0050516 
45 0.0045265 0.0051593 0.0057230 0.0047332 0.0050295 0.0050343 
46 0.0055104 0.0046071 0.0049843 0.0050646 0.0050864 0.0050506 
47 0.0046313 0.0051450 0.0052222 0.0049314 0.0047728 0.0049405 
48 0.0048693 0.0046778 0.0043402 0.0041946 0.0045848 0.0045333 
49 0.0043709 0.0042869 0.0048762 0.0045997 0.0047327 0.0045733 
50 0.0043027 0.0045700 0.0048192 0.0047253 0.0046050 0.0046044 
51 0.0047744 0.0044524 0.0046198 0.0050718 0.0041086 0.0046054 
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Table F. 6: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons for the 
BPNN9 

Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

Average 
MSE 

16 0.0151856 0.0139826 0.0070508 0.0085967 0.0065716 0.0102775 
17 0.0068168 0.0069630 0.0068923 0.0061900 0.0070015 0.0067727 
18 0.0065891 0.0064925 0.0062342 0.0063977 0.0067242 0.0064875 
19 0.0074024 0.0064189 0.0074376 0.0060662 0.0058962 0.0066443 
20 0.0056883 0.0061803 0.0068794 0.0065117 0.0057056 0.0061931 
21 0.0062862 0.0063350 0.0060405 0.0059165 0.0056232 0.0060403 
22 0.0056424 0.0066780 0.0064414 0.0056077 0.0063228 0.0061385 
23 0.0061385 0.0057325 0.0063551 0.0054751 0.0051722 0.0057747 
24 0.0051457 0.0057031 0.0050702 0.0055054 0.0054114 0.0053672 
25 0.0053625 0.0048067 0.0050900 0.0046790 0.0049652 0.0049807 
26 0.0047654 0.0046709 0.0047573 0.0050711 0.0050622 0.0048654 
27 0.0052510 0.0051626 0.0052520 0.0042270 0.0052070 0.0050199 
28 0.0045910 0.0047505 0.0042221 0.0046994 0.0053150 0.0047156 
29 0.0042344 0.0043992 0.0041525 0.0045639 0.0048135 0.0044327 
30 0.0042115 0.0047434 0.0039454 0.0043100 0.0046931 0.0043807 
31 0.0039148 0.0043722 0.0043817 0.0046498 0.0045224 0.0043682 
32 0.0041514 0.0040939 0.0039737 0.0044639 0.0039616 0.0041289 
33 0.0037038 0.0037882 0.0042224 0.0042426 0.0041069 0.0040128 
34 0.0035943 0.0040459 0.0041131 0.0040407 0.0042693 0.0040127 
35 0.0036101 0.0040276 0.0040539 0.0042698 0.0042647 0.0040452 
36 0.0037823 0.0035913 0.0032932 0.0038866 0.0039654 0.0037038 
37 0.0035611 0.0040697 0.0036462 0.0037626 0.0035329 0.0037145 
38 0.0036534 0.0039360 0.0036207 0.0042054 0.0034446 0.0037720 
39 0.0032603 0.0032574 0.0034938 0.0035333 0.0036276 0.0034345 
40 0.0033597 0.0038707 0.0038987 0.0031708 0.0036259 0.0035852 
41 0.0034263 0.0034188 0.0032082 0.0038790 0.0034349 0.0034734 
42 0.0032695 0.0030175 0.0038296 0.0032183 0.0032136 0.0033097 
43 0.0033036 0.0035452 0.0035775 0.0034387 0.0031624 0.0034055 
44 0.0036776 0.0032399 0.0034645 0.0032671 0.0032150 0.0033728 
45 0.0030660 0.0031675 0.0033745 0.0031172 0.0027402 0.0030931 
46 0.0030640 0.0034759 0.0030405 0.0033074 0.0034140 0.0032604 
47 0.0033355 0.0031328 0.0031576 0.0032127 0.0032116 0.0032100 
48 0.0026395 0.0031148 0.0029261 0.0032290 0.0032543 0.0030327 
49 0.0030113 0.0031396 0.0027308 0.0030586 0.0034069 0.0030694 
50 0.0030700 0.0030407 0.0031181 0.0031054 0.0033086 0.0031286 
51 0.0028796 0.0032319 0.0027426 0.0032445 0.0028298 0.0029857 
52 0.0031398 0.0028337 0.0028495 0.0032580 0.0031094 0.0030381 
53 0.0023466 0.0031680 0.0027858 0.0026038 0.0028704 0.0027549 
54 0.0031688 0.0029821 0.0029999 0.0028153 0.0025723 0.0029077 
55 0.0032302 0.0032727 0.0030249 0.0027957 0.0028891 0.0030425 
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Table F. 7: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons for the 
BPNNlo 

Hidden 
Neurons 

Run 1 
MSE 

Run 2 
MSE 

Run 3 
MSE 

Run 4 
MSE 

Run 5 
MSE 

Average 
MSE 

16 0.0015783 0.0011639 0.0015985 0.0009758 0.0013786 0.0013390 
17 0.0013624 0.0013291 0.0014921 0.0012827 0.0012045 0.0013342 
18 0.0014145 0.0008464 0.0011580 0.0009735 0.0017004 0.0012186 
19 0.0010205 0.0009987 0.0014612 0.0009428 0.0015440 0.0011934 
20 0.0014671 0.0013097 0.0012559 0.0010788 0.0010766 0.0012376 
21 0.0008886 0.0013101 0.0010438 0.0010466 0.0012256 0.0011029 
22 0.0011262 0.0008901 0.0009725 0.0010467 0.0012539 0.0010579 
23 0.0009936 0.0010997 0.0009188 0.0006976 0.0006997 0.0008819 
24 0.0009183 0.0009386 0.0009411 0.0010240 0.0009907 0.0009625 
25 0.0009445 0.0011248 0.0008921 0.0009118 0.0013875 0.0010521 
26 0.0011213 0.0007000 0.0006991 0.0009372 0.0007577 0.0008431 
27 0.0008124 0.0009128 0.0008670 0.0008650 0.0009150 0.0008744 
28 0.0006998 0.0007625 0.0011471 0.0007633 0.0006991 0.0008144 
29 0.0008341 0.0006994 0.0008923 0.0008601 0.0007612 0.0008094 
30 0.0008385 0.0006998 0.0009385 0.0010688 0.0008378 0.0008767 
31 0.0008082 0.0007321 0.0008622 0.0006997 0.0007886 0.0007782 
32 0.0007580 0.0008891 0.0010998 0.0009114 0.0007876 0.0008892 
33 0.0006991 0.0010956 0.0007869 0.0007832 0.0007000 0.0008130 
34 0.0007859 0.0006990 0.0006996 0.0008887 0.0007000 0.0007546 
35 0.0006999 0.0009130 0.0009437 0.0009905 0.0006985 0.0008491 
36 0.0006980 0.0006969 0.0006999 0.0007824 0.0008360 0.0007426 
37 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0006994 0.0007866 0.0006954 0.0007162 
38 0.0006982 0.0006998 0.0007567 0.0007858 0.0007596 0.0007400 
39 0.0007578 0.0009434 0.0006980 0.0007000 0.0006958 0.0007590 
40 0.0006999 0.0007867 0.0009152 0.0008638 0.0006979 0.0007927 
41 0.0009369 0.0006978 0.0007877 0.0007860 0.0006982 0.0007813 
42 0.0007573 0.0008597 0.0007000 0.0006999 0.0007821 0.0007598 
43 0.0007556 0.0009428 0.0006976 0.0009917 0.0006988 0.0008173 
44 0.0008644 0.0006998 0.0006935 0.0007579 0.0006993 0.0007430 
45 0.0008619 0.0008368 0.0007574 0.0007868 0.0007844 0.0008055 
46 0.0006966 0.0006989 0.0006985 0.0006902 0.0007808 0.0007130 
47 0.0006968 0.0010186 0.0007851 0.0007603 0.0008355 0.0008193 
48 0.0006995 0.0007830 0.0007868 0.0006939 0.0006994 0.0007325 
49 0.0009386 0.0006979 0.0009410 0.0006987 0.0007844 0.0008121 
50 0.0006985 0.0007863 0.0007559 0.0008648 0.0009123 0.0008036 
51 0.0007860 0.0007562 0.0006997 0.0007573 0.0007847 0.0007568 
52 0.0006992 0.0006987 0.0008594 0.0006997 0.0007582 0.0007430 
53 0.0007590 0.0007580 0.0006990 0.0009137 0.0006998 0.0007659 
54 0.0006998 0.0006997 0.0007565 0.0007849 0.0006998 0.0007281 
55 0.0006998 0.0006988 0.0006924 0.0007561 0.0007821 0.0007258 
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Table F. 8: All the Experiments Used to Find the Optimal Number of Hidden Neurons for the 
BPNNII 

MSE MSE MSE MSE MSE MSE 

15 0.0006996 0.0013865 0.0020807 0.0006997 0.0006997 0.0011132 
16 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0020783 0.0006982 0.0006999 0.0009752 
17 0.0006997 0.0007000 0.0006268 0.0006999 0.0013862 0.0008225 
18 0.0013863 0.0007000 0.0006999 0.0006998 0.0006088 0.0008190 
19 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0006561 0.0006998 0.0006121 0.0006735 
20 0.0006995 0.0005853 0.0006898 0.0006733 0.0006997 0.0006695 
21 0.0007000 0.0013869 0.0006993 0.0006998 0.0006996 0.0008371 
22 0.0007000 0.0013859 0.0006999 0.0006999 0.0006829 0.0008337 
23 0.0006998 0.0006728 0.0006998 0.0013872 0.0007000 0.0008319 
24 0.0013865 0.0006997 0.0006996 0.0013865 0.0005875 0.0009520 
25 0.0006998 0.0006202 0.0006997 0.0006984 0.0006998 0.0006836 
26 0.0006602 0.0006999 0.0006804 0.0013870 0.0006215 0.0008098 
27 0.0006997 0.0007000 0.0006978 0.0013866 0.0006868 0.0008342 
28 0.0006865 0.0013879 0.0006996 0.0006999 0.0006109 0.0008170 
29 0.0007000 0.0006877 0.0005753 0.0006635 0.0007000 0.0006653 
30 0.0006999 0.0006998 0.0006837 0.0006995 0.0006999 0.0006966 
31 0.0006921 0.0006998 0.0006992 0.0013869 0.0006680 0.0008292 
32 0.0006998 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0006997 0.0006877 0.0006973 
33 0.0006496 0.0013870 0.0006998 0.0006384 0.0006997 0.0008149 
34 0.0006998 0.0006967 0.0007000 0.0006999 0.0006999 0.0006993 
35 0.0007000 0.0006852 0.0006304 0.0006833 0.0007000 0.0006798 
36 0.0006236 0.0006233 0.0006945 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0006682 
37 0.0007000 0.0006346 0.0006001 0.0006999 0.0006999 0.0006669 
38 0.0006641 0.0006966 0.0006091 0.0006909 0.0006998 0.0006721 
39 0.0006130 0.0006994 0.0013872 0.0006999 0.0006998 0.0008199 
40 0.0006998 0.0006996 0.0006998 0.0006999 0.0007000 0.0006998 
41 0.0006998 0.0006607 0.0007000 0.0013875 0.0006997 0.0008295 
42 0.0006950 0.0006998 0.0006998 0.0006826 0.0006999 0.0006954 
43 0.0006608 0.0006932 0.0006017 0.0013863 0.0006997 0.0008083 
44 0.0006486 0.0006995 0.0006995 0.0006595 0.0006999 0.0006814 
45 0.0013869 0.0006958 0.0006450 0.0007000 0.0006996 0.0008255 
46 0.0006232 0.0006999 0.0006997 0.0006503 0.0006754 0.0006697 
47 0.0006390 0.0006729 0.0013870 0.0006987 0.0006861 0.0008167 
48 0.0006879 0.0006435 0.0006434 0.0006996 0.0006997 0.0006748 
49 0.0006999 0.0006997 0.0006999 0.0006898 0.0006997 0.0006978 
50 0.0006999 0.0006999 0.0006997 0.0006641 0.0006996 0.0006926 
51 0.0006999 0.0006581 0.0006536 0.0006999 0.0006972 0.0006817 
52 0.0013870 0.0006921 0.0006996 0.0006997 0.0005771 0.0008111 
53 0.0007000 0.0006005 0.0006916 0.0006568 0.0006999 0.0006698 
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(; I 

Analysis of the Common Dictionary 

This appendix contains some analysis of the common dictionary which was presented in Chap- 

ter 4. The analysis covers the following: 

. Table G. 1 : The frequency of each Arabic letter in the different root positions in the common 
dictionary. 

" Table G. 2 : The number of adjacency appearance of two letters in the positions 1 and 2 in 

the triliteral Roots in the common dictionary. 

. Table G. 3 : The number of adjacency appearance of two letters in the positions 1 and 3 in 

the triliteral Roots in the common dictionary. 

. Table G. 4 : The number of adjacency appearance of two letters in the positions 2 and 3 in 
the triliteral Roots in the common dictionary. 
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Letter 1st Position 2nd Position 3rd Position Total 
395 503 488 1386 
453 391 426 1270 

J 336 429 454 1219 
366 389 438 1193 
367 435 388 1190 
417 559 200 1176 
326 320 340 986 
312 320 326 958 
352 288 312 952 

c9 324 272 303 899 
322 253 293 868 

c 314 228 300 842 
326 250 247 823 
366 223 219 808 
313 224 235 772 
101 461 187 749 
290 205 251 746 
287 285 150 722 

ja 212 211 259 682 
j 237 209 229 675 

194 244 227 665 
270 194 179 643 
220 154 180 554 
209 181 139 529 
155 171 163 489 
4 54 411 469 

180 135 111 426 
133 170 111 414 
50 58 79 187 

6 172 178 
11 18 29 

7 1 8 
2 2 4 
1 1 
1 1 

O 0 
Table G. 1: The Frequency of Each Arabic Letter in the Different Root Positions in 
the Common Dictionary 
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